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Abstract

The re-engineering of the European power transmission system is crucial to meet the objectives set by the
European Union for 2020 and beyond: in addition to market, organisational and regulatory aspects, this reengineering process will also involve some technical issues dealing with the progressive integration of
innovative transmission technologies into the daily operation of the European Transmission System
Operators (TSOs).
In this context, the present report aims at providing a TSO-targeted Technology Roadmap for the
integration of promising innovative power transmission technologies into the pan-European power system
in the mid/long term.
This Technology Integration Roadmap takes into account a systemic approach leaning on two knowledge
pillars:
- the transmission system perspective, with a long-term vision of the system, its features and
development, which may lead to the effective integration of innovative technologies into it;
- the technological perspective, bringing in the ongoing progress related to promising technology
options.
The proposed Technology Roadmap is organized into high level components, including the future longterm vision of the pan-European power transmission system in the TSOs’ perspective, the transmission
system critical challenges driving that vision and the overall expected benefits or system attributes
improvements expected from the integration of the selected critical technologies. Then, the main
components for each core technology are described:
- The Action Agenda for the next three decades: it describes a tentative integration trajectory with
milestones as seen respectively by manufacturers and TSOs;
- The key expected benefits qualitatively analysed;
- The typical ranges of investment costs (when available), based on TSOs’ and REALISEGRID expert
partners’ inputs and extensive literature searches;
- A detailed Description of each selected technology.
The technologies are classified into four main groups (Passive, Active, Real-Time, Impacting). Speedingup the seamless adoption of these innovative technologies in TSOs’ operations requires addressing also
non-technical barriers of various nature, which are described in this report.
The REALISEGRID roadmapping work is intended to contribute to the ongoing ENTSO-E initiative aimed
at elaborating a roadmap towards a pan-European system up to 2050, with a special focus on the 2050
Supergrid.
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ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS1
AC: Alternating Current
ACCC: Aluminium Conductor, Composite Core
ACCR: Aluminium Conductor, Composite Reinforced
ACSR: Aluminium Conductor, Steel Reinforced. It has its outer conductors made of Aluminium
and its inner core made of Steel.
ACSS: Aluminium Conductor, Steel Supported
ACSS/TW: Aluminium Conductor, Steel Supported Trapezoidal shaped Wire strands
Ampacity: The ampacity of a conductor is that maximum constant current which will meet the
design, security and safety criteria of a particular line on which the conductor is used [115].
Annealing: The annealing is the process wherein the tensile strength of copper or aluminium
wires is reduced at sustained high temperatures [115].
APST: Assisted Phase Shifting Transformer
Back-to-back stations: They consist of a couple of converters, AC-DC and DC-AC, linked by a
DC circuit and part of the same building block. They are used for the interconnection of
asynchronous systems.
CAES: Compressed Air Energy Storage
CORESO: Coordination of Electricity System Operators. CORESO, an initiative of the French
and Belgian TSOs (RTE and Elia), was created in December 2008 and started its operational
activities in February 2009. National Grid (UK TSO) joined the initiative as a new shareholder in
May 2009, followed by Terna and 50Hertz in November 2010. The initiative is “open” to other
TSOs. As a Regional Coordination Service Centre, CORESO provides its shareholders with
services of coordination with regards to the forecast and operation of electricity flows aiming to
enhance the level of Security of Supply by bringing them a wide vision of electricity flows
complementary to their national vision.
CD: Cold Dielectric. It is a type of superconducting cable in which the dielectric material
operates within the cryogenic environment [50].
Cryogenics: It refers to the production of low temperatures and the study of low temperature
phenomena [50].

1

For an explanation of the acronyms referring to technologies under consideration, please see Annex 1
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CRS: Cryogenic Refrigeration System. It is a system that provides continuous cooling at
cryogenic temperature [50].
Cryostat: It is an apparatus designed to contain and thermally insulate a cryogenic environment
[50].
CSC: Current Source Converter
DC: Direct Current
DFC: Dynamic Flow Controller (DFC). It is a FACTS device.
DTR: Dynamic Thermal Rating
Enclosure: An enclosure is the outer metallic pipe containing the insulating gases, conductor,
and internal supporting media [99].
EHV: Extra High Voltage. It is defined as the voltage level for AC systems with a maximum
rated phase to phase voltage lying between 170 kV and 550 kV [58].
ENTSO-E: European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
FACTS: Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System
FES: Flywheel Energy Storage
GHG: Green House Gas
GIL: Gas Insulated Line
GTO: Gate Turn Off
GZTACSR: Gap Type Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Conductor, Steel Reinforced
HTC: High Temperature Conductor
HTS: High Temperature Superconductor
HVAC: High Voltage Alternating Current
HVDC: High Voltage Direct Current
IACS: International Annealed Copper Standard for conductivity. IACS=100 % corresponds to a
value of 58,108 m/( ·mm2) of Copper Standard Conductivity.
IEA: International Energy Agency
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IGBT: Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
IGCT: Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristor
Invar: It is a nickel steel alloy, which is known for its uniquely low coefficient of thermal
expansion. It is also known generically as FeNi36 (64FeNi in the US).
Invar Steel: It is a steel core wire made with high nickel content to reduce the thermal
elongation coefficient [115].
IPFC: Interline Power Flow Controller. It is a FACTS device.
KTACSR: High Strength Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced
KTAl: High Strength Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy
Liquid Nitrogen (LN2): An inert substance with a boiling temperature of 77 K (-196 °C) at 1
atmosphere. It is used to cryogenically cool high temperature superconducting cables [50].
Loop flow: It represents the transfer of electric power from generator to load subdivided along
multiple parallel paths; it especially refers to power flow along an unintended path that loops
away from the most direct geographic path or contract path [213].
Maximum Allowable Conductor Temperature: It represents the highest conductor
temperature at which an overhead power line can be safely operated [115].
NACE: It is the statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community. The
term NACE is derived from the French “Nomenclature statistique des Activités économiques
dans la Communauté Européenne”.
Na-S: Sodium-Sulphur
(n-1) criterion: The (n-1) criterion is a rule according to which elements remaining in operation
after failure of a single network element (such as transmission line/transformer or generating
unit, or in certain instances a busbar) must be capable of accommodating the change of flows in
the network caused by that single failure while respecting all system constraints [77].
OHL: Overhead Line
PMU: Phasor Measurement Unit. PMUs are monitoring devices installed at critical nodes in a
power network where they collect different data related to power flows. Measurements are sent
via satellite to a central control room, enabling to monitor the system and possibly generate
control signals to optimize system operation and promptly counteract instabilities.
PSB: Polysulfide Bromide Batteries
PST: Phase Shifting Transformer
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RTTR: Real Time Thermal Rating
RTM: Real Time Monitoring
Security: The security of a power system refers to the degree of risk in its ability to survive
imminent disturbances (contingencies) without interruption of customer service. It relates to
robustness of the system to imminent disturbances and, hence, depends on:
 the system operating conditions AND
 the contingent probability of disturbances.
The concepts of stability and security differ in terms of resulting consequences: two power
systems may both be stable with equal stability margins, but one may be relatively more secure
because the consequences of instability are less severe [141].
SMES: Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage
SSSC: Static Synchronous Series Compensator. It is also known as ASC (Advanced Series
Compensator) or GTO-CSC. It is a FACTS device.
SCFF: Self Contained Fluid-Filled
Stability ([141]): The stability is the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial
operating condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical
disturbance, with most system variables bounded so that practically the entire system remains
intact. Generally the following categories of instabilities can be identified:
1. Rotor Angle Stability: this incorporates both transient and small-signal stability,
both of which tend to be relatively short-term phenomena – that is, these stability
problems manifest themselves in fractions of a second to seconds.
2. Frequency Stability: this can be either a short or long term phenomena. It is mainly
associated with the ability of turbine-generator controls being able to maintain a
stable system frequency.
3. Voltage Stability: this can also be either a short or long term phenomena and is
associated with the ability of the various voltage controlling devices in the
transmission system being able to maintain stable and proper control of system
voltage.
Figure 1 depicts the classification of power system stability typologies.

Figure 1: Classification of power system stability [141]
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STATCOM: STATic Synchronous COMpensator. It is also known as Static Condenser
(STATCON), Static VAr Generator (SVG), GTO-SVC or Advanced SVC (ASVC). It is a
FACTS device.
SVC: Static VAR Compensator. It is a FACTS device.
TACIR: Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced
TACSR: Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced
TAl: Thermal-resistant Aluminium. It is an aluminium zirconium alloy that has stable
mechanical and electrical properties after continuous operation at temperatures of up to 150 °C
[115].
TCPST: Thyristor Controlled Phase Shifting Transformer. It is a FACTS device.
TCSC: Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor. It is a FACTS device.
Terminations: In an HTS cable the terminations are cryogenic vessels that provide a thermal
and electrical interface between the cable and external power system components [50].
Thermal Rating: It is the maximum electrical current, which can be safely carried by
transmission lines and cables [115].
Thyristors: They are electronic components of the same family as transistors and are more
suited to manage high power. They consist of four-layer semiconductor components which
conduct when a turn-on pulse is sent to the respective gate. They are practically one-way
switches and are configured in many different solutions in circuits with appropriate controls to
carry out energy conversion, frequency conversion, switching, and many other applications. The
development of the semiconductor technology has made it possible to manufacture new types of
thyristors, such as: gate turn-off (GTO) thyristors (that can also be turned off by sending a turnoff pulse to the gate), insulated gate commutated thyristors (IGCT), and insulated gate bipolar
transistors (IGBT). Promising thyristors are those depending on metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) integrated circuits, such as the MOS controlled thyristors (MCT). Other kinds of turn-off
thyristors are expected to be studied and commercialized in the next years [181].
Figure 2 compares the different power electronic components.

Figure 2: Comparison of controllable power for different power electronic devices [193]
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TSO: Transmission System Operator. It is a natural or legal person responsible for operating,
ensuring the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the transmission system in a given
area and, where applicable, its interconnections with other systems, and for ensuring the longterm ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the transmission of electricity [26].
Transistors: They are devices made of a semiconductor material with at least three terminals
that provide for a connection to an external circuit, and are commonly used as electronically
controlled amplifiers or switches [181].
UK: United Kingdom
UPFC: Unified Power Flow Controller. It is a FACTS device.
UPS: Uninterruptible Power Supply
VRB: Vanadium Redox Batteries
VSC: Voltage Source Converter
WAMC: Wide Area Monitoring and Control
WAMS: Wide Area Monitoring System
WD: Warm Dielectric. It is a type of superconducting power cable with which the dielectric
operates at ambient temperature and is not subjected to cryogenic conditions [50].
XLPE: Cross Linked Polyethylene Insulation
XTACIR: Extra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced
ZTACSR: Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced
ZTACIR: Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced
ZTAl: Ultra Thermal-Resistant Aluminium. It is an aluminium zirconium alloy that has stable
mechanical and electrical properties after continuous operation at temperatures of up to 210 °C
[115].
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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The European Union (EU) energy strategy relies on three pillars: security of supply,
sustainability and competitiveness. The EU Member States laid down ambitious targets for
sustainability to be reached by 2020 as a first step towards a more complete decarbonisation of
the European electricity sector by 2050. The European power transmission system is on the
critical path to meet the EU climate change and energy policy objectives: the electrical system
decarbonisation requires a progressive re-engineering of the pan-European transmission grid
with technical, market and regulatory impacts on planning, normal and emergency operations.
On the technical standpoint, this process will involve the integration of a spectrum of innovative
transmission technologies into the daily operation of European Transmission System Operators
(TSOs).
The present report introduces a Technology Integration Roadmap, developed in the framework
of the REALISEGRID project. It analyzes the evolution of advanced transmission technologies
over the next three decades towards their integration into the European power system, whose
evolution is driven by two major trends:
1. The effects of the liberalization of the European electricity markets
Generators, retailers and consumers view the transmission system as a public resource to which
they ask for access; in turn, this pushes system operators towards using system assets optimally.
Yet, this optimization is security-limited, since large outages (blackouts) are unacceptable
because of their huge economic and social costs. TSOs must, therefore, define security limits that
should be fulfilled at any time: market stakeholders may then perceive such a behavior as
constraining their activities and reducing the European Social Welfare. A transparent definition
and periodic assessment of the distance to these security limits (security margins) is thus
becoming of paramount importance. Also, the increasing development of cross-border trade
exploiting different electricity price levels, generation mix and load profiles between national
markets is stressing the existing cross-border backbones, originally planned to provide mutual
support rather than to host significant electricity trade flows.
2. The massive integration of renewable (generally variable) generation in the system
The predictability of power sources (location and levels of power injections) decreases when a
significant amount of variable power generation is connected to the system. A strong increase of
the penetration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is expected in Europe in the coming years
in view of the 2020 energy and climate change policy targets set by the EU. TSOs must then be
able to handle more sudden drops or rises in electricity network injection, which were not
foreseen in their usual way of managing electricity systems. In addition, most renewable
electricity is not dispatchable, and, large RES production sites may be very often located far
away from electricity consumption sites. This will be even more acute with large offshore wind
penetration. Finally, for small RES plants often connected to the distribution grid, TSOs have a
poor observability of the resulting power injections with no direct control over them.
A conventional solution could be used to address the above trends: adding transmission capacity
to the system by building new overhead HVAC (High Voltage Alternating Current) lines and by
overhauling existing European transmission infrastructure assets. Yet, it is more and more
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difficult to build new overhead lines in Europe due to environmental and socio-political
constraints. This is where new power technologies can be provided to extend transmission
capacity while keeping system security within acceptable limits and at affordable costs.
Clearly, two main non-exclusive and complementary routes can then be envisaged for the needed
re-engineering of the pan-European transmission grid:
- a sustainable grid expansion allowing an increased power transmission capacity (larger
power transfers over long-distance and more cross-border capacity): this could be
achieved by a class of innovative and flexible technologies;
- an optimization of the existing grid assets by operating them closer to their limits without
impacting the system security limits: new ICT (Information and Communication
Technology)-based solutions are then expected.
The future decarbonisation trajectory of the electricity system will combine both routes,
according to local geographical and economic specificities, to the ability of manufacturers to
provide a wide spectrum of innovative solutions aiming at improving on flexibility, reliability,
and robustness of the transmission system, and to the willingness of TSOs to integrate such
technologies into evolving operational practices.
The REALISEGRID Technology Integration Roadmap is a TSOs’ targeted technology roadmap,
which analyzes the integration of advanced power transmission technologies into the European
power transmission system at short/mid/long term horizons (2020/2030/2040). It leans on a
systemic approach of the pan-European transmission system taking into due account two
knowledge elements:
- a transmission system perspective, with a long-term vision about the evolution of the
European power transmission system;
- a technological perspective bringing promising technology options, which may in turn
require revisiting some of current TSOs’ operating practices.
Safe integration will require more and more collective field testing and intensive numerical
simulations of system behavior, thus leading probably also to new ways of considering the panEuropean system security limits.
Overall, the present roadmap aims at clarifying the “gap to TSO maturity” for each of the studied
technology options. An Action Agenda is then proposed at 10-year intervals for each technology,
which sequences key challenges along the estimated life-cycle of technologies before they reach
the “TSO maturity level”. These challenges cover research and development activities,
demonstration activities, and scaling up and replication by several TSOs. The REALISEGRID
roadmap must therefore be considered as a knowledge and communication instrument in support
of the upcoming collective planning revision process, which will be undertaken under ENTSO-E
(European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity) umbrella.[3]
The roadmap is made of building blocks, as shown in Figure 3. At a highest level, contextual
elements drive the long-term vision for the future electricity networks at 2020 [6] and 2030 time
horizons. It is complemented by the key benefits which the integration of innovative
technologies might bring to the pan-European transmission system: this is a generic filter helping
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the qualitative analysis of each retained technology. For the set of selected technologies three
questions need to be addressed:
What are the deployment challenges for such technology for the next 10, 20, 30 years?
What is the qualitative benefit profile once the technology is integrated in the system?
What are the typical investment cost ranges?

Not operated
by TSOs

Technologies operated by TSOs

Key benefits
from Technologies
Integration

2030 Vision

Critical

Challenges

This roadmapping work leant on the available technical and scientific literature and inputs from
the REALISEGRID TSOs and partners, technology experts and ongoing related FP7 funded
projects. It took also into account well known boundary conditions: the EU energy policy targets
for 2020; the European Electricity Grid Initiative (EEGI) vision at a 2020 time horizon [6]; the
Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) 2010-2020 of ENTSO-E [4]; the EC
Communication on energy infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond [7]; and the SETIS
(Strategic Energy Technologies Implementation System) high level roadmap for European Grids
[8].
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Figure 3: Overview of the REALISEGRID roadmap
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An exhaustive list of promising technologies (together with a rationale for discarding/selecting
any of them) was proposed by REALISEGRID. It was debated with TSOs and stakeholders of
the electricity system. “Core” technologies were then sub-grouped into three main clusters:
Passive equipment (P); Active equipment (A); Real Time system monitoring equipment (RT).
An additional class of technologies was added, the Impacting TSOs’ Operations equipment
(ITO). They include storage and innovative technologies belonging to the distribution world (i.e.
not directly handled by TSOs), but which may impact future TSOs’ operations. More
specifically, the four clusters include:
1) Passive equipment, mainly associated with High Voltage AC (HVAC) transmission
devices which include: XLPE (Cross-Linked Polyethylene) underground cables; Gas
Insulated Lines (GILs); High Temperature Conductors (HTCs), also known as High
Temperature Low Sag (HTLS) conductors, which are based on advances in the area of
composite materials; High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables operating at
extreme low temperature and providing very low resistances; HVAC lines equipped with
innovative towers.
2) Active equipment, able to actively control the network while increasing the transmission
system capacity, enhancing system stability or damping possible inter-area oscillations.
These technologies include devices such as Phase Shifting Transformers (PSTs), HVDC
(High Voltage Direct Current), FACTS (Flexible Alternating Current Transmission
System) and Fault Current Limiters (FCLs).
3) Real Time system monitoring equipment, based on advanced hardware and software
components used to sense loading and the limits of individual system components in real
time, as well as the overall state of the system, while also monitoring region-wide dynamic
loadability constraints. These technologies include WAMS (Wide Area Monitoring
Systems) and RTTR (Real Time Thermal Rating)-controlled lines/cables (also known as
smart lines/cables), able to dynamically increase transport capacity by controlling
conductors temperature.
4) Equipment Impacting on TSOs’ Operations, based on some new technologies expected
on the evolving distribution systems and having an impact on TSOs’ operations (such as
smart metering devices), and electricity storage technologies. Storage covers: Pumped
Hydroelectric Storage (PHS); Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES); Flywheel Energy
Storage (FES); Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES); Sodium-Sulphur (NaS) batteries; Flow batteries; Super/Ultracapacitors and Lithium-Ion batteries.
It is worth noticing that the selected technologies have been considered independently of each
other, even though they may be introduced jointly to further enhance their impacts. Extensive
power system simulations would be needed to quantify cross benefits, which are beyond the
scope of the proposed roadmap.
Typical investment costs ranges have then been investigated in close cooperation with all the
REALISEGRID partners [9][2]. This review has been complemented by qualitative benefit
profiles for each technology, when compared to a base case (standard HVAC technology).
Finally, a set of detailed Action Agendas has been designed for the next three decades: the aim is
to provide a potential integration trajectory which takes into account technological and
transmission system challenges.
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Time positioning of the key technology integration challenges raised by the adoption of
innovative transmission technologies is the central issue of the roadmap. A preliminary
positioning of a subset of key milestones is presented in Figure 4. They are chosen among about
400 milestones on a time axis leading to the 2030 vision for the European electricity network.
They are described in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Key milestones of the technology integration roadmap

Figure 4 illustrates the degree of maturity of the selected technologies at different time horizons2
and their contribution to the pan-European transmission system. The passive, active and realtime technologies as well as the so-called impacting technologies belong to future planning
options which address either “sustainable grid expansion” or “existing grid asset optimization”:
- It is the severity of non-technical barriers which will hamper the adoption process of
innovative technologies: a low level of social acceptance will favor the “existing grid asset
optimization” route (the pink oval in the bottom of the picture) and all the related active
technologies (arrows in pink in the picture) and real-time technologies (arrows in green). A
higher level of social acceptance will favor the sustainable grid expansion route;

2

The size of the arrow is related to the maturity of the technology (i.e. low, medium, high)
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-

-

Regulatory changes are implicit in the adoption of the “impacting technology” class (in
purple color on the bottom of Figure 4). Storage could become a key facilitator to make RES
dispatch more flexible, provided that new regulations are adopted to facilitate storage
expansion on business grounds;
In the longer run, on the right side of Figure 4, novel network architectures, including transcontinental and inter-continental electricity highways, will shape some of the technical
choices.

It must be emphasized that the milestones related to the technology integration have built-in
uncertainties. First, two conflicting business attitudes prevail: the “technology push” approach of
manufacturers and technology experts, on one side, and the conservative “demand pull” attitude
of regulated TSOs regarding the adoption risks of innovative technologies, on the other side.
Secondly, the “gap to maturity” is assessed differently by different TSOs, since each control
zone has its own history within the former bundled large energy groups. This is why the roadmap
has focused on three decades, leaving room to different national integration paces due to distinct
generation portfolios and distinct consumption patterns.
An overview of the selected Technologies potential is presented below.
A. Passive technologies
Underground and submarine XLPE cables present a strong potential for transmission. Such
cables for HVDC applications are more and more used. For HVAC XLPE cables, however,
notwithstanding the recent technological progress, the further deployment and consequent cost
reduction, the cost barrier (when compared to conventional solutions) is still high and expected
to remain so due to the intrinsic higher complexity and installation constraints of this technology.
Yet, the cost barrier might be reduced when all types of benefits stemming from this technology
are considered, such as lower losses during the whole life-time, authorization procedures
duration, visual impacts, etc.
Gas Insulated Line (GIL) is a proven, yet not widespread, technology mostly used in short length
installations (exploiting tunnels, bridges, or other existing infrastructures). It allows carrying a
much higher amount of power through a single line than conventional solutions and XLPE
cables. Yet, it faces strong environmental concerns in terms of SF6 emissions, which are much
more harmful than CO2 emissions, with a cost ratio over conventional solutions that remains
high. GIL deployment is likely to continue within niche applications valorizing existing nonelectrical infrastructures: much will also depend on the successful implementation of GILs in
planned projects at European level (like in the Brenner tunnel).
High Temperature Conductors (HTCs) are able to withstand higher operating temperatures, thus
carrying higher amount of power compared to conventional conductors. They can enhance
transmission capacity without impacting the negotiated right-of-way and, in general, without
modifications of transmission towers. They are increasingly adopted by European TSOs. HTCs
encompass a broad family of very different technologies in terms of potential for transmission
capacity and investment costs level. This explains the diverging viewpoints observed between
equipment manufacturers and TSOs: the appropriate selection of a conductor will follow an indepth analysis of the power system including operational and climatic conditions, fatigue and
safety issues as well as the overall investment costs. Gains in capacity can reach 30% for the
most used HT Conductors, while transfer capacity could be more than doubled with composite
type conductors. HTC costs are generally higher (in some cases much higher) than conventional
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ACSR (Aluminium Conductor, Steel Reinforced) conductors. Investment cost figures need to be
tuned by considering electrical losses, potential structure reinforcement, installation and
maintenance costs. The assessment of performances over the whole life-time through a better
understanding of reconductored lines (models, endurance testing and level of electrical losses) is
essential to further extend HTC uses.
Among the studied technologies, High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables are the ones
which are the farthest away from commercial applications. Some optimistic experts consider first
applications of HTS by 2020 thanks to a second generation of materials (Yttrium Barium Copper
Oxide, YBCO) and advanced deposition techniques, starting at distribution system level.
However, the majority of manufacturers are much more prudent with regards to their use in
transmission systems and do not consider any significant application at least before 2030. Costs
and size of the cryogenic refrigeration units will remain a major obstacle. Field tests
experimentations within very specific situations (short distance, dense urban area, DC
applications) will contribute to the further development of the HTS technology blocks.
The development of Innovative towers is progressively encouraged by TSOs in order to reduce
the environmental footprint of overhead lines (e.g. in terms of visual impact and electromagnetic
field level). Some common RD&D (Research, Development and Demonstration) challenges
could be mutualized by TSOs at EU level, such as the eco-design of towers. Demonstration of
new interfaces between lines and towers are needed. The cost differential is expected to be
compensated, inter alia, by the advantages in terms of maintenance, since such structures are less
prone to structural damages.
Table 1 presents an overview of the integration challenges for the studied Passive technologies at
short and mid-term horizon3.

3

The Id number corresponds to the reference positioned along the time axis in Figure 4
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Table 1: Key technology integration challenges for “Passive” equipment
Technology

Id
x1
x2

Cross-Linked
Polyethylene (XLPE)
cables
(underground and
submarine)

x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
g1

Gas Insulated Lines
(GIL)

g2
g3
c1
c2

High Temperature
Conductors (HTC)

c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
s1

High Temperature
Superconductive
(HTS) cables

s2
s3
t1

Innovative towers

t2
t3

Key technology integration challenges

Type of challenge

Environment and ageing models

Modelling

Insulation materials and cable architectures for improved performances
(reduction of junctions)
Advanced installation techniques for installation costs reduction (including
design of accessories)
Fast qualification techniques by TSOs and related standards
Integration of dynamic limits into system operation procedures and tools
Automated underground cable installation and remote sensing system for
O&M
Innovative cable materials (e.g. carbon nano-tube) for improved performances
Assessment of GILs performances in operation based on historical data and
models
New generation of GIL with enhanced safety in operation, longer distances
applications and N2/SF6 mixtures
Environmental footprint reduction and cost reduction
Advanced designs and new materials for high current carrying capacity,
reduced weight, line sags and corrosion for high temperature conductors
Long-term reliability of reconductored cables with high temperature
conductors (ageing models, endurance testing)
Improved HTC maintenance (ageing models, inspection techniques and
operations)
Advanced High Temperature Conductors field tested by TSOs
Extension of the application field from urban areas and wind farm connection
to long distance transmission
Organic composite conductors with higher transit capacity at lower costs
Exploration of nanomaterials for conductors
Development of more efficient and affordable (costs and size) cryogenic
refrigeration system
Pilot testing of 2nd generation of HTS tapes (Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide
and advanced deposition techniques)
Demonstration of superconducting cables for novel network architecture
Common TSO RD&D laboratory on modelisation issues (e.g. eco-design of
towers)
Modelling of eco-friendly towers
using new designs or composite materials
Demonstrations about technical interface problems between lines and towers

Performances
Installation, costs
Commissioning,
costs, standards
Performances,
operation
Installation, costs
Performances
Performances
assessment
Performances
Performances, costs
Performances
Performances
assessment
Operation and
maintenance
Demonstration
Applications
Performances, costs
Performances
Performances, costs
Demonstration
Demonstration
Inter-TSO
Performances
Demonstration

B. Active technologies
Fault Current Limiters (FCLs) comprise technologies with different degrees of maturity. When
addressing novel concepts (High Temperature Superconducting FCL, solid-state FCL, hybrid
FCL), technology challenges still remain to be faced before a commercial exploitation
(especially for High Temperature Superconducting FCL). The implementation of joint testing
facilities by TSOs at EU level would help converging on design types and materials, cost
reduction and standards and might speed-up the technology take-up in some niche applications in
Europe.
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Phase Shifting Transformers (PSTs) are a mature technology, implemented by TSOs in Europe
to control active power through preventive or curative strategies. In the future, the focus will be
on enabling issues: the development of shared PST models by TSOs and standards should
facilitate PST integration in transmission systems. In parallel, the development of cross-border
power trade and the integration of renewable generation will increase the need for such a
technology, possibly operated by power electronics and enhanced by coordinated control
protocols implemented within inter-TSO coordination centers.
The High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) technology has proven its reliability and
attractiveness for long distance power transmission, long submarine cable links and
interconnection of asynchronous systems. Converters to convert current from AC to DC and DC
to AC are critical. The most recent technology, self-commutated Voltage Source Converter
(VSC), is more flexible than the more conventional line-commutated Current Source Converter
(CSC) since it allows controlling active and reactive power independently. HVDC key benefits
are in terms of increased transmission capacity compared to conventional HVAC, and power
flow controllability, which in turn can enhance the stability of the link and of its surrounding
environment. Although the investment costs of a VSC-HVDC converter station are higher than
those of an AC substation, the overall investment costs of a DC transmission link can be lower
than those ones of a corresponding AC interconnection if a certain transmission distance is
reached (i.e. “break-even” distance). This break-even distance strongly depends on the specific
project parameters: it is typically between 80 and 120 km for offshore submarine cable
connections; while for onshore applications, the break-even distance between an AC and DC
OHL is in the order of 700 km [4]. Typical applications of VSC-HVDC include the active control
of flows, interconnection of offshore wind farms, black start functionalities and multi-terminal
DC applications. This technology is a key component of future European grid architectures.
Meshed DC systems will appear with the advent of commercial DC breakers..
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) equipment is a family of power
electronics-based devices able to enhance AC system controllability and stability and to increase
power transfer capability. FACTS are naturally compared by TSOs with mechanical driven
equipment providing controllability features, such as PST (a simpler, more robust, reliable and
generally less costly solution, but with limited dynamic capabilities). FACTS devices can be
classified according to their shunt, series or combined types of connection. Shunt type devices
present relevant features for reactive power compensation and voltage control, while series
devices offer key advantages for active power flow control and transient stability enhancement.
Costs, complexity and reliability issues represent nowadays the main barriers to the integration
of these promising technologies from the TSOs’ perspective. Up to present, shunt devices (like
the SVC, Static VAR Compensator) have been the most widespread and mature FACTS
technologies. Further FACTS penetration will depend on the technology providers’ ability to
overcome these barriers, thanks to more standardization, interoperability and economies of scale.
Key technology challenges are in terms of power electronic topologies and exploration of new
types of semiconductors replacing silicon. More user-friendly interfaces and proof of
performance through field testing will contribute to improve TSOs’ confidence in these new
technologies. Like other active equipments (HVDC (VSC) and PST), FACTS will be crucial for
the future integration of RES into the European system, while delivering full benefits when
subject to a coordinated control, in combination with Wide Area Measurement Systems [11].
Table 2 presents an overview of the integration challenges for Active technologies at short and
mid-term.
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Table 2: Key technology integration challenges for “Active” equipment
Technology

Id

Key technology integration challenges

Type of challenge

Fault Current
Limiters (novel
concepts) (FCLs)

l1
l2
l3
l4

Shared testing facilities among TSOs in Europe
Costs and losses reduction for FCLs
Next generation of solid state switches for Solid State FCLs (SSFCL)
Demonstration of relocatable FCLs

Inter-TSO
Costs, performances
Performances
Demonstration

p1

Coordinated use of PST with other active equipments
(coordination centres in Europe)
Standardisation of PST modelling shared by TSOs and manufacturers

Phase Shifting
Transformers (PST)

p2
d1
d2
d3

High Voltage Direct
Current: Voltage
Source Converters,
Current Source
Converters

d4
d5
d6
d7
d8
d9
f1

Flexible AC
Transmission
Systems

f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

Improved efficiency of VSC based on new switching topologies and smart
control of converters
Extended domain of use of HVDC (far-offshore, ultradeep, ultravoltage, high
distance interconnection)
Development and field tests of DC breakers
Testing HVDC in highly meshed networks: coordinated control; combined use
with WAMS, HVAC
Development of MTDC (Multiterminal HVDC) and exploration of meshed
HVDC configurations
New types of semiconductors for a new generation of thyristors
Test of selected options of MTDC for HVDC backbone in Europe combining
VSC and CSC
Superconducting DC cables transmission (SCDC)
Deployment of an MTDC backbone in Europe
Improved performance of FACTS based on new power electronic topologies
and semiconductors
Virtual Man-Machine interface for grid operators
Development of standards for FACTS
Large scale validation of FACTS (shunt) solutions in areas where voltage
control becomes critical
Large scale validation of FACTS (series) solutions in areas where fast
response line reactance control becomes critical
Field testing of coordinated use with other active equipments

Inter-TSO
Standards
Performances
Applications
Performances,
operations
Demonstration
Architecture
Performances
Architecture
Performances
Architecture
Performances
User-friendliness
Standards
Demonstration
Demonstration
Inter-TSO

C. Real-Time technologies
Real-Time Thermal Rating (RTTR)-monitored cables/lines are a rather mature technology based
on the real time control of thermal rating of a line or a cable. It aims at maximizing the capability
of a transmission line/cable while respecting design margins, thus reducing potential congestion
problems. Its further development will be facilitated by solving some practical integration
challenges: integration with other tools, interoperability with protection equipment settings,
coordination of RTTR monitored links, communication with SCADA and use of RTTR output
values at a dispatch level. Combined uses of RTTR measurements with weather forecast might
significantly increase the value of RTTR for network operations: it could become an interesting
option for TSOs to achieve higher transmission capacity ratings safely and reliably for existing
systems, at relatively low investment costs (when compared to the investment needed for new
transmission links).
Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) is an information platform with monitoring purposes.
Based on Phasor Measurements Units (PMUs), WAMS allow monitoring transmission system
conditions over large areas in view of detecting and further counteracting grid instabilities. This
early warning system contributes to increase system reliability by avoiding the spreading of large
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area disturbances, and optimizing the use of assets. Yet, some critical R&D challenges lie in
signal accuracy and reliability, communication architectures and data processing. Standards for
data processing, large scale demonstrations, possibly in combination with other active
equipment, will be needed to estimate benefits brought by WAMS.
Table 3 presents an overview of the integration challenges for Real Time technologies at short
and mid-term.
Table 3: Key technology integration challenges for “Real time” equipment
Technology
Real Time
Thermal Ratingbased cables /
lines
Wide Area
Monitoring
System/ Phasor
Measurement
Units

Id

Key technology integration challenges

Type of challenge

r1

Interoperable RTTR system combined with short-term weather forecasts for
OHL monitoring
Large scale experiments combining the use of RTTR, PST and WAMS to
control highly congested areas
Industrialization of RTTR systems for underground/submarine applications

Performances,
operations
Demonstration,
combined use
Combined use

Improved WAMS signal accuracy and standards development
Development of standards for WAMS algorithms
Evaluation of WAMS benefits based on full scale demonstrations by TSOs
Large scale validation of the use of WAMS in Europe to monitor/control
inter-area power oscillations

Performances
Standards
Coordinated use
Demonstration,
combined use

r2
r3
w1
w2
w3
w4

Impacting technologies
Although not directly operated by TSOs, electricity storage solutions could have a significant
impact on transmission planning and operations. Storage solutions (centralized ones like hydro
pumping e.g. or decentralized ones like batteries in cars, if and when electric cars will be
deployed massively) can provide TSOs with new options to cope with variable power flows4.
Storage could help maximizing electricity system stability in case of any sudden drop/surge due
to the variability of most RES generation plants. It could also support TSOs’ CO2 emissions
abatement targets either during off-peak periods, by avoiding electricity spillage, or during peak
periods in the case of a generation mix that is highly fossil fuel dependent. Historically, storage
is related to technologies like Pumped Hydro and Compressed Air Energy Storage, whereas
other storage technologies are not clearly addressing large scale system issues. Yet, there are still
technical and mostly regulatory issues to be faced. In terms of regulatory issues, open questions
are related to which players (private market operators contributing to system optimization or
regulated operators) shall own and manage storage facilities. Implementing large scale
demonstrations of storage solutions at European level appears to be a necessary step to validate
both storage benefits based on full scale studies and the potential asset ownership options for
storage regulations.

4

In general, European TSOs may have four interrelated ways of addressing such variability, by:
increasingly exploiting electricity network interconnections (also equipped with power flow controlling devices) at panEuropean level;
using fossil-fuel based generation reserves, which however impact negatively the CO2 footprint of renewable electricity
production;
handling demand side management programs;
leaning on electricity storage solutions and enhanced market mechanisms.
-
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Table 4 presents an overview of the short and mid-term integration challenges for some
technologies (storage) impacting on TSOs’ operations.
Table 4: Key technology integration challenges for some “Impacting” equipment (Storage)
Technology

Electricity
storage

Id

Key technology integration challenges

Type of challenge

σ1

Electricity storage regulation for TSOs (ownership and operation of storage
facilities)
Performance improvements and cost reduction (dependent on each storage
technology)
Coordinate operation with other “active” equipments

Regulation

σ2
σ3

Performances, costs
Combined use

The above roadmapping outputs lead to the following main conclusions (which are detailed in
Chapter 16):
# 1: The on-going paradigm shift in the electricity system design raises the need for a
reengineering of the pan-European power transmission system;
# 2: Several Passive technology options co-exist to address network expansion needs and/ or
existing assets optimisation;
# 3: Active technologies, allowing network expansion and/or existing grid assets optimization,
will be crucial for the future integration of RES into the pan-European power transmission
system;
# 4: The combined use of passive/active technologies and real-time equipment allows further
optimising the use of the existing increasingly congested European grid assets;
# 5: Large scale experiments at a European level are needed to validate the use of passive and
active equipment, also combined with Real-Time technologies. These activities relate to
system innovation which goes much beyond pure technology based development activities;
# 6: Simulations of the combined use of active and real-time equipment in coupled power
systems are required to better assess the expected benefits of the technology options;
# 7: Impacting Technologies (like smart metering and storage) are expected to significantly
ease TSOs’ operations provided that operational rules and procedures are revisited jointly
with the relevant stakeholders;
# 8: The REALISEGRID roadmap is a first step in establishing timelines for new technologies
adoption as an input to ENTSO-E 2050 roadmap;
# 9: Non-technical barriers need to be addressed to speed-up the adoption pace of innovative
Technologies.

*
* *
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This TSO-targeted roadmapping exercise suggests that further activities would enrich the above
conclusions:
- Dynamic technology maturity models should be able to address further the issues of costs
and benefits of a given technology as a function of its network penetration level;
- The combined use of technologies will involve intertwined effects that can only be captured
through ad-hoc large scale demonstrations and numerical simulations of network behaviors;
- Future quantitative cost-benefit analyses (e.g. starting from the one developed in [1]) must
be based on specific business cases, relying on dedicated power system studies.
The present roadmap has to be considered as a living document where TSOs and manufacturers
are invited to position their evolving views on the proposed technology trajectories. It should be
updated on a three to five year basis by taking into account the latest technology developments
and their expected grid impacts complemented by an open and regularly updated cost database
shared by TSO and manufacturers.
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2

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Objectives of this deliverable

The primary objective of the present deliverable is to propose a TSOs’ targeted technology
roadmap for the incorporation of promising innovative power transmission technologies into the
European electricity grids at mid/long-term horizons (2010-2030 timeframe).
The roadmap aims to support planners in their system development process by providing:
– The Action Agenda for the next three decades: this was determined by setting up a
preliminary integration trajectory with the milestones taking into account
both
manufacturers’ and TSOs’ opinions;
– The key expected benefits, qualitatively analyzed;
– The typical ranges of investment costs (when available), based on TSOs’ and
REALISEGRID expert partners’ inputs and extensive literature searches;
– A detailed description of each selected technology taking into account the remarks of
REALISEGRID stakeholders, which led to an extension of the list of technologies5.

2.2

Expected outcome

After an introduction on the technology integration roadmap scope (chapter 3), the new
challenges faced by interconnected TSOs in Europe are presented, together with a vision for the
pan-European power transmission system at the 2030 time horizon (based on the European
Electricity Grid Initiative’s 2020 vision) to face those challenges and the rising needs for
innovative technologies to achieve that vision (chapter 4).
The selected innovative technologies have been first organized into four building blocks: Passive
equipment; Active equipment; Real-Time monitoring equipment; Impacting technologies. While
the first three categories include technologies which are directly in the hands of TSO, the last one
gathers technologies not operated by TSO, but whose massive penetration will impact the
transmission system operations.
Chapter 5 describes the rationale for organizing the selected technologies as well as the key
possible benefits brought by these innovative technologies. The approach implemented for the
development of the Action Agenda, the qualitative assessment of the key benefits and the
gathering of typical ranges of investment costs for the selected technologies is described. A
consolidated overview of the overall technology roadmap is then presented showing the
interactions among its key components (chapter 6).

5

The extended list includes technologies that are mostly related to the smart grid concept evolution and refers to Fault current
limiters; a set of storage technologies (Flywheel Energy Storage, Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage, Compressed Air
Energy Storage, Na-S batteries, wind powered pumped hydro storage); innovative designs of towers; smart meters impacting on
TSOs’ operations.
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The core of the roadmap is represented by the prospective Action Agendas, which detail the
efforts needed (per technology) in terms of RD&D by manufacturers and integration by TSOs for
the next three decades. Then, each agenda is complemented by a description of the major
benefits that innovative technologies could bring when integrated into the system, together with
typical investment costs ranges (when available) (chapters 7, 8, 9). While in some cases the
addressed technologies can be alternative options, in some others they can provide options for a
combined use (chapter 10).
During the technology selection, analysis and benefit ranking, the cooperation with TSOs and
research performers led to consider exotic technologies as a complementary source of innovation
for the European electric system (chapter 11).
Chapter 12 complements the previous core chapters by providing an overview of other
technologies currently not operated by TSOs, but with an expected increasing impact on TSOs’
operations.
In order to accelerate the deployment of advanced technologies, there are not only technoeconomic issues, but also non technological issues to be addressed, such as the need for training
of operators and social acceptance issues (chapter 13). The roadmap is then put into perspective
by describing possible evolutions of the EU electricity context, formalised by four 2030
scenarios (chapter 14) and ENTSO-E’s future roadmap at 2050 (chapter 15).
The reader interested in having more insights in the scanned technologies can refer to Annex I,
which includes specific descriptive technology cards, based on publicly available technical and
scientific literature, REALISEGRID technology investigations and inputs from REALISEGRID
partners.

2.3

Approach

The proposed transmission technology roadmap reflects the common views of REALISEGRID
experts, also built with the help of the partner TSOs, about:
– the transmission system critical challenges driving the vision of the future European grid;
– the future vision of the pan-European power transmission system at 2030;
– the critical technologies that will have the greatest potential to support the vision;
– the overall expected benefits or system attributes improvements expected from the integration
of the selected critical technologies;
– a preliminary technology integration trajectory with key near-mid and long term milestones,
taking into account both manufacturers’ and TSOs’ opinions (the Action Agendas for the next
three decades).
The preparation of this report is based on the investigation of a broad literature on related
existing US and European technology roadmaps, and on the addressed innovative technologies.
Moreover, numerous publicly available documents, sources and links to research projects and
applications existing in Europe and worldwide have been consulted and compared in order to
have a coherent view (see References Chapter).
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The present work is closely interrelated with REALISEGRID Deliverable D1.1.1, focused on
underground cable technologies [10], REALISEGRID Deliverable D1.1.2, dealing with real-time
monitoring [13], REALISEGRID Deliverable D1.2.1, providing a detailed description of HVDC
and FACTS technologies [9], REALISEGRID Deliverable D1.3.3 comparing AC and DC
technologies for long-distance interconnections [12], and REALISEGRID Deliverable D1.2.2
[11] addressing the improvement of network controllability by coordinated control of HVDC and
FACTS devices. Moreover, it is also interrelated with REALISEGRID Deliverable D3.3.1,
providing an overview of the benefits of specific transmission projects [1], and with
REALISEGRID Deliverable D3.3.2 [2], which reviews the costs of transmission infrastructures.
A continuous interaction with other project partners, TSOs and European stakeholders has been
essential to adjust and validate the content of the present work.
More particularly, it has to be considered as an open document where TSOs and manufacturers
are invited to position their evolving views on the proposed technology trajectories.
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3

THE SCOPE OF THE TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION ROADMAP

3.1

Definitions and assumptions

The Technology Integration Roadmap for the pan-European power transmission systems,
developed within the REALISEGRID project, leans on integrating two complementary views of
the system evolution:
–

–

the transmission system perspective, which drives a long-term vision of the power
transmission system, its features and traditional mission, which should guarantee the
effective integration of innovative technologies into this system;
the technological perspective brought by technology providers and manufacturers that are
pro-active at developing promising technology options based on a world market appraisal.

This roadmap aims at providing a framework which will guide transmission RD&D efforts
investments and operations based on a shared vision of the future European transmission power
system, the critical challenges to be addressed in order to achieve this shared vision, and the
detailed Action Agenda for the technology development with time-based milestones.
Hence, the REALISEGRID roadmap must be considered as a support communication and
decision-making tool for European TSOs, which will regularly evolve to reflect technology
progress and different technology adoption pace by European TSOs.

This roadmapping work used the available technical and scientific literature and inputs from the
REALISEGRID TSOs and partners, technology experts and ongoing related FP7 funded
projects. It took also into account well known boundary conditions:
– the EU energy policy targets for 2020;
– the European Electricity Grid Initiative (EEGI) vision at a 2020 time horizon [6];
– the Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) 2010-2020 of ENTSO-E [4];
– the EC Communication “Energy infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond” [7];
– the SETIS (Strategic Energy Technologies Implementation System) high level roadmap for
European Grids [8].
Some key assumptions support the roadmap construction process:
– The rationale for selecting the technologies was thoroughly discussed within the
REALISEGRID consortium and with the Stakeholders’ Board of the project leading to the
selection of a portfolio of promising technologies for the future power transmission system.
– The selected technologies are considered independently from each other: considering the
joint effect, yet more realistic, would have made the assessment much more complicated.
– The roadmap delivers, for the whole European transmission system, a “catalogue” of
technology options which can be used by transmission planners in any given region of
Europe. Local regional specificities will then drive the choice of one option against the other.
– ENTSO-E will be the key actor for the needed follow-up studies related to technology
integration in the European transmission system.
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The next sections detail the specific assumptions concerning the roadmap scope, both in terms of
covered technologies and time-horizon, the key components of the roadmap.

3.2

Technological scope

The roadmapping process started with the selection of candidate technologies and their
organization into several groups6. This led to the identification of two types of technologies:
–
–

Technologies operated by TSOs: 19 core technologies, of various maturity, were selected
based on the potential benefit they could bring to the power transmission system;
Technologies not operated by TSOs, but which can impact the power transmission system
operations. Among them, one can mention several storage technologies and the expected
development of smart metering at the distribution level.

Moreover, network architecture issues have to be considered too, since they impact technical
choices in the longer term. Several on-going projects are exploring future network architectures
in Europe and intercontinental connections.
Last but not least, non-technical barriers hampering the adoption process of innovative
technologies have to be taken into account in order to prepare a seamless integration of
innovative technologies in TSOs’ operations.
Figure 5 illustrates the overall scope of the proposed roadmap: the concentric circles have

different degrees of relative importance, progressively describing the technological “core”
consisting of the 19 investigated technologies, the additional technologies impacting TSOs’
operation (although not directly operated by them), the non-technical barriers to be addressed in
order to speed–up the adoption and grid architecture issues linking with related activities beyond
the scope of the current roadmap.

Grid architecture issues: Super grid,
Desertec,…

Non technical barriers to be addressed
in order to speed-up the adoption of innovative technologies

19 core
selected
IT
technologies

6 additional Impacting
Technologies (not operated by TSOs):
ITO1) smart metering (impact of )
ITO2-ITO6 ) Storage technologies for transmission

Figure 5: The overall scope of the roadmap

6

This process is explained in the chapter 5.
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Tecnologies
Not operated
by TSOs

Innovative
technologies operated by TSOs

The roadmap, by its very nature, primarily focuses on the technological “core” which includes a
set of innovative technologies that can support the transmission system. They were first selected
and then grouped into three main clusters, namely: P) Passive equipment; A) Active equipment;
RT) Real Time system monitoring equipment. The fourth category includes technologies
impacting on TSOs’ operations, although not operated by TSOs: ITO (Impacting on TSOs’
Operations) equipment (see Figure 6).
REAL-TIME TECHNOLOGIES
RT1) Real-Time Thermal
Monitoring (RTTR)

RT2) Wide-Area Monitoring
Systems (WAMS)

PASSIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

ACTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

P1) XLPE underground/submarine cables

A1) Fault Current Limiters

P2) Gas Insulated Lines

A2) Phase Shifting Transformers

P3) High Temperature Conductors

A3-4 ) High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)

P4) High Temperature Superconducting
cables
P5) Innovative towers for HVAC lines

A 15-12) Flexible Alternating Current
Transmission System (FACTS)

EQUIPMENT IMPACTING ON TSO’ s OPERATIONS (ITO)
ITO1) Smart metering (impact of)

ITO4) Flywheel Energy Storage
(FES)

ITO7) Flow batteries

ITO2) Wind powered pumped
hydro storage

ITO5) Superconducting
Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)

ITO8) Super/Ultracapacitors

ITO3) Compressed Air Energy
Storage

ITO6) Sodium-Sulfur (Na-S)
batteries

ITO9) Lithium-Ion batteries

Figure 6: The technological scope of the roadmap

3.3

Time horizon

Any roadmapping process relies on two key tuning parameters: the time scale for the foresight
exercise and its granularity.
3.3.1

Extent of the time scale

The innovative technologies addressed in this roadmap are positioned on a time dimension
covering two overlapping timeframes (see Figure 7):
– A timeframe for technology incorporation ending in 2030
– A timeframe for major evolutions of the European power system ending in 2040.
The ten years difference is justified by the fact that changes involving system architectures7 and
major evolutions of the European power system need a longer time frame than the integration of

7
For example, there are several technical alternatives under investigation aiming to connect off-shore wind or solar facilities to
the European transmission grids and to reinforce/extend these grids.
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stand-alone innovative technologies. Although the topic of the overlay grid is not a central issue
of this work, architecture options [7] definitively impact (positively or negatively) the adoption
of some considered technologies.
REALISEGRID
2040 time horizon
for architectures

2010

Short -term

2020

Mid-term

EU 20-20-20
TYNDP investments
EEGI 2020 vision

2030

Long-term

2040

2050

REALISEGRID 2030
time horizon for
technologies

Figure 7: The roadmap timeframe

3.3.2

Granularity of the time scale

Ten years periods are proposed to sequence the Action Agenda per technology. Year 2020 is the
term adopted by the EU as a major milestone for its energy policy. Both the time constant of
development and implementation of major infrastructure projects and the difficulty to position a
technology objective on the time scale have motivated the decision to consider three periods:
– 2010-2020 timeframe, where the roadmap is bounded by the existing EU energy policy;
– 2020-2030 timeframe, where technology providers and manufacturers foresee the “next
generation” of technology developments and implementation;
– 2030-2040 timeframe, which is the appropriate timeframe for early changes in network
architectures, despite the higher uncertainty on technology developments.

3.4

The components of the roadmap architecture

The roadmap8 is organized into high level components, including the future long-term vision of
the pan-European power transmission system as seen by TSOs, the transmission system critical
challenges driving that vision and the overall expected benefits or system attributes
improvements needed to face the identified challenges and expected from the integration of the
selected critical technologies (Chapters 4, 5, 6).
For each critical technology clusterized into three main groups (Passive, Active and Real-Time),
the following components are described9 :
-

8

9

A: The Action Agenda for the next three decades: it consists in a tentative integration trajectory,
taking into account milestones as seen respectively by manufacturers and TSOs;
B: The key expected benefits as qualitatively analysed;
C: The typical ranges of investment costs (when available), based on TSOs’ and REALISEGRID
expert partners’ inputs and extensive literature searches;
D: A detailed description of each selected technology.

A thorough review of both US and European roadmaps was carried-out in preparation of the REALISEGRID present roadmap
See respectively the Chapters 7,8,9 and Annex I
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The development of these components benefited from the inputs of the following players:
• The four REALISEGRID TSOs (RTE-I, TenneT, Terna, Verbund APG);
• REALISEGRID active contributors to the roadmap (TUDO, Prysmian, JRC, ERSE);
• IRENE-40 consortium under the coordination of AREVA and including three leading
transmission components manufacturers (ABB, AREVA, SIEMENS) and academics
partners (Imperial College, ITH Zürich, TUD, ECN, ICCS-NTUA, RWTH);
• The REALISEGRID stakeholder board members (see Annex III for more details).
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4

STRATEGIC BACKGROUND SHAPING THE 2030 VISION

4.1

The recent EU electricity context

4.1.1

The energy institutional context

Since the 1996 Energy Directive [18], the European Union (EU)’s policy orientations have
progressively converged towards three pillars, described in the 2006 European Commission’s
Green Paper entitled “A European strategy for sustainable, competitive and secure energy” [19]
and recalled in the following:
–
–
–

Sustainability: the aim is to take actions against climate change by promoting renewable
energy sources (RES) and energy efficiency;
Competitiveness: the aim is to improve the efficiency of the European energy grid by
creating a truly competitive internal energy market;
Security of supply: the aim is to better coordinate the EU's energy supply and demand within
an international context.

In the European Union, a constant pressure to cope with the challenges related to the above
described three pillars brought the EU Member States to decide a first set of ambitious targets to
be reached by 2020, the so-called 20-20-20 targets [20].
Those ambitious energy and climate objectives form the central part of the new EU2020 strategy
launched by the Commission in March 2010 [24]. To reach them, it is widely recognised that,
within the European power system, a crucial role will be played by electricity transmission and
distribution grids 10 [22].
Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources [28] and the
EU Third Package of energy sector liberalisation, adopted in June 2009 [23], reinforce these
decarbonisation trends. More specifically, with regards to the transmission system, the Third
package confirms the need for increased harmonisation among TSOs: cross-border collaboration
on operation and grid codes development, creation of ENTSO-E, more unbundling and a gradual
process of regional integration towards a unique single market. Among the key European policy
developments, one should also mention the Guidelines for Trans-European Networks for
Electricity (TEN-E), whose successive versions implement the TEN-E policy, and the 2010
Communication “Energy infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond” (the so-called Energy
Infrastructure package)[7].
In particular, the energy infrastructure package stresses that:
“Europe's energy infrastructure is the central nervous system of our economy. EU energy policy goals, as
well as the Europe 2020 economic aims, will not be achievable without a major shift in the way European
infrastructure is developed. Rebuilding our energy system for a low-carbon future is not just a task for the
energy industry. Technological improvements, greater efficiencies, resilience to a changing climate and
new flexibility will be necessary. This is not a task which a single Member State can achieve on its own. A
European strategy, and funding, will be necessary”.

10

The 2008 European Commission’s Communication on an EU energy security and solidarity action plan [21] stresses that
“major changes in the EU's energy infrastructure will be necessary in order to meet the EU's 20-20-20 objectives in a manner
guaranteeing electricity and gas supply to all EU's citizens.”
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Hence, it defines a number of EU priority corridors11 for which urgent development is needed to
deliver on the EU policy goals of competitiveness, sustainability and security of supply by
connecting those member states which are almost isolated from other European energy markets,
by massively strengthening existing cross-border interconnections and by integrating renewable
energy into the network [25]. It further defines longer-term goals, such as "European electricity
highways", and also stresses the need to further focus on smart grid technologies.
As a consequence, the resulting paradigm of the electricity system is thoroughly evolving as
explained in the table below and shown in Figure 8.
In the 20th century

In the 21st century

The electric system was designed based on a key
assumption: electricity generation is sized assuming
fully controllable sets of centralized generators, while
electricity consumption –disregarding the large,
centralized storage systems– was due to a fully
stochastic set of clients.

Some of the generation units will have a
stochastic behaviour due to variable renewable
energy sources, whereas some consumption may
become controllable.

The networks were then sized to handle peak load
conditions, which are forecasted using gross electricity
consumption models

networks

Central
generation
fully
predictable

The whole electric system optimization process
is going to be changed, requiring a progressive
re-engineering of the networks: electricity grids
need to become smarter and stronger,
incorporating and utilising an increased amount
of decentralized storage devices, power
electronics components, information and
communication technology solutions to keep the
whole electric system reliable at affordable
costs.

networks

Consumption
fully stochastic

20-th century

Some
generation
is stochastic and
dispersed
(renewables)

Some
consumption
is controllable

21-st century

Figure 8: The paradigm change in electric power systems [17]

.

11

In the electricity sector four EU priority corridors are identified: An offshore grid in the Northern Seas and connection to
Northern and Central Europe to transport power produced by offshore wind parks to consumers in big cities and to store power in
the hydro electric power plants in the Alps and the Nordic countries; Interconnections in South Western Europe to transport
power generated from wind, solar, hydro to the rest of the continent; Connections in Central Eastern und South Eastern Europe,
strengthening the regional network; Integration of the Baltic Energy Market into the European market.
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4.1.2

The role of TSO and the TSOs’ initiative

In this evolving European context, TSOs have a key role to play toward the evolutions of the
European power system. As responsible for the bulk transmission of electric power on the HV
electric network, TSOs’ mission is to:
– ensure the security of supply and reliable network operations;
– constantly monitor the system and implement the appropriate correction measures.
– ensure that load and generation are balanced at every moment (adequacy).
– maintain and develop the grid infrastructure.
– provide access to the electricity market players according to non discriminatory and
transparent rules [39].
The European Electricity Grid Initiative12, launched in July 2009, is a response to the above
described needs and issues. As one of the follow-up actions of the European Strategic Energy
Technology Plan (SET Plan), this programme was jointly proposed by a group of seven TSOs
and seven DSOs (Distribution System Operators) to the European Commission, the EU Member
States and their regulatory bodies. It aims at making European regulated grid players ready to
host the energy mix foreseen by the Member States in 2020, a stepping stone to decarbonise
electricity production in Europe by 2050. More specifically, the objective of this initiative is to
enable the transmission and distribution of up to 35% of electricity from dispersed and
concentrated renewable sources by 2020 and a completely decarbonised electricity production by
2050; to integrate further national networks into a market-based truly pan-European network, to
guarantee a high quality of electricity supply to all customers and to engage them as active
participants in energy efficiency; and to anticipate new developments such as the electrification
of transport [8].

4.2

Five critical challenges for the power transmission system

The described evolution of the electric system induces new challenges for the pan-European
transmission network, which is on the critical path to pursue the EU’s climate change and energy
policy objectives.
Those challenges address bottlenecks of the transmission system and include both short-term
(within the next decade) challenges and medium/long-term challenges (beyond the 2020
horizon).
According to the ENTSO-E TYNDP[4], these grid development challenges at the 2020 horizon
include: the compliance with the European energy policy goals, the uncertainty in demand and
generation, the social acceptance of transmission projects, the European market design, the legal
and regulatory framework, the increasing complexity of grid operation and development studies.
In a longer term perspective, and especially in a pan-European context, grid architecture issues
become also relevant. Thus, European TSOs will have to progressively evolve in order to allow

12

The European Electricity Grid Initiative was supposed to focus on the development of the smart electricity system, including
storage, and on the creation of a European Centre to implement a research programme for the European transmission network.
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the future European electricity system addressing the following five key challenges13: Uncertain
demand and generation; Increased complexity of grid operation and planning; EU electricity
market designs; Legal and regulatory framework; and grid architectures and novel joint
TSO/DSO operations.
4.2.1

Uncertain generation and demand

The interaction between generation and transmission is a first source of uncertainty.
The generation mix and adequacy of the coming years are only approximately known. In
addition, in its legal mission a TSO must guarantee third parties access to the grid in a nondiscriminatory manner; hence, the actual siting of new generation units, which depends on
portfolio actors, although uncertain, is a high concern for grid planning. The stochastic structure
of variable renewable electricity sources delivering electricity where and when resources are
available and not when needed in the same location creates excess or defect at certain times
and/or locations, leading to congestion and impacting the network stability margins. The more
variable the resources, the more TSO will be involved in providing system services, and larger
security margins in operation as well in increasing their cross-border cooperation.

Figure 9: Uncertain generation: Renewable power forecasted development [42]

On the demand side, there are other sources of uncertainties. Part of the electricity demand is
flexible. This raises new opportunities for network operators to optimize their own operations in
connection with new storage options, i.e. the exploitation of demand management at system
level. The knowledge of the power demand will help keeping the whole system under control. A
smart demand management may help the system better handle peak load conditions. Thus in the
future, demand could be considered similar to generation: part of the demand flexibility can be
used to offer adjustment capabilities to TSOs.
Under appropriate market mechanisms, some impacts are expected for TSOs on:
-

13

today’s planning methodologies: consumption patterns will no longer be considered as an
input to asset optimization studies since part of the load becomes controllable;

Social acceptance issues (mentioned in ENTSO-E TYNDP) are addressed in Work Package 3 of the REALISEGRID project.
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-

current operating practices, the load power being no longer an uncontrollable exogenous
stochastic variable.

It should also be mentioned that the integration of new large scale and decentralized storage
technologies operated by non TSO actors could represent an additional factor of demand
uncertainty for TSOs. However it could also represent a flexibility factor for the system.
Hence, TSOs must face planning and operation challenges not addressed so far: the increased
volatility in electricity generation and consumption contributes to the rising uncertainty in the
interconnected grid and congestion problems on electricity networks.
4.2.2

Increased complexity of grid operation and planning

The changes expected to occur in and around the transmission system will make the TSOs’
mission more difficult, both in terms of balancing and of design. In addition, the integration in
the system of new class of “active” equipment14 leads to the need for coordinated operation and
control among several TSOs, which increases operation complexity. In this respect, grid
development needs more complex studies involving market issues, load flow simulations,
dynamic analysis, reliability of new equipments, as well as safety and environmental impacts.
Improved planning tools are thus needed to study all those components for the integration of new
power technologies into the system in a given location.
4.2.3

European electricity market designs

The ongoing liberalization process in the electricity market (and more in general in the energy
market) in Europe is leading to the development and operation of regional electricity markets,
facilitating cross-border power transactions, which tend to be based on price differences between
systems/countries. The resulting increase of inter-area power exchanges is generally causing
increasing congestion problems, which contribute to raising uncertainty, thus potentially
stressing electricity transmission networks. Enhanced market rules/mechanisms and grid access
rules can be more-efficient “soft” measures (up to a certain point) to reduce congestion than
“hard” measures based on grid expansion, provided that the reliability of the system can be
ensured [39]. Once developed, such liquid and technically sound markets might send signals that
can be a support for network planners to identify optimal development solutions15.
4.2.4

Legal and regulatory framework

Historically, EU Member States based regulations, with possible competing priorities, need to
converge in a harmonized framework at the EU level covering: prioritization criteria for grid
development projects, sharing of cost and benefits of such projects, financing scheme for
investments of EU interest are among the central issues to be managed by a dedicated body

14

This equipment (such as PST, FACTS, DC systems) allows a power flow control by the system operator.
See the EC-funded FP7 OPTIMATE project (http://www.optimate-platform.eu/), which aims at developing a numerical test
platform to analyse and to validate new market designs which may allow integrating massive flexible generation dispersed in
several regional power markets.
15
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(ACER) that could “fill the regulatory gap at Community level and to contribute towards the
effective functioning of the internal markets in electricity and gas” [43] It should be also noted
that the lengthy and un-harmonized authorization procedures, the lack of time-out and of a
national acceleration scheme for European priority projects are main barriers to their effective
implementation [41].
4.2.5

New grid architectures and novel joint TSO/DSO operations

In the long run, two main breakthroughs are expected:
-

Increased cooperation among European TSO and DSO in system operations, as well as more
inter-regional coordination;

-

The integration of new grid architectures in planning studies. Despite the evolving political
contexts, on the technical standpoint, new “electricity pathways” can be already sketched
from production areas (e.g. offshore wind power in Northern Europe or outside Europe) to
load centers: North–South axis to transport bulk power, peri-European ring connecting
offshore generation16, intercontinental long distance transmission, etc. The technology
building blocks for such new grid architectures, based on a combination of HVDC and
conventional HVAC solutions and other active control equipments, are investigated today by
TSOs and manufacturers.

16

However these projects are very dependent on Member States decisions: see for instance the dismissal of Sweden in the
Kriegers Flak venture.
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4.3

The vision of the Pan-European power transmission system at 2030

In order to face the high level challenges described above, the European Electricity Grid
Initiative (EEGI) has developed a common TSO-DSO vision for the electricity networks in
Europe at the 2020 time horizon including 3 key orientations and related key targets [40]:

By 2020 the electricity networks in Europe should:

1.

Actively integrate efficient new generation and consumption models, in
particular:

Integrate new intermittent renewable resources at the different
voltage levels

Enable and integrate active demand from end users

Enable and integrate new electricity uses, in particular recharging
infrastructure for electric vehicles and increasing electric heating
(heat pumps)

Support and enable energy efficiency by end users.

Enable new business opportunities and innovations for market
players

2.

Coordinate planning and operation of the whole Electricity Network

Coordinate planning and operation for the pan European
transmission network through ENTSO-E with dedicated solutions
developed in the EEGI program

Coordinate planning and operation between transmission and
distribution networks with dedicated solutions developed in the
EEGI program

3.

Study and propose new market rules to maximize European welfare
 Study and recommend new market rules both at national and

European level.

Figure 10: The EEGI’s vision for electricity networks at 2020 time horizon

In the present roadmap, the assumption is made that such a vision will be still valid up to the
2030 horizon. One contextual element has, however, to be considered at that time-horizon
concerning the achievement of the EU 2020 energy policy goals:
1. In case of full achievement of those ambitious goals at 2020, it is expected that additional
decarbonisation objectives will be fixed by the European Commission for the 2030 horizon;
2. In case of partial achievement of the 2020 goals, it is likely that this additional
decarbonisation effort will be reduced;
3. In a pessimistic scenario, the EU 20-20-20 objectives might remain the same at 2030.
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Hence, looking 20 years ahead, the vision proposed for the 2030 technology integration roadmap
is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The electricity networks Vision at 2020 and 2030 time horizon

4.4

The role of innovative technologies toward this vision

As mentioned earlier, the traditional approach to address the removal of congestion related
problems would need the construction of new power lines, and especially new interconnections
between control areas, traditionally realized most cheaply by means of conventional High
Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) infrastructures.
However, constraints of an economic, political, social and environmental nature throughout
Europe hamper such conventional solution, giving, therefore, the room for the development, field
test and integration of novel transmission technologies.
Today, the power industry offers a broad variety of innovative technology solutions to assist the
reengineering process of the grid towards enhanced flexibility, reliability, and the robustness of
the pan-European transmission infrastructure.
Yet, most of these technologies are far from being widely integrated into the European TSOs’
operations. Hence, the definition of a technology integration roadmap is needed to transform
these critical technologies into best practice applications.
This roadmap considers and combines:
-

the TSOs’ perspective (“demand pull” approach);

-

the technology providers’ perspective (“technology push” approach”).

The first approach is driven by the high level challenges described above, the related 2030 vision
for the future pan- European transmission network (presented above) and the benefits brought by
such innovative technologies (see section 6.2).
The second complementary perspective is driven by the technologies that were selected and
which have been grouped into four technology building blocks (see section 6.1).
Chapters 7, 8, and 9 describe the core of the roadmap combining the two approaches: for each
technology, a prospective Action Agenda details the efforts needed in terms of RD&D by
manufacturers and Integration by TSOs for each decade; then the major benefits for the system
(as qualitatively assessed) of each technology (or key groups of technologies) are presented
together with typical investment costs ranges (when available).
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5

THE INNOVATIVE SELECTED TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR
KEY BENEFITS TO THE SYSTEM

5.1

The selected innovative technologies that can support the transmission
system

On the technology side, the broad range of technologies proposed to support the future power
system evolutions induces the need:
-

to identify and select a list of promising technologies. The rationale for discarding/selecting
technologies (which are under the responsibilities of TSOs) is presented in Annex II.

-

to organize the selected technologies in a consistent way. Several categorizations might be
adopted (by maturity, by nature of the involved technologies, by NACE code, etc.). After
analysis of the possible clustering perspectives of such technologies, it was a decided to use
an approach based on the similarity between technologies, leading thus to four categories17:
o

(P) Passive equipment: this category includes new technologies mainly associated
with AC transmission. They include: XLPE underground and submarine cables; Gas
Insulated Lines18; High Temperature Conductors, which are based on advances in the
area of composite materials; High Temperature Superconducting cables, operating at
extreme low resistances; Innovative towers for HVAC lines.

P1) XLPE (Cross Linked Polyethylene Insulation) underground and submarine
cables
P2) Gas Insulated Lines (GILs)
P3) High Temperature Conductors (HTC)
P4) High Temperature Superconducting cables (HTS)
P5) Innovative towers for HVAC lines.
o (A) Active equipment: this category includes devices which can be used to actively
control the network in order to increase the transmission system’s transfer capacity,
control power flow, enhance stability or dampen power oscillation. They include
devices such as Phase Shifting Transformers, HVDC, FACTS and Fault Current
Limiters.
A1) Fault current limiters (FCL)
A2) Phase Shifting Transformers (PSTs)
A3-4) High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
- Self-commutated Voltage Source Converter - based HVDC (VSC-HVDC)
- Line-commutated Current Source Converter - based HVDC (CSC-HVDC)
A5-12) Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) devices:
- SVC (Static VAR Compensator)
- STATCOM (STATic Synchronous COMpensator)
- TCSC (Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor)

17

The detailed description of each technology is included in Annex I.
The REALISEGRID roadmap focuses on Gas Insulated Lines (GILs) technologies rather than on Gas Insulated
Switchgears (GIS).
18
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-

SSSC (Static Synchronous Series Compensator)
UPFC (Unified Power Flow Controller)
DFC (Dynamic Flow Controller)
TCPST (Thyristor Controlled Phase Shifting Transformer)
IPFC (Interline Power Flow Controller).

o (RT) Real Time system monitoring equipment: this category includes new
hardware and software technology used to sense the loading and the limits of
individual system components in real time and the overall state of the system as well
as to monitor region-wide dynamic loadability constraints.
RT1) Real Time Thermal Rating (RTTR)-based cables/lines
RT2) Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS)/Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs).
o (ITO) Equipment Impacting on TSOs’ Operations19: this category includes the
main expected evolutions of the transmission and distribution system at mid-term
having an impact on TSOs’ operations, such as smart metering as well as electricity
and hydro storage.
ITO1) Smart meters (impact of)
ITO2) Pumped hydro storage to store/supply electricity in case of fast turbine
shut-down
ITO3) Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)
ITO4) Flywheel Energy Storage (FES)
ITO5) Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)
ITO6) Sodium-Sulphur (Na-S) batteries
ITO7) Flow batteries
ITO8) Super/Ultracapacitors
ITO9) Lithium-Ion.
It should be noted that the present work has excluded OPEX-driven innovation themes. Such
work would have needed a review of the topics on a “per TSO” basis at EU level, and an
aggregation of the results to pinpoint themes of European interest: Mature international
benchmarking works such as e3Grid520, ITOMS21 or ICTSO22 show how difficult it is to
understand and to compare the cost structure (CAPEX23+OPEX24) of TSO organizations in
EU27, and beyond.

19

The ITO technologies do not directly enter (today) into the options opened to TSO planners.
e3Grid is a regulatory benchmarking of European Electricity Transmission System Operators (TSO) on behalf of
the Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) Workstream Incentive Regulation and Efficiency
benchmarking (WS EFB), 2008
21
ITOMS, the International Transmission Operations & Maintenance Study, is a consortium of international
transmission companies that work together with UMS Group, comparing performance and practices and identifying
best transmission industry practices worldwide
22
ICTSO, the International Comparison of Transmission System Operation, exchanges information on TSOs'
current and future operating practices for the purpose of benchmarking. It is managed by a Steering Committee
consisting of six selected members and supported by KEMA.
23
CAPEX: CAPital EXpenditure.
24
OPEX: OPerating Expenditure.
20
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Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) is probably a topic of such common EU interest: it aims at
reducing the maintenance component of OPEX (maintenance issues for passive technologies are
addressed in the chapters 7.1 and 7.3 respectively on XLPE cables and High Temperatrure
Conductors) 25.

Tecnologies
Not operated
by TSOs

Innovative
technologies operated by TSOs

Figure 12 summarizes the building blocks of the technology portfolio selected within
REALISEGRID, making a distinction between technologies operated by TSOs (those belonging
to the first tree clusters, which are the “core technologies” addressed by the present roadmap)
and technologies not operated by TSOs (the fourth category).

REAL-TIME TECHNOLOGIES
RT1) Real-Time Thermal
Monitoring (RTTR)

RT2) Wide-Area Monitoring
Systems (WAMS)

PASSIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

ACTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

P1) XLPE underground/submarine cables

A1) Fault Current Limiters

P2) Gas Insulated Lines

A2) Phase Shifting Transformers

P3) High Temperature Conductors

A3-4 ) High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)

P4) High Temperature Superconducting
cables
P5) Innovative towers for HVAC lines

A 15-12) Flexible Alternating Current
Transmission System (FACTS)

EQUIPMENT IMPACTING ON TSO’ s OPERATIONS (ITO)
ITO1) Smart metering (impact of)

ITO4) Flywheel Energy Storage
(FES)

ITO7) Flow batteries

ITO2) Wind powered pumped
hydro storage

ITO5) Superconducting
Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)

ITO8) Super/Ultracapacitors

ITO3) Compressed Air Energy
Storage

ITO6) Sodium-Sulfur (Na-S)
batteries

ITO9) Lithium-Ion batteries

Figure 12: Building blocks of the selected technology portfolio

This technology clusterization must be considered in the general context of conventional grid
development:
- Overhead lines (OHL) might be considered as a rather preferred option by TSOs due to a
good ratio between costs and benefits for bulk power transmission. However, the
construction of new OHL and general reinforcement of the transmission system raises

25

For many years, the main maintenance strategy of TSOs for power cable systems has been corrective maintenance
(i.e. no maintenance reaction until an unexpected failure). Condition-based maintenance is based on real-time status
data of cables which means that monitoring devices and additional technicians are needed. Condition-based
maintenance for the entire service period of a cable system could rely on non-destructive sensors integrated into
monitoring systems and able of determining the status of power cable systems. These sensors include visual video
inspection, thermal sensors, acoustic, electric sensors, etc.
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-

-

considerable concerns to local communities. The decrease of public acceptance is thus a key
driver for developing technology options for bulk power transportation26
These options will have to deliver higher level of performances at competitive costs. This
will require a full-fledged quantitative cost-benefit analysis of the effect of introducing new
technologies into the system. This would imply significant efforts in research, development,
field testing and demonstration that are out-of-scope in this analysis.
It should be mentioned that, while those technologies are considered first as stand-alone
technology options, most of them can also be used in combination, as shown in Chapter 10.

After a consolidated overview of the overall technology roadmap presented in section 6.5, the
Action Agendas for the next decades for passive, active, real-time innovative technologies are
presented (respectively in chapters 7, 8, 9): they provide a tentative integration trajectory as seen
respectively by manufacturers and TSOs. Such Action Agendas include the likely evolution
towards an increasing maturity of each technology along its life cycle curve.
In parallel, a qualitative assessment of the benefits deriving from the integration of the
technology into the system (compared to a conventional base case) and cost elements (when
available) are also presented, the aim being to provide European TSOs with key elements and
guidelines to support their decision-making process, allowing the inclusion of innovative
technologies among the possible reinforcement options of transmission expansion planning
processes.

5.2

The key benefits brought by the integration of innovative technologies

The integration of innovative technologies in the transmission system opens up possibilities for a
sustainable expansion of the transmission grid and/or for the optimised use of existing
transmission assets (hence offering a short/mid-term alternative to transmission expansion
projects, especially when they meet a very strong public opposition), thereby bringing different
possible benefits to the transmission system.
The key benefits considered in this study, which correspond to improvements of five critical
attributes of the transmission system, are clustered as follows:
– Increased reliability (security & adequacy);
– Extended power system controllability;
– Increased transmission capacity;
– Minimised grid losses;
– Reduced Environmental Impact.
These benefits may be either a direct effect of the technology per se, or an indirect effect (i.e.
having operational consequences on the system). For instance, increased controllability (typically
brought by active-type equipment) can lead to congestion decrease in the overall system, which
in turn can result in reduced dispatching costs (i.e. higher social welfare).

26

It is understood that other types of services will require innovative technology type solutions (e.g. interconnection of two asynchronous
networks could require an HVDC full or B2B solution, the observability of the system will require RT type technologies, etc.)
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Benefit of the future

Key benefits
from Technologies
Integration

pan-European transmission system

Increased system
reliability

Increased
Transmission
capacity

Extended power
flow
controllability

System Losses
Reduction

Reduced
Environmental
impact

Sustainable grid expansion

Existing grid optimization

(domestic and cross border)

Technologies operated by TSOs

REAL TIME TECHNOLOGIES
RT1) Real-Time Thermal Monitoring (RTTR)

RT2) Wide-Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS)

PASSIVE TECHNOLOGIES

ACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

P1) XLPE underground cables

A1) Fault Current Limiters

P2) GILs (Gas Insulated Lines )

A2) PST

P3) HTC (High Temperature Conductors)
P4) HTS cables

A3-4) HVDC
A5-12) FACTS

P5) Innovative towers for HVAC lines

Figure 13: Key benefits expected from the integration of innovative technologies

Reliability refers to the ability of a power system to provide a secure and adequate supply of
electrical energy at any point in time:
- Continuity of supply refers to uninterrupted electricity service. It is characterized by the
number and duration of supply interruptions , i.e. it combines two components:
o Occurrence of system interruptions
o Ability to restore the system after a fault.
- Adequacy refers to the ability of a power system to supply the aggregate electrical
demand and energy requirements of the customers at all times, taking into account
scheduled and unscheduled outages of system facilities27.
The focus here focus is on continuity of supply.
The reduction of losses at the system level helps utilities reducing the need for additional
generation capacity, which in turn has several indirect effects, such as the reduction of the carbon
footprint. When considering transmission system losses, one needs to distinguish the losses
related to line/equipment from the overall transmission system losses. Here the benefit under
consideration can refer either to the first or the latter (depending on the nature of technology) or
to both28.
The classical preventive security standards (based on “n-1” security criterion) limit the operation
of transmission systems. Devices allowing the control of active and reactive power flow, phase
angle, voltage, which are located within the system, can play a significant role in reducing
network congestion, while respecting the “n-1” security constraints. In particular, the quick

27

Based on the NARUC (US National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners) definition used in REALISEGRID
D331
28
It corresponds to line/equipment losses for passive technologies and overall system losses for active and real-time
technologies.
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reaction to steer and control rapid power flow variation allows securing additional energy
exchange (e.g. case of variable renewable energy source) [181].
In presence of the need for additional transmission capacity (typically in case of congested
system elements29), the increased transmission capacity which can be gained thanks to
innovative technologies results in congestion relief (and related congestion cost reduction)30.
This benefit depends on the type of technology under consideration:
-

-

-

Passive technologies: the benefit relates to the enhanced capacity of a given line/cable
compared to a conventional solution (typically an AC overhead line), which in turn can
result in congestion reduction;
Active technologies: active control allows shifting active power to other free lines inside
the system, thus relieving network congestion and leading to an optimised overall use of
lines/cables in the system, or contributes to reactive control or, by means of a fast control,
dynamically reduces security constraints;
Real-time technologies: for these technologies extended transmission capacity refers to
the gain obtained by an optimised use of existing transmission assets thanks to the realtime monitoring function. In other words, by increasing the line rating dynamically in
response to actual weather conditions, additional capacity can be freed up, thereby
leading to congestion reduction.

It is worthwhile noting that both the “extended power flow controllability” benefit and the
“increased transmission capacity” benefit contribute to the overall target of congestion reduction
and related congestion cost reduction.
In this roadmap, the term “environmental” impact has to be understood in a broad meaning,
including not only all the traditional environmental issues, but also enhanced health and safety of
operators. Hence the “reduced environmental impact” benefit includes the following
components: reduced CO2, NOx, and SO2 emissions; land use reduction; EMF level decrease;
visual and noise impact abatement; Use of more environmentally safe materials; and Enhanced
safety for operators.
One should note that other indirect type of economic benefits concerning cost avoidance, cost
reduction or (short-term) deferral of investments related to the replacement of transmission assets
are common to the majority of those technologies allowing an optimised or a safer use of
existing assets (such as, FACTS, WAMS, RTTR and FCLs respectively). For instance, the
reduction of fault current, a closer monitoring of the system, and the redirection of power flow
could allow postponing the upgrade of lines.

29

Transmission congestion happens when an unconstrained system dispatch would exceed the capacities of the transmission
network and lead to the violation of network security limits.
30
In case of a transmission expansion (which can be realized with some of the studied technologies, such as HVDC, XLPE, etc),
the “increased transmission capacity” benefit can be monetized in terms of increased cheaper energy imported by a zone or
country having an averagely higher electricity wholesale price (the so called “substitution effect”). For a detailed explanation see
[1], that also addresses the benefits related to increased market competitiveness further to a transmission network expansion.
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6

METHODOLOGICAL
OVERVIEW

ASSUMPTIONS

6.1

Assumptions for the detailed Action Agendas

AND

ROADMAP

The detailed Action Agendas (see example table below) for the selected passive, active, realtime innovative technologies provide a tentative integration trajectory for the next decades as
seen respectively by manufacturers and TSOs.
Such Action Agendas include the likely evolution towards industrial maturity of each technology
along its life cycle curve. They aim at structuring the key technology challenges per decade (the
next 10 years, 20 years and 30 years) as seen by manufacturers and TSOs (for tests and effective
network integration).
These Action Agendas were built based on the contribution of REALISEGRID TSOs,
technology experts and the available literature.

Table 5: Example of Detailed Action Agenda per Technology
Technology n
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

RD&D as seen by
manufacturers

Integration tests as
seen by TSOs

Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system

The following legend is introduced in all Action Agendas:
N/C

No clear view in the development due to uncertainty at that the time horizon
No evidence of consensus between the manufacturers

N/D

No Development are expected to occur due to the maturity stage of the technology
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6.2

Assumptions for the Qualitative Benefits Assessment

A parallel qualitative assessment of the main benefits deriving from technology integration into
the electric system was carried out: for each technology, it involved a comparison with a state-ofthe-art conventional system configuration.
Two main assumptions were made in order to qualitatively estimate the benefits brought by the
integration of the technologies under scrutiny into the electric system:
• Assumption 1: upon integration of a given technology, each of the five individual
benefits is qualitatively ranked by comparison with a “status quo” base case. This “status
quo” base case depends upon the type of technology under consideration. Following this
approach, it has been observed that the ranking is very much context dependent. Different
marks for the same benefit could be given by different TSOs according to the specificities
of their local system. Thus, the proposed qualitative approach aims at opening a dialogue
among different perspectives, including the ones coming from manufacturers and
research providers to design future innovative technology integration programs. This
dialogue was initiated with FP7 consortium IRENE-40 and with ENTSO-E.
• Assumption 2: aggregating the five rankings into a single consolidated scoring was
abandoned since the five critical attributes are very often correlated, which in turn would
lead to over-rating some technologies against others.
The chosen base case is a conventional AC OHL system. Passive technologies and HVDC
technologies are considered as alternative solutions to the base case. For active technologies and
real-time technologies, the base case is a system without such a device.
Technology
Passive
HVDC
FACTS
PST
Real-Time

Comparison to the Base Case
System with passive technology compared to Base case
System with HVDC connection compared to Base case
System with FACTS compared to a system w/o FACTS
System with PST compared to a system w/o PST
System with RT compared to a system w/o RT

By convention, the base case values correspond to 3 (except for the extended power flow
controllability benefit taken at 0). Qualitative values can range from 1 to 5; 0 being used for Not
Applicable (N/A).

Qualitative benefits
Increased reliability (Security & adequacy)
System losses reduction
Extended power flow controllability
Increased transmission capacity
Reduced Environmental Impact

Base case value
3
3
0
3
3

Min
1
1
1
1
1

Max
5
5
5
5
5

N/A
0
0
0
0
0

More specifically; the definition of the assessment scale for each five benefits is provided below.
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The “increased reliability” benefit is considered as the average value of two components: lower
occurrence of system interruption; ability to restore the system after a fault.
Table 6: Scale of “Increased reliability” benefit for a promising technology
Lower occurrence of system interruption: scale from 1 to
5
•
•
•
•
•

1: System interruptions are much higher than base case
2: System interruptions are slightly higher than base case
3: System interruptions are the same as the base case
4: System interruptions are lower than base case
5: System interruptions are much lower than base case

Ability to restore the system after a fault: scale from
1 to 5
• 1: much worse than the base case
• 2: worse than the base case
• 3: same as the base case
• 4: better than the base case
• 5: much better than the base case

The “System losses reduction” benefit refers to the reduction of the overall losses of the system
and/or the losses of the equipment itself (according to the nature of technology).
Table 7: Scale of “System losses reduction” benefit for a promising technology
•
•
•
•
•

“System losses reduction” benefit: scale from 1 to 5
1: level of losses are much higher than the base case
2: level of losses are higher than the base case
3: same as the base case
4: level of losses are lower than the base case
5: level of losses are much lower than the base case

The way how the “Increased transmission capacity” is achieved depends on the type of
technology under consideration, active, passive or real–time (see section 5.2 for explanation).
Table 8: Scale of “Increased transmission capacity” benefit for a promising technology
“Increased transmission capacity” benefit : scale from 1 to 5
• 1: much lower than base case
• 2: lower than base case
• 3: same as base case
• 4: higher than base case
• 5: much higher than base case

With regards to the benefit “Extended power flow controllability”, among the devices ensuring
power flow control the degree of controllability can vary according to the static or dynamic
nature of the equipment and to the level of reactivity in operations. Hence the scale requires only
four main degrees. By assumption it was decided to name them (0; 3; 4; 5) excluding the degrees
1 and 2 as explained in the table below,
Table 9: Scale of “extended power flow controllability” benefit for a promising technology
•
•
•
•

“Extended power flow Controllability” benefit: scale from 1 to 5
0: no controllability of the system is possible with the given technology
3: static controllability of power flows
4: dynamic but slow controllability of power flows
5: dynamic and fast controllability of power flows
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The qualitative assessment of “Reduced Environmental Impact” benefit is based on the average
value of seven components (whose min max scores range from 1 to 5): CO2, NOx, SO2 Emission
reduction; land use reduction; EMF level decrease; Visual and noise impact abatement; Use of
more environmentally safe materials; Enhanced safety for operators. For each of them the scale
of the scores is the following:
Table 10: Scale of “Reduced Environmental Impact” benefit for a promising technology
•
•
•
•
•

“Reduced Environmental Impact” benefit: scale from 1 to 5
1: much higher than the base case
2: higher than the base case
3: same as the base case
4: lower than the base case
5: much lower than the base case

The result is graphically shown on a pentagon whose vertices show the five selected benefits.
The pentagon shows the “benefit profile” associated to each technology, as displayed in the
Figure below.

Benefits from technology XX integration
replacing conventional solutions
Increased system
reliability

Reduced
environmental impact

5
4
3
2
1
0

System losses
reduction

Reference:
Conventional
HVAC network
P1: technology XX

Increased
transmission capacity

Extended power flow
controllability

Figure 14: Example of an expected “benefits profile” from technology integration
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6.3

Assumptions for approaching the investment costs of innovative
technologies

For each selected technology typical investment costs are presented when available (Table 11
shows the template for the cost database). The investment costs for transmission systems are
highly dependent on different parameters: technological ones (equipment rating and type,
operating voltage, etc.), geographical characteristics, local environmental constraints, labour
costs, technology maturity [9], [2].
While, generally speaking, environmental constraints increase costs and implementation time
(e.g. for overhead lines), technological advances in manufacturing usually reduce costs (e.g. for
power electronics components).
The following key assumptions were made on the typical investment costs ranges of innovative
technologies provided in the Action Agenda (when available):
-

-

The investment costs include costs for equipment, project engineering and installation. The
minimum value in the displayed ranges refers to installations in presence of lower labour
costs (e.g., Eastern European countries), while the maximum value refers to installations in
presence of higher labour costs (e.g. Germany, France or The Netherlands).
The costs refer to a base case, i.e. to installations of the equipment in flat land and sparsely
populated areas. As a rule of thumb, the cost ranges shall be increased: by 20% in case of
more difficult installations (e.g. on hills) and by 50% for extreme installation conditions (e.g.
over mountains, in densely populated areas).
Table 11: Template for gathering typical investment cost ranges for technology XX
System Components

6.4

Voltage level

Power Rating

Typical cost range
(min-max)

Unit

Main issues faced when building the roadmap

The building of the roadmap faced the following main issues:
-

the identification of the technology challenges beyond the 10 year time span;

-

the formulation of the challenges related to the technology integration by TSOs and
manufacturers has built-in uncertainties, which increase with the time horizon. More
specifically, different points of view appear between the “technology push” approach of
manufacturers and technology experts on one side and the conservative “demand pull”
attitude of TSOs regarding the adoption of innovative technologies (see, for instance, the
case of FACTS for which few applications are implemented so far in Europe).
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-

any comparison and prioritisation of alternative technological solutions could only be
performed via quantitative cost-benefit analyses based on specific business cases and relying
on simulations of the network through power flow load studies. Such quantitative studies are
out of the scope of this roadmap, which gives general and context dependent indications on
the qualitative benefits expected from the integration of suitable technologies into the electric
system. However, a quantitative analysis is being carried out within REALISEGRID in the
framework of the simulation study aimed at validating the proposed cost-benefit approach
[44].

-

since most of the technologies addressed in this roadmap are innovative technologies, it is
difficult to perform a comparative and reliable cost analysis. Moreover, the evaluation of the
costs of a technology cannot be made a priori: one of the major cost items comes from civil
engineering (strongly dependent on the local situation). Moreover, manufacturers are
generally reluctant to provide or publish cost figures.

-

When considering the costs and benefits of an innovative technology over a given timeframe
(usually the life-time of the technology), the potential impact of economies of scale and
technological improvement on the overall costs and benefits should also be considered. As
the market penetration rate of a given innovative technology increases and a higher market
adoption is reached, economies of scale might be achieved. Moreover, technology
improvements can be expected as a result of learning by doing on manufacturing processes.
Hence, models addressing the issue of how costs and benefits of a given technology vary as a
function of its penetration level could be a topic of future research. Those models could be
enriched by future demonstrations programmes.

The next section presents a consolidated view of the REALISEGRID Technology Integration
Roadmap, whose key building blocks will be described in detailed in Chapters 7, 8, and 9.

6.5

Overview of the REALISEGRID Technology Integration Roadmap

The REALISEGRID Technology Integration Roadmap is made of several building blocks, as
shown in Figure 15. At a highest level, contextual elements drive the long-term vision for the
future electricity networks at 2020 [6] and 2030 time horizons. It is complemented by the key
qualitative benefits which the integration of each innovative technology might bring to the panEuropean transmission system31.
Within the critical challenges for the power transmission system (see sections 4.1 and 4.2), the
electrical system decarbonisation requires a progressive re-engineering of the pan-European
transmission grid in order to achieve the 2030 vision (see section 4.3). Two main non-exclusive
and complementary routes can then be envisaged for such a re-engineering:
- a sustainable grid expansion allowing an increased power transmission capacity (larger
power transfers over long-distance and more cross-border capacity): this could be
achieved by innovative and flexible technologies;

31

See Chapters 7, 8, 9 for the “benefit profile” of each addressed technology.
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an optimization of the existing grid assets by operating them closer to their limits without
impacting the system security limits: novel Information and Communication Technologybased solutions are then expected.
The future decarbonisation trajectory will combine both routes according to local specificities,
with manufacturers providing a wide spectrum of innovative solutions to improve on flexibility,
reliability, and robustness of the pan-European transmission system.

Not operated
by TSOs

Technologies operated by TSOs

Key benefits
from Technologies
Integration

2030 Vision

Critical

Challenges

-

New grid

Increasing complexity of

Uncertain demand

EU electricity

Legal and regulatory

architecture(s)

grid operation & planning

and generation

market designs

frameworks

By 2030

By 2020 the electricity networks in Europe should

Same Vision as 2020 but at the
levels set by the EU energy policy
at 2030

• Actively integrate efficient new generation and consumption models
• Coordinate planning and operations of the whole Electricity Network
•Study and propose new market rules to maximize European welfare

Increased
transmission
capacity

Increased system
reliability

Extended power
flow controllability

System losses
reduction

Reduced
environmental
impact

Sustainable grid expansion
(domestic and cross border)

Existing grid optimization
REAL-TIME TECHNOLOGIES
RT1) Real-Time Thermal Monitoring (RTTR)

RT2) Wide-Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS)

PASSIVE TECHNOLOGIES

ACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

P1) XLPE underground/submarine cables

A1) Fault Current Limiters

P2) Gas Insulated Lines

A2) PST

P3) High Temperature Conductors

A3-4) HVDC

P4) High Temperature Superconducting cables

A5-12) FACTS

P5) Innovative towers for HVAC lines
Smart metering (impact of)

Wind powered pumped
hydro storage

Sodium-Sulfur (Na-S)
batteries

Flow batteries

Compressed Air Energy
Storage

Flywheel Energy Storage

Super/Ultracapacitors

Superconducting Magnetic
Energy Storage

Lithium-Ion batteries

Figure 15: Overview of the REALISEGRID roadmap

Overall, the present roadmap aims at clarifying the “gap to maturity” for each of the studied
technology options. An Action Agenda is then proposed at 10-year intervals for each technology,
which sequences key challenges along the estimated life-cycle of technologies before reaching
the maturity level. These challenges cover research and development, demonstration, scaling up
and replication by several TSOs.
Hence, the time positioning of the key technology integration challenges raised by the adoption
of innovative transmission technologies is the central issue of the roadmap. A preliminary
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positioning of a subset of key milestones is presented in Figure 16, where the Id number
corresponds to the reference positioned along the time axis (for a description of the milestones
see Tables 13, 30 and 42). They are chosen among about 400 milestones (described in chapters
7, 8, and 9) on a time axis leading to the 2030 vision for the European electricity network.
Figure 16 illustrates the degree of maturity of the selected technologies at different time
horizons32 and their contribution to the pan-European transmission system.
The passive, active and real-time technologies as well as the so-called impacting technologies
belong to future planning options which address either “sustainable grid expansion” or “existing
grid asset optimization”:
- It is the severity of non-technical barriers (see chapter 13) which will hamper the adoption
process of innovative technologies: a low level of social acceptance will favor the “existing
grid asset optimization” route (the pink oval in the bottom of the picture) and all the related
active technologies (arrows in pink in the picture) and real-time technologies (arrows in
green). A higher level of social acceptance will favor the sustainable grid expansion route;
- Regulatory changes are implicit in the adoption of the “impacting technology” class (in
purple color on the bottom of Figure 16). Storage could become a key facilitator to make
RES dispatch more flexible, provided that new regulations are adopted to facilitate storage
expansion;
- In the longer run, on the right side of Figure 16, novel network architecture, including transcontinental and inter-continental electricity highways, will shape some of the technical
choices.
It must be emphasized that the milestones related to the technology integration have built-in
uncertainties. First, two conflicting business attitudes prevail: the “technology push” approach of
manufacturers and technology experts on one side; and the conservative “demand pull” attitude
of regulated TSOs regarding the adoption risks of innovative technologies. Secondly, the “gap to
maturity” is assessed differently by different TSOs, since each control zone has its own history
within bundled large energy groups. This is why the roadmap has focused on three decades,
leaving room to different national integration paces due to distinct generation portfolios and
distinct consumption patterns.

32

The size of the arrow is related to the maturity of the technology (i.e. low, medium, high)
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Figure 16: Key milestones of the technology roadmap
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Underground and submarine XLPE cables present a strong potential for transmission. Such cables for
HVDC applications are more and more used. For HVAC XLPE cables, however, notwithstanding the
recent technological progress, the further deployment and consequent cost reduction, the cost barrier
(when compared to conventional solutions) is still high and expected to remain so due to the intrinsic
higher complexity and installation constraints of this technology. Yet, the cost barrier might be reduced
when all types of benefits stemming from this technology are considered, such as lower losses during the
whole life-time, authorization procedures duration, visual impacts, etc.
Gas Insulated Line (GIL) is a proven, yet not widespread, technology mostly used in short length
installations (exploiting tunnels, bridges, or other existing infrastructures). It allows carrying a much
higher amount of power through a single line than conventional solutions and XLPE cables. Yet, it faces
strong environmental concerns in terms of SF6 emissions, which are much more harmful than CO2
emissions, with a cost ratio over conventional solutions that remains high. GIL deployment is likely to
continue within niche applications valorizing existing non-electrical infrastructures: much will also depend
on the successful implementation of GILs in planned projects at European level (like in the Brenner tunnel
[4]).
High Temperature Conductors (HTCs) are able to withstand higher operating temperatures, thus carrying
higher amount of power compared to conventional conductors. They can enhance transmission capacity
without impacting the negotiated right-of-way and, in general, without modifications of transmission
towers. They are increasingly adopted by European TSOs. HTCs encompass a broad family of very
different technologies in terms of potential for transmission capacity and investment costs level. This
explains the diverging viewpoints observed between equipment manufacturers and TSOs: the appropriate
selection of a conductor will follow an in-depth analysis of the power system including operational and
climatic conditions, fatigue and safety issues as well as the overall investment costs. Gains in capacity can
reach 30% for the most used HT Conductors, while transfer capacity could be more than doubled with
composite type conductors. HTC costs are generally higher (in some cases much higher) than conventional
ACSR (Aluminium Conductor, Steel Reinforced) conductors. Investment cost figures need to be tuned by
considering electrical losses, potential structure reinforcement, installation and maintenance costs. The
assessment of performances over the whole life-time through a better understanding of reconductored lines
(models, endurance testing and level of electrical losses) is essential to further extend HTC uses.
Among the studied technologies, High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables are the ones which are
the farthest away from commercial applications. Some optimistic experts consider first applications of
HTS by 2020 thanks to a second generation of materials (Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide, YBCO) and
advanced deposition techniques, starting at distribution system level. However, the majority of
manufacturers are much more prudent with regards to their use in transmission systems and do not
consider any significant application at least before 2030. Costs and size of the cryogenic refrigeration units
will remain a major obstacle. Field tests experimentations within very specific situations (short distance,
dense urban area, DC applications) will contribute to the further development of the HTS technology
blocks.
The development of Innovative towers is progressively encouraged by TSOs in order to reduce the
environmental footprint of overhead lines (e.g. in terms of visual impact and electromagnetic field level).
Some common RD&D (Research, Development and Demonstration) challenges could be mutualized by
TSOs at EU level, such as the eco-design of towers. Demonstration of new interfaces between lines and
towers are needed. The cost differential is expected to be compensated, inter alia, by the advantages in
terms of maintenance, since such structures are less prone to structural damages.
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Figure 17 summarises the key milestones of the technology integration Roadmap for Passive
Equipment, extracted from the numerous milestones described in the detailed actions agendas for
each technology.
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Figure 17: Key milestones of the technology integration roadmap for Passive equipment

Table 12 presents an overview of the integration challenges for the studied Passive technologies
at short and mid-term horizon: the Id number corresponds to the reference positioned along the
time axis of Figure 17.
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Table 12: Key technology integration challenges per innovative “Passive” technology
Technology

Id
x1
x2

Cross-Linked
Polyethylene (XLPE)
cables
(underground and
submarine)

x3
x4
x5
x6

Gas Insulated Lines
(GIL)

Modelling

Insulation materials and cable architectures for improved performances
(reduction of junctions)
Advanced installation techniques for installation costs reduction (including
design of accessories)
Fast qualification techniques by TSOs and related standards
Integration of dynamic limits into system operation procedures and tools
Automated underground cable installation and remote sensing system for O&M

Performances
Installation, costs
Commissioning,
costs, standards
Performances,
operation
Installation, costs

Innovative cable materials (e.g. carbon nano-tube) for improved performances

Performances

Assessment of GILs performances in operation based on historical data and
models
New generation of GIL with enhanced safety in operation, longer distances
applications and N2/SF6 mixtures
Environmental footprint reduction and cost reduction

Performances
assessment

g2

c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
s1
s2
s3
t1
Innovative towers

Environment and ageing models

x7

c1

High Temperature
Superconductive (HTS)
cables

Type of challenge

g1

g3

High Temperature
Conductors (HTC)

Key technology integration challenges

t2
t3

Advanced designs and new materials for high current carrying capacity,
reduced weight, line sags and corrosion for high temperature conductors
Long-term reliability of reconductored cables with high temperature conductors
(ageing models, endurance testing)
Improved HTC maintenance (ageing models, inspection techniques and
operations)
Advanced High Temperature Conductors field tested by TSOs
Extension of the application field from urban areas and wind farm connection to
long distance transmission
Organic composite conductors with higher transit capacity at lower costs
Exploration of nanomaterials for conductors
Development of more efficient and affordable (costs and size) cryogenic
refrigeration system
nd
Pilot testing of 2 generation of HTS tapes (Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide
and advanced deposition techniques)
Demonstration of superconducting cables for novel network architecture
Common TSO RD&D laboratory on modelisation issues (e.g. eco-design of
towers)
Modelling of eco-friendly towers
using new designs or composite materials
Demonstrations about technical interface problems between lines and towers

Performances
Performances, costs
Performances
Performances
assessment
Operation and
maintenance
Demonstration
Applications
Performances, costs
Performances
Performances, costs
Demonstration
Demonstration
Inter-TSO
Performances
Demonstration
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7.1

Underground and submarine XLPE cables 33

7.1.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

In the last 10 years, a significant increase in underground transmission circuits, up to 400 kV, has
been observed in Europe. In the context of the development and rationalization of High Voltage
(HV) and Extra High Voltage (EHV) transmission grids in European countries, and of the need
for interconnections extension, an increased use of underground and submarine cable
connections is expected in the coming years.
The underground cable technology represents an alternative to conventional overheads lines,
which are traditionally preferred by operators for land connections.
Oil-filled cables are a mature technology for underground transmission, mainly implemented in
cities. Despite a high reliability, such technology presents some technical drawbacks, such as the
need for high workmanship’s skills, and maintenance and environmental concerns due to
pressured oil.
Recent progresses of the cable system industry have led to a solid dielectric transmission cable,
with XLPE (Cross Linked Polyethylene) insulation, which is simpler, and requires a lower level
of workmanship and maintenance. Thanks to continuous monitoring and diagnostic systems,
underground transmission systems are highly reliable [58], even under severe environmental
conditions. Table 13 summarises the major advantages of XLPE cables for AC transmission over
the SCFF (Self Contained Fluid-Filled) technology.
Table 13: Advantages of XLPE cables with respect to SCFF
Maturity of technology
Reliability
Equipment costs
Installation costs
Engineering costs
Operation and Maintenance costs
Dielectric losses
Environmental impact

SCFF
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■

XLPE
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
■
■

Relative scale: ■ — Low; ■■ — Medium; ■■■ — High

XLPE cables are an option for underground/submarine transmission when compared to other
passive equipments (analyzed in the next sections). Moreover, it is worthwhile noting that
HVAC XLPE cables can be easily converted into HVDC cables.

33

This technology was analysed in depth in REALISEGRID Deliverable D1.1.1 [10]. Hence, the present Chapter is largely based
on the information provided in this deliverable
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Recent XLPE installations in underground/submarine in Europe are shown in Table 14 and Table
15.
Table 14: Overview of main EHV XLPE projects in Europe [58][59]
Voltage
Country

Power

Project name
kV

MVA

Denmark

Metropolitan
power project

400

995

Germany

Berlin diagonal

380

2 x 1100

Denmark

Aarhus-Aalborg

400

2 x 500
(nominal)

Spain

Barajas Airport

400

UK

Elstree-St. Johns
Wood

400

Netherlands
Austria

NieuweWaterweg
Wienstrom

380
380

Italy

Milan, Section of
Turbigo-Rho line
London West
Ham-Hackney city
feeder

380

Mendrisio-Cagno
interconnection
Liverpool Kirkby –
Lister Drive Ciry
feeder

UK

Switzerland
/Italy
UK

2 x 800
(temporary
overload)
2 x 1720
(winter)
2 x 1390
(summer)
1600

N° of
circuits
and length
km
1 x 12
1x 9
1 x 12
2 x 6.3
2 x 5.3
2 x 14 in
three
sections

Method of
laying

Time
period

Direct buried

1997
1999

Tunnel

1998
2000
2002/
2003

Direct buried

2 x 12.8

Tunnel

2002/
2003

1 x 20

Tunnel

1470
2 x 620
2 x 1040
2 x 1100

2 x 2.1
2 x 5.2

Direct buried
Direct buried

2002/
2005
2005
2005

2 x 8.4

Direct buried

2006

2 x 6.3

Tunnel
ventilated

2007/
2008

400

1660
(winter)
1950
(summer)
560

1X8

Direct buried

400

750

1 x 10

Tunnel
ventilated

2007/
2008
2007/
2010

400

Table 15: Some major XLPE HVAC submarine cable projects in Europe [58][59]
Country
UK
Denmark
Denmark
Italy
Norway

Project name
Isle of Man
Horns Rev wind farm
Seas Roedsand wind farm
Sardinia – Corsica isl.
Gossen isl.

Voltage
kV
90
150
132
150
400

N° of
circuits and
length km

Water
depth
m

Year

1 x 105
1 x 21
1 x 22
1 x 15
1x3.2

40
20
20
75
200

2000
2002
2003
2005
2007
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From the Research & Development standpoint, Table 16 summarises the key challenges for
underground and submarine XLPE technologies. They include:
- Diagnostics and testing: sensors for RT monitoring (in case of RTTR) for loading and
operation closer to the limits up to automated remote sensing systems;
- Advanced installation techniques up to automation;
- Development of new insulation materials and cable architecture: use of nanomaterials might
increase cables performances in a mid-term horizon;
- Environment and ageing models.
From the TSOs’ point of view, three challenges are of paramount importance:
– the reduction of the thickness of the XLPE cable section (thanks to the use of new
materials), in order to reduce the number of junctions, which will directly improve the
underground cable reliability;
– the use of on-line monitoring and advanced diagnostic systems, which will also
contribute to a better reliability of cable transmission systems;
– the cost issue, which remains a strong barrier: advanced installation techniques with more
automation in underground works and fast qualification methods for underground XLPE
can contribute to decrease the installation costs of underground cables.
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Table 16: Underground and submarine XLPE cables Action Agenda
Underground and submarine XLPE cables
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

Diagnostics and testing


Development of equipment embedded sensors for real time monitoring of
loading and operation closer to the limit (underground/submarine
applications)
 Thermal monitoring systems and partial discharges measurement systems
for operation and diagnostic tasks
 Monitoring of "digger effect" based on vibration sensors



Automated remote sensing systems for operation and
maintenance for optimal use of capacity



Automated underground XLPE cables installation



Innovative cable materials (nanomaterials, nano
dielectrics, carbon nano-tube) for improved
conductivity and surface properties (snow adherence)



Integration of dynamic limits into system operation
procedures and tools

N/C



XLPE installation costs are reduced

N/C

N/C

Installation


Advanced installation techniques for installation costs reduction (incl. design
of accessories)

Materials


RD&D as seen by
manufacturers

Developement of new materials (for cable insulation) for reduction of the
thickness of the cable section



Carbon nano tubes protypes field-tested in
transmission systems

Cable architecture


Reduction of thickness of cable section in order to reduce the numbers of
cables junctions (including development of related tooling)



Multifunctional cables with communication capabilities
Increase of reliability and cable length
 Design of XLPE for retrofitting of uderground oil-filled cables (ongoing
demonstrations )


Environment & ageing






Integration tests as
seen by TSOs





Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system



Investigate low cost measures to reduce EMF levels in new underground
designs
Reduce the impact on biodiversity due to thermal elevation in soil
Validate improved performance of XLPE HV cables (monitoring of
experiences world wide)
Demonstrate the use of XLPE for HVDC power transmission (incl
ageing/environmental testing)
Demonstrate the performance of XLPE at higher voltage levels (from 225 kV
to 400 kV)
Enhanced confidence in XLPE cable material for use in critical area of the
system (commissioning and post installation testing ; risk assessment
analysis)
Improved commissioning thanks to fast qualification methods based on field
applications
Cables (combined with other technical options) contribute to the expansion
of the European network
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7.1.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 18 presents the results of a qualitative assessment of the benefits of XLPE cables
integration as an alternative to the chosen baseline (i.e. a conventional HVAC overhead line).
Benefits from XLPE cable integration
replacing conventional solutions
Increased system
reliability

Reduced
environmental impact

5
4
3
2
1
0

System losses
reduction

Reference:
Conventional
HVAC network
P1: XLPE

Increased
transmission capacity

Extended power flow
controllability

Figure 18: Key benefits from XLPE cable integration replacing conventional solutions

When compared to the baseline, the use of XLPE cables has a beneficial impact in terms of:
 Reduced environmental impact due to limited visual and EMF (Electro Magnetic Field)
impacts.
 Increased system reliability: although the occurrence of interruptions is lower than in
OHL, the time to repair is considerably longer [58]. A certain rate of failures might
however be considered due to third parties’ external damages. The use of IEC standards
for testing and qualification, combined with the use of monitoring systems, will further
increase the reliability.
 Reduced losses: the conductors of underground cables are generally much larger than
those of the equivalent OHL, thus resulting in lower transmission losses [58].
 Increased transmission capacity: due to its lower impedance (compared to the
conventional solution), XLPE will tend to carry a greater share of transmitted power.
However, the very long thermal time constant (substantially different from the one of
OHL) requires a smart temperature management in order to optimize the transmission
capacity of XLPE cables.
Moreover, the use of cables allows reducing the time spent in consuming and complex
authorization procedures. This benefit could in some cases compensate the higher cost of this
technology.
Last but not least, the possibility of using prefabricated accessories for extruded XLPE cables
contributes to the higher quality and reliability of the cable system. Prefabricated accessories are
manufactured in a very controlled environment at the factory level and 100% routine tested
before being fitted on the cable. Moreover, the risk of human error during the preparation of
cable accessories is strongly reduced34. The final test on the complete connection before entrance
into service aims at identifying any eventual residual human errors during installation.

34

The reason is that the workmanship is limited to the preparation of the cable ends to be jointed or terminated and, then, to the
installation of the accessories.
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The definition of investment costs of underground cable connections is a complex exercise that
cannot be summarized with simple evaluations. In principle, the costs of cable connections
depend on the voltage of the system, the power to be transmitted, and mainly on the route and
local characteristics (for more details see [58] and references mentioned therein). With the above
caveat in mind, Table 17 provides some investment cost ranges35 for a 400 kV HVAC OHL at a
typical rating of 1500 MVA for a single circuit (and respectively 3000 MVA for a double OHL
circuit) and a 400 kV HVAC underground XLPE cable at a typical rating of 1000 MVA for a
single circuit (and respectively 2000 MVA for a double circuit)36 [9][10].
Table 17: Typical investment cost ranges for OHLs and underground XLPE cables, 400 kV HVAC
Components

Rating

Typical cost range
(min-max)

Cost unit

HVAC OHL single circuit(1)
HVAC OHL double circuit (1)
HVAC underground XLPE cable (single)
HVAC underground XLPE cable (double)
Reactive power compensation for HVAC cable line, single
circuit

1500 MVA
3000 MVA
1000 MVA
2000 MVA

400 - 700
500 - 1000
1000 - 3000
2000 - 5000

kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km

-

15

kEUR/MVAR

(1) Cost ranges correspond to the base case, i.e. installation over flat land. For installations over hilly ground a +20%
premium has to be considered; for installations over mountainous land and in urban areas a +50% premium has to be
considered

Table 18: Average investment costs for submarine/underground XLPE cables [2]
Components
HVDC XLPE (submarine) cable
HVDC XLPE (submarine) cable
HVDC XLPE (submarine) cable
HVDC XLPE (submarine) cable
HVDC XLPE (submarine) cable
HVDC XLPE (underground) cable
HVDC XLPE (underground) cable
HVDC XLPE (underground) cable
HVDC XLPE (underground) cable

Power rating (MW),
Voltage (kV)
500 MW, ±150kV
650 MW, ±150kV
700 MW, ±300kV
1000 MW, ±300kV
1200 MW, ±300kV
600 MW ±300kV
800 MW ±300kV
1000 MW ±300kV
1200 MW ±300kV

Average
investment costs
2600
3400
1900
2600
3200
1500
1800
2200
2500

Cost unit
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km

The table below provides typical cost values at different configurations (voltage, rating, country)
for different European countries [2].

35

They are the result of a collective exercise within the REALISEGRID project with other project partners including TSOs.
The rating of underground cables is not the same as the rating of the overhead lines since two cable circuits might be necessary
in order to carry the same power of one overhead line.

36
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Table 19: Typical values of investment costs of XLPE cables (underground or submarine, HVAC)
in a few European countries, [2]
Rating, voltage

Typical cost
(kEUR/km)

XLPE cable
XLPE cable

1200 MVA, 380 kV
550 MVA, 220 kV

3250
2850

XLPE cable

400 MVA, 220 kV

2240

200 kV

4000

XLPE (submarine) cable

360 MVA, 220 kV

1800

XLPE (underground) cable

360 MVA, 220 kV

2300

XLPE cable

750 MVA, 400 kV

3800

XLPE cable,

1000 MVA, 380 kV

4500

XLPE (underground) cable

330 kV

1720

XLPE (underground) cable

330 kV

1720

Country

Italy
(reference values)
Ireland
(reference values)
UK
(average values)
The Netherlands
(average values)
Latvia
(average values)
Estonia
(average values)

Components

XLPE (underground)

In terms of operating costs (such as operation, losses, repair and maintenance), underground
cables have in general lower losses than overhead lines; however, this cost element may be very
difficult to estimate. The magnitude of losses is highly dependent on how heavily the line will be
loaded and the cost of losses depends on factors, such as the cost of fuel and the availability of
surplus generation capacity. None of these factors is easy to estimate even in the short-term and
even more in a 40 years’ ahead period and in a deregulated environment [58].

7.1.3

Conclusions

The adoption of mixed solutions (overhead lines and underground or submarine cables) is in
general the result of a detailed and careful evaluation and optimization of the transmission
system. Table 20 summarizes the major characteristics of the transmission solutions traditionally
applied. Such a qualitative comparison needs then a quantitative comparison that can be carried
out only on a case by case basis, taking into account the specificities of each individual project.
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Table 20: Comparison of the main characteristics of undergrounding transmission and Overhead
lines [58]
Functional and environmental
characteristics
Land use
Visual impact
Acoustic impact
Electrocution risk
EMF
Losses
Impact on aviation
Impact on flora/fauna
Impact on building planning
Length limitation
Reactive compensation
Reliability
cost of construction
Maintenance
Time of repair
Influence of weather
Impact of catastrophic events
Life expectancy

AC Overhead

DC Overhead

AC Underground

DC Underground

■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■
■
■■■
■
■
■
■■■
■■■
■■■

■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■
NA
■■■
■
■
■
■■■
■■■
■■■

■
■
■
■
■■
■■
■
■
■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■■■
■
■■■
■
■
■■■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
NA
■■■
■■
■
■■■
■
■
■■■

Relative scale: ■ — Low; ■■ — Medium; ■■■ — High; NA — not applicable

From a technical perspective, recent implementations of XLPE cables in underground and
submarine applications prove that this technology has a strong potential in applications where
OHL solutions cannot be deployed. Partial undergrounding could thus be considered as a viable
option for the development of the EU transmission network. It is understood that the XLPE
technology needs to be complemented with other solutions in order to ensure very high
transmission capacities (several GW).
From the TSOs’ point of view, reliability and cost issues remain the major issues.
Despite the strong rationalization and optimization expected in the future, the initial investment
cost of underground transmission cable systems in comparison to OHL will remain high due to a
higher complexity. Typical cost ratios of XLPE underground over conventional solutions are
today in the range of 5-1037. However this cost differential might be compensated in a trade-off
perspective when all benefits are considered: lower losses during the whole period of life, soil
occupation, authorization process duration, visual impact, etc,
The validation of performances at HV level and EHV (225 to 400 kV) is a key concern for the
years ahead: standards for testing and qualification as well as the use of monitoring systems will
contribute to increase the reliability in order to enhance TSOs’ confidence in this technology
[59].

37

In some specific conditions of low XLPE ratings and specific favourable installation conditions or under complex OHL
installation, this ratio could be reduced down to 3. On the other hand, factors above 10 could be reached for high capacity in
difficult installation conditions.
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7.2

Gas Insulated Lines (GILs)

7.2.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

The GIL technology has been mostly used in substations with relatively short lengths of
installation (in the range of a few kilometers) and with a limited track record of real scale
applications (for a total of 250 km ca. installed at world level). All the implemented installations
are in tunnels or above ground. Although some buried pilot tests circuits have been realized, as
of today, no directly buried GIL circuits are reported in service [58].
Recent GIL links in Europe have been installed in Germany (at Frankfurt airport) and in
Switzerland. Moreover, the GIL project through the Brenner tunnel between Austria and Italy
[97], as well an EC-funded project (involving also ForWind), which investigated the feasibility
of a North Sea network connecting offshore wind farms by GILs, are worthwhile mentioning
(see Annex I for details).
The short/mid-term future challenges for the GIL technology, presented in the Action Agenda
(Table 21), include system and components improvements, cost/performances issues, and models
validation.
The 2nd generation of GIL, with even lower SF6 levels, is expected to be field tested for longer
distance applications (urban areas, city entrance) using existing expensive underground
infrastructures (e.g. tunnels).
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Table 21: Action Agenda for Gas Insulated Lines (GILs)
GILs
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

Components and system


Development of 2nd generation of GIL based on N2/SF6 gas mixtures with
low SF6 contents (below today's value : 10%-20%)



Enhanced safety of installations (reducing the risk of SF6 gas leakages)



Reduced corrosion for long distance underground applications



Continue research on substitute solutions to SF6

N/C

Costs


Reduced material costs of GILs by the optimisation of the design and
materials for a given rating
 Reduction of manufacturing costs by simplification and reduction in the
number of components
 Reduction of installation costs by designing components for simple assembly
so that large numbers of joints maybe made onsite in a reasonable timescale

RD&D as seen by
manufacturers



Simple laying and burial techniques to reduce civil engineering costs

Performances


Assessment of performance of GILs based on conditions of use (temperature,
use of assets , etc) and of electrical characteristics (inductance, capacitance,
resistance, impedance) compared to OHL and XLPE

Models Validation


Validation of thermal models of GILs based on collection of historical thermal
and load data and variability of electrical parameters versus temperature



Validation of protocols of operations : analysis of correlations between use
of assets and transmission capacity (thermal hysterisis in closed
environment)

Applications


Development of longer distance applications suitable for offshore wind
power and hydro power conection

Field tests

Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system



Field tests of GIL applications in densely populated areas



Field tests of longer distance or 2nd generation
applications based on N2/SF6 mixtures

N/C



GILs are used in a few locations in Europe



Implementation of GIL based solutions as underground
technologies to enter densely populated areas

N/C: no development seem to be expected
beyond niches applications
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7.2.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 19 displays the key benefits potentially stemming from GIL integration into the system.
Benefits from GILs integration
replacing conventional solutions

Reduced environmental
impact

Increased transmission
capacity

Increased system
reliability
5
4
3
2
1
0

Reference: Conventional HVAC
network
System losses reduction
P2: GILs

Extended power flow
controllability

Figure 19: Key benefits from GILs cable integration replacing conventional solutions

When compared to a reference (conventional HVAC network) integrating GILs solutions has its
most beneficial impact in terms of:
 Increased transmission capacity: Due to its much lower inductance and larger cross
section than OHL lines, GILs will tend to carry a large amount of transmitted power (up
to 3 GW might be carried within a single circuit line, which is higher than XLPE) [96]
[58]. Moreover, it may allow the transport of power at extra high voltage due to a much
better insulation.
 System losses reduction: GILs have relatively lower losses than OHL lines (due to large
conductor cross-sections and thus a lower resistance).
 Reduced environmental impact: the magnetic field in the proximity of the line is
negligible compared to underground cables of similar capacity [102]38. However, some
environmental concerns are due to the greenhouse gas (GHG) impact associated with the
high amount of SF6 gas necessary for the line filling: SF6 is a gas with an extremely high
GHG potential being 23,900 times that of carbon dioxide per ton emitted [111].
Moreover, there is always a risk of leakage in extended structures. Additionally, the
density of the odorless gas is higher than that of air and hence there is a risk that leakages
may result in health hazards. The latter risk can be effectively managed by monitoring
and leakage detection systems [102]. However, for long distances applications when high
power transmission is required, GIL causes the lowest CO2 equivalent emissions in a
lifetime view when transmission and installation losses are evaluated [96][99]. Moreover,
wherever bulk power transmission systems are located in tunnels or similar structures or
close together, a potential fire hazard is of particular concern. Due to its robust metallic
enclosure, GIL is significantly less affected by a potential fire compared with other power
transmission facilities such as cables. Moreover, in the event of an internal failure it

38
The Ecofys study dated 2008 [102] refers to Koch 2002: Koch, H.; Pöhler, S.; Schmidt, S.: Vorteile der Energieübertragung
mit gasisolierten Leitern (GIL). etz 2002, Heft 6, s. 38-43
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offers the ability to maintain the arc and its product completely within the enclosure, thus
delivering a maximum of safety and reliability during operation [107].
 Reliability increase: The reliability of GIL systems is regarded as very high; however,
due to missing operational experience, no further statistical information is available39.
According to a leading GIL manufacturer, several GIL installations in the voltage range
of up to 500 kV have been in service for 35 years. So far, no single fault has occurred in
service due to failure of the insulating gas, nor of the epoxy resin insulators. No ageing of
gas insulation is evident in GIL [107].
An interesting comparison of the respective transmission capabilities of three types of AC
transmission system is provided by [107] (see Figure 20). Clearly, the GIL solution exceeds the
other solutions for high power, long distance transmission requirements.

Figure 20: AC transmission capability of OHL, GIL and XLPE cables [107]

In terms of investment costs, GIL costs are much higher than the costs of equivalent OHL and
the costs of long distance connection remain prohibitive [96]. In addition, there are important
installation costs due to the big size of individual components40 to be transported and assembled.
Moreover the routing needs to be optimized, which also impacts the overall investment costs.

The Brenner Pass and ForWind comparative studies show a decreasing trend in GIL investment
costs (see Table 22)41.

39

The Ecofys study [102] dated 2008 refers to Oswald et al 2005: B. R. Oswald, A. Müller, M. Krämer, „Vergleichende Studie
zu Stromübertragungstechniken im Höchstspannungsnetz - Technische, betriebswirtschaftliche und umweltfachliche Beurteilung
von Freileitung, VPE-Kabel und GIL am Beispiel der 380-kV-Trasse Ganderkesee – St. Hülfe“, Hannover, 2005
40
Installation challenges include the transport of 10-20 m. long pipes, the assembly of laying units close to the site, a bending
radius of 400m limit and preassembly space.
41
The GILs costs for the Brenner Pass tunnel (Table 22) exclude the costs for the building of the tunnel.
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Table 22 : Investment costs of GIL (based on several publically available sources)
Project / Source
Brenner Pass tunnel
adapted from [97]

(Italy-Austria

ForWind comparative study, 2005 [103]

GIL),

Ratings

Type

Costs

2000 MVA

400 kV double circuit

4000-7000 k€ / km

1500 MVA
2200 MVA

400 kV single circuit
400 kV double circuit

4560 k€ / km
8840 k€ / km

To complete this picture with the point of view of a leading GIL manufacturer ([108] source
dated 2003), Figure 21 shows the respective cost factors of investment costs for a 420 kV OHL,
GIL and cable according to different levels of power rating42. According to [108], for power
ratings of around 1300 MVA, GIL has a better cost factor than cables. However, according to
more recent sources, the cost factor of XLPE/OHL has been substantially reduced (see Section
7.1 on XLPE cables).

Figure 21: Investment costs of 420 kV cable, OHL, and GIL installations [108]

It has to be mentioned that, compared to XLPE cables, GILs do not need complementary
investments for reactive compensation due to their reduced capacitance. But, on the other hand,
in meshed grids, similarly to underground cables, GIL systems would tend to attract power flows
from paralleling OHL sections due to the low impedance. Therefore, special measures for power
flow control (line reactors) must be implemented to prevent the GIL from overloading [108].
According to [108], if lifecycle costs (including transmission losses, maintenance cost, failure
rating cost, and all other costs occurring during lifetime) are considered, the results change.
Figure 22 shows transmission losses of typical transmission systems: OHL, oil and XLPE cables
and GILs (in two versions 2000 MVA and 3000 MVA) transmission ratings. As losses are the
square of the current, at high current ratings, transmission losses are significant. It can be seen
that GIL losses are among the lowest in the different cases.

42

Another source dated 2005 provides an “Overhead lines /GIL” ratio at 1:26 which appears quite high when
compared to the other figures provided by the literature [96]
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Figure 22: Transmission losses of different 420 kV systems [108]

7.2.3

Conclusions

Gas insulated transmission lines are a proven technology for bulk power transmission systems,
which has been operated for the past 30 years.
GILs could represent an alternative to XLPE underground technology in some niche applications
where rights of ways for bulk power transport are constrained. They could also complement
conventional solutions (typically OHL) for short distance when large amounts of power are to be
transmitted.
A more ambitious vision is proposed by a leading GIL manufacturer [107]: GIL has some
potential in the future for longer distance applications (70 km are claimed by Siemens without
need for compensation of reactive power), especially for transporting bulk hydro power and for
grid connection of offshore wind power generation facilities. However, other experts (IRENE40 consortium) mention that GILs longer than 300 km might raise stability problems and that in
the near future no GIL over 10 km are envisaged. Source [102] claims that, when applied to long
distances, from an economic point of view, GIL appear not to be an alternative for OHL or
underground cables.
Several barriers remain to be addressed in relation to costs, complexity and environmental
impact (due to SF6 emissions whose effect is several degrees of magnitude in comparison to CO2
emissions).
In the future, GIL may find a wider application in tunnels since the need for separate support
structures would be avoided [105].
It is thus observed that there is no evidence of consensus between manufacturers on a
deployment of GILs beyond niche applications, such as short interconnections in big
metropolitan areas.
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7.3

High Temperature Conductors (HTC)

7.3.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

HTC conductors (also known as HTLS, High Temperature Low Sag conductors) cover a broad
family of technologies with different degrees of maturity: while some of them are mature enough
and are already implemented in reconductoring programmes or in the construction of new lines;
some others (such as composite based HTC) are fairly young with few commercial installations,
and some more futuristic cables, based on organic composites, are still at the R&D stage.
In order to increase the transmission capacity of an overhead line, while avoiding the building of
new assets due to considerable socio-economic and environmental constraints, and when a
voltage upgrade (e.g. from 220 kV to 380 kV) is not possible, the next option for a TSO could
consist in increasing the ampacity of overhead lines [9]43. This can be achieved either by using
conductors with a larger cross section or by using HTLS technologies, i.e. conductors having
nearly the same cross section as the original conductor, but able to operate at a higher
temperature (within existing sag clearance) thanks to components whose technical properties
result in an increase of the line ampacity.
HTC can thus be used to enhance transmission capacity without impacting the negotiated rightof-way. The gain in capacity can reach the level of 30% for the most conventional conductors
and ranges between 40% and 200% for composite based families (ACCR, ACCC, etc.) [126].
The Action Agenda for HTC solutions (Table 23) shows the technological development and
integration trajectory of the HTC family per decade. Key challenges concern research on
materials, system and components performances, expanded applications, models and
simulations.
Technical barriers remain to be overcome in order to develop commercial applications of HTC.
In the short-term on the manufacturers’ side, effort is to be made on advanced designs to further
increase the carrying capacity of the system, the issue of junctions for HTC underground cables,
the level of losses with respect to the capacity increase. From the TSOs’ perspective, the focus
should be on the field assessment of the long term reliability of reconductored cables through an
understanding of ageing models and endurance testing, as well as on the expansion of HTC
application field.
The applicability of HTC depends on the national legislations of each country that may impose
additional constraints (e.g. on EMF or authorization procedures), which may significantly reduce
the potential advantage stemming from the use of this technology.
In a longer term, the exploration of new classes of materials based on nanotechnologies might
lead to significant improvements in conductor characteristics.

43

For more details, see in particular, the chapter on planning guidelines in source [9].
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Table 23: Action Agenda for High Temperature Conductors (HTC)
HTC (High Temperature conductors)
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

Research on Materials
 Exploration of new

materials, alloys and composites (Aluminium, Copper,
polymers, Carbon, magnets, …) for conductors

System/Components Performance
 Development of advanced conductor designs

for high-current carrying



Exploration of new materials (nanomaterials) for
conductors



Development of organic composite conductors with
higher transit capacity (more than 100%) at lower cost

capacity, reduced weight and line sags



RD&D as seen by
manufacturers







2030-2040



Development of nanomaterials for
conductors



Nanomaterials type conductors field tested by
TSO

Estimation of corona effect and develoment of optimal design to reduce it (if
needed)
Estimation of variability of resistance as a function of temperature and
development of designs to reduce it (if needed)
Development of components (conductors, insulators, ...) with higher
durability and increased corrosion resistance
Reduced manufacturing and installation costs
For underground HTC applications, reduction of the number of cables
junctions
Development of lower cost re-conductoring techniques for existing OHL
and underground cables
Improved manufacturability of components meeting industry standards

Models and simulations


Development of tools to evaluate the long-term performance of different
HTC conductors and ensure reliability of transmission lines with proper
maintenance procedures

Models and simulations
 Advanced HTC

field tested and demonstrated ("corona effect" of HTC ;
impact on numerical TV; effects on birds; reliability )
 Ability to validate cables/lines performance with HTC (at the end of the
cable)

Integration tests as
seen by TSOs

New reconductoring techniques demonstrated by
several TSOs in Europe
 Expansion of the application field: from urban areas
and wind farm connection to long-distance applications



Development of TSO tools for wide assessment of transmission lines/cables
candidates for reconductoring
 Inspection techniques for maintenance and ageing analysis (aerial
inspections)
 Definition of protocols for efficient replacement based on in-depth
understanding of ageing coupling environment and loading conditions


Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system



Implementation of high performances cables/lines in inter-TSO congested
corridors (e.g. France-Italy interconnection)



Reconductoring assessment tools (ageing,
performances) are operational
 New inspection techniques made available
 Deployment in environmentally constrained or
congested areas

N/C
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7.3.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 23 displays the key benefits potentially stemming from HTC integration into the system,
replacing conventional conductors.

Benefits from HTC integration replacing
conventional solutions

Reduced
environmental
impact

Increased
transmission capacity

Increased system
reliability
5
4
3
2
1
0

System losses
reduction

Reference: Conventional
HVAC network
P3: HTC

Extended power flow
controllability

Figure 23: Key benefits from HTC integration replacing conventional solutions

When compared to the reference (conventional HVAC network), reconductoring transmission
lines/cables with HTC has its most beneficial impact in terms of increased transmission capacity.
HTC conductors allow for a higher current density and can therefore carry higher currents
compared to conventional conductors at equal cross section. This results in a higher power
transfer on the line [9]44. However, this impact is lower than the one of GILs.
Regarding ohmic transmission losses, HTC conductors carry quite high currents (higher than the
maximum current limit of conventional conductors). This leads to quite high transmission losses
at those levels of loads: therefore, HTC conductors might be better advisable if the transmission
line has a low loading during normal operation and is only highly loaded during short periods of
time [9]45.
In terms of environmental impact, HTC conductors may have the same profile and sagging as
conventional conductors and might therefore be installed on existing towers46.
However, a more detailed analysis would be needed when looking at all factors contributing to
the environmental impacts. The technology might have opposite effects according to the type of
HTC considered and the specificities of the installation site: the “visual” and “land use” effect

44

See in particular Section 6.2.2.2.
It should be noted that the ohmic resistance decreases with the increase of the cross section, i.e. losses for transmitting the same
amount of power are reduced by using conductors with a larger cross section.
46
On the contrary, conductors with a larger cross section have a higher weight and a higher sagging than conventional lines;
hence such an upgrade may require new towers. This would lead to an increased environmental impact as well as increased
medium installation costs. In such cases, a trade-off between gains in transmission capacity and “overall cost” should be carefully
considered [9].
45
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might be positively affected (since at a given “right of way”, HTC is able to carry more power)
while a local increase of electromagnetic field due to an increased transmission can be observed
with respect to conventional ACSR (Aluminium Conductor, Steel Reinforced).
Regarding controllability, although HTCs are passive devices, they could be operated in
combination with FACTS in order to further increase transmission capacity and to reach system
controllability.
According to information provided by some REALISEGRID stakeholders (compiled in [2]),
typical cost ranges for conversion from conventional to high temperature conductors are in the
range of 140-500 kEUR/km for 220 kV single circuit. Source [130] mentions costs of 1600
kEUR/km for a double circuit (2X380kV) conversion from conventional to high temperature
conductors.
Typical relative costs per unit length are provided in Table 24, which also presents an overview
of the main techno-economic characteristics of some selected HTC conductors.
An important advantage of HTC is that in general no modifications of transmission towers are
needed47. HTC can be an effective way of increasing transmission capacity when refurbishing an
existing line. Hence, beyond capital costs, the following other cost categories have to be
carefully considered: the costs of electrical losses; the costs of structure reinforcement (when
needed); the labor costs for replacement of equipment (in case of reconductoring).

47

However, if the weight of the reconductored lines increases significantly, there might be a need to reinforce the towers.
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Table 24: Overview of techno-economic characteristics of some HTC
ACSR

ACSS

(G)TACSR

Core

Galvanized Steel

Steel

(Gap type) Aluminium
Carbon &
Galvanized
Clad
Glass Fiber
steel
Invar wire

Outer conductor

Aluminium
Alloy

Relative weight per
unit length (base 100
for ACSR)
section: 400 mm2

100

Typical operating
Temperature

% Typical ampacity
increase over ACSR

Typical relative cost
per unit length48
(base 1 for ACSR)
section: 400 mm2

ACSR
ACSS
ACCC
ACCR
(G)TACSR
ZTACIR

7.3.3

ZTACIR

ACCC

Thermal
Ultra
Annealed
Resistant
Thermal Aluminium
Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy

ACCR
Aluminium Matrix
Composite

Aluminium
Zirconium
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100

98

81

82

250°C

150°C for
TACSR;
210°C for
GTACSR

210°C

180°C

210°C

/

50-70%

50% for
TACSR;
50-100%
for
GTACSR

50-100%

100%

100%

1

1,1-1,5 for
ACSS ;
1,2 - 1,5
for
ACSS/TW

10 for
GTACSR

3 for
TACIR;
5 for
ZTACIR

3-4 for
ACCC/TW

10 for ZTACCR

75°C

Aluminium Conductor Steel Reinforced
Aluminium Conductor Steel Supported
Aluminium Conductor Composite Core
Aluminium Conductor Composite Reinforced
(Gap type) Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor Steel Reinforced
Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar reinforced

Conclusions

A high level of divergence is observed among REALISEGRID partners, TSOs and stakeholders
on the relevance of HTCs for the future grid development.
From the point of view of some equipment manufacturers49, HTC do not appear as a priority
technology option for the future development of the European network.

48
49

Costs of ACSR, ACSS, TACIR, ZTACIR, GTACIR, ZTACIR are based on [121], dated 2002.
Discussions with the IRENE-40 consortium during a bilateral meeting in September 2010
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TSOs report different feedback based on their own integration experience:
- The Dutch experience emphasizes mainly the high level of losses which negatively impacts
the cost/benefit ratio of the HTC solution implemented in the Netherlands (GTACSR and
ZTACIR) (TenneT)
- The HTC technology is under test in Italy to be applied both internally and at cross-border
level (see Italy-France ongoing reinforcement) (Terna)
- In Ireland, due to the large amount of wind power to be integrated into the system by 2020,
twenty HTC projects are planned (EirGrid).
A general trend is that the adoption of the HTC technology is progressing in Europe, since on top
of the above cases, past or planned applications are also reported in France, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, and UK to increase transmission capacity either at congested borders or within a
TSO control area (especially in environmentally constrained areas through reconductoring of
existing lines or wind farm connections). However this trend faces a major non-technical barrier:
in some countries (such as Switzerland, Germany, UK, and Austria), HTC reconductoring
programmes are requested to pass again through authorisation procedures as for new line
building.
These overall conclusions need to be tuned at a more detailed level since HTC encompass a
family of technologies with a very diverse degree of maturity, of potential for transmission
capacity and investment costs.
The degree of maturity of HTC conductors varies according to the type of conductor, ranging
from implemented solutions to prototypes still far from commercial applications (such as
composite based HTC). The choice is the result of a complex design process to be carried out for
the specific under consideration.
In general TSO planners have to perform an in-depth power system analysis in order to
determine the need for transmission capacity increase, the occurrence of high current loads, the
severity of weather conditions (ice, wind, etc.), the likehood of vibration and fatigue problems,
and the level of margin in terms of ground clearance and operating temperature. If this analysis
concludes that the thermal rating of existing lines cannot be increased to meet system
requirements (while continuing to ensure public safety), then the replacement of existing lines
with HTC might be an option. The appropriate choice of the conductor type depends on the
design conditions, on the performances as well as the overall investment costs (including not
only capital costs by also, inter alia, the cost of electrical losses50, potential structure
reinforcement, installation costs and maintenance costs).

50

Appropriate loading profiles for HTC conductors would be high load only during short periods of time.
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A simplified decision-making process can be outlined based on two critical design conditions:
ground clearance and transmission capacity needed.
Issue
Increase
capacity

Design question
transmission

Ground
ENOUGH

clearance

is

Additional question

Typical reconductoring
solutions

Need
for
transmission
capacity increase is LOW

Use
high
ampacity
conductors:
typically
conventional
Aluminium conductors
Use
high
ampacity
conductors:
Typically thermal resistant
Aluminium alloys (TACSR
type)
Use
HTC
with
high
mechanical properties (invar
type, trapezoidal design,
composites
TACIR/TW,
ACCR)

Need
for
transmission
capacity increase is HIGH

Ground clearance is NOT
ENOUGH

N/A

The selection shall be based on a comparison of the available HTC technologies presented in this
chapter (and in Annex I). All of them are potential solutions when the ampacity has to be
increased by more than 50% with respect to the ACSR reference.
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7.4

High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables

7.4.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

Today, High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables are still at an RD&D stage with few
demonstration projects underway (mainly in the distribution field). The technology is definitely
not yet mature, but presents a high potential for specific applications. HTS cables are still very
far from a mature commercial application, to be used for the extension of a power transmission
grid [58]. Figure 24 presents the main HTS implemented and foreseen projects. Three main
projects were implemented in Columbus (OH, USA, in operation since 2006), Albany (NY,
USA, in operation since 2006) and Long Island (NY, USA, in operation since 2008) by the 3
leading cable manufacturers (respectively Southwire (Ultera), Sumitomo and Nexans) with rated
power ranging from 48 MVA (cable manufacturer Sumitomo) to 574 MVA (cable manufacturer
Nexans) and voltage level ranging from 13.2 and 138 kV, the longest cable being the Nexans
cable (with 600 meters). More recently, a second generation HTS tapes based cables are tested in
Nexans labs in Hannover reaching 435 MVA at 138 kV (30 meters, single phase, in service since
May 2007).

Figure 24: Main HTS projects for three-phase HTS cables (planned and installed) [61]

Figure 25 complements this overview by comparing completed and on-going projects focusing
on ampacity and voltage [65].
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Figure 25: Completed and on-going HTS projects by ampacity and voltage

The costs are still high to justify HTS use and further research is needed. According to [47], HTS
cables are considered to be an “early commercialisation stage” and not all technical problems
have been solved.
The proposed Action Agenda for HTS cables introduces the key areas where research and
integration should be focused in the next 20 years. More efficient and reliable HTS cables with
proven characteristics need to be field tested for short distance transmission (urban dense area,
DC applications, etc). Track records are needed on life expectancy, short circuit behaviour, and
reliability of HTS cables. The technology is not expected to be operated by European TSO
before a 20-year time horizon.
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Table 25: Action Agenda for High Temperature Superconducting cables

High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

HTS materials

RD&D as seen by
manufacturers



Basic research to identify higher temperature superconducting materials



Continuation of the research on higher temperature
superconducting materials



R&D on electrical insulating materials for high voltage superconducting
applications



Continuation of the research and development on HTS
components (cryogenic system, HTS tapes,…) for
improved performances /costs



Demonstration of HTS cables perforrmances for niche
applications (short distances in dense urban areas ;
generation units connection; DC applications)

N/C

HTS components and system


Assessment of reliable performance and losses in operation
Pilot testing of 2nd generation of (lower costs down to 50…20…10 €/kAm2 )
HTS tapes (YBCO based)
 Development of more efficient and affordable (in terms of costs and size)
cryogenic refrigeration system


Integration tests as
seen by TSOs

Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system



Simulation and tests to validate models on low temperature phenomena and
components ageing (long term durability of HT superconductors properties)



Demonstration of superconducting cables for novel network architecture
(ENTSOE project 2012-2018)



Demonstration of combined use of high temperature superconductivity and
storage devices, including SMES



Demonstration of combined use of superconducting cables with FCL to
mitigate post-fault cable recovery time for 110 kV application



Standards for testing and integration of HTS cables
N/D



Scaling up and replication rules to develop
niche applications in Europe



First implementation of underground
superconducting solutions to enter densely
populated areas

-

N/D

N/D
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7.4.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 26 displays the key benefits potentially stemming from HTS cables integration into the
system, replacing conventional solutions.

Benefits from HTS cables integration replacing
conventional solutions

Reduced
environmental
impact

Increased
transmission capacity

Increased system
reliability
5
4
3
2
1
0

System losses
reduction

Reference: Conventional
HVAC network
P4: HTS Cables

Extended power flow
controllability

Figure 26: Key benefits from HTS cables integration replacing conventional solutions

When compared to conventional power cables, the key benefits of HTS cables can immediately
be recognized as a more optimized utilization of rights-of-way (due to higher power density than
conventional cables at a given voltage level) and lower electric losses.
HTS cables can carry considerably more power than conventional cables: compared to the latter
ones, HTS cables allow delivering 3 to 5 times the power for AC systems and up to 10 times the
power for DC systems at equivalent voltage (or equivalent power at reduced voltage).
Concerning the system losses reduction, the global losses of superconducting cables are not
negligible and the total power necessary to maintain the cryogenic liquid at the due temperature
is today of the same order or even higher than the losses of the conventional cable systems [58].
Source [62] calculates the minimal length of an HTS cable at which the cryogenic losses are
offset by the gains in conduction losses of HTS cables.
There are no track records on the reliability of HTS cables themselves. However, the increased
power flows through HTS cables can relieve stress on a heavily loaded grid, resulting in
increased power transfer capacity at the same level of reliability [62].
In terms of extended power flow controllability, since HTS cables have significantly lower
impedance than conventional cables, they can be strategically placed in the grid to draw flow
away from overloaded conventional cables or overhead lines, and thus relieving congestion [46],
[47]. Low impedance cables can also enable new grid configurations when coupled with
conventional and proven technology (e.g. series reactors, phase angle regulators).
In terms of environmental impact, today, HTS cables contain beryllium (Be), which is known to
raise toxicity issues. This means that careful control is needed during the manufacturing process
[47]. However, as a finished product, HTS cables are relatively safe, and are, unlike oil-filled and
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gas insulated cables, environmentally friendly. The extremely low EMF is another key
environmental benefit.
According to [47], HTS cables are much more expensive than conventional cables due to the
high equipment costs, which are mainly explained by the high cost of materials for HTSC cables
(i.e. HTS tapes) and the capital cost of the cryogenic equipment.
As shown in Figure 27, the cost of HTS tapes is expected to decrease significantly in the next
few years thanks to the second generation HTS cables. The figure presents the expected cost
developments of the two generation of HTS tapes evaluated on a cost per kilo-amp meter basis.

Figure 27: Cost development of HTSC tapes [45]

Since the 2nd Generation (2G) wire manufacturing does not require the amount of labour or
precious silver and material required for 1st Generation (1G), in the near future 2G tape
manufacturing cost is expected to be significantly lower than that of 1G [50]. Moreover,
increased production volume is expected to drive prices of 2G tapes down below that of 1G.
Furthermore, the rising price of copper is expected to make HTS tapes, including 2G, more
attractive for commercial use. If the present trend continues, wire manufacturers expect the cost
of 2G conductor to be competitive with copper within the next several years. Overall, 2G tapes
are expected to have considerable performance and costs advantages over 1G in the future, and
are expected to be the conductor of choice for future commercial HTS applications.
With regards to the capital cost of cryogenic equipment, it is expected that the unit cost of the
refrigeration system will drop as demand increases. Nevertheless, as mentioned in the Action
Agenda (Table 25), efforts in R&D are needed to increase cryogenic cooler efficiency.
HTS maintenance costs are high: refrigeration equipment is required and this demands trained
technicians with new skills; the complexity of the system can result in a larger number of failure
scenarios than for current equipment; power surges can quench (terminate superconducting
properties) equipment requiring more advanced protection schemes [33].
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7.4.3

Conclusions

Among the studied technologies, High Temperature Superconducting cables (HTS cables) are
the ones which are the farthest away from commercial applications.
Such technology might help facing future grid challenges, such as the integration of distributed
renewable energy into the system or the transmission of bulk power into densely populated areas.
HTS key benefit is the increased transmission capacity due to much higher power density than
conventional solutions Moreover it can have some controllability features by an appropriate
location of such low impedance equipment into the system: it could thus be considered inbetween the “active” and “passive” technology categories.
Since many years, manufacturers and technology centers have announced that the second
generation HTS tapes will contribute to decrease the cost barriers. Some optimistic sources have
even announced that a commercial deployment could take place by 2020.
However, the perception of key European manufacturers is that this technology will not play a
key role in the future European transmission system development (at least not before 2030).
Most component manufacturers have thus shifted their focus away from developing HTS: such
technology is still far from being mature and applied at a large scale at transmission level,
although it might be more applied at distribution level (at reduced capacities).
TSOs have still some concerns, including: life expectancy, reliability and maintenance costs.
These concerns need to be addressed through demonstration projects, which are recommended in
ENTSO-E ten-year R&D plan.
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7.5

Innovative towers

7.5.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

An electricity pylon or transmission tower is a tall structure, usually a steel lattice tower, used to
support overhead electricity conductors for electric power transmission. Tower height ranges
from 15 to 55 meters although heights in excess of 300 meters do exist. Typical environmental
issues during the construction phase of power transmission projects include: terrestrial habitat
alteration; electric and magnetic fields; hazardous materials.
Due to the environmental and health impact of new OHL lines, OHL face a growing opposition
of local populations. Hence, today, TSOs are progressively opening up to new tower design in
order to develop innovative towers, whose new design allows reducing their environmental
footprint and improving OHL lines integration in the rural and urban landscape.
Examples of such innovative designs range from the so-called Tubular pylons, whose compact
structure results in a reduced space occupation and in a lower visual impact, to the Foster Pylons,
combining aesthetics and technology innovation (see Figure 28 and Figure 29).

Figure 28: Examples of Foster pylons

Figure 29: Examples of Tubular pylon [272]

A third innovation type has been developed in the Netherlands in response to electromagnetic
field mitigation constraints and aesthetic concerns (Wintrack by TenneT, see Figure 30).
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Figure 30: The Wintrack towers

From the technology standpoint, in the short term, key RD&D challenges include: eco-design of
towers (i.e. eco-friendly paintings, corrosion, etc.), demonstrations addressing technical towerlines interface problems, new assembling/installation techniques, and new operating and
maintenance procedures required by the futuristic designs of such pylons.
In the longer term, the use of composite material solutions for tower upgrading and the
deployment at EU level of innovative towers allowing increased transmission capacity are key
issues. These elements are presented in the Action Agenda for innovative towers (Table 26).

Table 26: Action Agenda for innovative towers
Innovative Towers
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020
Eco-design of Towers


RD&D as seen by
manufacturers








Integration tests as
seen by TSOs

Exploration of new tools to improve the design of towers in order to
increase transmission capacity on a given "right-of-way" based on composite
materials
Corrosion
Eco-friendly paintings
Durability of components
Modelling of towers resistance against storms
New assembling/installation techniques, and new operating and
maintenance procedures
Demonstrations about technical interface problems between lines and
towers

2020-2030

2030-2040



Tower upgrading using composite material solutions
are made available

N/C



N/C

N/C



Deployment of innovative towers allowing increased
transmission capacity in Europe

N/C

Validation of composite materials solutions to :


Ageing
Simulation and impact analysis of 400 kV (eg EMF)
 Tests and indutrialisation of composite materials
 Common TSOs RD&D laboratory on modellisation issues


Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system



More environment friendly designs deployed in several Member States
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7.5.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

The key benefits expected by innovative towers are in terms of lower environmental impact, i.e.
less EMF emissions, reduced land occupation and more harmonic OHL integration in the urban
and rural landscape.
In terms of investment costs, innovative towers are about 1.5 to 2 times more expensive than
conventional towers.
However, maintenance costs might be lower: for instance in the case of the Randstat 380 project
implemented by TenneT (see Annex I), the simpler and smoother structure makes the pylons less
prone to structural damages.

7.5.3

Conclusions

Today in some specific locations subject to strong environmental concerns (EMF in urban areas,
landscape visual protection), TSOs are progressively deploying innovative towers, i.e. towers
whose new design allows reducing their environmental footprint and improving OHL lines
integration in the rural and urban landscape. However, even for these new solutions public
acceptance is still to be achieved since innovative design towers can be built quite close to
dwellings.
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8

TECHNOLOGY
EQUIPMENT

INTEGRATION

ROADMAP

FOR

ACTIVE

Highlights on Active Equipment
–

–

–

–

Fault Current Limiters (FCLs) comprise technologies with different degrees of maturity. When addressing
novel concepts (High Temperature Superconducting FCL, solid-state FCL, hybrid FCL), technology
challenges still remain to be faced before a commercial exploitation (especially for High Temperature
Superconducting FCL). The implementation of joint testing facilities by TSOs at EU level would help
converging on design types and materials, cost reduction and standards and might speed-up the technology
take-up in some niche applications in Europe.
Phase Shifting Transformers (PSTs) are a mature technology, implemented by TSOs in Europe to control
active power through preventive or curative strategies. In the future, the focus will be on enabling issues:
the development of shared PST models by TSOs and standards should facilitate PST integration in
transmission systems. In parallel, the development of cross-border power trade and the integration of
renewable generation will increase the need for such a technology, possibly operated by power electronics
and enhanced by coordinated control protocols implemented within inter-TSO coordination centers.
The High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) technology has proven its reliability and attractiveness for long
distance power transmission, long submarine cable links and interconnection of asynchronous systems.
Converters to convert current from AC to DC and DC to AC are critical. The most recent technology, selfcommutated Voltage Source Converter (VSC), is more flexible than the more conventional linecommutated Current Source Converter (CSC) since it allows controlling active and reactive power
independently. HVDC key benefits are in terms of increased transmission capacity compared to
conventional HVAC, and power flow controllability, which in turn can enhance the stability of the link
and of its surrounding environment. Although the investment costs of a VSC-HVDC converter station are
higher than those of an AC substation, the overall investment costs of a DC transmission link can be lower
than those ones of a corresponding AC interconnection if a certain transmission distance is reached (i.e.
“break-even” distance). This break-even distance strongly depends on the specific project parameters: it is
typically between 80 and 120 km for offshore submarine cable connections; while for onshore
applications, the break-even distance between an AC and DC OHL is in the order of 700 km [4]. Typical
applications of VSC-HVDC include the active control of flows, interconnection of offshore wind farms,
black start functionalities and multi-terminal DC applications. This technology is a key component of
future European grid architectures. Meshed DC systems will appear with the advent of commercial DC
breakers.
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) equipment is a family of power electronicsbased devices able to enhance AC system controllability and stability and to increase power transfer
capability. FACTS are naturally compared by TSOs with mechanical driven equipment providing
controllability features, such as PST (a simpler, more robust, reliable and generally less costly solution, but
with limited dynamic capabilities). FACTS devices can be classified according to their shunt, series or
combined types of connection. Shunt type devices present relevant features for reactive power
compensation and voltage control, while series devices offer key advantages for active power flow control
and transient stability enhancement. Costs, complexity and reliability issues represent nowadays the main
barriers to the integration of these promising technologies from the TSOs’ perspective. Up to present,
shunt devices (like the SVC) have been the most widespread and mature FACTS technologies. Further
FACTS penetration will depend on the technology providers’ ability to overcome these barriers, thanks to
more standardization, interoperability and economies of scale. Key technology challenges are in terms of
power electronic topologies and exploration of new types of semiconductors replacing silicon. More userfriendly interfaces and proof of performance through field testing will contribute to improve TSOs’
confidence in these new technologies. Like other active equipments (HVDC VSC and PST), FACTS will
be crucial for the future integration of RES into the European system, while delivering full benefits when
subject to a coordinated control, in combination with Wide Area Measurement Systems [11].
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Figure 31 summarises the key milestones of the technology integration roadmap for Active
equipment, extracted from the numerous milestones described in the detailed actions agendas for
each technology.
Underground/submarine
bulk transport
Sustainable Grid
expansion

Aerial bulk
transport

New grid
architectures

d9
d8
d6
d6

HVDC CSC
HVDC VSC

d3

d5

FACTS Shunt
FACTS Series

Coordinated
control

f1

f2

p1

PST
FCLs (novel

New joint
T&D system
operations

d4

d2

d1

2030
Pan EU
grid vision

f3

f4
f5

p2
l2

l1

f6

Existing Grid asset
optimisation

Low
maturity

l3 l4

Medium
maturity

concepts)

High
maturity

Active

2010-2020

2020 - 2030

2030-2040

Figure 31: Key milestones of the technology integration roadmap for Active equipment

Table 27 presents an overview of the integration challenges for the studied Active technologies
at short and mid-term horizon: the Id number corresponds to the reference positioned along the
time axis of Figure 31.
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Table 27: Key technology integration challenges per innovative “Active” technology
Technology

Id

Key technology integration challenges

Type of challenge

Fault Current Limiters
(novel concepts)
(FCLs)

l1
l2
l3
l4

Shared testing facilities among TSOs in Europe
Costs and losses reduction for FCLs
Next generation of solid state switches for Solid State FCLs (SSFCL)
Demonstration of relocatable FCLs

Inter-TSO
costs, performances
Performances
Demonstration

p1

Coordinated use of PST with other active equipments
(coordination centres in Europe)
Standardisation of PST modelling shared by TSOs and manufacturers

Phase Shifting
Transformers (PST)

p2
d1
d2
d3

High Voltage Direct
Current: Voltage
Source Converters,
Current Source
Converters

d4
d5
d6
d7
d8
d9
f1

Flexible AC
Transmission Systems

f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

Improved efficiency of VSC based on new switching topologies and smart
control of converters
Extended domain of use of HVDC (far-offshore, ultradeep, ultravoltage, high
distance interconnection)
Development and field tests of DC breakers
Testing HVDC in highly meshed networks: coordinated control ; combined use
with WAMS, HVAC
Development of MTDC (Multiterminal HVDC) and exploration of meshed
HVDC configurations
New types of semiconductors for a new generation of thyristors
Test of selected options of MTDC for HVDC backbone in Europe combining
VSC and CSC
Superconducting DC cables transmission (SCDC)
Deployment of an MTDC backbone in Europe
Improved performance of FACTS based on new power electronic topologies
and semiconductors
Virtual Man-Machine interface for grid operators
Development of standards for FACTS
Large scale validation of FACTS (shunt) solutions in areas where voltage
control becomes critical
Large scale validation of FACTS (series) solutions in areas where fast
response line reactance control becomes critical
Field testing of coordinated use with other active equipments

Inter-TSO
Standards
Performances
Applications
Performances,
operations
Demonstration
Architecture
Performances
Architecture
Performances
Architecture
Performances
User-friendliness
Standards
Demonstration
Demonstration
Inter-TSO
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8.1

Fault Current Limiters (FCLs)

8.1.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

A Fault Current Limiter (FCL) is a device which, on the occurrence of a fault51, limits the current
in a crucial branch of the circuit so that no component in the system becomes overloaded [260]52.
Despite the fact that first conventional applications were in distribution systems, FCLs
application is progressively targeting the transmission system. FCLs are still in the R&D phase.
Prototype devices are under-going testing in the US with the objective of reaching marketreadiness for transmission53 systems in the coming years (see Figure 32 showing the current and
voltage ratings of FCL in US DOE projects as of today and at full scale). The appropriateness of
testing equipment facilities to validate such market readiness for integration in transmission
systems54 is a critical issue [263].

Figure 32: Current and Voltage ratings of existing FCL projects

55

According to a study carried-out towards US utilities by EPRI in 2004 [266] in order to
understand the FCL technology potential, emerging novel FCL technologies are vital alternatives
to existing fault current mitigation methods, provided these technologies offer a cost effective
means of fault current management. However, the impact of FCLs on the protection system
needs to be better understood and demonstrated (CIGRE WG.A3-16 is investigating this issue).

51

The definition of a fault current is provided in Annex I.
It is to be noted that, instead of using FCL the problems associated with increased fault current levels can also be coped with
measures like: uprating of existing switchgear and other equipment; Changes in network topology, e.g. splitting of grids or
splitting of busbars; Introduction of higher voltage levels; Use of complex control strategies like sequential tripping [260].
53
This is a critical issue also for distribution systems, as mentioned in the above reference. Distribution systems are out of the
scope of this report.
54
The same remark applies also for testing facilities in distribution systems.
55
Adopted from a presentation made by M. Steurer at the EPRI Superconductivity Conference Sept 2007 and reported in [263].
52
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The technological development and integration trajectory of novel concepts of FCLs, including
solid state, superconductive and hybrid FCL, is presented in the Action Agenda (Table 30). It
includes issues on testing facilities and commissioning from the point of view of system
operators. For FCLs manufacturers, some particular characteristics are mentioned in the future
developments, such as the possible synergy with HTS cables and FCLs relocatability.
The development of new Solid State FCLs (SSFCLs) appears promising despite their present
high cost, low reliability, and complicated auxiliary system” [259]56. The use of the SSFCL is
foreseen in niche applications where the value allows justifying a premium cost. EPRI’s
objective is to offer a commercial SSFCL at “six times the cost of conventional mechanical
circuit breakers and relays” in the near term [266],[259]. To that purpose, EPRI launched field
trials on a “transmission class” (115 kV) device in 2008.
Since there are no standards for FCL (novel concepts) either in terms of design or in terms of
tests, which shall help converging on an optimal design process, there is a need for testing
facilities to achieve the targeted market-readiness goals at an acceptable investment level.
Such testing facilities for FCLs should be based on a collaborative approach involving
equipment manufacturers, transmission system operators and academics. This constitutes clearly
a European challenge for agreed standards and common testing facilities among European TSOs.
Such an achievement will help assessing the potential of promising FCL novel concepts (see
details in Annex I).

56

[259] referring to [271]
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Table 28: Action Agenda for Fault Current Limiters (Novel concepts)

FCL (novel concepts)
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030



RD&D as seen by
manufacturers
Integration tests as
seen by TSOs
Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system

Combined implementation of HTS cables and FCLs
Next generation of new solid-state switches for SSFCL
 Reduced investment costs and losses
 Relocatable FCL
 Shared testing facilities among European TSOs

2030-2040

N/C

N/C

Demonstrations of Relocatable FCLs
Demonstration of switches for SSFCL

N/C

Testing facilities for safety components are made
available to European TSOs

N/C








Establishing standards for testing prototypes of HTS FCL and solid-state FCLs



Evaluation of cost and benefits of utility-scale FCL in real world applications
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8.1.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

The main benefit of FCL is in terms of increased system reliability thanks to the limitation of
fault currents and protection of equipments: a fault current limiter allows for the continual,
uninterrupted operation of the electrical system [262]. The system stability is also improved
thanks to the avoidance of the use of large high impedance transformers (to decrease fault
currents levels) since FCLs operate with no impedance during normal operations [262].
Consequently, the level of resistive losses is also reduced in normal operation. This technology
has also an effect in terms of power quality increase (reduction of voltage sags, flicker, and
harmonics) [260];[258].
FCL can also contribute to transmission capacity increase since higher loads are possible locally
in a sub-system (higher than the ratings of the feeding generators and transformers in that subsystem), leading thus to a better use of the transmission system [261].
In terms of environmental impact, superconducting FCLs (using liquid nitrogen cooling, 77K)
are environmentally friendly [258]. However, the high losses of the cryogenic cooling system
remain an issue. FCLs also enhance the system safety: since FCLs limit damaging fault energy
they provide a safer working environment for personnel [260].
Other key benefits of FCL are cost reduction, investment cost deferral or avoidance:
- Avoidance, reduction or deferral of the costs related to the replacement of transmission
equipment: Faults in electrical power systems cannot be avoided. Apart from the damages in
the vicinity of the fault, the fault currents flowing from the sources to the location of the fault
lead to high dynamical and thermal stresses on OHL/cables, transformers and switchgears.
The use of fault current limiters allows equipment to remain in service even if the
prospective fault current exceeds its rated peak and short-time withstand current [261].
Thereby, TSOs can reduce or defer the need for replacement of expensive higher capability
breakers or substations reconfigurations.
- Maintenance cost reduction: FCL limit the level of fault current flowing through equipment,
and reduce the mechanical stress and damage. Thereby expensive downstream transmission
system equipment is protected from constant electrical surges that might degrade them. This
can increase the life-time of the protected equipment and reduces the need for maintenance
and the probability of early failure.
- cost savings: especially in the case of newly planned networks, fault current limiters allow
the use of equipment with lower ratings and reduce reinforcement requirements (lower fault
rated equipment, avoidance of series reactors, lower impedance transformers) [261];
[260];[259].
With regards to FCL costs, a conclusion of the CIGRE Working Group on FCLs in 2003 was
rather negative on FCL commercial applications: “Although many investigations have been
carried out in the past and are currently being carried out, the state of the art in the field of fault
current limiting devices are conventional solutions like fault current limiting reactors, highvoltage current limiting fuses, pyrotechnic fault current limiters, etc. For the time being, none of
the novel approaches led to an economically acceptable solution for a fault current limiter for
medium voltage or high-voltage networks” [260].
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Several successive studies have been performed by CIGRE and EPRI on the acceptance price
ranges by utilities in comparison to the price of a conventional circuit breaker showing the
following results (by two surveys):
- A price of FCLs in the range between 5 to 10 times the price of a conventional circuit breaker
was mentioned by half the surveyed utilities in 2003 [261]
- A price of FCLs in the range between 2 to 5 times the price of a conventional circuit breaker
was mentioned by half the utilities surveyed in 2004, especially in cases where breakers with
the required ratings are not available, or where excessive fault current levels require more
than a breaker upgrade alone (e.g. strengthening substation grounding and bus work) [266].
The latter survey (2004) expects the development of a modest market for novel FCL solutions
for circuit breaker replacement in the next decade:
- Up to 20% of respondents expecting to replace 5 to 10% of their circuit breakers57 in the next
10 years would use a FCL device priced at 1 to 5 times a circuit breaker.
- The percentage increases to 30% of respondents when the range of circuit breaker
replacement need expands to from 5 to 30%.
It appears thus that utilities having a greater expectation for circuit breaker replacement are even
more likely to use an FCL.

8.1.3

Conclusions

FCL refers to a family of technology solutions with different degrees of maturities and specific
routes, ranging from research status to an effective market penetration.
The current work addresses only the novel concepts of FCL (high temperature superconductive
FCL solid state FCL, hybrid FCL). With regards to these novel concepts, there is no clear
consensus between manufacturers and technical experts on the time-to-integration of those
devices in a transmission system: today the most promising applications seem to be at
distribution level.
Moreover, there is no agreement on whether standards for FCL should precede FCL design or
the other way round due to the wide range of design types and the related testing equipments
(and validation protocol) for FCLs.
One fast track option to reduce the development costs and to reach the technology marketreadiness would be to implement common testing facilities at an EU level: these facilities should
be flexible enough to respond to the special R&D needs of advanced FCL designs based on
innovative concepts and new materials. Such testing labs do not exclude further integration
testing of FCL by TSOs [263].
As a consequence, the commercialisation of FCLs (novel concepts) will only occur provided that
the above integration challenges are addressed in a collaborative way in Europe and that

57

It was assumed that the FCL is equivalent to the circuit breaker in all other respects (e.g., reliability, compatibility with
protection, ease of installation, operation and maintenance, etc.)
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significant improvements are realised in the core technology components, such as material
development (in the case of HTS FCL technologies) [259].
It is likely that the expected development of 2nd generation HTS wires will make the use of HTS
FCL more attractive [268]. FCL might be a very promising application of high temperature
superconductivity, probably for medium voltage applications at first stage.
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8.2

Phase Shifting Transformers (PSTs)

8.2.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

A Phase Shifting Transformer (PST) is a specialized type of transformer, typically used to
control active power flow between two points in electrical power systems. This control is done
by regulating the voltage phase angle between two nodes in the system. It is a simple, robust and
reliable technology [71]. Preventive and curative control strategies are implemented for power
flow controllability. In the preventive mode, the permanent phase shift allows redistributing the
power flows and relieves network stresses in case of line outage. In the curative mode, the phase
shift is small (sometimes down to zero) in normal operation but is automatically controlled to
reduce the power flow on the overloaded lines and to avoid a tripping out. The active redirection
of power flows allows exploiting lines closer to their thermal limits [67].
For power flow control and congestion avoidance (preventive mode), PSTs could be operated
with their control parameter (phase angle shift) being a free variable between set limits with the
aim of reducing congestion. Such an approach to PST modelling for OPF purposes has been used
in REALISEGRID [44] for cost/benefit analysis: it confirms the validity to consider the PST
parameter as variable in the optimisation process. This optimisation shall take into account
system security at inter-TSO level.
As of today, the UCTE Operation Handbook sets the rules for PST operations: they should be
used for keeping security in the system. A change of angle shift may not be possible in presence
of some issues (increase of congestions, losses etc.) in neighbouring countries’ network. As an
example the coordinated use of PST is already implemented in the framework of joint inter-TSO
security centres, such as CORESO.
It is expected that the use of this mature technology will expand in the general context of the
deregulated European electricity market and the increased penetration of variable renewable
generation:
• Since the liberalization, cross-border lines are more and more used to carry power trades
between market participants located in control areas of different TSOs. Generally, due to
low transmission capacities, cross-border links are highly congested by transits. As a
consequence, an increase of transmission capacity is claimed by market participants.
Often transmission capacity can be increased by installing PST (or other power flow
controllers, like series and combined FACTS) in order to reallocate power flows on
interconnecting transmission lines and thereby to equalize their loading;
• The increasing penetration of variable renewable generation leads to high and fluctuating
utilization of the transmission networks. The electrical energy needs to be transported
over large distances from the energy sources to the consumers.
o Fluctuating wind generation leads to highly fluctuating power flows in the transmission
grid. Installing PST devices (or other more advanced power flow controllers like series
and combined FACTS) allows to react on changing power flows and to adapt the power
system topology to a given generation scenario.
o Heavy power flows over large distances can lead to loop flows through the grid of
neighbouring TSOs. A reduction of loop flows can be achieved by installing PST (or
other power flow controllers like series and combined FACTS) on interconnecting
transmission lines to control the power flow going through the neighbouring transmission
system [205].
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Today, a few tens of PSTs are in operation/planning in continental Europe: in the case of the four
REALISEGRID TSOs most of these devices have been installed in the last decade and several
further projects of new PST installations are currently active. Often PSTs are located close to or
on the border between two neighbouring TSOs, with influence on both control areas. In Europe
there are three regions, where PSTs are located in different control areas and have mutual impact
on each other: the Benelux region, the border between France and Italy, as well as the centre of
Austria. In the future also the interconnections between Germany and Poland, as well as Italy
and Slovenia, will be equipped with several PSTs with mutual impact.
The proposed Action Agenda (Table 29), gathering elements from both manufacturers and TSOs,
identifies the need for common PST models and for faster response time58 and protocols for the
coordinated control of PSTs by coordination centres in Europe. For this mature technology,
efforts focus more on enabling issues than on technological ones: standards, shared models and
PST inter-TSO coordinated control [205].

58

Although TCPST are traditionally classified as FACTS devices [204], they are included in the PST roadmap since they are
expected to revolutionise the use of phase shifters in power system control: the replacement of the traditional mechanical tap
changers by thyristor valves (to obtain the thyristor controlled PST or TCPST) has increased the response speed of phase shifters
and made them effective for the enhancement of both small-disturbance and transient stability.
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Table 29: Action Agenda for Phase Shifting Transformers (PST)

PST
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020


Improve response time (less than one second vs. about one minute) at an
acceptable cost, thanks to power electronics (see Thyristor Controlled Phase
Shifting Transformer (TCPST))



Inter-TSO standardisation of PST modelling despite huge diversity of PST
designs based on shared trial tests



Coordinated control of PST (coordination centers in Europe)

RD&D as seen by
manufacturers

Integration tests as
seen by TSOs

Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system

2020-2030

2030-2040

N/C

N/C



Large scale experiments for TCPST are performed in
Europe to improve response time

N/C



PST models are implemented in operations to carry out  Fast response time PST are implemented in
security analysis at European level
Europe to better manage congested areas
(TCPST)
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8.2.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 33 displays the key benefits potentially stemming from PST integration into the system.
Benefits from PST integration

Reduced
environmental
impact

Increased system
reliability
5
4
3
2
1
0

Increased
transmission
capacity

System losses
reduction

Reference: Conventional HVAC
network
A2: PST

Extended power
flow controllability

Figure 33: Key benefits from PST integration

The benefits are clearly around “extended power flow controllability”, which indirectly
contributes to the increase of the transmission capacity and system reliability. Moreover, in the
three regions of Europe, where PST, located in control areas of different TSOs, have a mutual
impact on each other, coordinating the set-points of these PSTs towards a global optimum can
increase transmission capacity, compared to today’s local control within each subarea59.
Regarding losses, PST do not eliminate them: the shifting of power to other lines can cause
losses in other parts of the grid. Moreover the PST device itself has its own losses. For a large
PST, the total efficiency is very high and can reach ηPST≈99.8% at full load and maximum phase
angle. It could be expected that using PST, power can be shifted from congested lines to lines
with more free capacities, lowering system total losses. The questions on losses caused by PSTs
and PST influence on the power system losses of a meshed grid are discussed and investigated in
[73]. Accurate estimation of losses will require simulations.
Table 30 presents the typical range of investment costs of 400 kV PSTs.
Table 30: Typical range of investment costs of 400 kV PSTs, [9]

59

Voltage levels
(kV)

Available Power
Rating (MVAR or
MVA)

Typical range of investment costs
(min-max)

400

100-1600

10 - 40

Unit

kEUR/MVA

For more details on the operational benefits of coordinated control of PST and other power flow controllers see [205]
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8.2.3

Conclusions

The liberalization of the European electricity market and the ever increasing penetration of
variable renewable generation have increased the need for this mature technology. Hence, the
number of PSTs in the transmission grid is expected to rise further. PST enable the grid operator
to control unexpected loop flows, thus allowing using the existing system more efficiently.
PST are used for congestion relief. Provided that there is free capacity on parallel paths that can
be used, these slow devices are better suited for power flow control in case of no continuous
congestion and of low congestion volatility.
A strong need for coordination emerges among the TSOs operating PSTs placed at the
extremities of congested cross-border tie-lines (see [205] for a thorough discussion on this issue).
Rather than on technological issues, future efforts have to be more focused on enabling issues:
standards, shared models and PST inter-TSO coordinated control.
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8.3

High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)

8.3.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) is suitable for the transport of large amounts of power
over long distances (by overhead transmission lines) as well as for long underground/submarine
cable transmission and for interconnection of asynchronous systems.
The main advantages of HVDC over a conventional HVAC transmission are its ability to
conduct more bulk power for a given power rating, the overall system stability improvement
thanks to its controllability, and the possibility to prevent cascading AC failures through the DC
connection.
Current Source Converters (CSC)60 are the conventional, mature and well established key
component used to convert electrical current from AC to DC and vice versa. Such converters
require a synchronous voltage source.
Voltage Source Converters (VSC) are self-commutated converters using devices suitable for
high power electronics applications61. The VSC technology can rapidly control both active and
reactive power independently from each other. It allows a total flexibility to place converters
anywhere in the AC network (no synchronous voltage source is required). Although improving,
the VSC-HVDC technology needs still to overcome some technology barriers: DC breakers are
still to be developed, high powers are not yet implemented, losses are still high and multiterminal applications are still very rare.
Back-to-Back HVDC terminals are systems in which both converters are located at the same
place. They mainly aim at coupling asynchronous electricity systems.
The main HVDC applications (presented by type of converters) are synthetized in Table 31.
Table 31: Overview of main HVDC applications (adapted from [176])
Long distance
Long distance
transmission over transmission over
land
sea
Natural commutated HVDC with OH lines
Natural commutated HVDC with sea
cables
Capacitor Commutated Converters (CCC)
in Back-to-Back
Capacitor Commutated Converters (CCC)
with OH lines
Capacitor Commutated Converters (CCC)
with sea cables
VSC Converters in Back-to-Back
VSC Converters with OH lines
VSC Converters with sea cables

x

Interconnections of
asynchronous
networks

Windmill
connection to
network

Feed of small
isolated loads

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

60

For terminology issues on converters see annex I. CSC, also known as LCC (Line Commutated Convertors). CCC (Capacitor
Commutated Convertors) is an improvement of the thyristor based commutation via capacitors.
61
Gate Turn-Off (GTO) thyristors, Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristor (IGCT) and Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT)
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The planned France-Spain interconnection line is a clear example where the implementation of a
VSC-HVDC interconnection is chosen as a technically and environmentally feasible solution.
The aim is to address cross-border congestions (frequently occurring in both directions),
enhancing the net transfer capacity and avoiding overloading of the transmission line, with a
clear environmental advantage over conventional HVAC transmission [186]. The exploitation of
VSC-HVDC features is also expected by the further deployment of this technology for the
planned France-Italy interconnection line as well as for the VSC-HVDC link under construction
in southern Sweden (South-West project)[4].
In the case of bulk power point-to-point transmission (>1500 MW), the choice of which HVDC
technology to apply is today limited to CSC-HVDC as the currently available power ratings of
VSC-HVDC are still limited. Furthermore, in case of CSC-HVDC, if the ESCR (Effective Short
Circuit Ratio) of both considered network nodes assumes a low level (lower than 2.0), the grid
needs first to be reinforced. However, in the case of power transmission lower than 1100 MW,
VSC HVDC already constitutes a feasible option which provides higher benefits in both
environmental impact and network controllability. The future technological developments of
VSC-HVDC towards increased power ratings may allow for considering VSC-HVDC as another
option for bulk power transport [186].
Beyond conventional point to point HVDC applications, multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) emerge
as a potential solution to address:
- the increasing need for bulk power transmission from remote generation installations
(typically wind offshore in the North Sea, in the Baltic Sea and in the Irish Sea);
- the need of increasing transmission capacity resulting from the power trade growth within the
ENTSO-E power grid.
Although, there is only one MTDC installation in operation in Europe today (Sardinia-CorsicaItalian peninsula), such system could be a solution for these challenges, especially in the context
of the European Supergrid: this long-term vision could be based on a MTDC backbone (running
from Northern to Southern Europe) whose tap lines pick up the power from generation centres
and feed it into the load centres.
An analysis of the technical potential architectures shows advantages and disadvantages and
more particularly identifies the critical need for selective fault clearance issue, i.e. the isolation
of a faulty section from the rest of the network for a reliable and stable operation of MTDC
within the overall system62. Therefore, the MTDC network must be able to quickly isolate the
faulty section on the DC side by a DC circuit breaker. As of today, there are no such DC circuit
breakers available on the market.
The proposed Action Agenda (Table 32) presents a high diversity of technical and non technical
issues seen as barriers and driving research, development and demonstration actions:

62

In case a faulty section cannot be immediately separated from the network, it will impact the entire MTDC system and force the
connected AC grid to disconnect. This leads to a change in the overall network topology and may result in a severe congestion of
the remaining power grid which in turn may lead to a blackout of a large part of the network. Unselective fault clearance, i.e. the
shutdown of the entire MTDC in which the faulty section is located, is not an option: although the faulty section may be
disconnected during the downtime of the entire MTDC system and the rest of system may then be re-energized, the required time
for this procedure is accepted to be too long in order to guarantee the safe and reliable operation of the overall network [181]
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-

Performances and costs
New switching topologies for VSC transmission
Fault detection and isolation in DC, DC circuit breakers development
Controllable multi-terminal and meshed HVDC configurations
Interoperability and eco-conception
Extended domain of use
Embedding HVDC in AC networks
Commissioning
Training
Pan-European architecture.

Long term issues might include new semiconductors types for thyristors superconductive DC
(SCDC), deployment of an HVDC backbone in Europe combining CSC and VSC.
Within the next decade, the agenda highlights a few stepping stones:
- Improved efficiency of VSC converter based on new switching topologies;
- Extension of domain of use of HVDC (far-offshore, ultradeep, ultrahigh voltage);
- Development of DC breaker for selective fault clearance;
- Development of MTDC and exploration of meshed HVDC configurations.63

63

Key manufacturers expect that small-scale MTDC will be commercialized before 2020
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Table 32: Action Agenda for HVDC
HVDC (VSC ; CSC)
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

Perfomance and costs


Higher power ratings in operation (6400 MW@800kV for CSC terminal ,
bipolar and 1100 MW@300kV for VSC)





Improved efficiency of HVDC -VSC converter (today loss factor of 1.8%
of rated power )





Development of transformerless VSC converters



Decreased investment costs of HVDC VSC and CSC terminals

Feasibility for implementation of UHVDC (ultra
high HVDC) in Europe: air insulation of water
cooled thrystor valves , transformer oil/paper
insulation, numerical analysis tools to support
UHVDC design …
Development of new thrystors based on new types
of semiconductors (silicium carbide , diamond,..)



Development of SCDC (Superconducting
DC cable transmission)

New swiching topologies for VSC transmission


Development of novel multilevel switching topologies (architecture
and switching modes) to enhance transmission capacity
Quantification of technical benefits of new topologies (e.g. efficiency,
AC filter requirement, space requirement, reliability, fault
response,...)
detection
and isolation in DC



Fault

RD&D as seen by
manufacturers





Understanding of the propagation and the impact of a fault on DC
network and related corrective actions (DC breakers; controllable
pyrotechnique fuses; ..)
Development of DC circuit breakers and selective fault clearance
processes

Controllable MTDC (Multiterminal HVDC) ;




meshed HVDC configurations

Development of transformerless VSC converters for future HVDC grids
Development of multiterminal VSC transmission
Development of multiterminals with more than 3 converter stations
on a DC line

Interoperability and eco-conception







Coherent technological evolution of HV cables and VSC /CSC
convertors for HVDC
Interoperability of CSC converters manufactured by different vendors
(ABB; Siemens, Areva,...)
Interoperability of VSC converters manufactured by different vendors
(ABB; Siemens, Areva,...)
Interoperability between VSC and CSC converters manufactured by
different vendors (ABB; Siemens, Areva,...)
Defined of standards required to realise a large HVDC grid
Eco-conception of VSC/CSC converters (assessment of CO2 impact)

Extended domains of use

Testing far-offshore connections with DC links





Development of HVDC ultradeep applications (2000m+ deep)



Test selected options of HVDC backbone for
supergrid, offshore and onshore highways
Test systems components of MTDC



Increase the social acceptance of UHVDC



HVDC off shore grids become a reality with
network safety issues addressed properly at
acceptable costs

Embedding HVDC in

Integration tests as
seen by TSOs

MTDC (Multiterminal HVDC)



an AC network



Testing HVDC in highly meshed networks : coordinati on and control;
harmonised use with WAMS



Impact of combined HVAC and HVDC in terms of reliability for planners
and operators

Commissioning


Commissioning tests based on real time simulators (e.g. Twenties
project; France-Spain interconnection )

Training



Coordination center for system operations, including HVDC
Specialized training development for operation and maintenance
(game simulation for dispatch)

Pan-European architecture

Full scale use within
the EU27
interconnected
transmission system





Validation of options for pan-European backbone architecture: e.g.
CSC (point-to-point) converters used for North-South long distance
bulk transmission and VSC used for transversal li nks between NorthSouth HVDC -CSC cables allowing increased controllability
Techno-economic feasibility of VSC/CSC HVDC for wind power
connections in the pan-European context

MTDC (Multiterm inal HVDC)


Deployment of an MTDC backbone in
Europe
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8.3.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

The relative benefits of CSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC from their potential integration into the
system are presented in the diagrams in Figure 34.
Benefits from HVDC CSC integration replacing
conventional solutions
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Benefits from HVDC VSC integration replacing
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Figure 34: Key benefits from CSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC integration replacing conventional
solutions

The main benefit is the increase of transmission capacity. For a given conductor cross section,
HVDC transmission can transfer more current through a conductor compared to conventional
HVAC transmission. Accordingly, the conversion of transmission lines64, formerly operated with
HVAC, into HVDC operated ones increases the transmission capacity of the considered line.
[181]. This transmission capacity depends also on converter types: VSC ratings are lower than
CSC which explains the difference of mark in terms of increased transmission capacity.
Furthermore, the transmission capacity can also be increased as a result of the power flow
controllability explained below.
Power flow controllability is another key benefit ensured by the HVDC technology.
Controlling the active power in the link can ensure significant stability improvements for the
HVDC link and for the surrounding AC system. Unlike conventional HVAC transmission, the
active power flowing through an HVDC link is not determined by its impedance in relation to the
impedances of the neighboring transmission lines, but only by the settings of the HVDC
converter control. The HVDC transmission link can, therefore, be set at a fixed working point,
maintained during disturbances on neighboring transmission lines and sections. This
characteristic prevents the HVDC link from overloading when a neighboring transmission line is
lost and assures a firm transmission capacity in the amount of the line rating.

64

For the conversion of the line, the suitability of the tower geometry and configuration have to be determined, especially with
respect to tower cross arm geometry, tower statics, insulator assemblies and conductor configuration. Generally, no change in the
tower construction, the foundations and in the conductors is accepted since these major modifications would lead to high
investments which would make the conversion economically unfavourable compared to the replacement of the complete line. In
any case, insulators need to be changed when converting from HVAC to HVDC as well as additional space needs to be allocated
within or at least in the vicinity of the existing substations in order to accommodate the HVDC converters. This leads to limit
investment costs and a project execution time within the medium-term horizon, bringing also advantages in terms of reduced
environmental impact by HVDC [186].
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Thanks to this firm transmission capacity without limitation due to network congestion or loop
flows on parallel paths as well, the use of HVDC link capacity is generally higher than that one
of extra high voltage AC transmission, lowering the transmission cost per MWh.
This controllability can also be very beneficial for the parallel transmission: it frees up this
transmission capacity on neighbouring lines (that was formerly occupied by reactive power
transmission) to serve intermediate load and prove options for local generation (such as variable
RES source) [156]. This positive effect on neighbouring network paths has to be taken into
account by power flow analyses in order to perform a complete economic assessment.
More specifically the type of converters matters: VSC-HVDC offers a faster active power flow
control with respect to CSC-HVDC, while also ensuring flexible and extended reactive power
controllability at the two converter terminals. The latter aspect - the fast active and reactive
power flow controllability - is a key advantage of VSC-HVDC over CSC-HVDC.
The reliability is high (98%-99% availability per system [181]) both for HVDC-CSC and
HVDC-VSC (despite lower track record on HVDC-VSC). While the reliability of HVDC-CSC
systems is very dependent on the reliability of the converter components, in the future the
reliability of HVDC-VSC will be ensured by the multilevel switching configurations rather than
by the components. Moreover, VSC converters can provide reactive power support to regulate
AC system voltage like a generator during emergency situations and can operate at a fixed value
of transmitted power even in fault conditions in neighbouring lines. Both features contribute to
improve the overall stability of the surrounding AC power system. Furthermore, since HVDC
VSC can contribute to power oscillations damping, it enhances the network stability in
emergency situations. Furthermore, black start capabilities can be ensured by VSC-HVDC to reenergize network sections that suffered from a system blackout.
In order to estimate the level of losses compared to a conventional HVAC system, several
assumptions are necessary on the physical characteristics of the system. One needs to consider
both the losses in the DC cable (reduced compared to AC: positive effect) and the converter
losses (negative effect, which is more important for VSC, 1-2%, than for CSC, 0,5-1%; values
estimated at full load per converter).
In terms of environmental impact, the clear environmental advantage of HVDC transmission is
its ability to go underground by the use of HVDC cables. The use of cables minimizes the visual
impact of the transmission line since the surface area over the cable run can be renaturalized with
e.g. bushes or shallow root trees, as long as the cable can be made accessible for maintenance or
repair purposes at short notice. In the case of overhead lines, the width of right-of-way can be
reduced by approximately 30-50% when choosing HVDC instead of HVAC transmission. In
other terms, for the same transmitted power, the required right-of-way of HVDC transmission is
much smaller than the one of HVAC transmission. Table 33 presents the land use for selected
transmission system components65.
Furthermore, the EMF emission of HVDC lines is not pulsating and can be forced to minimum
values when a dedicated return conductor is used and the conductor arrangement is selected

65

In case of overhead lines the term land use refers to the surface area occupied by the tower footing and the span, while in case
of cables this term quantifies the surface area over the underground cable run. For HVDC terminals and reactive compensation
the term land use refers to the area occupied by the facility buildings [185].
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accordingly. The result is a significantly lower electromagnetic pollution compared to the
electromagnetic emissions by conventional HVAC transmission, especially when overhead lines
are used 66 [181].
Moreover, since HVDC transmission system reduces the Corona discharge (with respect to
HVAC of similar capacity), HVDC has an additional positive environmental impact in terms of
NOx and ozone production, audible noise, electromagnetic interference.
Table 33: Typical surface occupation for HVDC devices [181]
Land use
System component
HVDC OHL, bipolar
HVDC underground cable
HVDC undersea cable
HVDC VSC terminal, bipolar
HVDC CSC terminal, bipolar

Voltage level
±150..±500 kV
±350 kV
±350 kV
±150..±350 kV
±350..±500 kV

Power rating
350..3000 MW
1100 MW
1100 MW
350..1000 MW
1000..3000 MW

min
20000
5000

Max
40000
10000
0

5000
30000

10000
40000

Unit
m2/km
m2/km
m2/km
m2
m2

Table 34 reports typical investment costs ranges of HVDC devices, for a throughput power
ranging between 350 and 3000 MW for HVDC OHLs and 1100 MW for HVDC cables.
The proposed cost ranges represent typical average values and shall not be taken as absolute
data. The actual overall project costs may differ from the provided average values if exceptional
technological, geographical, and/or environmental circumstances apply.
Table 34: Typical ranges of investment costs for HVDC [181]
System component
HVDC OHL, bipolar(1)
HVDC underground cable pair
HVDC undersea cable pair
HVDC VSC terminal(2), bipolar
HVDC CSC terminal, bipolar

Voltage level

Power rating

±150÷±500 kV
±350 kV
±350 kV
±150÷±350 kV
±350÷±500 kV

350÷3000 MW
1100 MW
1100 MW
350÷1000 MW
1000÷3000 MW

cost range
min
max
300
1000
1000
60
75

700
2500
2000
125
110

Unit
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/km
kEUR/MW
kEUR/MW

(1)
cost ranges correspond to the base case, i.e. installation over flat land. For installations over hilly landscape +20% and
+50% for installations over mountains or urban areas have to be factored in.
(2)
A terminal includes all equipment at one side of the bipolar transmission line: both converters, reactive compensation
(if needed), active filtering, AC/DC switchgear, engineering, project planning, taxes etc. except any costs related to the
transmission medium

Costs for HVDC overhead lines refer to the base case, wherein the installation of overhead lines
over flat landscape and in sparsely populated areas is considered. In this base case, high towers
with a large span length can be used which directly results in lower overall installation costs.
Costs for installations over hilly and averagely populated land as well as over mountains or
densely populated areas are taken into account by a surcharge of +20% and +50%, respectively.
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However, it shall be stated clearly that today all HVAC overhead and cable lines comply with all requirements in
terms of electromagnetic compatibility. It is expected that the public acceptance of electrical power transmission is
improved by the use HVDC instead of HVAC transmission systems due to its smaller environmental impact.
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The investment cost ranges for HVDC overhead lines include all costs related to the transmission
medium (i.e. equipment costs, engineering costs, installation costs.). The cost ranges provided
for HVDC converter equipment are presented “per terminal”, wherein a terminal includes all
equipment at one side of the bipolar transmission line: both converters, reactive compensation (if
needed), active filtering, AC/DC switchgear, engineering, project planning, taxes etc. except any
costs related to the transmission medium. This accommodates the facts that, on the one hand, a
voltage source converter is by nature bipolar and, on the other hand, that bipolar HVDC
installations are preferred within a synchronized power grid for system security reasons.67 In case
of a bipolar transmission line, the provided converter cost ranges need to be multiplied by the
factor of 2, i.e. one bipolar converter terminal at each the feeding and the receiving end of the
transmission line, in order to yield the overall installation costs (excluding the costs for the
transmission line) [181].
Although the additional investment costs of a VSC-HVDC converter station are higher than
those ones of an AC substation, the investment costs of the overall DC transmission system can
be lower than those of the AC transmission system: the cost savings of the transmission line can
make up for the higher station costs of the VSC station if a certain transmission distance is
reached (so called “break-even” distance68). VSC-based HVDC systems can be a better
economic option compared to HVAC systems or to the installation of a local generation source if
the transmission distance is large enough69. The figure below displays a qualitative example of
break-even distance.

Figure 35: Qualitative comparison of HVDC and HVAC (adapted from [176])

According to a recent source [39], this break-even point distance depends strongly on the
specific project parameters and is typically between 80 and 120 km for offshore submarine cable
connections. For on-shore applications, the break-even is in the order of 700 km (case of AC and
DC OHL).

67

In case of the outage of one pole of the HVDC installation, the transmission line can still be operated with the remaining pole
at half of the rated power.
68
“Break-even distance” is defined as the length value for which the savings in line costs offset the higher converter station
costs, making then HVDC more convenient than HVAC transmission.
69
The same breakeven concept applies also to CSC –HVDC.
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8.3.3

Conclusions

As a mature technology with more than 50 years of application, CSC-HVDC technology has
proven its reliability and attractiveness for TSOs for long distance power transmission, long
submarine cable links and interconnection of asynchronous systems.
Although improving, the VSC-HVDC technology needs to overcome some technology barriers:
DC breakers are still to be developed, high powers are not yet implemented, losses are still high
and multi-terminal applications are still very rare.
Table 35 presents a summary of the main features of CSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC.
Table 35: Summary of key features of HVDC technologies [204]
System description
System ratings in operation
System ratings available
Future trend of system ratings
Operational experience
Lifetime
Converter losses (at full load, per converter)
Availability (per system)

CSC-HVDC

VSC-HVDC

±800 kV, 3000 MW
±150 kV, 350 MW
±800 kV, 6400 MW
±300 kV, 1100 MW
towards higher ratings
> 50 years
~ 10 years
30-40 years
30-40 years(1)
0.5-1%
1-2%
> 98%
> 98%

Reactive power injection possible
Easy meshing
Limitation in cable line length
Ability to connect offshore wind farms

no
no
no
no

yes
yes
no
yes

investment costs per MW

Medium

High

(1)

estimated value, not enough experience yet

HVDC technology is used for congestion relief and to enhance transmission capacity [204]:
- Congestion relief: because of no reactive production and provided that there is free capacity
on parallel paths that can be used, HVDC are well suited for power flow control in case of no
continuous congestion and of highly volatile congestion.
- Transmission capacity increase: the conversion of HVAC overhead line into HVDC is an
option when no upgrade to 380 kV and no ampacity upgrades are possible.
When comparing the two converter types, CSC-HVDC is best suited for the transmission of bulk
power over long distances in order to:
- provide additional transmission capacity for the large-scale cross-border power trade or,
- transmit wind power from remote generation sites.
In a Back-to-Back coupling, they allow combining the still asynchronously operated ENTSO-E
power grids. However, CSC-HVDC usability to form a MTDC power grid is limited.
On the contrary, VSC-HVDC is best suited to:
- interconnect remote offshore wind farms to the main power grid.
- perform a black start in order to start-up connected offshore wind farms or to re-energize
network sections that suffered from a system blackout.
- contribute to power system and voltages stability thanks to its fast reactive power flow and
voltage control at its terminals.
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Therefore, VSC-HVDC is the most promising technology for MTDC applications and also for
forming the backbone of potential offshore grids (like the one in the North Sea) implementation.
Hence, recent and on-going advances in self-commutating VSC-based HVDC by manufacturers
open options for future onshore/offshore transmission grids development in Europe and beyond:
- connection of remote offshore wind farm;
- multi-terminal DC applications.
The use of Multi-terminal HVDC will be an important milestone towards the design of a future
Supergrid in Europe. However, the local constraints will be a critical selection factor.
Joint efforts between TSOs and manufacturers are expected in order to explore the HVDC
potential to implement a continental backbone in Europe combining both technologies:
- HVDC-CSC for the main bulk power transmission: North-South long distance transversal
and
- HVDC-VSC for point-to-point connections (over short to medium distances) between
HVDC-CSC “highways”.
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8.4

Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS)

8.4.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

A Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System is defined by IEEE as a power electronic
based system and other static equipment that provide control of one or more AC transmission
system parameters to enhance controllability and increase power transfer capability [200].
By improving the control of one or more of the parameters influencing the operation of
transmission networks (voltage, line reactance or phase angle, the flexibility of any AC line can
be increased, which results in a power flow change). This enhanced controllability feature
improves the AC transmission system operation.
It is represented by a collection of controllers, which singularly or in coordination with others,
give the possibility to control one or more of the interdependent parameters that influence the
operation of transmission networks [181]. These parameters include the line series impedance,
the shunt impedance, the line current, the nodal voltage amplitude and angular difference, among
others [195], [196]. The design of FACTS devices is based on the combination of traditional
power system components (transformers, reactors, switches, capacitors) with power electronics
elements, such as transistors and thyristors of various types, with the latter components playing a
crucial role. The main FACTS technologies can be classified as follows [181]:
• Shunt controllers are able to provide reactive power compensation and voltage control: they
are shunt-connected and may be installed along the transmission route or at a line’s end. The
two main shunt controllers are the SVC (Static VAR Compensator) and the STATCOM
(STATic Synchronous COMpensator).
• Series controllers are suitable for a more effective control of active power flow rather than
shunt devices, as well as of oscillation damping and transient stability. This category includes
TCSC, TSSC, TSSR, SSSC70.
• Combined controllers have shunt and series capabilities by combining shunt or series
controllers. This group includes TCPST, IPFC, DFC, UPFC71.
FACTS devices can also be organized according to the power electronics technology used for the
converters, such as Thyristor-based controllers (SVC, TCSC, TCPST, DFC) and Voltage sourcebased controllers72 (STATCOM, SSSC, IPFC, UPFC). The figure below displays the two
FACTS categorizations.

70

The Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC), the Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor (TSSC), the Thyristor Switched
Series Reactor (TSSR) and the Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC).
71
Thyristor Controlled Phase Shifting Transformer (TCPST), the Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC), the Dynamic Flow
Controller (DFC) and the Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC). IPFC is a combination of several series controllers.
72
With more advanced power electronics technology like Gate Turn-Off (GTO) thyristors, Insulated Gate Commutated
Thyristors (IGCT) and Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT)
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FACTS devices (fast, static)
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Voltage source converter
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Shunt devices
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Series devices

Thyristor controlled series
compensator (TCSC)
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Combined devices

Dynamic flow controller
(DFC)
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Figure 36: Overview of major FACTS devices

Due to a limited level of deployment, the reliability figures for each FACTS category are not all
available, with the exception of SVC, as it was the first device being deployed at a commercial
scale. For SVC, the values of availability claimed in the literature are usually above 99.7%,
while manufacturers offer values of guaranteed availability between 98% and 99% [181]. Other
sources mention lower reliability levels for FACTS as seen by utilities (see [194] with claimed
reliability levels of 94% for FACTS, significantly lower than the 99.99% reliability that is typical
for the utility system itself).
FACTS device are typically used for existing asset optimization (congestion and undesired loop
flow reduction) and for offshore wind farm connection. In highly meshed networks, the multiple
application of phase control systems (like PSTs or some FACTS) is possible provided that a
coordination is put in place between the different devices that often are within the control
domain of several TSOs (e.g. Benelux region)73.

73
FACTS coordination is addressed specifically in REALISEGRID deliverable D122. The number of FACTS that can be
efficiently controlled depends on different elements, such as system conditions, topologies, distances, ratings, targets, etc.
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A list of technical and non technical issues for RD&D is proposed in the Action Agenda below.
FACTS shunt and FACTS series types have been distinguished, when relevant.
In the next decade the following generic issues must be addressed from the manufacturers’
perspective: Research and Development on semiconductor materials and components,
developments of standards, improved performance of FACTS based on new power electronic
topologies and semiconductors. From the TSOs’ perspective, efforts have to be focused on
performance validation, new applications in wind integration and combined use with FCL,
reduction of environmental impacts, simplified Virtual Man-Machine Interfaces for grid
operators and training of operators.
In the longer term, from the manufacturers’ side, breakthroughs are expected in semiconductors
to replace silicon in power electronics technologies. On the TSOs’ side, large-scale validation
programmes of FACTS devices are foreseen to be implemented: first FACTS shunt devices for
voltage control, and then FACTS series equipments for line reactance control.
However the deployment of shunt FACTS could come earlier than expected, especially in areas
where voltage control is critical.
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Table 36: Action Agenda for FACTS
FACTS
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

Semiconductor Materials and components


New power electronics converter topologies and controls



Breakthroughs in semiconductors materials technology
to replace silicon: e.g. diamond based high band gap
semiconductors

N/C



Large scale validation of FACTS solutions to voltage
control (FACTS -shunt )

N/C



Large scale validation of FACTS solutions to control line
reactance control (FACTS -series )



Significant deployment of FACTS (shunt) in areas where
voltage control becomes critical



Combined use of FACTS and WAMS
Decreased investment costs thanks to economies of
scale



RD&D as seen by
manufacturers

Devopment of super-gate turnoff thyristor (S-GTO) to increase the current
rating and switching efficiency of power electronics controllers (under
development by DOE)
 Research, measurements, mitigation of power quality impacts of large scale
power electronics applications (e.g. harmonics)
Performance




Increased ratings for SVC , STATCOM and TCSC
Reduced converter losses for SVC , STATCOM and TCSC
Development of transformerless VSC converters

Standards


Standardisation of equipment specifications, maintenance and operational
requirements

Performance validation


Validation of coordinated control of multiple FACTS devices in transmission
system



Evaluation of cost and benefits of FACTS through demonstrations
Performance, reliability evaluation through field tests



Applications


Combined Use of FCL with FACTS
Validation of STATCOMs for wind power plants type integration into the
transmission system
 Deployment of FACTS (shunt) in areas where voltage control becomes critical


Integration tests as
seen by TSOs



Field tests of relocatable FACTS

Environmental impacts


Reduce environmental impact (surface occupation, noise, EMF)

Virtual interfaces for operators



Simplified Man-machine Interface for grid operators
Use of adaptative mesh techniques to anticipate the system behaviour with
FACTS in critical areas of the network

Training


Specialized training development for operation and maintenance (game
simulation for dispatch)
Improved knowldge on the levels of reliability and availability (only figures
available for SVC today)
 Evaluation of cost and benefits of utility-scale FACTS in real world
applications (technology watch on implementations outside Europe)


Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system





FACTS (series, combined) implemented in
areas where fast response line reactance
control becomes critical
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8.4.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 37 displays the key benefits potentially stemming from FACTS (series and shunt types)
integration into the system.
Benefits from FACTS - SHUNT integration

Reduced
environmental
impact

Increased
transmission
capacity

Increased system
reliability
5
4
3
2
1
0

System losses
reduction

Reference: Conventional HVAC
network
A5-A6 FACTS shunts

Extended power
flow controllability

Benefits from FACTS - SERIES integration

Reduced
environmental
impact

Increased
transmission
capacity

Increased system
reliability
5
4
3
2
1
0

System losses
reduction

Reference: Conventional HVAC
network
A7-A12 FACTS series

Extended power
flow controllability

Figure 37: Key benefits from shunt FACTS and series FACTS integration

As mentioned above, while shunt type FACTS are relevant for reactive power compensation and
voltage control, series controllers are more suitable for an effective control of active power flow
and of transient stability. This explains the higher relative impacts of series type FACTS
compared to the shunt type FACTS devices in terms of “extended power flow controllability”
and “increased transmission capacity”.
Shunt connected FACTS (like SVC or STATCOM) do not directly improve transmission
capacity significantly. By providing local reactive power compensation, less reactive power
needs to be transported through the grid leading to a slight increase of available transmission
capacity. On the contrary, as series FACTS adjust line reactance and series control, they do
directly improve transmission capacity at significant levels. In general, the increase in
transmission capacity by FACTS can reach 40-50% depending on local network conditions,
voltage level and device rating [181]74.
Thanks to the increased power flow controllability, a reduction in congestion is expected in the
overall system, which in turns leads to dispatching cost reduction [181]. It is also expected that
an improved controllability will reduce congestion and thus will increase the overall system
reliability.
Regarding environmental issues, since FACTS contribute to congestion decrease, the generation
required to serve load is optimized and, therefore, polluting emissions (CO2, SOX, NOX) are
reduced (assuming that the generation is mainly fossil-based). However, FACTS devices have an
environmental impact in terms of increased surface occupation in substations. The usual range of
surface occupation (or land use) due to the installation of FACTS devices lies between 3 and 20
m2 per MVAR (see Table 37), depending on the type of device, the power rating and whether the
device is relocatable (i.e. prepared to be moved to a different location) [189].

74

Extensive details on the main features, benefits and cost of the most promising FACTS are provided in [204].
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Table 37: Surface occupation of selected FACTS devices [204]
Device
SVC
STATCOM
TCSC
UPFC

Surface occupation
5-20 m2/MVAR
3-5 m2/MVAR
3-10 m2/MVAR
3-20 m2/MVA

Last but not least, FACTS technology has the potential to reduce/postpone the need for and the
dimension of new lines and cables (deferral of Transmission Capacity investments); this is an
important advantage especially when social acceptance of new lines is a big barrier. This is
achieved through the increased efficiency of the electric system that FACTS promote, allowing a
transmission capacity increase.
The table below shows investment cost ranges for a selection of FACTS devices.
Table 38: Typical ranges of investment costs for FACTS75 [181]

Voltage level
Components
(in kV)
FSC(1)
400
SVC
400
STATCOM
400
TCSC
400
SSSC
400
TCPST (TCQBT)(2)
220
TCPST (TCPAR)(2)
115
UPFC
400
(1)
Related device, not a FACTS
(2)
Single case, [192]

Available Power Rating
(in MVAR/MVA)
100-1000
100-850
100-400
25-600
100-400
50
150
100-325

cost Range
Min
10
30
50
35
50
12
40
90

Max
20
50
75
50
80
36
70
130

Unit
kEUR/MVAR
kEUR/MVAR
kEUR/MVAR
kEUR/MVAR
kEUR/MVAR
kEUR/MVA
kEUR/MVA
kEUR/MVA

The above ranges are not linear, as they vary with the power rating of the device by a usually non
increasing curve. An example76 is provided by the graph below in which the upper limit and the
lower limit of the curves represent the total investment costs and the only equipment costs,
respectively.

75

These figures are based on the same assumptions as the ones reported in HVDC section.
The figure showing the non linearity of costs provides only an example: the relevant updated cost ranges for FACTS are the
ones displayed in Table 38.

76
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Figure 38: Example of non-linearity of the relation between costs per MVAR and the power rating
[197]

The infrastructure costs are mainly due to the local configuration of the substation where the
FACTS device shall be installed, and in particular to the need to purchase additional land, if the
space available is not sufficient; the possible changes in the layout of the existing substation, if
necessary for variations on connections, on the auxiliary, or interventions on protective devices;
and civil works (building construction, foundations, drains, fences, etc.).
In terms of operational costs, the two key components are:
–

Maintenance costs: Since FACTS controllers are not subject to mechanical wear, they
have a very reduced need for maintenance: the figures in the available literature range
between 2-3 man-days up to hundreds man-hour per year.

–

Costs of device losses: FACTS controllers present values that range from 1-3%,
depending on the type and manufacturer of the device [189].

8.4.3

Conclusions

Investment costs, complexity, and reliability issues still represent barriers hindering the massive
deployment of FACTS by European TSOs in Europe.
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Table 39: Overview of key features of selected FACTS technologies [204]
Device
description
Device
ratings
(in MVA)
Future trend
of device
ratings
Operational
experience
Lifetime (1)
Converter
losses
(at full load,
per
converter)
Availability

SVC

STATCOM

TCSC

SSSC

TCPST

DFC1

IPFC

UPFC

100-850

100-400

25-600

100-400

50/150 (2)

-

±200

100-325

Towards
higher
values

Towards
further
deployment

Towards
further
deployment

>30 years

>20 years

>15 years

Pilot

Pilot

No

Pilot

40 years

30 years

30 years

30 years

30 years

-

30 years

1-1.5%

1-2.5%

0.5-1%

-

-

-

> 98%

> 98%

> 98%

-

-

-

Pilot
>10 years
30 years

2-3%

-

-

FACTS devices are naturally compared by TSOs with conventional alternative solutions
currently used to fulfill some controllability functions (such as series capacitors, series reactors,
phase shifting transformers), which are less costly, although with no or very limited in their
dynamic behavior.
On the other side, technology providers and FACTS manufacturers propose a commercial offer
suited to specific network congestion conditions.
In cases where the congestion is discontinuous, the application of dynamic devices may be
advantageous since these devices are able to monitor the power flow on a transmission line and
to limit this power flow to a permitted value when needed. For a congestion that is associated
with a relatively low degree of volatility, slow-switching devices (such as mechanical devices)
can be feasible, while in case of a relatively high degree of volatility fast-adjusting devices (such
as TCSC, SSSC, UPFC) present possible solutions [186].
In a short/mid term (2010-2020) shunt FACTS (SVC and STATCOM, the latter possibly
combined with storage) are likely to be more and more integrated in transmission systems in
Europe. In a longer term horizon (2020-2030), fast-adjusting devices (series and hybrid types of
FACTS - SSSC, TCPST, UPFC) might be deployed in areas with high degree of congestion
volatility.
Such prospects for the future massive deployment of FACTS are, however, linked to a possible
increase of their demand with a consequent standardization effect and economies of scale for
some of these devices, so as to reduce their per-unit costs. Interoperability between the different
manufacturers could support such deployment.
Future joint efforts between manufacturers and TSOs will be needed in order to reach a more
convergent view through common RTD programmes on topics such as: performance evaluation
of FACTS through demonstration, increased interoperability and development of standards for
FACTS, and a reduced complexity for operators.
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9

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION ROADMAP FOR REAL TIME
MONITORING EQUIPMENT
Highlights on Real-Time Equipment

–

–

Real-Time Thermal Rating (RTTR)-monitored cables/lines are a rather mature technology based on the real
time control of thermal rating of a line or a cable. It aims at maximizing the capability of a transmission
line/cable while respecting design margins, thus reducing potential congestion problems. Its further
development will be facilitated by solving some practical integration challenges: integration with other
tools, interoperability with protection equipment settings, coordination of RTTR monitored links,
communication with SCADA and use of RTTR output values at a dispatch level. Combined uses of RTTR
measurements with weather forecast might significantly increase the value of RTTR for network
operations: it could become an interesting option for TSOs to achieve higher transmission capacity ratings
safely and reliably for existing systems, at relatively low investment costs (when compared to the
investment needed for new transmission links).
Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) is an information platform with monitoring purposes. Based on
Phasor Measurements Units (PMUs), WAMS allow monitoring transmission system conditions over large
areas in view of detecting and further counteracting grid instabilities. This early warning system
contributes to increase system reliability by avoiding the spreading of large area disturbances, and
optimizing the use of assets. Yet, some critical R&D challenges lie in signal accuracy and reliability,
communication architectures and data processing. Standards for data processing, large scale
demonstrations, possibly in combination with other active equipment, will be needed to estimate benefits
brought by WAMS.

Figure 39 summarises the key milestones of the technology integration roadmap for real-time
equipment, which contribute to the existing asset optimisation route (pink oval).
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Figure 39: Key milestones of the technology integration roadmap for Real-Time equipment

Table 40 presents an overview of the integration challenges for the studied Real-Time
technologies at short and mid-term horizon: the Id number corresponds to the reference
positioned along the time axis of Figure 39.

Table 40: Key technology integration challenges per innovative “Real time” technology
Technology
Real Time Thermal
Rating-based cables /
lines

Id

Key technology integration challenges

Type of challenge

r1

Interoperable RTTR system combined with short-term weather forecasts for
OHL monitoring
Large scale experiments combining the use of RTTR, PST and WAMS to
control highly congested areas
Industrialization of RTTR systems for underground/submarine applications

Performances,
operations
Demonstration,
combined use
Combined use

Improved WAMS signal accuracy and standards development
Development of standards for WAMS algorithms
Evaluation of WAMS benefits based on full scale demonstrations by TSOs
Large scale validation of the use of WAMS in Europe to monitor/control
inter-area power oscillations

Performances
Standards
Coordinated use
Demonstration,
combined use

r2
r3

Wide Area Monitoring
System/ Phasor
Measurement Units

w1
w2
w3
w4
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9.1

Real –Time Thermal Rating (RTTR)-based cables/lines

9.1.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

Traditionally, ratings of power transmission systems are based on thermal limits: Transmission
line thermal rating is defined as the highest current that a line can be operated at without
violating safety codes, integrity of the line materials or reliability of operations [94].
This value depends not only on the line characteristics and its operation mode, but also on
external environmental conditions (i.e. ambient temperature, wind speed and direction, intensity
of solar radiation); all these factors impact the line sag. Due to the high variability/low
predictability of these parameters, conservative assumptions are made in order to always ensure
public safety and system security, resulting in static thermal ratings.
Since these static ratings do not take into account the actual conditions where system elements
do operate, they lead to suboptimal utilization of transmission assets. Real time thermal ratings
(also called dynamic thermal ratings) are ratings, which are developed in real time based on
actual weather and loading conditions, instead of using fixed assumptions (as in static thermal
ratings) [85]. Based on the monitoring of relevant parameters such that the conductor position
above ground can be determined in real time at the current instant, the permissible thermal limits
are calculated in order allow a safe increase of the power flow along the line. Technologies
equipped with this advanced monitoring system can be then referred to as RTTR–based
lines/cables or also Smart lines/cables.
The utilization of real-time information to develop accurate ratings of lines/cables and substation
components allows either increasing circuit ratings above design ratings or maintaining transfer
capacities at safe levels. In the absence of monitoring, circuit ratings are established in a
conservative fashion where the most unfavorable conditions are assumed. With dynamic rating,
it is possible to increase the thermal capacity of transmission assets (such as cables/lines and
transformers) based on actual conditions (for example, conductor temperature, loading history,
wind speed).
RTTR is a rather mature technology [94]: today, it has been developed and installed on several
links around the world level and a few positive implementation experiences can be mentioned in
Europe (see for e.g. the Belgian TSO’s experience).
However, there are a number of RD&D as well as practical implementation issues still hindering
the integration of the technology, including, for instance, interoperability issues77, the need for
improvements in the ability to forecast ratings in the short-term based on weather forecasts,
communication with SCADA/EMS problems, availability and reliability of communication
links, the reliability and life-cycle costs of measurement devices, revision of standards and
increased coordination in inter-TSO operation modes, etc. Due to these issues, dynamic ratings
are still not widely integrated into transmission system operations. Therefore, the proposed
Action Agenda streamlines the key effort needed in the next decades to accelerate this
integration process in Europe.

77

Including the integration between the RTTR scheme and protection equipment settings (i.e. local communication and
adjustment of settings)
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Practical implementation issues due to a rather conservative approach of TSO, especially
regarding dynamic rating and its variability, need to be overcome. This engineering acceptance
could be increased if the RTTR system brings an additional value in terms of rating forecasts
(from few hours to day-ahead) based on weather predictions.
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Table 41: Action Agenda for RTTR (Real Time Thermal Rating) –based cables/lines and transformers
RTTR (Real Time Thermal Rating) -based cables/lines and transformers
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

RTTR-based Underground/ submarine cables


Refinement of dynamic models for predictive rating of submarine cables
and of underground cable circuits
 Industrialisation of RTTR systems for underground /submarine applications

N/C

N/C



Grid optimization using RTTR technologies (at TSO
level)

N/C



Combined use of RTTR, PST and WAMS to better
manage highly congested areas (generated by wind
power transport towards high consumption areas)

RTTR-based OHL (direct & indirect)

RD&D as seen by
manufacturers



Technical characteristics of sensors for installation: safety in installation,
reduced outage time of line during installation and calibration process



Design of sensors to facilitate interoperability



Interoperability between RTTR scheme and protection equipment settings



Novel ICT distributed, interoperable architectures to process locally
monitored data
 New mathematical modelling for OHL rating predictions (3 hour-ahead):
fuzzy logic, data mining, autoregression,… (indirect methods based on
weather data)
Innovative monitoring systems
 Assess reliability, life-cycle, costs

of innovative monitoring sensors (Optical
or laser based sensors ; Ultrasonic type sensors target tracking type sensors)

Integration tests as
seen by TSOs



Solve communication with SCADA problems



Large scale experiments involving the coupling with PST and WAMS



Coordination between RTTR monitored thermally limited lines
Demonstration of the beneficial impact of integrating RTTR into EMS in terms
of improved system reliability and efficiency
 Revision of standards (IEC, CENELEC) explicitely allowing interoperable
dynamic rating


Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system





Grid optimization using RTTR technologies (at
EU level)

Interconnection with other countries : inter-TSO agreements needed on RTTR
operation modes which are based on common criteria
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9.1.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 40 shows the key benefits potentially stemming by RTTR-based technologies integration
into the system.

Benefits from RTTR Integration
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Figure 40: Key benefits from RTTR integration

TSOs may achieve benefits from the integration of RTTR in terms of increased transmission
capacity (due to increased utilization of existing assets) and increased reliability.
By providing operators with the actual capability of the overhead transmission lines to carry
power at any moment in time, while respecting design limits (such as conductor temperature),
RTTR allows maximising the capabilities of transmission lines, i.e. operating them close to their
limits. According to a U.S. manufacturer, typically, dynamic ratings provide higher line
capabilities for 98% of time and in general provide at least 15-30% additional capability for 95%
of time. This results in congestion reduction.
RTTR is not a device to increase controllability but rather to walk “on the edge” of the network
limits.
RTTR may also increase the reliability of the system where it is integrated: equipment is better
monitored, failures rates are reduced and their lifetime is increased, which in turn reduces widescale blackouts. Since network operators are provided with actual real time information, the risk
of a critical fault is mitigated. More specifically, the present reliability criteria underestimate the
danger of voltage and safety events and overestimate the danger of thermal events. While voltage
and stability events must be avoided, thermal events can be managed by operators’ actions.
Overreaction to thermal events based on the present criteria (unnecessary curtailments or line
outages) weakens the system and makes it less reliable. These events can be avoided by using
real time monitoring [88]. However, one should also consider that the degree of reliability of
communication links can negatively impact the reliability of the system where RTTR are
integrated.
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In addition, and as a result of the above-mentioned benefits, the use of RTTR allows TSO
deferring or anticipating transmission capacity investments: better decisions based on actual
overloading of transmission lines can be taken.
The publicly available literature shows rather a consensus about the lower investment costs of
RTTR compared to other options (reconductoring or new line construction) [85], [87], [81], [86],
[95]:
• According to 2008 European sources ([81], [95]), in Belgium the equipment and
installation costs of a tension monitoring device are estimated at approx. 250 k€/circuit.
• A US source [86] mentions that the cost of installing monitoring systems on 100
thermally constrained high value transmission circuits in California is less than $20
million.
• According to [2] and [130], the investment costs of RTTR (OHL) equipment (2x380 kV)
range between 80-300 kEUR/km.

9.1.3

Conclusions

Although RTTR is a rather mature technology, its development remains bounded by an
“engineering acceptance” barrier by network operators. There are, therefore, several practical
integration challenges to be addressed at the level of each TSO: integration with other tools,
interoperability with protection equipment settings, coordination of RTTR monitored links,
communication with SCADA and use of RTTR output values at a dispatch level, etc.
In the future a combined used of RTTR measurements and weather forecasts might significantly
increase the value of RTTR with respect to network operations.
In this context, RTTR could become an interesting option for TSOs in order to achieve higher
transmission capacity ratings safely and reliably for existing systems and at relatively low
investment costs (when compared to the investment costs in new transmission lines).
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9.2

Wide Area Monitoring Systems/Phasor Measurements Units (PMUs)

9.2.1

Action Agenda for technology integration in the system

Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) allows monitoring transmission system conditions over
large areas in view of detecting (and further counteracting) grid instabilities. It acts as an early
warning system in case of potential power system disturbances and helps maintaining the system
security while operating the network closer to its limits.
On a general point of view a Wide Area systems refers to an information platform serving
various purposes: data acquisition (measured synchronously), collection into a central location
where they can be processed. The use of this data may include several levels [149]:
• Wide area monitoring – the system can offer continuous accurate information
(synchronized measurements with a high sampling rate) about the states which would not
be otherwise observable, such as oscillations, load dynamics etc. (the displayed quantities
may range from power flows, magnitudes and phase angles of voltages and currents to
stability indicators)
• Wide area protection – also traditionally known as Special Protection Schemes (SPS).
In case of situation endangering the power system (detected incipient instability), SPS
executes a single action.
• Wide area control – the system continuously, after the recognition of a state prone to
instability, influences the behaviour of power system to follow a certain trajectory to
avoid instability and keep the power system within the safe boundaries. Feedback control
loop is employed to do so.
• Wide area optimisation – in order to operate the network in the most profitable way, an
optimisation could be either driven by losses minimization criteria (typically performed
by Energy Management Systems78) or by asset operation closer to their limits (within the
security margins) in the wide area control framework.
The present work has focused on the wide area monitoring since wide area protection (WAPS)
and control (WACS) appear as further extensions and are thus driven by the WAMS roadmap.
There is an increasing interest in the WAMS technology all over the world. A number of
European TSO has started implementing wide area monitoring systems (Italy, Switzerland,
France, Austria, and Slovenia).
Key building blocks of WAMS are synchronized Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), which,
when linked together, can provide a comprehensive view of the state of the grid79. However, an
important barrier for TSO acceptation lies in the signal accuracy of current PMUs data that needs
to be improved. Developments of standards and interoperability for both data acquisition and
processing algorithms represent short term challenges.

78

Energy Management Systems have not been included in the technologies selected for the REALISEGRID roadmap since very
dependant on each TSO specific context.
79
For more details on principles of PMUs measurements, Structure and Functions of PMU, and example of commercial available
PMU devices see also [205]
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Moreover, as detailed in the Action Agenda below, from the manufacturers’ side in the next
decade RD&D efforts have to be focused on improving the performances (cost, reliability and
speed) of the communication system (the backbone of WAMS), data processing as well as on
developing algorithms and related standards. From the TSOs’ point of view, full scale
demonstrations are needed to evaluate the real system benefits of the WAMS technology as well
as an effective integration with SCADA systems.
In brief, in the longer run the value of this technology will be enhanced by the:

• inter-TSO cooperation on data exchange to cover larger areas at European level for interarea power
• implementation of WACS/WAPS for control and protections issues provided that their
actions can be easily monitored and understood by systems operators.

Figure 41: Exchange of real time WAMS data between Italy, Switzerland and Slovenia [150]
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Table 42: Action Agenda for WAMS
WAMS
Techno-economic
challenges

2010-2020

2020-2030

2030-2040

Signal accuracy

RD&D as seen by
manufacturers



Methodologies to estimate PMU data accuracy (standardisation)



Improved accuracy and reliability of the Synchronized Data Acquisition
processes (supercalibrator)



WACS/WAPS: Development of reliable turn-key
systems combining data monitoring, control and
protection schemes

N/C

N/C

Communication or architectures and processing


Optimal PMUs placement with respect to system operation
Improved performances of Communication infrastructure
 Overcoming time lags inherent in long-distance information transmission




WACS development: distributed control architectures based on intelligent
device (smart sensors)



Scalable processing systems supporting the intense WAMS data
computation requirements allowing full use of collected data

Algorithms

Integration tests as
seen by TSOs



Development of standards for oscillation detection algorithms to exploit
dynamic capabilities of PMU and models for interpretation



Understandable link for operators between operational conditions and interarea power oscillation damping thanks to correlations of synthetic
measurements data such as generation patterns in Europe



Full scale demonstrations to be performed to value the real system benefits
of WAMS (first results expected by 2015)



Full integration of PMUs information into SCADA
systems including special protection schemes and
automation



Development of standards on accuracy of data and deployment
recommendations involving manufacturers and TSOs



Opening a transparent data exchange in an inter-TSOs
context



All European TSO are using WAMS in order to
monitor/control inter-area power oscillations, ..



Full scale use within the
EU27 interconnected
transmission system

Integration and processing of accurate data at local level and tranmission of
syntethic information at central level
 Integration test of non conventional sensors based on optical fibers
 2010: a few EU contries have implemented country -wide WAMS: Italy;
Austria; France, Sweden, Denmark, Hungary



WACS /WAPS : use of WAMS data for control
and protection issues
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9.2.2

Key expected benefits and typical investment costs ranges

Figure 42 shows the key benefits potentially stemming by WAMS technologies integration into
the system.
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Figure 42: Key benefits from WAMS integration

The key benefit of WAMS is in terms of increased system reliability. The early recognition of
incipient power system instabilities allows initiating counter measures early in order to prevent
the spreading of large area disturbances, thereby helping to significantly reduce the costs caused
by major outages. This benefit will be even more important in the medium term, when the
massive introduction of wind energy is expected to create stability problems in Europe.
The continuous monitoring of power system stability margins provides information that can be
used for the optimization of the power flow in transmission corridors, in combination with other
control equipment (FACTS, SVC, etc.). As a result of the flow rescheduling, a positive impact
on the system losses reduction can be anticipated, which, in turn, can have a positive impact on
CO2 emissions reduction.
In terms of increased transmission capacity, it must be stressed that the information benefit of
WAMS can either be used for higher network utilisation (resulting in a reduced network
congestion) or for higher power system security (hence higher reliability). However, the former
includes the risk that operating closer to network stability limits might lower the system security.
The setting of suitable reduced stability margins for WAMS/WACS without endangering the
system is an open research question [139].
In addition, and as a result of the above-mentioned benefits, the use of WAMS could allow TSO
deferring or anticipating transmission capacity investments: better decisions based on actual
stability limits of the transmission system can be taken.
No quantitative data on costs are available in the international bibliography analysed. However,
according to some sources [132], the investment needed for the acquisition of a WAM System is
much lower than for new lines building. REALISEGRID internal sources mention an average
cost of 3-6 kEUR for a PMU. The installation costs of system protection schemes can amount to
several million Euros due to dedicated communication and extensive system studies [139].
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9.2.3

Conclusions

Wide Area Measurement Systems (WAMS) technology is still in a testing stage by some TSOs
in Europe.
Among the four REALISEGRID TSOs (Terna, TenneT, RTE, Verbund), different points of view
on this technology coexist. This is partly due to the fact that its implementation is much
dependent on the local needs of each transmission system. The wideness of the TSO area, the
level of cross-border influences, and the criticality of a corridor or node are all factors that could
favour the implementation of WAMS. This explains why WAMS applications are implemented
in countries located at the crossroad of electrical corridors (e.g. Italy, Switzerland, Austria).
In the future, beyond the first “natural” application of WAMS for dynamic monitoring of power
system status (intra-TSO), and for transmission expansion planning, this technology presents
clearly a potential for inter-TSO coordination of active equipments in combination with other
active equipment (PST, FACTS, HVDC) at a European scale (see Chapter 10).
In this context, full scale demonstrations to estimate the system benefits of WAMS (first results
expected by 2015) are planned in the R&D plan of ENTSO-E.
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10

COMBINED USE OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

The technologies described in the previous chapters can show several interdependencies. While
in some cases they can be alternatives, in some others they can provide options for a combined
use. The sections below introduce some possible combinations of these innovative technologies.

10.1

Combined use of XLPE underground cables and RTTR (“smart
cables”)

Real-Time Thermal Rating monitoring of underground cables systems, when combined with load
tuning, allows optimizing the use of transmission assets in safe conditions [58]. The combined
use of XLPE underground cables, on-line monitoring and advanced diagnostic systems can
ensure a better reliability and availability of cable transmission systems. The knowledge of the
effective cable temperature allows a real time evaluation of the load/overload margin and thus a
safe operation of the cable.

10.2

Combined use of FACTS and AC lines transmission

A very detailed study of the load flow has to be carried out in order to evaluate the efficiency of
a transmission line. When building a new line, an assessment of the grid configuration with the
new connections is needed. In case of under utilization, some power flow control could
redispatch some flows from congested lines: FACTS equipments allow optimizing the AC
transmission and tuning the load flow in order to reach the full utilization of the transmission line
[58].

10.3

Coordinated and hierarchical control of HVDC, FACTS combined
with WAMS

In a highly meshed network, such as the European one, the extensive deployment of HVDC (and
FACTS) will deliver real benefits only when subjected to a coordinated and hierarchical control;
this in turn requires a wide-area, real-time information gathering and analysis system. Software
and Information and Communication Technology can contribute to increase the adequacy and
robustness of the system, thus reducing the need for building new infrastructures - and to
augment its observability and governability [205].
Moreover, in combination with WAMS, HVDC provides the following features: the fast
modulation of active power injection at the HVDC terminals can be used to damp power
oscillations within the power grid while (in case of VSC-HVDC); the ability to provide for
reactive power flow and voltage control at the terminals has a positive effect on voltage stability.
Both features directly contribute to the overall power system stability, especially during network
disturbances [204].

10.4

Coordinated use of power flow controlling devices combined with
RTTR and WAMS

The combined use of RTTR (which allows more current to flow through the lines/cables)
together with the coordinated use of Power Flow Controlling Devices (which allow a better share
of the power flows throughout the grids) can result in an optimised use of the existing grid (i.e.
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using the existing grid beyond its actual limits), which is strongly needed for the integration of
RES. However, since this optimised use of the grid can result in dynamic stability issues, WAMS
have to be also used in order to get a real-time monitoring of the dynamic stability of the grid,
thereby allowing detecting the first signs of possibly dangerous situations.
This is why one of the objectives of the TWENTIES project, which aims to demonstrate that the
coupling of Dynamic Line Rating (also known as RTTR), the coordinated80 use of power flow
controlling devices (such as PST) and WAMS can bring more flexibility to the electrical system
within affordable costs (demonstration is planned in some countries of CWE region within the
TWENTIES project) [3].

10.5

Combined use of RTTR and (mobile) FACTS

RTTR and FACTS devices (in particular Series types FACTS which can control power flows
through two (or more) parallel routes) can be used in combination in order to significantly
increase the network capacity of overloaded equipment (due for instance to renewable
generation).
A demonstration of the combined use of RTTR and mobile FACTS will be performed within the
TWENTIES project in Spain.

10.6

Combined use of HTC and FACTS

In order to further increase transmission capacity and system controllability, an available option
could be the combined use of HTC and FACTS [204].
The implementation of HTC replacing conventional conductors is becoming a more and more
frequent practice among European TSOs (reconductoring programmes) to increase transmission
capacity at congested borders.

10.7

Combined used of HVDC VSC and HVDC CSC in a new backbone

As seen in Chapter 9, CSC-HVDC can be used to provide additional transmission capacity for
large-scale cross-border power trade, or for the transmission of wind power from countries with
high wind generation and low load to power importing countries (in North-South axis).
HVDC-VSC can be used for point-to-point connections (over short-to medium distances)
between future HVDC-CSC “highways”.
More generally, HVDC technologies could be used in meshed systems. Thanks to the promising
self-commutated VSC-HVDC technology, some traditional limitations (like e.g. a minimum
level of the short circuit ratio) are being overcome. VSC-HVDC applications embedded into the
meshed AC system are already planned in Europe81. Also the multiterminal VSC-HVDC version
is promising for Northern Europe TSOs since it might combine offshore RES integration and
cross-border trade, provided that a technological barrier is solved, i.e. DC breakers [214] .

80

With regards to the coordinated use of power flow controllers (like PSTs or some FACTS) see [11]
In fact, VSC-HVDC technologies require a less “strong” network to be inserted in; therefore they are more suitable than classic
thyristor-based, line commutated CSC-HVDC technologies for less meshed networks [214]
81
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11

THINKING OUT OF THE BOX: “EXOTIC TECHNOLOGIES”

During the technology selection, analysis and benefit ranking, the cooperation with TSOs and
research performers led to consider even less conventional technologies (called “exotic
technologies”) as a complementary source of innovation for the European electric system. The
following topics were scrutinized, although not ranked in terms of potential benefits since still
very controversial:
• Variable frequency transformers
• Distributed Static Series Compensator System for realizing active power flow control on
existing power lines
• Low frequency AC transmission technology.
It is possible that further attention will be paid to such topics in the upcoming ENTSO-E high
level planning for the pan European Transmission Grids. If so, it will require close discussions
with both research providers and manufacturers.

11.1

Variable frequency transformers

11.1.1

Background

A Variable Frequency Transformer (VFT) is a system used to transmit electricity between two
asynchronous alternating current domains. It is a relatively recent development (first industrially
deployed in 2004). Most grid inter-ties have been using so far high-voltage direct current
converters. Thus, VFT provide TSOs with transmission solutions which enable them to control
power flows between power grids with high reliability, speed and efficiency, while offering
flexibility in how utilities provide power to meet customers’ demands.
The VFT system combines hydro generator and transformer technologies. It is made of:
• a rotary transformer for continuously controllable phase shift,
• a drive system and control that adjust the angle and speed of the rotary transformer to
regulate the power flow through the VFT.
Thus the VFT system allows controlling power between two grids. The grids need not be
synchronous. A common situation is where two grids of the same nominal frequency cannot
economically be directly connected with AC lines. The VFT allows controlled power exchanges
between the grids, while looking like an AC interconnection. Moreover, the simple design of the
VFT components is based on established and widely used rotating machinery: it thus ensures its
long-term maintainability [275].
11.1.2

Competing solutions

VFT must be compared with HVDC back-to-back systems: it provides utilities with flexibility
and transmission system developers with viable economic options to meet the ever changing
energy markets. This permits power exchanges that could not previously be accomplished, due to
technical constraints such as asynchronous boundaries or congested systems. The low grid
interaction of the VFT, in terms of harmonics, control interactions, and impact on nearby
generators, allows the installation and operation to be decoupled from other grid issues [275].
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11.1.3

Technical solutions

The VFT system is based on a combination of hydro-generator and transformer technologies: it
is built around a rotary transformer, for continuously controllable phase shift at any angle. Using
a drive system and control that adjusts the angle and speed of the rotary transformer, the VFT
allows regulating the power flow. Smooth power control comes from regulating the torque
through the drive system. Rotational speed is dictated by the difference in grid frequencies and
generally will be below 3 rpm.
The schematics from GE depict the main system components [277].

Unlike traditional HVDC back-to-back technology, the VFT does not require high voltage filters
and allows for a more compact and simple substation design. The drawing below illustrates this
comparison, with a 200MW VFT back-to-back station layout superimposed on a 200MW HVDC
layout. The VFT was also designed as a modular system in 100 MW channels that can be
operated independently, providing for maintenance flexibility.

11.1.4

Demonstrations

Five small variable frequency transformers with a total power rate of 25 MVA were in use at
Neuhof Substation, Bad Sachsa, Germany for coupling power grids of former East and West
Germany between 1985 and 1990.
The Langlois Substation in Québec, Canada has installed a 100 MW variable frequency
transformer to connect the asynchronous grids in Québec and the north-eastern United States.
AEP Texas installed a VFT substation in Laredo, Texas, United States in early 2007. It connects
the power systems of ERCOT (in the United States) to CFE (in Mexico). Smaller VFTs are used
in large land-based wind turbines, so that the turbine rotation speed can vary while connected to
a distribution grid [277].
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11.2

Distributed Static Series Compensator System for Active Power Flow
Control on Existing Power Lines

11.2.1

Background

A new approach for realizing a smart, fault tolerant, controllable and asset efficient power grid
uses massively-dispersed mass-manufactured communications-enabled sensor, power-converter
and actuator networks. The so called Distributed Static Series Compensator82 (DSSC) devices
can be clamped on to existing power lines: they can then be operated so as to control the
impedance of the conductor – thus controlling power flows. This approach may lead to several
system-wide benefits including: increased line and system capacity; increased reliability;
improved asset utilization; improved operation under contingencies; reduced environmental
impact; incremental deployment; fast implementation.
11.2.2

The technical solution83

DSSC modules consist of a small rated (~10 kVA) single phase inverter and a single turn
transformer (STT), along with associated controls, power supply circuits and built-in
communications capability. The module consists of two parts that can be physically clamped
around a transmission conductor. The transformer and mechanical parts of the module form a
complete magnetic circuit only after the module is clamped around the conductor. The weight
and size of the DSSC module is low allowing the unit to be suspended mechanically from the
power line.
The overall system control function is achieved by using a large number of modules coordinated
through communications and smart controls. It should be noted that any module deployed along
a power line would, in addition to the power converter, also contain appropriate sensors to
monitor the condition of the line on a distributed basis so that it can be fully utilized. A
massively distributed deployment of DSSC modules (and sensors) on existing transmission lines
would allow system operators to specify and achieve desired levels of loading on individual
lines, and would substantially improve the utilization of the existing power grids.
11.2.3

Implementation

The new device attaches directly to existing HV or EHV conductors: it does not require HV
insulation. It can be manufactured at low cost from conventional industrial-grade components.
The DSSC modules are distributed, a few per conductor mile, to achieve the desired power flow
control functionality by effectively changing the line reactance.

82
83

See for instance [278]
See for instance [279]
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11.3

Low frequency AC transmission technology

11.3.1

Background

In a context of increasing electric power generation from wind (especially offshore) in Europe
with geographic sites suitable for wind farm development located in remote land or offshore sites
and quite far away from the main transmission grid and major load centers, a possible alternative
solution to HVDC or conventional HVAC for long distance transmission would be the use of
transmission systems through a low-frequency AC system, using thyristor-based AC/DC and
AC/AC converters.
The proposed system is expected:
• to have costs substantial lower than HVDC: cost savings come from the use of cycloconverters which are much cheaper than the typical six-pulse converters for HVDC (even
though using cyclo-converters requires that the frequency reduction is fixed, the most
practical system being 20 Hz);
• to optimize the topology of wind farms;
• to use existing transformers designed for 50 Hz which can be used for the proposed
topologies (for example a 345kV/69 kV, 50Hz transformer can be used for a 115
kV/23kV, 20 Hz system).
11.3.2

Competing solutions

There are three options which must be compared based on the technical performance and
economics of low-frequency AC transmission, HVDC and power-frequency AC transmission.
The proposed low frequency topologies have several operational benefits:
• high reliability,
• capability of voltage and reactive power support,
• energy storage,
• enhanced dispatchability of the wind resource.
11.3.3

The technical solution

Wind energy economics is still more expensive than other forms of electric power generation
because of:
• the cost for transmission of wind power from remote sites;
• the unpredictability of the wind leading to low capacity credits for the operation of the
integrated power system
Alternative topologies and transmission systems operating at low frequency are able to decrease
transmission costs while making the wind farm a more reliable power source so that the capacity
credit can increase.
The general approach for defining these topologies is illustrated in the figure below:
• using DC transmission within the wind farm allows directly rectifying the output of wind
generators via a standard transformer to DC at the appropriate voltage level;
• the system can be optimized depending on the area covered by the wind farm;
• storage can be provided at the DC bus since the proposed topology facilitates a more
efficient and centralized utilization of storage.
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An inverter can transform DC to AC of low frequency, preferably of 1/3 of the normal power
frequency. This low-frequency AC can be transformed to higher voltages for transmission at
higher kV levels. Standard transformers can be used as long as the V/Hz operating value remains
the same. The low-frequency AC network is connected to the power grid at major substations via
cyclo-converters that provide a low-cost interconnection and synchronization with the main grid.
The cost reduction enabled with cyclo-converters is substantial as compared with HVDC options
with the limitation that the frequency reduction is fixed at 20 Hz.
Transmission line design procedures developed for 50 Hz systems can then be applied to
transmission lines operating at 20 Hz. Overall, 20 Hz transmission systems can be constructed
with existing components and technology. The proposed topologies will thus enable:
• an optimization of the overall transmission network for wind energy with substantial
economic benefits;
• a more reliable operation because the number of conversion will be smaller (only one
conversion process per wind farm versus per wind turbine today);
• a more dispatchable operation of the wind farms since all wind turbines deposit their
output to one DC bus.
Moreover, the presence of the inverter and cyclo-converter will allow the wind farm to provide
ancillary services and in particular voltage and reactive power control.

Figure 43: Technical solutions for low frequency AC transmission technology
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12

OTHER IMPACTING TECHNOLOGIES

12.1

Technologies not operated by TSO: electricity storage

12.1.1

Issues raised by electricity storage for TSOs

Electricity storage technologies are typically technologies, which, although not directly in the
hands of TSOs, could have a significant impact in transmission planning and operations.
Electricity storage is an option to face recent TSOs’ challenges: non dispatchability, variability
of RES, and distance between generation and consumption sites (energy losses).
Storage used by TSOs could help maximising electricity system stability in case of any sudden
drop/surge due to the intermittency of renewable electricity generation. It could also support their
targets in CO2 emissions abatement:
- during off-peak periods by avoiding electricity spillage;
- or during peak periods in the case of a generation mix highly fossil fuel dependent.
Storage is acknowledged by 2009/28/EC Directive [28] as a key enabling technology for RES
integration84. However, there are still technical and mostly regulatory issues to be addressed.
On the technical standpoint, so far only pumped hydro storage has been feasibly implemented for
TSO use (in a limited manner though).
The regulatory context has to address the following general issues:
- How can liberalized electricity market participants (including storage operators)
contribute to make the system more efficient at maximising CO2 abatement and system
stability?
- How can the electricity system consider electricity storage?
- How to manage electricity storage from an electricity system point of view?
There is thus an urgent need to implement large scale demonstrations in order to validate
potential asset ownership options for storage regulations. Three potential routes might be
followed:
- Option 1: storage facilities owned only by private market operators properly
remunerated to contribute to system optimization (TSOs manage incentives towards these
private storage operators contributing to balancing mechanisms).
- Option 2: storage facilities owned and managed by regulated operators when providing
explicit system services (storage remunerated like any other regulated asset -CAPEX and

84

viz. “There is a need to support the integration of energy from renewables sources into the transmission and
distribution grid and the use of energy storage systems for integrated intermittent production of energy from
renewable sources”. In article 16: “Member States shall take the appropriate steps to develop transmission and
distribution grid infrastructure, intelligent networks, storage facilities and the electricity system, in order to allow
the secure operations of the electricity system as it accommodates the further development of electricity production
from renewable energy sources”.
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-

12.1.2

OPEX) to secure system operations and possibly CO2 abatement targets set at political
level.
Option 3: a mixed asset ownership mode based on a combination of system based
incentives and market based incentives leading to electricity storage facilities planned
and operated at any location in the supply chain.
Overview of electricity storage technology options

Electricity storage covers a large spectrum of functions that can be categorized by storage power
needs and storage duration85. TSOs’ main needs lie in the right side of the diagram below. The
main relevant clusters would thus be: Commodity storage (the right part of the T&D facility
Deferral clusters), Rapid Reserve, Voltage Regulation, Area Control & Frequency, Responsive
Reserve, Transmission System Stability.
TSOs

Figure 44: Key functions of Storage devices

Based on that, candidate storage technologies can be positioned according to the same criteria
(storage time and duration).

85

The main sources used for this section are based on [247]
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TSOs

Figure 45: Different storage solution per ratings and storage duration

Table 43 presents a few on-going and future projects at European level mentioned in ENTSO-E
R&D Plan where storage issues are addressed.
Table 43: A few on-going and future projects at European level mentioned in ENTSO-E R&D Plan
Ten Year Network Development Plan projects

Main issues

Date

Advanced tools to analyze the Pan-European
network expansion options according to energy
scenarios for Europe

Electricity storage in order to address network
challenges (RES intermittency, active demand
control): technical, economic and regulatory
issues
Analysis of existing energy storage technologies
(NaS inter alia) with respect to technical and
economic feasibility for system applications on
network flexibility and system stability

2010 – 2014

Almacena
Demonstration of an electrochemical storage
system in a TSO network for the system
operation
Anemos.Plus
Advanced tools for the management of electricity
grids with large-scale wind generation

Management of storage associated with wind

2009-2011

2008-2011

In Annex 1 the detailed characteristics of the most interesting storage technologies are described:
PHS, CAES, FES, SMES, NaS, Flow batteris, Super/Ultracapacitors, Litium-Ion batteries.
Table 44 presents a summary of the advantages, disadvantages and related techno-economic
challenges as well as their relevance for power and/or energy applications of the selected storage
technologies.
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Table 44: Pros and cons of addressed storage technologies (based on [247] and [221])
Storage
Technologies

Advantages

Disadvantages

Techno –economic
challenges

Pumped Hydro
Storage

High capacity

Special Site
requirement

Turbine efficiency

■■■

Large scale only

Environmental impact
due to large surface
occupation

Energy arbitrage

Expensive to site and
build

Installation and
maintenance cost

Frequency
regulation
Ancillary
services

Huge energy and
power capacity

Special site
requirements

Demonstration of large
scale installations

Energy arbitrage

Low capital cost per
unit energy

Long construction time

-------

Large scale only

Alternative technology:
Adiabatic air CAES
requires thermal energy
storage and specific air
compressor/turbine
technologies [255]

CAES (Compressed
Air Energy Storage)

Low capital cost per
unit energy

Long construction time

Requires fuel input

Sodium Sulphur
Batteries

High energy and power
density
Relatively high
efficiency
Long cycle life

Lithium-Ion Batteries

Relatively expensive
(still small volume
manufacturing: about
150MW per year in
2010)

High cost

power density

Requires sophisticated
battery management
Safety issues require
special handling

Lower costs and
improve life cycles
Improved safety
methodologies
Improved thermal
management systems

Energy
application

■■■
Frequency
regulation
Ancillary
services

■■■

■■■

Power quality

Peak shaving by
energy arbitrage
Ancillary
services

■■■

■

Fluctuation
smoothing for
RES facilitation

Peak shaving by
energy arbitrage

Safety issues

High energy and
Higher efficiency

Lower costs

Power
application

Power quality

Ancillary
services

Improved battery
management systems
Flywheel Energy
Storage (FES)

High power density

Low energy density

Lower costs

High life cycle

Large standby losses

Higher energy densities

■■■

■

Quick recharge

Potentially dangerous
failure modes

Increase ratings of
systems for RES
integration & grid
stability

Power quality

Frequency
regulation

Independent power and
energy sizing

Increase safety (high
speed spinning)

Emergency
bridging power

Reduce occupied
surface
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Storage
Technologies

Advantages

Superconducting
Magnetic Energy
Storage (SMES)

High power

Disadvantages

Techno –economic
challenges

Power
application

Low energy density

Lower costs

■■■

Large parasitic losses

Higher energy densities

Expensive

Faster recharge
Combine SMES with
superconductivity
devices

Energy
application

Power quality
and emergency
bridging power

Compact SMES for
transmission
applications
Flow Batteries
(PSB, VRB, ZnBr)

High Capacity,
Independent Power and
Energy Ratings

Relatively early stage
technology

Lower overall system
costs

■

■■■

Low energy density

Scalable for large
applications

Improve
standardization (VRB)

Back-up Power
applications

Peak shaving

Safety hazard for Zinc
Bromine batteries
(special handling
needed)

■

Improve control
methodology (Zinc
Bromine)

Small load
levelling
applications

Improve safety
protocols
Electrolyte
manufacturing and
recycling
Supply of Vanadium
Supercapacitors
Ultracapacitors

High power density

Low energy density

Lower costs

■■■

Long life cycle

High manufacturing
and capital costs

Increase of energy
densities

Sloped voltage curve
requires power
electronics

Development of
aqueous electrolytes
with Carbon Carbon
systems

Power Quality
and emergency
bridging power

High efficiency
Quick recharge

Lack of standardization

Storage technologies
for TSOs

A few candidates
technologies fit TSOs
needs on a technology
standpoint

Main barriers concern
costs, constraints on
sites, adequacy to the
TSO needs

Fluctuation
smoothing for
RES facilitation

Improve
standardization

Voltage and
frequency
stabilization

Lower costs

/

/

Industry standards
and protocols for TSO
planning and
operation
costing methodologies
Regulatory issues need
to be addressed

Relative scale: ■ — Low relevance; ■■ — Medium relevance; ■■■ — High relevance

Power and storage duration ratings of each considered technology are shown in Figure 44 above.
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12.2

Smart Substations as a solution to address expected downstream
evolutions at distribution systems level

Among the technological evolutions that, although not directly in the hands of TSOs, could have
a significant impact on transmission planning and operations, there are all the downstream
evolutions impacting the distribution system and demand management. Expected evolutions in
smart metering and active demand control at DSO levels will clearly impact TSO operations,
especially in terms of balancing mechanisms. Positive effects at the TSO level are expected, such
as peak demand reduction due to a more efficient active demand management and increased
flexibility in the power system.
In this respect, communication protocols between transmission and distribution systems will
need to be revised based on closer DSO-TSO interactions. The future communication
infrastructure will have to integrate all components of the chain, ranging from future smart
meters, substations, and control centres at distribution and transmission level.
The ability to develop system observability of the wide system, showing network security
margins shared by transmission and distribution system operators, appears thus as a key
component in the enhancement of such interactions.
Smart substations are an option for TSOs to increase such system observability: the knowledge
of state estimations at the level of a substation could further increase the quality of the system
state estimation. A complementary requirement would support even more the optimization of the
system exploitation closer to its limit: when using all existing assets at their maximum
capacities86, the overall system capacity could be expanded without new investments.
Smart substations can be defined as substations having advanced functions i.e.:
- state estimation at substation level;
- enhanced fault locator;
- monitoring and overloading capability of power transformers) to exploit transmission
systems closer to their limits.
They need to be developed and tested under a modular and upgradeable architecture which will
allow implementing these functions at the substation level.

86

By improvement in fault location, risk estimation of reclosure and overloading of power transformers
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Table 45: Functions of smart substations
Functions

Description

The Standard Centralized State Estimation is based on a limited number of remote
LSE :
State Estimation at analog measurements. Synchronization between measurements is poor and some
inadequacies could occur between analog measurements and topology (status of
substation level
breakers, etc.). In order to improve the accuracy of estimated states, more
synchronized and accurate analog measurements could be sent to a central location
at a higher speed rate. But then, a more detailed model of the system is needed to run
the State Estimation (3 phases, model of the measurement system, etc.) and the
effort required to maintain a centralized database with all these details is huge.
With a State Estimation at a substation level, the estimated states of the substation
parameters (voltages, currents, status of breakers, etc.) could be enhanced taking
advantage of all standard measurements in addition to a few new very accurate ones
(PMUs connected to non conventional Voltage Transformers and Current
Transformers).
EFL:
Enhanced
Locator

This function involves the use of more advanced algorithms at the substation level to
Fault enhance the accuracy of the estimated location of a fault on a line.
The reduction of uncertainty on fault location allows a faster inspection of lines and,
in case of no permanent fault, reenergizing sooner. In weak connected areas, these
features could help maintaining a higher degree of reliability of power supply.

MOPT :
Monitoring
and
Overloading
Capability of Power
Transformers

This function would allow the overloading of power transformers based on their
current state rather than a conservative normative state. Different parameters could
be monitored to allow overloading and could allow an optimal preventive
maintenance.

In terms of implementation, all the above functions need to be integrated in the global
architecture for advanced functions at the substation level:
- With regards to the LSE function, all (old ones and new) measurements and status of
breakers/disconnectors would need to be centralized at the substation level in a server and
this function must run on this server. Few non conventional Current and Voltage
Transformers (CTs and VTs) and few PMUs would need to be installed.
- With regards to the EFL function, the fault locator should use measurement from both
sides of a line: a communication channel would be needed.
As mentioned above, such technologies would contribute to enhance communication between
TSO-DSO in future smart grids expected evolutions.
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13

ADDRESSING NON TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO SPEED-UP THE
ADOPTION PACE OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

The power transmission technologies addressed in the present roadmap show different maturity
levels. Future deployment will depend not only on their intrinsic merits, but also on exogenous
factors, such as:
- TSOs’ acceptance and confidence in innovative technologies built on proven large scale
demonstrations to deliver gains to the system upon a detailed cost-benefit analysis;
- standards and equipment interoperability, which are mainly driven by a few equipment
manufacturers on a world-wide market87;
- scarcity of qualified power system engineers and technicians, which is a general concern
for the power industry;
- financing, which depends on regulatory frameworks and the investment incentives in
place for innovative transmission systems;
- administrative barriers, such as multi-authority authorisation procedures that are unharmonized at the EU level;
- socio-acceptance type barriers, including local populations’ objections with respect to
environmental and health issues.
Among all these factors, two critical aspects have been studied in-depth by the REALISEGRID
project [280][281][282][283] mainly focused on cross-border transmission interconnection:
- How to stimulate the choice of a set of optimal transmission investments?
- How to improve the socio-acceptance of new investments and streamline authorization
processes throughout Europe?

13.1

Increasing the TSOs’ acceptance of new technologies

Since TSOs have the responsibility for the whole electrical system in their control zone, they are
cautious with respect to the introduction of new technologies, some of which being at a low
maturity stage [4]. In this context, the key requirements to increase the penetration of new
candidate technologies in the transmission grid are:
– prototype testing according to European or International standards whenever applicable;
– operational testings in pilot projects;
– suitability of the technology for deployment in the whole transmission grid.
Thus large scale demonstration projects of one or several (in a combined use) innovative
technologies at a European level is a major prerequisite to build TSOs’ confidence in new
technologies.

13.2

Developing standards and interoperability

One complementary element to speed-up new technology adoption and technology transfer
practices rely on manufacturers’ ability to support more collaborative product development and
deployment and to reduce restrictions to the sharing of information when proprietary issues are
not involved: standards and interoperability issues might be favourable factors.

87

Transmission equipments designed and developed for Asia might be of lower interest in Europe
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13.3

Fostering training and education

The scarcity of highly skilled competences to install, operate, maintain and repair advanced
technologies in power system needs to be faced through dedicated measures jointly
implemented by all the stakeholders of the power system value chain.

13.4

Exploring approaches for incentivizing policy and TSO remuneration

Usually the transmission network business is based on a regulated transmission investment
model: classical rate of return or performance-based models are designed by the regulator to rule
TSOs activities. An alternative is the merchant transmission investment model based on
investments in interconnection by private parties fully or partially exempted from the rules on
third party access and/or the use of the congestion rent.
In practice, the main concern is the lack of explicit incentivization for new efficient investment
in Europe. Efficiency evaluations of an investment would be an appropriate approach to optimize
regulation in investment incentives in Europe. The process to recover the investment made by
each TSO should be made clear by the regulator, both for national and cross-border projects.
It appears that the current European Inter TSO compensation mechanism is not sufficient to
stimulate cross-border investment88: a more cost-reflective mechanism would be more
appropriate. However its implementation raises several questions, such as the definition of
incentive criteria to balance EU priorities and national ones, the organisation bodies that would
be in charge. The establishment of ACER (Agency for the cooperation of Energy Regulators)
should contribute to the harmonization of regulation matters. For the time being, ERGEG and
ENTSO-E are working on incentive criteria for cross-border investments/cross-border transits.
According to literature, incentive schemes of TSOs can be clustered into four main groups, each
of them presenting advantages and drawbacks:
- uplift to the normal regulated rate of return to encourage the investment implementation;
- market-based incentives inspired from the marchant transmission investment model;
- micro-incentives based on generic benchmark of TSOs performance;
- performance based incentives (e.g. capacity target).
More specifically, with regards to investments in innovative technologies regulators at the
European level will need to work together on two parallel routes:
- the identification of promising grid technologies and support rapid testing and
demonstrations;
- the design of more effective regulatory and market based mechanisms to foster
innovation and risk sharing.

88

It covers just the operative costs sustained by the transited countries.
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13.5

Increasing the socio-acceptance of new transmission equipment

The planning and development of electricity grid infrastructure by TSOs follow a sequential
process ranging from the forecasts of power and energy flows, demand evolution scenarios,
adequacy assessment in normal and emergency conditions, definition of reinforcement strategies,
submission of the expansion plan to the decision maker, construction authorisation application,
realization of the network reinforcement plan upon completion of the required authorisation
procedures. The total duration for projects of new lines can be ideally around 5 years; however it
often requires more than 10 years (up to 20 years in case of major obstacles). This prolongation
is mainly due to the longer than expected authorisation phase of a project, resulting from the
increasing social opposition by local communities, their representatives, and environmental
organisations.
The problem is even tougher for cross-border lines construction since perceived as mere “transit
lines” of no benefit for the local population and since permitting procedures need to be
coordinated between two countries with specific calendars and no compulsory time limit
horizon. Furthermore, stakeholders are often reluctant to support TSOs for the socio-acceptance
of transmission projects. Evaluation of projects will have to balance possibly contradictory
challenges, such as environmental impacts and public interest.
In this context, ENTSO-E has formulated a few recommendations to reduce the duration of the
permitting procedures [4]:
• adapt the legal frameworks to propose an harmonised, efficient, and clear permitting
procedure with compulsory time limits, e.g. about 3 years;
• ensure the so-called « infrastructure corridors » for high priority infrastructure projects,
by reserving some land in advance;
• formal recognition of the importance of priority electricity infrastructure projects by the
respective national laws according to EU requirements. Knowing these lines are only a
means to implement policies, support from appropriate decision makers should be
granted;
• address the cultural and political issues relating to electricity infrastructure.
In particular, among the R&D projects on the pan-European transmission issues for the coming 3
years, ENTSO-E mentions a 2010-2013 project (called “Acceptance of Overhead Lines”)
including TSO, OHL manufacturers, and engineering companies [3]
Such recommendations concerning an adaptation of the regulatory framework (also called top
down in REALISEGRID project) should be supported by an effective communication by TSOs
on trade-off solutions between economic and environmental stakes (also called bottom-up
approach in REALISEGRID).
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Table 46: REALISEGRID Recommendations to enhance socio-acceptance of transmission project
(including innovative technologies) [282][283]
REALISEGRID Recommendations

Transparent and serious communication
information to the public opinion

Type of recommended actions

Time horizon of recommended
actions

Bottom up

Short term (current regulation
unchanged)
Short term
Short term
Short term
Short term
Short term
Short term

and

Involvement of public opinion in the decision-making
Application of appropriate compensation schemes
Utilisation of a neutral cost-benefit analysis
Communication of inaction costs
Creation of a project facilitator
Set up of a clear, fixed timeline for approval
Utilisation of innovative transmission technologies
Exploitation of existing transmission assets
Improvement of relationship between public good and
private interest
Development of European wide standards on EMF and
more generally on transmission equipments

Top down
Top down
Top down
Bottom up
Top down
Top down
Top down
Top down
Bottom up
and Top down
Top down

Short term / Mid term
Short term
Short term
Short term

Streamlining of authorisation processes

Top down

Pan-European harmonisation of procedures
Set up of clear incentive schemes fostering optimal
investment by TSOs
Set up of framework allowing transmission planning
anticipation of generation planning
Implementation of market reforms
Harmonisation of EU and national legislations
Definition of merchant investments framework

Top down
Top down

Mid term
(need revision of current regulation)
Mid term
Mid term

Top down

Mid term

Top down
Top down
Top down

Mid term
Mid term
Mid term

The above table shall be read with the following references:
- “Bottom approach” refers to a efficient information flow to the population aiming at
providing a complete and correct perception of transmission projects;
- ”Top down approach” refers to the regulatory framework potential revision ;
- ”Short term” time horizon means that the action could be implemented without any
regulatory modification (national /European level);
- ”Mid-term” time horizon qualifies actions needing to put in place a general
harmonization process that requires the revision, at least partially, of the roles and/or the
general principles adopted in the national and European regulation.
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13.6

Conclusions

The technology transfer to make advanced technologies move from the lab into the “tool kit” of
transmission system planners will require a set of complementary support measures:
-

-

Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) to fund large scale demos, such PPP schemes ensure
funding based on sharing rules of the financial burden over a period of time (according to
specific identified ex-ante benefits);
appropriate regulatory environment fostering a business environment to encourage risk
taking: incentive schemes for TSOs stimulating cross-border investments;
standards and interoperability including all shareholders: TSOs and transmission
equipment manufacturers;
training of engineers and of skilled technicians to operate, maintain and repair advanced
technologies;
public policies oriented towards population to make them more and more active
shareholder in power system (through demand-side programmes and market design);
well-balanced communication of TSO towards local population including economic and
environmental aspects to mitigate the “NIMBY effect”.
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14

SCENARIOS CONSIDERATIONS

14.1

Defining the REALISEGRID scenarios at 2030

14.1.1

Addressing uncertainties in roadmaps

Over the time frame of the technology integration Roadmap (2030), uncertainties in exogenous
driving factors (such as macroeconomic conditions, regulatory policies, the energy context, the
expected technological advances) are substantial and do not allow sufficient granularity for the
10- to 20-year-ahead time frame.
Hence, a scenario -type thinking is appropriate to capture and incorporate this uncertainty, which
is intrinsic to the transmission planning process. Such scenarios help describe possible evolutions
of the EU transmission system, thus allowing building a robust roadmap.
They are not predictions, but rather descriptions of possible future states of key exogenous
variables (inter alia population and growth, electricity interties, CO2 mitigation policies, etc),
which set the time framework for technology life-cycles (research, development, demonstration,
incorporation). They can be expressed into challenging stories to explore “what if “type options.
At a level of a TSO planner, scenarios drive power system performance requirements. Power
system performance (in combination with investment criteria) drives, then, the selection of
technological solutions (based on a life-cycle evaluation).
14.1.2

The key drivers based on REALISEGRID Work Package 2

In REALISEGRID WP2 [284][285], four scenarios have been built based on a set of key
external drivers, which have been selected as having either a direct or indirect impact on the
future European electricity system. For the purpose of the roadmap, the following drivers have
been used:
1. Population and development of GDP, which are correlated components;
2. Level of Climate Change Mitigation (CCM): this driver allows exploring different levels
of increased efficiency and objectives in the RES penetration targeted by EU policies. It
is bounded up to 2020 89. After 2020 values could range from a strong mitigation case (by
2050 an emission level reduced throughout Europe to 20% compared to 1990 level) to a
weak mitigation case (by 2050 an emission level reduced throughout Europe to 40%
compared to 1990 level);
3. Development of Electric cross-border infrastructures (ELC): it represents the amount of
electric connections (interties) available for trading electricity among EU countries. The
capacities of interties are set up to 2020 at the level of existing, under construction, and
planned equipment. After 2020, the ELC indicator measures the possibility to add (more
or less freely) some transmission cross border capacity between EU countries. Moreover,

89

The EU has a commitment to increasing the 20% reduction of GHG emissions to 30 % from 1990 levels by 2020 within the
framework of an ambitious and comprehensive global agreement on climate change for the period after 2012 on condition that
the other developed countries undertake to achieve comparable emission reductions and that the economically more advanced
developing countries make a contribution commensurate with their respective responsibilities and capabilities.
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this driver includes also the pace of development of new power transmission
technologies;
4. Availability of extra European energy supply (GAS), which tests the security of supply (it
entails oil availability and prices assumptions, natural gas availability and prices
assumptions);
5. The “degree of improvement of energy and power transmission technologies”: this
dimension is represented by the production costs of innovative technologies in the
electric power generation, cogeneration of heat and power, hydrogen production and
innovative car sectors.
14.1.3

The REALISEGRID Scenarios for the technology integration roadmap at 2030

As a consequence, in order to address the uncertainty of the future, four scenarios have been
selected as illustrative of plausible evolutions of the EU electricity context to 2030, based on
WP2 REALISEGRID scenarios:

-

Strong (80% of CO2
reduction by 2050 wrt
1990)

-

In this scenario all EU policy related drivers are in their optimistic configuration:
liberalized Europe expanding cross-border transmission infrastructures and innovative
transmission equipment with a high climate concern.
“EU Centered” scenario (hereby also referred to as “Integration & Climate”): Europe
progresses towards energy market integration, with high level of climate concerns.
“Optimistic” scenario (hereby also referred to as “National focus but Climate”): National
focused energy policies with low energy market integration are deployed in EU Member
States but climate concerns remain high.
“Pessimistic” scenario (hereby also referred to as “National focus only”): All factors are
at their lowest levels for this extreme scenario. National focused energy policies and
climate concerns remain limited.

Weak (40% of CO2 reduction
by 2050 wrt 1990)

-

“Competing” scenario (hereby also referred to as “Integration, Climate, & Innovation”):

Level of Climate change mitigation

-

3
“national
focus , but
climate”

4

2

1

“integration &
climate”
“Integration,
Climate and
innovation“

“National
focus only”

Bounded

Free
Development of electricity cross
border infrastructures

Figure 46: Relative positioning of the 4 scenarios (based on two main variables)
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The detailed description of the four scenarios is provided in the table below.
Table 47: Scenarios overview
“Competing” scenario
(“Integration, Climate &
Innovation”)
High GDP/population growth

“EU Centered” scenario
( “Integration and
Climate”)
Low GDP/population growth

“Optimistic” scenario
(“National focus but
climate”)
High GDP/population growth

Low GDP/population growth

Scarce oil/gas supply, high
price of energy

Scarce Oil/gas supply and
high price of energy

Abundant Oil/gas supply
and low price of energy

Scarce Oil/gas supply
high price of energy

High EU energy market
integration:
High development of
cross-border electricity
infrastructures
Fast development of
energy
transmission
technologies

High EU energy market
integration:
High development of
cross-border electricity
infrastructures
Fast development of
energy
transmission
technologies

Low EU energy market
integration:
Low development of
cross-border electricity
infrastructures
Slow development of
energy
transmission
technologies

Low EU energy market
integration:
Low development of
cross-border electricity
infrastructures
Slow development of
energy
transmission
technologies

Fast development of energy
generation technologies

Slow development of energy
generation technologies

Fast development of energy
generation technologies

Slow development of energy
generation technologies

Strong CO2 mitigation level
(By 2050 CO2 emissions
reduced to 20% of 1990
level)

Strong CO2 mitigation level
(By 2050 CO2 emissions
reduced to 20% of the 1990
level)

Strong CO2 mitigation level
(By 2050 CO2 emissions
reduced to 20% of the 1990
level)

Weak CO2 mitigation level
(By 2050 CO2 emissions
reduced to 40% of the 1990
level)

14.2

“Pessimistic” scenario
(“National focus only”)

and

Impacts of the scenarios on the REALISEGRID roadmap at 2030

Each scenario acts as a filter on the technology choice: the change of the plausible scenario
changes the relevant technologies, i.e. some technologies will be more relevant than others.
The “Competing” scenario (also called “Integration, Climate & Innovation”) is characterised by
sustained growth (both in Europe and outside Europe), competition over fossil energy resources
(and hence increased and volatile crude oil and gas prices), which in turn leads Europe to invest
more in alternative energy options. Hence, large investments are made in energy generation
technology RD&D. Inside Europe an increased energy market integration is pursued and
considerable funds are invested to increase the transmission capacity (so that the cheapest
electricity is available to all EU member States). As a consequence of the global economic
growth, CO2 emissions grow; hence, in Europe high climate change concerns trigger stronger
mitigation efforts.
This results in a push toward incentives for RES deployment and energy efficiency measures.
Clearly, under this scenario, the adoption of both “passive” equipment (for grid expansion) and
of “active” and “real-time" equipment (for grid asset optimisation) is speeded-up.
The “EU Centered” scenario (also called “Integration and Climate”) is characterised by low
growth, scarce fossil fuel energy resources combined with high climatic concerns. Confronted
with such evolutions, Europe pushes for high energy market integration and considerable funds
are invested to increase the transmission capacity (so that the cheapest electricity is available to
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all EU member States) together with increased efforts towards energy savings/ efficiency and the
massive implementation of renewable sources.
While those factors could speed-up the adoption of innovative power transmission technologies
for transmission expansion, the low growth at European level might hamper massive investments
in new technologies aiming at the optimisation of existing infrastructures.
The “Optimistic” scenario (also called “National focus but climate”) is characterized by high
growth, abundant fossil fuel energy resources, high investments in generation and high climatic
concerns. Since domestic generation is likely to be cheaper than developing cross –border
electricity trade, the development of cross border interties will not be favoured. This is definitely
not an optimistic scenario from the point of view of European integration and for grid expansion
investments. However, the high climate mitigation concerns could favour the adoption of
innovative energy transmission technologies contributing to the “existing grid asset
optimization” challenge, but at a national level.
The “Pessimistic” scenario (also called “National focus only”) is characterised by scarce fossil
fuel energy sources, low growth, and low climatic concerns. Under these assumptions, it is
expected that both grid expansion and grid asset optimization will be hampered. Here again the
convergence towards a harmonized pan–EU vision network is challenged by competing Member
States energy policies.
Table 48: Scenarios overview and impacts of scenarios on mid-term transmission challenges

Impacts on mid-term
(2020-2030)
challenges

“Competing”
scenario
(“Integration,
Climate &
Innovation)

“EU Centered”
scenario

“Optimistic”
scenario

“Pessimistic”
scenario

(“Integration &
Climate ”)

(“National focus but
climate”)

( “National focus
only”)

Sustainable
grid
expansion at 2030
(drives mainly the
RD&D and adoption
of
Passive
type
equipment)

Speeded-up

Controversial signals

Slowed-down

Slowed-down

Existing grid asset
optimization at 2030
(drives mainly the
RD&D and adoption
of Active and RealTime equipment)

Speeded-up

Slowed-down

Speeded-up

Slowed-down
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15

LINKING WITH ENTSO-E LEGAL MANDATES: THE ROADMAP
TOWARDS A PAN-EUROPEAN SYSTEM AT 2050

The REALISEGRID roadmapping work is also intended to contribute to the on-going initiative
of ENTSO-E aimed at elaborating a “Roadmap towards a pan-European power system 2050”,
with a special focus on the 2050 Supergrid whose production process is organized around the
“Supergrid studies”.
The final Roadmap, which will describe a comprehensive study package, is planned to be
available after stakeholder consultations in mid 2011. As a result, ENTSO-E should publish a
concept towards a pan-European Supergrid 2050, which will include also concrete corridors for
the needed lines: this could be a basis for the official definition of priority corridors for
supergrid lines. A First comprehensive supergrid concept is intended to be available by end
2014.

Figure 47: ENTSO-E 2050 Supergrid concept: main steps [286]

The concept should include long term solutions to overcome the main challenges of electricity
networks at a regional level90:
• integration of RES : wind surplus generation in the North Sea and solar generation in the
South of Europe (see figure below);
• connection of new generation/storage facilities and change of generation patterns;
• expansion and/or grid reinforcement: North/South and especially through the Alpine
barrier taking into account the complexity of existing central European corridors;
• possible connection beyond EU borders;
• Etc.
As of today, several initiatives, projects or studies are contributing to the future evolution of the
pan European grid91:

90

These regional scenarios at 2050 are studied in SUSPLAN, an FP7 project which aims to develop strategies, recommendations,
and benchmarks for the integration of renewable energy sources (RES) by 2030-2050 within a Europe-wide context.
91
A detailed description is included in [12]
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•

•
•

the North Sea Offshore Grid: up to 70 GW of new offshore wind generation is planned
to supply the Europe’s wind resources to the northwest and middle part of Europe by
international networks in Ireland, the UK, Norway, Germany, Denmark, and the Benelux
countries;
the Mediterranean Energy Ring project with the idea of the electrical connection
around the Mediterranean Sea ensuring energy import in Europe from the Middle East
and Sub-Saharan Africa;
the Desertec and Transgreen projects (newly renamed Medgrid) aim at studying the
feasibility of trans-Mediterranean transmission networks in the framework of the
Mediterranean Solar Plan.

Moreover, the options opened by the HVDC92 technology for future long distance transmissions
in Europe are among the several technical alternatives under investigation today to connect
offshore winds/ solar facilities to the European transmission grid and to reinforce/extend this grid
(e.g. a recent policy document of the German government explicitly quotes considering the
planning of a overlay-network connecting the off-shore platforms in the north to the big
consumption centers in the south). Such technology components will most likely enter into the
scope of the ENTSO-E exercise, including UHVDC and HVDC applications.
It is therefore expected that future long term planning studies based on the coming ENTSO-E
grid maps will consider several grid options: indeed, the high costs of building supergrids will be
compared to grid refurbishment options of the existing network in order to propose grid
configurations that maximise social welfare and taking into considerations the regional drivers.
The following actions to prepare European electricity highways have been recently
recommended by the EC [7]:
• “In line with the conclusions of the June 2009 Bucharest Forum, initiate dedicated work
on the Electricity Highways, in the framework of the Florence Forum, to structure the
work carried out by all stakeholders for the preparation of the electricity highways. This
work should be organised by the European Commission and ENTSO-E and bring
together all relevant stakeholders. It should focus on establishing mid- and long-term
generation development scenarios, assessing concepts of pan-European grid architecture
and design options, analyzing socio-economic and industrial policy consequences of
deployment, and designing an appropriate legal, regulatory and organisational
framework.
• Develop the necessary research and development, building on the SET-plan European
Electricity Grid Initiative (EEGI) and European Industrial Wind Initiative, to adapt
existing and develop new transmission, storage and smart grid technologies as well as
needed grid design and planning tools.
• Establish a modular development plan, to be prepared by ENTSO-E by mid-2013, with
the aim of commissioning first Electricity Highways by 2020. The plan would also
prepare for the extension with the aim of facilitating the development of large-scale
renewable generation capacities beyond the borders of the EU.”

92

HVDC technologies could become an efficient energy transmission of the “green power” to South-Eastern and Central Europe,
with a key role for green-power balance within Europe by transmitting the wind power from places with high wind (North Sea
area) and low load to places with low wind and high load.
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CONCLUSIONS

The present REALISEGRID Technology Roadmap proposes integration routes for advanced
power transmission technologies in the pan-European power transmission network: it is a support
to guide RD&D efforts, investments and the future use of such technologies. It leans on a
perspective of the many routes available and shared by the consortium to implement the studied
candidate technologies.
This roadmap uses a systemic approach of the pan-European transmission network, based on two
knowledge pillars:
-

-

the transmission system perspective, with a long-term vision of the pan-European
transmission system evolution, leading to the effective integration of innovative
technologies;
the technological perspective bringing in new promising technology options.

The outputs of the REALISEGRID roadmapping exercise described in this report may serve the
future prospects of the pan-European transmission network according to the following main
conclusive remarks:

# 1: The on-going paradigm shift in the electricity system design raises the need for a reengineering of the pan-European power transmission system

Transmission and distribution players will interact more and more with each other in order to
face a paradigm shift in the electric system design:
– decentralized stochastic generation and demand side management will grow;
– changes in operation rules and procedures will allow for more controlled loads.
Both changes do not have to impact system security and reliability. Hence a progressive reengineering of the European power transmission system is needed. This re-engineering will
involve the integration of innovative technologies as well as the upgrade of operation rules and
procedures. In particular, innovative technologies cover a wide spectrum of solutions
encompassing passive, active and real time technologies, which might be considered as options
for sustainable grid optimization or existing grid expansion challenges.

# 2: Several Passive technology options co-exist to address network expansion needs and/ or
existing assets optimisation
In a context of public reluctance towards more overhead lines and lengthy permit procedures, the
following passive technology development trends are recorded:
– several technologies, like XLPE underground cables, HTCs (replacement of ageing
conductors allowing to obtain a higher throughput in a given right of way) together with
new tower designs, are ready to respond to network expansion needs, while GILs might be
available for specific applications in a mid-term horizon;
– HTS cables, even though promising, are still a controversial topic for which real life
transmission applications would probably not occur before 2030.
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# 3: Active technologies, allowing network expansion and/or existing grid assets
optimization, will be crucial for the future integration of RES into the pan-European power
transmission system
–

–

–

The implementation of HVDC has become widely spread. The HVDC technology has
proven its reliability and attractiveness for long distance power transmission, long
submarine cable links and interconnection of asynchronous systems. Converters are the
critical component. The most recent VSC technology is more flexible than the conventional
line-commutated CSC, since it allows controlling active and reactive power independently.
HVDC key benefits are in terms of increased transmission capacity compared to
conventional HVAC, and power flow controllability, which in turn can enhance the stability
of the link and of its surrounding environment. Although the investment costs of a VSCHVDC converter station are higher than those of an AC substation, the overall investment
costs of a DC transmission link can be lower than those ones of a corresponding AC
interconnection if a certain transmission distance is reached (i.e. “break-even” distance).
Promising VSC-HVDC can be very useful for connecting far away offshore wind fields,
also in multi-terminal schemes, and for controlling flows, quickly adapting to commercial
needs. This technology will be a key component of future European grid architectures.
Meshed DC systems will appear with the advent of commercial DC breakers. However, the
effect of HVDC systems within fully meshed AC systems is still not sufficiently
experimented. Additionally, the lack of a commercial DC breaker further limits the possible
evolution towards meshed DC systems.
In AC systems, FACTS devices offer very interesting features, like power flows
controllability granted by series and combined FACTS, or voltage control provided by
shunt FACTS. While series and combined FACTS devices stay still rather costly, cheaper
(but slower) electro-mechanic PSTs are more and more employed in today’s systems for
flow control. Hence, costs, complexity and reliability issues represent today the main
barriers to the integration of FACTS technologies from the TSOs’ perspective. Further
FACTS penetration will depend on the technology providers’ ability to overcome these
barriers, thanks to more standardization, interoperability and economies of scale.
FACTS, HVDC (VSC) and PST will be crucial for the future integration of RES (at 2020
and beyond) into the European system, while delivering their full benefits when subject to a
coordinated control, in combination with Wide Area Measurement Systems.

# 4: The combined use of passive/active technologies and real-time equipment allows
further optimising the use of the existing increasingly congested European grid assets
–

–

The use of WAMS to monitor transmission system conditions over large areas in view of
detecting and further counteracting grid instabilities is increasing all over the world. This
early warning system contributes to increase system reliability by avoiding the spreading of
large area disturbances, and optimizing the use of assets. Yet, some critical R&D challenges
lie in signal accuracy and reliability, communication architectures and data processing.
Standards for data processing, large scale demonstrations, possibly in combination with
other active equipment, will be needed to estimate the full benefits that WAMS could bring.
RTTR-monitored lines/cables (smart lines/cables) offer another option to increase
transmission capacity thanks to a better utilization of existing assets, while respecting
design margins. Provided that the main integration challenges (such as interoperability with
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protection equipment settings, communication with SCADA, etc) are addressed in the next
years, smart lines/cables could be more deployed by TSOs to achieve higher transfer
capacity, at relatively low investment costs (when compared to the investment needed for
new transmission links).

# 5: Large scale experiments at a European level are needed to validate the use of passive
and active equipment, also combined with Real-Time technologies. These activities relate to
system innovation which goes much beyond pure technology based development activities
–

Several applications of active and real time technologies already exist outside Europe
(lately in countries like China) and in some regions of Europe. Large scale experiments are
also underway (like for the EC-funded TWENTIES project) and scheduled for the coming
years to validate at full scale critical HVDC components, PSTs and dedicated FACTS
configurations, also combined with RTTR and WAMS, for RES integration. Their
replication will be decided on a case-by-case basis, based on coordinated investment
between TSOs to encourage cross-border optimization on technical and economic
standpoints.

–

Implementing the 2030 roadmap vision will require additional system innovation activities
over the next two decades. The following cross-cutting activities are underlined in support
of technology implementation:
– inter-TSO large scale experimentations on active technologies including storage;
– inter-TSO coordinated operations at supra-national (i.e. regional) level;
– technology interoperability validations.

# 6: Simulations of the combined use of active and real-time equipment in coupled power
systems are required to better assess the expected benefits of the technology options
–

Introducing active and real time power technologies will inevitably make the dynamic
operations of the pan-European transmission system more complex. Transients and network
instabilities will be considered in future short-term operational planning of the electricity
systems, requiring increased numerical simulations of coupled power systems; their
complexity will continue to grow to assess system security beyond the borders of each TSO
control area.

# 7: Impacting Technologies (like smart metering and storage) are expected to significantly
ease TSOs’ operations provided that operational rules and procedures are revisited jointly
with the relevant stakeholders
1. Three impacting technologies should ease TSOs’ operations in the next twenty years:
a- Smart metering at distribution level allows monitoring capabilities of the low voltage
network: it can be coupled with smarter substations to provide TSOs with increased
observability of distributed generations and consumptions, which in turn could serve
implementing some demand response approaches to manage peak load efficiently.
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b- The combination of PMUs, advanced computing architectures and numerical
simulation techniques will allow hierarchical state estimation of the pan-European
system. Security assessment can then be performed several times per hour for the
whole pan-European network, involving time domain simulations of the network
behavior. Increasingly coordinated operations using such tools will then give network
operators the capability of:
– taking into account the growing contribution of less predictable and
intermittent generation;
– adapting more and more to the constraints of a single European electricity
market (more power transfers over long distances, operations closer to the
physical limits);
– handling better new controllable devices;
– revisiting current operational rules and procedures to make demand
partially controllable.
c- Massive electricity storage (centralized like hydro, CAES, liquefied air or hydrogen,
and decentralized like flow, high temperature Na-S or car batteries) can take into
account the change of the design paradigm of electric systems: electricity cannot be
kept and stored in a simple way. From now on, wind and solar electricity can be
produced at times where there is not enough consumption needs. Electricity storage
facilities can be optimally located close to generation centres. Large scale
demonstrations are needed by 2020 to validate the impacts of a massive development
of electricity storage systems which would have benefits for the whole electric system
(peak management, balancing and even system services).
# 8: The REALISEGRID roadmap is a first step in establishing timelines for new
technologies adoption as an input to ENTSO-E 2050 roadmap
The above-mentioned technologies are expected to be deployed at different time horizons. In a
short/mid term (2010-2020) XLPE cables, VSC-HVDC, shunt FACTS (SVC and STATCOM,
the latter possibly combined with storage), HTC, RTTR monitored cables/lines, WAMS,
innovative towers with reduced environmental footprint are likely to be more and more
integrated in transmission systems in Europe. In a longer term horizon (2020-2030), GIL
deployment might continue for niche applications valorizing existing infrastructures, while fastadjusting devices (series and hybrid types of FACTS - SSSC, TCPST, UPFC) might be deployed
in areas exhibiting high degree of congestion volatility. At the same time horizon, fault current
limiters, multi terminal applications based on VSC-HVDC are expected to emerge; but real life
transmission applications for HT superconductors will probably not occur before 2030.
Electricity storage is expected to play a significant role provided that operational rules and
procedures are revisited jointly with the relevant stakeholders and that large scale demonstrations
are organized to prove the benefits for the whole electricity system.
Hence, the wealth of technologies proposed by manufacturers opens new options for future
transmission network architectures, including the ones needed to link offshore wind farms with
the electricity system (offshore grids). Studies initiated by ENTSO-E for the time horizon 2050
will possibly suggest new network alternatives. The present roadmap is a first step in
establishing timelines for new technologies adoption and fostering the fulfillment of the longterm decarbonisation orientations of the EU.
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# 9: Non-technical barriers need to be addressed to speed-up the adoption pace of
innovative technologies
The power transmission technologies addressed in this report show different maturity levels.
Future deployment will depend not only on their intrinsic merits, but also on exogenous factors,
such as:
-

TSOs’ acceptance and confidence built on proven large scale demonstrations to deliver gains
to the system upon a detailed cost-benefit analysis;
Standards and equipment interoperability driven by a few equipment manufacturers on a
worldwide market93;
Scarcity of qualified power system engineers and technicians, which is a general concern for
the power industry;
Financing, which depends on regulatory frameworks and investment incentives in place for
transmission systems;
Administrative barriers, such as multi-authority authorisation procedures that are
unharmonized at EU level.
*
* *

The REALISEGRID TSO-targeted roadmapping exercise suggests that further activities would
enrich the above conclusions:
- Dynamic technology maturity models should be able to address further the issues of costs
and benefits of a given technology as a function of its network penetration level;
- The combined use of technologies will involve intertwined effects that can only be captured
through ad-hoc large scale demonstrations and numerical simulations of network behaviors;
- Future quantitative cost-benefit analyses (e.g. starting from the one developed in [1]) must
be based on specific business cases, relying on dedicated power system studies;
- The study of OPEX driven innovation, which could reveal new topics, such as tools for
corrective actions to allow for operations of the systems under narrower stability limits.
The present roadmap must be considered as a living document where TSOs and manufacturers
are invited to position their evolving views on the proposed technology trajectories. It should be
updated on a three to five year basis by taking into account the latest technology developments
and their expected grid impacts complemented by an open and regularly updated cost database
shared by TSO and manufacturers.

93

Transmission equipments designed and developed for Asia might be of lower interest in Europe
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ANNEX I: DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY PORTFOLIO

This Chapter presents a technical overview on most of the power transmission technology
families mentioned and introduced in Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 12.

17.1

High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables

Definition
Superconductivity can be defined as the phenomenon that occurs when materials exhibit zero electrical
resistance to the flows of currents [61]. High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) cables are cables that
utilize High Temperature Superconductors, which are based on a class of superconducting materials that
achieve the superconducting state at temperatures higher than 20 K (-253° C) [50]. However, some
manufacturers (see [58]) define HTS cables as cables which have critical temperatures above
approximately -233 °C (40 K). Typically, HTS materials are used in superconducting power applications
that can be cooled by liquid nitrogen (a low-cost, environmentally friendly coolant material) at a
temperature of 77 K (-196 ºC).
Figure 48: Superconducting materials

Key technologies
The main aspects and system components to be considered for HTS cable systems include: cable
configurations; HTS tapes; cryostat (i.e. an apparatus designed to contain and thermally insulate a
cryogenic environment); terminations; cryogenic refrigeration systems.
Cable Core

Cryostat

Termination

The HTS cable configuration depends on the dielectric type and the geometry. The dielectric type can be
either a Cold dielectric (CD), also known as cryogenic dielectric, or Warm dielectric (WD), also called
room temperature dielectric [58]. While in a CD superconducting cable the dielectric material operates
within the cryogenic environment, in a WD superconducting cable the dielectric operates at ambient
temperature and is not subjected to cryogenic conditions. Examples of the two types of HTS cables are
shown in Figure 49 and in Figure 50.
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Figure 49: Example of a Warm dielectric superconducting cable [58]

Figure 50: Example of a Cold dielectric superconducting cable [54]

The geometric schemes of HTS cables can be: either 3-phase coaxial (three coaxial cores operate in
individual cryostats), or triad (three phases in a single cryostat) or tri-axial (three concentric phases).
Examples of these three configurations are displayed in Figure 51.
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Figure 51: The three Cold dielectric cable configurations used in U.S. cable demonstration projects
[54]
The two types of HTS tape currently used for HTS cable applications are: 1st Generation HTS tapes (also
referred to as 1G) and 2nd Generation HTS tapes (also referred to as 2G).

-

1G HTS tapes are typically constructed based on the ceramic compound BSCCO (composed of
Bismuth Strontium Calcium Copper Oxide), have relatively high strength and can be manufactured
for long cables, with good performance characteristics. Their major drawback is the cost, which may
limit their use in commercial cable applications
when the 2G tapes become a more viable
alternative [50].

-

2G HTS tapes are constructed based on coating layers of buffer material and HTS conductor (YBCO,
composed of Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide) on a substrate material using advanced deposition
methods. Recent advances in the development and manufacturing process of 2G conductors have
resulted in the production of tape with lengths comparable to those ones of 1G type and with relatively
better performance characteristics. The reduced production cost is the main driving force for 2G tape
development. As 2G wire manufacturing does not
require the amount of labour or precious silver
and material required for 1G, 2G tape
manufacturing cost is expected to be significantly
less than that one of 1G in the near future [50].

The cable terminations are the connection interface of the cable to the grid.
The cryostat has several functions including the ones to thermally insulate the HTS cable from outside
ambient temperatures, and to protect it from mechanical stresses as well as to contain pressure for LN2
(liquid nitrogen).
The Cryogenic Refrigeration System (CRS) is used to cool down and remove the cable system heat loads.
Before an HTS cable can be energized, it must be cooled down to its cryogenic operating temperature.
Once the cable is cold, the cryogenic refrigeration system removes heat loads from the cable system to
maintain a stable operating temperature, so that the cable operates in its superconductive state [50].
Although the capital cost of the refrigeration system is an issue, it is expected that its unit cost will drop
down as demand increases. Nevertheless, R&D efforts are needed to increase its efficiency [47]. For
instance, at the EU level, an EC co-funded research project (SUPER3C) is focused on developing the 2G
HTS tapes: its aim is to establish the feasibility of a low loss HTS AC cable using YBCO coated
conductors tapes as current-carrying elements [49].
All HTS cable system components are critical elements, which should be redundant in order to guarantee
a reasonable level of availability of HTS cables. As the experience in service is very limited, a reliability
analysis cannot be carried out with the same level of confidence used for conventional cables [58].
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Key functions

•

Transmission capacity enhancement
As reported in [47], HTS cables can carry more power than conventional cables: compared to the latter
ones HTS cables allow delivering 3 to 5 times the power for AC systems and up to 10 times the power for
DC systems at equivalent voltage (or equivalent power at reduced voltage).
• Power losses reduction
As the resistance in HTS cables is near absolute zero, they promise to revolutionize power delivery by
providing lossless transmission of electric power [64]. According to [55], if HTS equipment becomes
pervasive, up to 50% of the energy now lost in transmission and distribution might become available for
customer’s use.
According to [47], although the conduction losses in HTS cables are much lower than those ones in
conventional cables, when comparing HTS cables with conventional cables, the energy required to
maintain HTS cables at their operating temperature must be taken into account. At a certain cable length,
the total losses of HTS are equal to the conduction losses of conventional cables. For longer cables, HTS
has a lower operating cost. See source [47] for a life-cycle cost estimation.
Source [56] compares HTS losses with the losses of conventional cables. At a low level of use, the losses
of HTS cables are higher than those of conventional cables. This implies that a minimum use of HTS is
requested to reach the breakeven, which is estimated at 33% load of the cable system for the cases studied
in [56].
• Power flow controllability
According to [46], as HTS cables have significantly lower impedance than conventional cables, they can
be strategically placed in the grid to draw flow away from overloaded conventional cables or overhead
lines, thereby relieving network congestions.
Low impedance cables can also provide solutions to grid problems and enable new grid configurations.
HTS cables, coupled with conventional, proven technology (e.g. series reactors, phase angle regulators),
offer the ability to control power flows.
Key applications
According to [50] and [55], HTS cables are expected to have an advantage over conventional underground
systems with regards to installation, corrosion, and rights-of-way. For instance, while conventional oilpaper insulated cables require corrosion protection schemes, HTS cables do not require such corrosion
protection being installed in stainless steel jackets typically protected with polyethylene coatings.
• Transmitting power into densely populated urban centers (city in-feed)
The most likely first application for HTS cables is in crowded urban centers, where an increasing power
demand stresses an obsolete power grid composed of overloaded conventional underground cables.
Applying superconducting cables by using the same right-of-way or duct of existing cables, but carrying a
three to five times higher power capacity, could be a cost effective solution [47], [50], [58].
• Connection of generation units to the electrical system
According to [50], HTS cables may also be used to deliver electric power directly to a load source from
on-site generators. For instance, a strategically placed wind farm may be able to provide power to a urban
centre located tens kilometres away via an HTS cable without the transmission and transformer losses that
occur in conventional power transmission.
• DC applications
A possible future application of HTS cables could include DC transmission, which would provide an even
higher power capacity and longer transmission distances [50].
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Implemented solutions
According to [58], today HTS cables are still very far from a mature commercial application, to be used
for the extension of a power transmission grid. The costs are still high to justify their use and further
research is needed. In the near future, HTS cable systems are expected to be used for niche applications.
Also according to [47], HTS cables are in an early commercialisation stage, and not all technical problems
have been solved yet.
Several superconducting cable demonstration projects around the world focus on the validation of the
technology and on the monitoring of its performance. Today, most projects (see also in the following) are
in the low/medium voltage range. Even though they evolve in terms of lengths, higher power applications
at higher voltages in the transmission system (400 kV) are still in a prototype stage [47], [58].
In the United States (U.S.), the public-private Superconductivity Partnership Initiative, sponsored by DOE
(Department of Energy), aims at developing superconducting cables as a viable option for the electric
utility. One such cable demonstration project is in operation at the Southwire Company manufacturing
plant in Georgia. The 30 m cable system has about 30,000 hours of operation as of 2006, without any
major operational issues since its installation in 2000.
As of 2006, HTS cable demonstration projects underway in the U.S. include three cases [50]. The Long
Island HTS cable went in operation in 2008 and was the world’s first HTS power transmission cable
system in a commercial power grid. When operated at full capacity, the new HTS cable system (138 kV
system, 600 m long) can transmit up to 574 MW of electricity [61]. The Albany (34.5 kV, 800 A, 48
MVA, 350 m long) and the Columbus cable (13.2 kV, 3000 A, 69 MVA, 200 m long) were energised in
summer 2006. According to [52], in over two and half years of successful operation of the Columbus HTS
Triax cable, the system has withstood network faults in excess of 17 kA without being taken out of
service, and it has operated at over 90% of its design rating. The first phase of the Albany project operated
flawlessly as an integral part of National Grid’s network in Albany, serving the equivalent of 25,000
homes. It was taken offline after nine months to begin a second phase of the project: replacing a 30-meter
section with 2G cable, which will be the world’s first use of 2G in any utility device. This second phase of
the project started in January 2008 [48].
At world level, demonstration projects are ongoing in South Korea, Japan, China, Russia, and in the EU
[50][53]. In Copenhagen an HTS cable (30 kV, 30 m) is part of a grid serving 50,000 customers and has
supplied more than 150 GWh of energy. The cable system has been in operation since May 2001, and its
first operating experiences have been satisfactory [57].
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17.2

Gas Insulated Lines (GILs)

Definition
A Gas Insulated Line (GIL) is a transmission technology composed of pipes housing conductors in highly
insulating gases (SF6, or N2/SF6 gas mixtures), which have high load transfer capacity [99], [109].
Key technologies
The basic structure of a GIL is characterised by a conductor at high voltage, which is located within an
earthed conducting enclosure and the space between the two elements is filled with a gas under pressure to
provide electrical insulation. The conductors of each phase are held in position by solid support insulators
and may be located within separate enclosures (single-phase enclosed). The GIL is often divided along its
length into separate gas compartments. GIL dimensions are determined by dielectric, thermal and
mechanical considerations [96]. Figure 52 shows a basic scheme of a GIL.

Figure 52: Scheme of a GIL
The key technical and environmental characteristics of GIL cables are reported in Table 49.
Table 49: Technical and environmental characteristics of GIL cables [96][99]
Technical Characteristics
Relatively low overall losses (due to large conductor cross
sections)
No significant dielectric losses

Environmental Characteristics
No visual impact

Ratings of 2000 MVA with a single circuit and directly buried
without cooling
Low capacitance per unit length
No need for reactive compensation even for lengths higher than
100 km
Possible installation: above ground, trough/tunnel or directly
buried

No audible noise

Low external power frequency electromagnetic fields

No risk of fire
Presence of SF6
For long distance applications, when high power
transmission is required, GIL causes the lowest CO2
equivalent emissions of all transmission systems in a
life time view when transmission and installation
losses are evaluated

Immunity to weather conditions (snow, ice, wind, pollution)
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With regards to the technical characteristics, Table 50 shows the typical values for the electrical
characteristics of a 400 kV GIL with a continuous thermal rating of approx. 2000 MVA. Table 50 also
compares those GIL technical characteristics to corresponding typical values of cables and overhead lines
(OHL) for a 50 Hz frequency system [96].
Table 50: Electrical characteristics for 400 kV GIL, OH lines and cables [96]

Current rating (A)
Transmissible power (MVA)
Resistive losses at 3000 A (Wm-1)
Dielectric losses (Wm-1)
Total losses (Wm-1)
AC resistance (µΩm-1)
Inductance (nHm-1)
Capacitance (pFm-1)
Characteristic impedance (Ω)
Natu al load (MW)
Surge impedance (Ω)

GIL

OHL

XLPE cable
(2 per phase)

3000
2078
180
180
6.7
162
68.6
8.6
3292
48.6

3000
2000
540
2.4
542.4
20
892
13
263
608
263

3000
2000
166
15.0
181
6.0
18
426
21.0
7619
12.0

As shown in Table 50, the inductance of a GIL is lower than that one of a cable system and much lower
than that one of the overhead line (by a factor of about 5.5). In a meshed transmission network, GILs may
provide a parallel path to overhead lines. Due to its lower inductance, GILs will tend to carry a greater
share of the transmitted power.
The conductor current induces a reverse current of the same current level to the enclosure, so that the
electromagnetic field outside the GIL is negligible. Therefore, no special shielding is required even in
areas which are critical with respect to EMF (electromagnetic fields), e.g. airports or computer centres.
If an insulation failure would occur inside a GIL, the fault arc remains inside the enclosure and does not
influence outside equipments or persons. GILs are fire resistant and do not contribute to fire load. This is
of particular importance where the connection between overhead line and high voltage switchgear goes
through tunnels and shafts [99].
The first generation of GILs used pure sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), an inert, non-toxic, non-flammable gas,
for insulation. However, as SF6 is a very expensive gas and a contributor to greenhouse gas [101], in a new
generation of GIL applications (designed for long distances) [99], SF6 is used in a mixture with nitrogen
(N2/SF6 gas mixtures). These gas mixtures are suitable for reducing the costs of the equipment as well as
the impact of SF6 leakage. Nitrogen is cheap, inert, non-toxic, non-flammable, and environmentally
acceptable [96].
The main reasons for developing GILs as a second generation GILs for long distance applications (using
the laying procedure of pipelines and the N2/SF6 gas mixtures) are: high power transmission rating; very
high reliability; low transmission losses; low external electromagnetic fields; high operation safety; high
overload capability; over 30 year long experience with GIL. Table 51 reports the electric characteristics of
GIL cables by voltage levels, related to 80% N2 and 20% SF6 gas mixtures at 0.8 MPa pressure [99].
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Table 51: GIL electrical characteristics by voltage level

Key functions

•

Power transmission losses
Power transmission losses of GILs are low: the active losses are generally lower than 1%. This is related to
the large cross sections of the electrical conductor, which is composed of aluminium for high conductivity.
The wall thickness of the conductor pipe is in the range of 6 to 15 mm2, depending on the required
transmission capability [99].
• Low voltage drop
Despite the high power transfers, voltage drops for GIL applications are generally lower than 2.5%. The
wide load range of GILs allows for an effective power factor correction at the sending-end (source).
Capacitive reactive power required at the sending-end becomes considerable only at very low loadings
(see Annex A of [99] for more details).
• Transient stability
Large disturbances arise occasionally, for example following a network fault. Transient stability concerns
the ability of a power system to attain a steady state operating condition following a large disturbance. As
shown in Table 6, the inductance of a GIL is less than that one of an overhead line by a factor of about 5.5.
As the inductance decreases, the synchronising torque increases, thereby increasing transient stability.
Therefore, the use of GILs would tend to increase transient stability [96].
Key applications

•

Transport of bulk power in structures (bridges and tunnels)
GILs are intended primarily for underground applications [96]. As GILs have a much better insulation,
they can be operated at voltages up to 800 kV. Hence, GILs are useful for transmission of high power
loads [101].
They can be used as an alternative to conventional cables when overhead lines are not a practical solution,
using bridges and tunnels [99]. Traffic bridges and tunnels can be used for high power transmission: very
expensive structures, such as high speed train tunnels crossing (e.g. the Alps, Pyrenees, etc), may be laid
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out in a way so that also electrical power can be transmitted through the tunnel. The same applies to large
bridges: the Bosphorus Bridge in Turkey, the Öresund Bridge in Denmark/Sweden or the Tsing Ma Bridge
in Hong Kong, China, are only a few examples where GILs could have been used to solve electric power
supply bottlenecks [99]. The main caveat is that, in these cases, the planning has to be carried out at an
early stage. The multiple uses of traffic tunnel projects in Europe are also strongly recommended by the
EU (see the Brenner tunnel project between Italy and Austria part of the EL.2 European interconnection
priority axis). The share of such expensive structures like tunnels or bridges makes projects more
economical for both sides.
Implemented solutions
GILs have been mostly used so far in substations with relatively short lengths of installation. The longest
installation has single pipe lengths of about 20 km, whereas most installations are in the range of a few
kilometres. In total about 250 km of GILs are installed worldwide and in operation today [99].
According to [102], the GIL technology has proven its high reliability without major failure.
Examples of existing GILs in structures (tunnels, bridges) are provided in [99] and presented in Table 52
and Table 53.
Table 52: Examples of existing GILs (Part 1)

Table 53: Examples of existing GILs (Part 2)
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More recent GIL applications in Europe include the one installed at Frankfurt airport. In June 2009 RWE
Transportnetz Strom GmbH (one of the current four TSOs in Germany) gave the agreement for the
installation of a gas insulated extra high voltage transmission line at the Frankfurt Airport. An
approximately one kilometre long extra high voltage line will be laid as a buried gas insulated
transmission line. The 380 kV transformer substation has already been constructed to a compact design
using gas insulated technology for the planned runway in the northwest of the airport. The 380 kV lines
routed to this substation have to be laid underground for the last kilometre in order not to disturb air traffic
operations. RWE Transportnetz Strom will implement this section by two systems in the form of buried
380 kV GILs. Each system will have a maximum transmission capacity of 1800 MVA. The GIL link
comprising two three-tube units is scheduled to be connected to the supply system in the spring of 2010
[110].
It should also be mentioned that:
- The planned link between Austria and Italy (through the Brenner tunnel) is still a potential candidate
project for GIL application (the total length of the project might reach 200 km);
- The European Commission in the framework of TEN-E has funded a project investigating the
feasibility of a North Sea network connecting offshore wind farms by GIL.
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17.3

High Temperature (HT) conductors

Definition
High Temperature (HT) conductors (HTC) are conductors capable to withstand higher operating
temperatures, and, therefore, to carry a higher amount of power and/or energy with respect to conventional
conductors. The CIGRE Task Force B2.11.03 defines them as conductors designed for applications where
continuous operation is about 100 °C or as conductors designed to operate in emergency conditions above
150 C [113], [114].
Key technologies
The majority of OHL currently use steel-reinforced aluminium conductors (ACSR) which can be operated
at temperature up to 100° C and during emergencies at temperatures up to 150° C with some reduction of
conductor’s strength.
The need to transport an ever increasing amount of electrical power, coupled with the difficulties in getting
approval for new transmission corridors, has forced utilities to find new ways of increasing the capacity of
their lines. One such solution is to replace existing conductors with new conductors having nearly the
same diameter as the original conductor, but capable of operating at higher temperatures (within existing
sag clearance and loss-of–strengths constraints). This solution may avoid the need for extensive
reinforcement of suspension structures [114]. There are many types of HTC commercially available today:
some of the most common conductors are listed in Table 54.
Table 54: Different types of High Temperature conductors
ACSS

Aluminium Conductor, Steel Supported (1)(2)

ACSS/TW

Aluminium Conductor, Steel Supported Trapezoidal shaped Wire strands

ACCR

Aluminium Conductor, Composite Reinforced

ACCC

Aluminium Conductor, Composite Core

GZTACSR

Gap Type Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Conductor, Steel Reinforced

KTACSR

High Strength Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced (1)

TACSR
XTACIR

Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced(1)
Extra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced

ZTACSR

Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced(1)

ZTACIR

(3)

(1)(2)

Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced

(1) Additional suffices are allowed to describe the type of core (e.g. ACSS/GA for ACSS, KTACSR /AC for KTACSR)
(2) Originally known as SSAC
(3) Could also be STACIR

In general, new composite technology conductors use a core of composite material around which
aluminium conductor wires are wrapped. This design results in an increased tensile strength and reduced
weight. Moreover, together with their higher operating temperatures, composite conductors have reduced
sag under high loads: hence, they are also known as High Temperature, Low Sag conductors (HTLS
conductors). These technical properties result in an increased ampacity compared to traditional ACSR
(Aluminium Conductor, Steel Reinforced), allowing then an enhancement of the transmission capacity
without the need for tower modifications [118].
Table 55 shows the general properties of the special aluminium alloys used by HT conductors, while Table
56 summarises the categories of HT conductors using high temperature aluminium wires.
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Table 55: Properties of high temperature aluminium alloys [113]

Note : (1) 60TAl and TAl are two different designations for the same alloy.
(2) UTAl and ZTAl are two different designations for the same alloy.

Table 56: Conductors using high temperature aluminium alloy wires [113]

Figure 53 illustrates two typical designs for the conductor cross-sections. The suffix TW is then added to
describe the compact type.
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Figure 53: Typical Gap-type and Trapezoidal type designs

Figure 54: Properties of some key conductors
ACSS [113]: ACSS (Aluminium Conductor, Steel Supported) is a composite concentric lay-stranded
conductor consisting of a stranded steel core with one or more layers of fully annealed 1350-0 aluminium
alloy wires. An ACSS conductor can carry a significant increase in current compared to an ACSR
conductor because it can operate continuously at 200 °C, and up to 250 °C with an aluminized or
mishmetal steel core. When the ACSS conductor is heated up, the aluminium wires elongate and quickly
shift their load onto the steel core. This phenomenon allows the conductor to fully utilize the properties of
its steel core, that is, its strength, its low coefficient of thermal expansion and its low creep. When the
temperature is brought back down, the aluminium wires are typically permanently elongated and do not
return to their original length.
The wires are protected from corrosion by galvanizing or aluminizing. Class A zinc coating is usually
adequate for ordinary environments. For greater protection, Class B and C galvanized or aluminized
coatings may be specified.
Additional suffices might characterize some additional properties of the core. Thus ACSS/GA indicates
ACSS with Class A galvanized core. Suffices GB, GC, AZ denote respectively ACSS with Class B
galvanized, Class C galvanized, Aluminized. Suffix AW corresponds to aluminium-cladding. ACSS/AW
offers strength characteristics similar to ACSS, along with slightly greater ampacity and resistance to
corrosion due to aluminium-cladding of the steel core wires.
An ACSS conductor can be also compacted (ACSS/TW) (see Figure 53).
Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 61 % IACS (International Annealed Copper Standard for conductivity).
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According to other sources [127], the conductivity can be of 63% IACS or even better due to the
aluminium strands being “dead-soft” (fully annealed). This can translate into higher ratings. Moreover,
since the aluminium strands are dead-soft, the conductor may be operated at temperatures in excess of
250°C without loss of strength [127].
ACCC [113]: ACCC (Aluminium Conductor, Composite Core) is similar to the ACSS conductor as it
utilizes the benefits of fully annealed aluminium wires (1350-0) stranded around a composite core made of
fibres and polymer resin. This choice of materials allows the conductor to operate at temperatures of up to
200 C. Upon raising the temperature of the conductor, the annealed aluminium wires elongate faster than
the core, and become unloaded. The total load is then supported by the fibre core, which has a lower
thermal coefficient of expansion than steel and a much larger strength-to-weight ratio. This produces much
lower sag at high temperature. As for most conductors with aluminium wires, ACCC can be compacted
(ACCC/TW).
Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 61 % IACS.
ACCC was developed by the Composite Technology Corporation (CTC) and launched on the market in
2004. In [116] the technical features of the technology are presented in terms of increased power transfer,
reduced high temperature sag, energy efficiency, reduced tensions on towers, and corrosion resistance.
Figure 55 and Figure 56 show a comparison of some ACCC and ACSR features.

Figure 55: Comparison of ACSR and ACCC
[116]

Figure 56: Example of reconductoring project with
ACCC and ACSR [116]
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Figure 57: ACCC and ACSR Thermal knee point differences ACSR and ACCC [116]
ACCR [113]: ACCR (Aluminium Conductor, Composite Reinforced) conductors replace the traditional
steel core of the ACSR with a core made of composite material. One of these products consists of alumina
fibres in an aluminium matrix. The strength of this core is comparable to a steel core and has many other
interesting properties:
- the alumina fibres have a lower thermal expansion than aluminium or steel;
- the core has great resistance to corrosion, exhibits no creep, has no undesirable magnetic properties
and can operate at high temperatures;
- ACCR conductor can operate continuously at 210 °C.
Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 60 % IACS.
G(Z)TACSR (Gap-type conductor) [127]: Gap-type (Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Conductor,
Steel Reinforced) conductors are conventional ACSR constructed with a gap between the galvanized steel
core and innermost shaped aluminium layer. The gap is filled with a heat resistant grease to reduce friction
between the steel core and aluminium and to prevent water penetration. This allows the conductor to be
tensioned by gripping the galvanized steel core only. The conductor is then able to take full advantage of
the lower thermal elongation properties of steel.
Figure 58 shows an example of G(Z)TACSR with the aluminium alloy made of TAl (Thermal Resistor
Aluminium Alloy) or ZTAl (Ultra Thermal Resistor Aluminium Alloy).

Figure 58: G(Z)TACSR [127]
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Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 60% IACS.
TACSR [113]: TACSR (Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced) conductors
replace the traditional aluminium wires of the ACSR with thermal resistant aluminium alloy wires. The
TACSR can operate continuously at 150°C.
Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 60% IACS.
KTACSR [113]: KTACSR (High Strength Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Steel
Reinforced) is composed by KTAl aluminium alloy and an aluminium clad steel. It can operate at
temperature up to 150° C. Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 50% IACS.
XTACIR [113]: XTACIR (Extra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced)
conductors have a core of round aluminium-clad invar wires and one or more layers of extra thermoresistant aluminium alloy wires. The XTACIR can operate continuously at 230 C. When XTACIR is
heated up, the aluminium wires elongate and shift their load onto the invar core, which has a low
coefficient of linear expansion. Thus, the sag of XTACIR at high temperature can be equal to the sag of
ACSR at continuous operation condition.
Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 58% IACS.
ZTACIR [113]: ZTACIR (Ultra Thermal Resistant Aluminium Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced), also
called STACIR, conductors have an invar core of round wires of galvanized invar wires and one or more
layers of ultra thermal resistant aluminium alloy wires. The ZTACIR can operate continuously at 210 C.
When ZTACIR is heated up, the aluminium wires elongate and shift their load onto the invar core, and
then the elongation of the conductor diminishes by the low coefficient of linear expansion of invar core.
Thus, sag of ZTACIR can be equal to the sag of ACSR at continuous operation condition.
Conductivity of aluminium alloy: 60% IACS.
The applications of the different HT conductors as well as the types of uprating methods available for
transmission lines are described in details in [115]. According to [114], although the most attractive choice
of a replacement conductor depends on the design conditions of the existing line, all the above mentioned
HT conductors are potentially a solution when the line thermal rating is to be increased by more than 50%.
Key functions
• Enhanced transmission capacity
Due to their technical properties, reconductoring of existing lines with HT conductors may yield a
substantial increase in the current carrying capacity with minimum modification of the existing
transmission structure, while maintaining existing clearance limits.
According to the findings of a recent Italian study on the use of HT conductors in a real case [119], the use
of the present ACSR conductor, bringing the operating temperature up to 90°C, allows a very low increase
in ampacity (10-18%) and needs the replacement of about 18% of the towers to solve the clearance
infringements along the line. An upgrade of the lines using HT conductors allows the desired increase in
ampacity (30-50%) with less works to be carried out in order to respect the clearances (only 10% of the
towers have to be replaced).

For ACCC and ACCR, increase in ampacity over ACSR can reach more than 100%.
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•

Self-damping
Conventional types of conductors inherently have some degree of capability for damping mechanical
oscillations, such as those ones associated with vibration due to wind. In particular, ACSR has a steel core
surrounded by one or more aluminium layers, with a gap between the steel core and the first layer of
aluminium. The structural characteristics of the steel and aluminium layers give them different natural
vibration frequencies, which lead to frequent impacts between the layers. These impacts tend to damp any
vibration of the conductor.
Although ACSS appears to be similar to standard ACSR, the aluminium strands are fully annealed.
Annealing the aluminium strands reduces the composite conductor strength but, after installation,
permanent elongation of the aluminium strands results in a much larger percentage of the conductor
tension being carried in the steel core than is true for standard ACSR. This in turn yields reduced
composite thermal elongation and increased self-damping. Tests indicate that the self-damping capability
of ACSS is substantially higher than the capabilities of comparable sizes of conventional conductors.
Dedicated field tests may be performed to validate conductor high self-damping properties
[120][124][125].
• Reduced sag
A comparative study of a few typical HTC was conducted in [115] considering three reconductoring
design cases (not exhaustive) based on medium, light and heavy loading conditions. All original
conductors are assumed to be ACSR (but with different steel core sizes). The sags variation according to
temperature for the original ACSR and three replacement conductors (ACSS/TW, TACIR, and
GZTACSR) are compared. Figure 59 shows the results for medium loading conditions. With respect to
the sag limit of 13,4 meters, ACSS/TW, and GZTACSR can be operated up to 200° C and 210° C
respectively, while TACIR reaches its sag limit at 120°C.

Figure 59: Sag variation with temperature for original Zebra ACSR and ACSS/TW, TACIR, and
GZTACSR replacement conductors for Case Study #1
In summary according to [115], the various conductors are all capable of operation at temperatures up to
and somewhat in excess of 200ºC. The most attractive choice of replacement conductor depends on the
design conditions of the existing line. All are potentially a solution when the line thermal rating is to be
increased by more than 50%.
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Key applications

•

Reconductoring existing transmission and distribution lines and use in new lines
The described characteristics of HTC have made them an attractive choice both for reconductoring
existing transmission and distribution lines (i.e. replacing the respective conventional ACSR conductors)
and for use in new lines. In particular, ACSS is especially suitable for new lines and uprating applications
where high load currents are the result of occasional emergency and contingency situations [127].
• Heavy ice regions, aging structures and long space crossing
The use of composite conductors is also favoured in those situations where their mechanical properties
(tensile strength and reduced sag under stress) are important, such as in heavy ice regions, for aging
structures, and for long span crossing [118].
• Connection to wind farms
Large wind generation require high transmission level during short periods. Thus HT conductors might be
a candidate solution for the connection to the main grid.
Implemented solutions
Although in use since the early 1970s, when firstly introduced, ACSS did not have a large impact on the
design of transmission lines, since at that time RoW (right-of-way) access was easily obtained. As today
the transmission environment has changed, the advantages of ACSS can be fully exploited [127]. As seen,
in addition to ACSS several new types of HT conductors are being marketed nowadays. Among these,
ACCC is relatively new on the market (as launched in 2004) and has seen limited service application to
date [127]. Today, some commercial ACCC installations exist, mostly in the United States and also in
China, and very few in Europe (e.g. in France) [112][117][118].
According to a worldwide survey performed by CIGRE in 2002, over a total of 68 questionnaires returned
from utilities, 47% indicated they had installed HT conductors and 26% indicated they planned to install
them within the next 10 years. The most common voltages vary below 140 kV (43% of respondents) and
above 345 kV (42% respondents). The most common high temperature conductors use TAl (48% of
responses). Invar cored made up 21%, Gap accounted for 6% and ACSS for 15% [113]. Source [115]
specifies that the vast majority of the installed conductors today are ACSR (82%), although some
European countries show preference for Aluminium Alloy Conductors and Aluminium Conductors, Alloy
Reinforced.
Japan is the most important user of HT conductors. In particular, TACSR conductors are commonly used
instead of ACSR in the majority of Japanese utilities [114]. Moreover, TACIR type conductors have been
used in Asia to date [127].
According to EPRI (2006), while HTLS conductors have passed accepted industry standards tests for
performance, utilities are wary of installing these yet unproven technologies without having first gained an
insight into their performance on a real-world setting. To that purpose EPRI funded a project in association
with transmission utilities to evaluate the performance of selected HTLS conductors capable of
significantly increasing the current carrying capacity of thermally constrained transmission lines without
the need for extensive tower modification [121]. While field demonstrations on the application of HTC
were positive, the field trial raised a number of issues such as the long-term performance of those
conductors and maintenance. Thus, an ongoing EPRI project aims at providing a tool to evaluate the longterm performance of different HTLS conductors and ensure reliability of transmission lines with proper
maintenance procedures [123].
In Europe, in environmentally constrained regions, TSOs are applying HT conductors in different projects:
an example is the reconductoring activity ongoing at the interface between Italian and French transmission
system. The substitution of ACSR with HT conductors is expected to increase the transmission capacity
between the two systems by 600 MW [128][129].
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17.4

Phase Shifting Transformers (PSTs)

Definition
A Phase Shifting Transformer (PST) is a specialized type of transformer, typically used to control active
power flow between two points in electrical power systems.
Key technologies
A PST is able to control the active power flow by handling the voltage phase angle between two nodes in the
system [71]. The theory behind power flow control, the operational principles of PST and the different
categories of PST (direct, indirect, asymmetrical and symmetrical) are detailed in [72], [73], [74]. PST is a
simple, robust and reliable technology [71]. However, these devices do not eliminate losses: the shifting of
power to other lines can cause losses in other parts of the grid. In [73] the losses caused by PSTs and PST
influence on the power system losses of a meshed grid are discussed and investigated. For a large PST, the
iron losses amount to approximately 0.025% of rated power, while the value of load losses can be in the order
of magnitude of 0.18% at rated current. These characteristics show a very high total efficiency of ηPST≈99.8%
at full load and maximum phase angle. Figure 60 shows an example of a PST.

Figure 60: Example of a PST
Key functions

•

Power flow controllability
Typically, PSTs are used to control the active power flow between two points in electrical power systems
[72]. For instance, PSTs often compensate for undesirable phase angle differences at given line terminals
resulting from highly variable power generation dispatch within a network or between networks. Without
them, uncontrolled loop flows could result in weak loading of certain lines and overloading of others, even
under normal operating conditions. In other instances, PSTs are used to compensate for excessively large
phase angle increases at a given line terminal following the loss of a nearby facility, such as a line or a
transformer [69].
In principle the main control strategies are [72]:
– Preventive: The PST is operated with a permanent phase shift which redistributes the power flows in
normal operating conditions and avoids stresses on the network in case of a line outage.
– Curative: The PST is operated with a small phase shift in normal operating conditions. In case of a
sudden line outage, the phase shift is automatically controlled in order to reduce the power flow on the
overloaded lines and to avoid a tripping out.
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•

Exploitation of lines close to thermal limits
The natural impedances and phase angle differences in a network often lead to unequal utilization of parallel
lines. As PSTs redirect the power flow, existing lines can be exploited closer to their thermal limits [67].
Key applications

•

Preventive/curative power flow control in transmission lines
Except for very specific applications (see in the following), PSTs are used in electrical power systems to
control the active power flow between two points by regulating the corresponding voltage phase angle
difference. The phase angle shift is obtained by opportunely placing the PST transformer in a shunt mode
respect to line terminals so that by combining the voltages the output voltage phase is shifted by an angle
difference respect to the one as input in the PST. PSTs can thus be used to take advantage of an existing
capacity margin on the network or to make an interconnection more secure [72].
• Innovative applications
In [69] a number of innovative PST applications made possible by adding series reactive elements are
presented aiming at substation uprating, substation reserve sharing, network decoupling, line power flow
control using Assisted PSTs (APSTs) and HV transmission lines de-icing. All these applications rely on the
connection of conventional PSTs and reactive elements in order to meet unusual objectives for PSTs.
1) Fault current limitations applications
Substation uprating, substation reserve sharing, and network decoupling applications are used for real power
exchange within a substation or between substations without increasing the system short circuit availability.
Substation and network upratings rely on the use of an inductor in series with a PST; the inductor limits fault
currents in an entirely passive manner, while the PST compensates for the phase angle displacement
introduced by the inductor. As for network interconnection applications, LC tuned circuits are connected in
series with a PST. In this case, the control of real power exchanges is made possible while decoupling the
interconnected networks almost completely during faults [69].
2) Extending the power flow control capabilities of PST using reactive elements
Other innovative PST applications made possible by adding series reactive elements are those applications
that share the more conventional objective of controlling power flows, but following an approach that is
unconventional. These include the following applications:
- Line power flow control using Assisted PSTs (APSTs): An APST is formed by adding a high
impedance inductor or capacitor in parallel with a PST. The parallel reactive element shares the line
current with the PST, thereby relieving the PST as a thermal constraint while allowing the PST power
flow control capability to be preserved or even increased (extension of the PST working area) [69].
- HV transmission line de-icing using Joule effect: For HV line de-icing, a PST together with a series
capacitor is used to increase the current in specific lines and heat the latter by the Joule effect. This is
achieved by creating power loop flows, a situation which PSTs may eliminate in conventional
applications [69].
Implemented solutions
Although PSTs have tended to be dedicated to a niche market for more than 60 years, the situation is likely to
evolve in the future since market deregulation should make them more attractive to solve unexpected
congestions problems [69]. In the deregulated European electricity market, the trading of electrical power
over larger distances together with the installation of new generation, especially wind power, create new load
flow patterns that often challenge the capacity or the security of existing transmission lines. PST devices can
be adopted to fit the need of liberalized electricity markets, requiring ever more global interconnected
electricity networks [70].
In the following, focus is on the PSTs in operation and planned in the four countries of the TSOs involved in
REALISEGRID: France, Italy, The Netherlands and Austria.
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France: Table 57 presents the PSTs in operation on the French transmission system [72]. In addition,
two/three new PSTs are planned.
Table 57: PSTs in operation on the French grid [72]

-

-

-

Substation

System voltage
225 kV

Maximum phase
shift at no load
± 2 x 21.4°

Throughput
rating
312 MVA

Pragnères

Type

Rance

225 kV

± 10°

413 MVA

Dual core

2001

La Praz

400 kV

± 10°

1181 MVA

Dual core

2002

Sainte-Cécile

63 kV

± 23°

61 MVA

Single core (deltahexagonal)

2005

Guarbecque

225 kV

± 11°

438 MVA

Dual core

2006

Niort

225 kV

± 11°

438 MVA

Dual core

2006

2 x Dual core in
series

Year
of commissioning
1998

Italy: In Italy, there are three PSTs in operation: 1) Two PSTs are installed on the 380 kV Rondissone
(Italy) – Albertville (France) double line, on the Italian side (in Rondissone); 2) One PST is installed on
the 220 kV Padriciano (Italy) – Divaca (Slovenia) interconnection, on the Italian side (in Padriciano), in
operation since 2008. Moreover, four PSTs are planned: one PST on the 220 kV Trinité Victor / Menton
(France) – Camporosso (Italy) interconnection line, on the Italian side (in Camporosso) (the expected
date for operation start is 2011); three PSTs (of which two may be relocatable) in the south of Italy. In
addition, one PST is under construction on the 380 kV Divaca (Slovenia) – Redipuglia (Italy) line, on the
Slovenian side (in Divaca), in operation by 2011: the goal is the loop flow control on that cross-border
interface. Two main modalities of Rondissone PSTs utilization are currently applied by the National
Control Centre (NCC) of Italian TSO Terna [70]: 1) Preventive action on “unbalanced distribution” of
power flows: PSTs act to redistribute power flows on the northern interconnection under fully meshed
grid conditions, aiming at keeping secure operating conditions. This modality is the most frequently
adopted and allows increasing the firmness of the cross-border exchange programs while guaranteeing
adequate standard of security; 2) Corrective action on “post-fault” situations: PSTs are activated in case
of tripping of one of the 380 kV interconnectors between Italy and Switzerland or in case of tripping of
the 380 kV Venaus - Villarodin interconnector between Italy and France. Other modalities of PSTs use
are allowed in operation and are described in [70].
The Netherlands: Due to the geographical location and power system features of the Netherlands, main
interconnection flows are directed from Germany to the Netherlands [70]. Due to uneven loading of
interconnectors in meshed networks, the total cross-border capacity available for import and export of
electrical energy is lower than it might be expected when looking at the capacities of the tie lines [75]. To
improve the situation, the Dutch TSO TenneT installed two PSTs at the 380 kV Meeden substation in the
north of the Netherlands, in series with the two interconnections to the German grid operated by E.ON
Netz. The southern part of the country is closer to the centre of the meshed European grid than the
northern part, which leads to congestion problems on the southern interconnectors with Germany.
Overloads are due to high north-south power flows through the auctioned border between Germany and
the Netherlands in peak hours of wind in-feed. Hence, the two PSTs can divert power to the northern
interconnector, loading the lines more evenly [75]; they allow upgrading the NTC (Net Transfer
Capacity) of the cross-border Meeden – Diele / Conneforde line with about 1100 MVA [70]. In 2008,
three 380 kV, 1400 MVA PSTs were also installed on the cross-border interconnections between
Netherlands and Belgium, on the Belgian side.
Austria: Verbund-APG is strongly affected by market-price driven power plant operation and increasing
international power exchanges. These are causing heavy north-south flows and, especially in the north,
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high east-west flows within the Austrian grid. Serious congestion in the Austrian network occurs on the
three 220 kV lines from the north to the south. Since 2001 the (n-1) criterion (see section “Acronyms and
Definitions”, for a definition of the (n-1) criterion) had been repeatedly violated, especially in the winter
season, although extensive congestion management measures had been taken. Hence, Verbund-APG has
to take countermeasures to reduce this congestion and ensure security of supply. This is partly ensured by
operating three PSTs since December 2006. The installation of the three 220/220 kV PSTs (one for each
north-south line) was an emergency measure to alleviate that interface congestion [76]. These 3 PSTs are
in operation in the respective substations of Tauern, Ernsthofen and Ternitz. An additional PST is
planned at the border with Italy, and is likely to be operational by 2011: the installation of a 220/220 kV
PST on the Lienz – Soverzene tie-line at Lienz substation is planned to improve (n-1) security and to
slightly increase transmission capacity [76]. Another PST on a lower voltage level is planned at the
border with Italy, to be installed on the 110/132 kV Prati di Vizze – Steinach line, on the Austrian side
(in Steinach) [78].
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17.5

Real Time Thermal Rating (RTTR) – based cables/lines

Definition
Transmission line thermal rating is the highest current that a line can be operated at without violating
safety codes, integrity of the line materials or reliability of operations [85]. This value depends not only on
the characteristics of the line, but also on external environmental conditions (i.e. ambient temperature, wind
speed and direction, intensity of solar radiation). The current required to enable a conductor to reach a given
temperature can be much higher when the cooling is at the highest level than when it is at the lowest one. As
a result, the line thermal rating is higher in case of favourable environmental conditions (e.g. high wind
speeds, low ambient temperatures or combinations of both) and vice versa. As the parameters affecting the
thermal rating are extremely variable and difficult to predict, traditionally, static thermal ratings are
calculated based on conservative assumptions regarding weather conditions, in order to always ensure public
safety and system security. Static ratings are selected on the basis that clearance violations are extremely
unlikely. Typical assumptions include a high ambient temperature, full sun, low wind speed. These
assumptions generally result in a deterministic reliability of 97-99% for all lines in the system [80].
However, due to the actual ambient conditions, the thermal rating may be higher than the static rating.
Real time thermal ratings (also called dynamic thermal ratings) are ratings, which are developed in real
time based on actual weather and loading conditions, instead of using fixed assumptions (as in static
thermal ratings) [85].
Based on the monitoring of relevant parameters such that the conductor position above ground (i.e. the sag)
can be determined in real time at the current instant, the permissible thermal limits are calculated in order
allow a safe increase of the power flow along the line. This is achieved by informing system operators of the
present conductor temperature, and the available capacity on the line, as a function of time. For instance, the
operator will be informed that the power on a particular line can be increased by 400 MVA for 10 minutes,
200 MVA for 20 minutes and 50 MVA for 60 minutes. In addition, the operator can also be informed on the
time duration for which a continuous operation of the line at the present load is allowed before the ground
clearance is exceeded [80]. Technologies equipped with this advanced monitoring system can be then
referred to as RTTR (Real Time Thermal Rating) – based lines/cables or also Smart lines/cables.
Key technologies
There are two categories of real time monitoring methods: direct methods based on the direct determination
of the conductor temperature (using thermo-couples) or tension/sag (using load cells); indirect methods
based on the indirect determination of the conductor temperature by calculations using weather
measurements. The benefits and drawbacks of both categories are described in [80].
In the following, the focus is on the most common technology used in direct methods, based on load cells
measuring conductor tension. Typically, a real time monitoring system consists of the following components
[86], [90]:
 a Main Unit (usually solar-powered) for data acquisition and communications, which collects data on
conductor tension, net radiation temperature, ambient temperature, and communicates them to the
substation via spread spectrum radio;
 Load Cells, installed at dead end structure, measuring conductor tension;
 a Net Radiation Sensor (NRS), which models line temperature without load and combines temperature
with wind and solar effects, emissivity and conductor time constant;
 a master base station, which converts data into the utility’s EMS (Energy Management System)
protocol;
 a software, which integrates real time ratings into EMS and sends rating to the operator’s console.
Figure 61 and Figure 62 show examples of Load Cells and Main Unit, respectively.
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Figure 61: Example of Load Cells [86]

Figure 62: Example of Main Unit [90]

Figure 63 shows the operating principles of a transmission line monitoring system, based on a solution
provided by a U.S. manufacturer [89]: data are collected from remote monitors on transmission lines and
transmitted via radio to the utility’s control centre. Then, they are converted to the utility’s own EMS
protocol. A software calculates continuous rating, provides dynamic alarms and calculates transient ratings.
Real time ratings are displayed on the operator’s console.

Figure 63: Operating principles of a transmission line monitoring system [89]
Tensions and Net Radiation Temperatures (NRT) (which take into account the effects of ambient
temperature along with wind and solar effects, emissivity and conductor time constant) are measured for
rating calculations. Then, these measurements are used to calculate conductor temperature, sags, clearances,
real time ratings, etc. Ratings are then displayed showing to the operator the needed information, such as the
real time capability of the line, the present line current, additional capability left, etc. [86].
A typical output of a real time monitoring system is shown in Figure 64: the operator can be informed of
capability of the lines at present (every 5 or 10 minutes) and in the near future. For instance, in the displayed
example, the operator can increase the power flow down line 2 from 25 MVA to 175 MVA, should the lines
temperature be at 80oC. This is around 100 MVA higher than the present deterministic limit of 75 MVA
[80].
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Figure 64: Graph forecasting the allowable power flow in real time [80]
Key functions

•

Transmission capacity enhancement
The main purpose of real time line monitoring is to assist system operators in a better utilisation of the load
current capacity of overhead lines, while ensuring that the regulatory targets for clearances above ground are
always met (i.e. the system is operated in a safe and secure manner) [80]. By providing operators with the
actual capability of the overhead transmission lines to carry power at any moment in time, while respecting
design limits (such as conductor temperature), RTTR allows maximising the capabilities of transmission
lines, i.e. operating close to their limits. Real time line monitoring (RTM) systems allows making use of the
periods of increased cooling in certain areas of the network and taking advantage of the increased thermal
rating available. As shown in Figure 65, the load distribution can closely approximate the actual dynamic
rating distribution, with less risk of potential clearance problems.

Figure 65: Actual load versus dynamic rating distribution [80]
In the specific example displayed, the rating can vary between 300 A and 1600 A, compared to the
deterministic fixed rating of 750 A. Thanks to the actual dynamic rating, it is possible to arrange power flow
in certain corridors so as to use the lines up to their limits.
According to a U.S. manufacturer, typically, dynamic ratings provide higher line capabilities for 98% of
time and in general provide at least 15-30% additional capability for 95% of time [89].
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According to a recent European study [93], the adoption of a DTR (Dynamic Transmission Rating) system
can provide a 67% gain in energy transfer capacity compared to a line retensioning, and it may allow a line
transfer power up to twice the value of its static rating. For more details about the methodology used in this
study and other results see [93].
Key applications
While the most common application of RTTR system is the one related to the key function described, a
number of innovative applications are detailed in [80], [88].
• Operation with optimized clearance margins
As line sags cannot be predicted with a high degree of accuracy due to various reasons (i.e. inherent error
margins and tolerances of conductors and installation, unknown weather parameters along the line),
clearance buffers (typically, between 0.9 and 1.2 m) are included in the line design. Accurate and real time
knowledge of the line sags thanks to real time monitoring allows reducing such buffers. An intensive
monitoring (all line sections) allows determining the sags of all spans with an accuracy of better than 1520 cm. Even when only parts of line sections are monitored, the design clearances may be reduced
substantially, thereby operating the line to a higher temperature limit [80].
• Optimal exploitation of transmission lines based on actual weather conditions and load
When using real-time rating systems, it is common to find that ratings vary with a daily pattern. A common,
although counterintuitive, finding of real time monitoring measurements is that real time ratings are almost
invariably higher during daytime than at night-time, especially during summer hot and sunny days, despite
the higher ambient temperature and solar radiation [80]. The reason for this is that, during such days, wind
speeds (the most important cooling factor for transmission lines) are substantially higher in daytime than at
night-time. In areas where air conditioning loads are significant, the daily load patterns are often in close
correlation with the line capability patterns.
This allows utilities using higher daytime line ratings to get an economic advantage, for example by
minimizing the use of local high-cost peaking plants and purchasing their energy from lower cost baseload
plants. The use of static ratings only would limit such opportunities [88].
• Avoiding unnecessary contingency actions
According to the (n-1) criterion, the transmission system must withstand the loss of the most critical
elements without disturbance: if a disturbance occurs, it must be returned to a secure state within a short
time period, typically 5-15 minutes. When static ratings are used, a contingency caused by a line overload
may lead to an unnecessary change in the system dispatch. Real time monitoring systems can be used to
avoid/minimise dispatch changes under contingency conditions, or, when dispatch changes are required, to
delay the action until the critical clearances are reached [80].
• Safe management of short-term outage for lines maintenance
There are a number of installations where a major load is connected to one double circuit line, and the
required full load capability exceeds that one of a single circuit. Real time monitoring of transmission lines
allows managing short-term outages with a high probability of success and with full safety. In addition, real
time ratings can also be used to predict the best times and conditions for line maintenance [88].
• Wind power applications
In [80] it is stated that for the lines whose flow is predominantly determined by wind generation, there is a
potential of additional load of 30-50% above their normal static ratings, with a minimal amount of
generation curtailment (less than 0.2-1.0% of time).
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Implemented solutions
RTTR has been developed and installed on several links around the world. For instance, over two thirds of
the 30 largest utilities in North America use real time thermal monitoring systems (see also Figure 66 [87]).
It is becoming an accepted technology in many areas of the world [80].

Figure 66: Tension – based dynamic monitoring systems in U.S., December 2004 [87]
In Europe, three examples can be mentioned: the use of real time thermal monitoring in the region of
Madrid [92], the experience of E.on Netz in Germany [82], and the experience of the Belgian TSO (Elia)
[81]. With regards to the Belgian experience, real time thermal monitoring systems were installed in 2002
on the Alvegem –Avelin (FR) 380 kV line on the first circuit and in 2005 on the second new circuit of the
same line, while in 2002 other monitoring systems were installed on the Bruges –Baluwe Toren 150 kV
lines on the two circuits. In general, Elia’s experience shows that real time rating systems allow running a
transmission line at a higher capacity (increase line ratings by at least 10-15% in most conditions). They also
reduce the number of times operators have to intervene to make system adjustments, and they report that
installation of these systems presents no problems.
Other recent ongoing projects implementing RTTR on HVDC lines are the: BorWin2 and HelWin1 in the
German North Sea. It is expected that both projects will require a coordinator control,including RTTR,
WAMS, and PST/FACTS.
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Figure 67: HVDC Grid Connection for the
VejaMate and Global Tech 1 wind farms

HVDC Route Length: 124.8 km Offshore + 75 km Onshore
3 00 kV DC -800MW

Figure 68: HVDC Grid Connection for the
NordSee Ostwind farm

HVDC Route Length: 90 km Offshore + 45.5 km Onshore
250 kV DC -576MWHVDC
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17.6

Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS)/Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs)

Definition
Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) is the general name of a technology identified as a possible
solution to a key problem related to how to detect and counteract the first signs of grid instability [135].
WAMS is an advanced early warning technology for power grids that helps operators prevent system
instabilities and overloads, as well as cascade tripping that may lead to power blackouts [133].
By providing on-line information on stability and safety margins for dynamic condition monitoring,
WAMS serves as early warning system in case of potential power system disturbances.
Key technologies
A WAMS basically comprises: a series of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), which are monitoring
devices continuously collecting data on power flow; a central control room (or system monitoring centre);
a GPS (Global Positioning System) link. The processing of the measured quantities, i.e. voltage and
current magnitudes and phase angles, allows a dynamic monitoring of critical nodes in a power system.
Figure 69 depicts a basic scheme of WAMS based on synchronised phasor measurements as inputs to the
System Monitoring Centre.

Figure 69: Architecture of a WAMS [138]
According to [139], there are PMU products available from several vendors all over the world, with
different maturity stages.
Like in any monitoring system, two issues must be considered in developing WAMS systems (see the final
report of CIGRE Working group 601 of Study Committee C4, section 5 [139]):
• the coherence and quality of PMU data collected on site;
• the monitoring objectives and their coherence with the above PMU data.
Consistency of measurements encompasses data filtering choices, timing discrepancies and the PMU
performance itself when considered both as a network component and as an rms (root mean square)
transducer. Conceptually, PMU data are time tagged with an accuracy better than 1 microsecond and
magnitude accuracy that is better than 0.1%. This potential performance is not achieved in actual field
installations due to errors from instrumentation channels and system imbalances. Presently, PMU data
precision from substation installed devices is practically unknown. On the other hand, specific applications
of PMU data require specific accuracy of data. Applications vary from simple system monitoring to wide
area protection and control to voltage instability prediction. Each application may have different accuracy
requirements. For example, while highly accurate data may not be critical for simple system monitoring in
steady state, for transient instability prediction requiring high precision they may be critical. In order to
address data precision requirements for a variety of applications, it is necessary to quantify the accuracy of
the collected PMU data. Data precision requirements for a variety of applications have been recently
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discussed in [142], in which a methodology for characterizing data errors and a new approach for
improving data accuracy via estimation methods are proposed. That methodology, also called super
calibrator, is expanded in [143] to characterize the accuracy of PMU data (GPS-synchronized) and the
applicability of these data for monitoring system stability. The needs to model sensors and to understand
how they behave are also addressed in [143].
Key functions

•

Power oscillation monitoring
The power oscillation monitoring function detects power swings in a power system. The algorithm is fed
with the selected voltage and current phasors. It processes the input phasors and detects the various swing
(power oscillation) modes. The algorithm quickly identifies the frequency and the damping of the least
damped swing modes, which can, for example, lead to angular instability causing major system
disturbances [132].
• Disturbance recording for off-line analysis
The continuous data storage functionality of the WAMS provides a valuable source of information for the
ex-post analysis of incidents and disturbances in the power system.
Hence, it improves the efficiency of power system analysis and helps to find real causes of the incident. In
turn, this allows formulating recommendations for system expansion planning and reinforcements [138].
• Frequency stability monitoring
Based on the detection of the difference between the power generation and consumption, the frequency
stability monitoring algorithm estimates the impact of such a power unbalance on the frequency by
modeling the response of the load and the inertia of the generators. If the estimated frequency is not
acceptable, the appropriate actions to reach the desired frequency are computed and proposed [132].
• Voltage stability monitoring
Voltage stability monitoring provides the operator with the required information to evaluate the present
power margin with respect to voltage stability, i.e. the amount of additional active power that can be
transported on a transmission line or corridor without jeopardizing the voltage stability. This provides a
basis for the monitoring of transmission corridors, inter alia [132].
• Phase angle monitoring
The monitoring of the phase angles is a WAMS function that monitors the power flows on heavily loaded
lines in the network. Phase angle monitoring provides information in order to assess the current difference
in the phase angles between two locations. When an abnormal state is detected, the operator can be
informed by an early warning [132]. Figure 70 displays an example of phase angle monitoring in the
European system.

Figure 70: Example of phase angle monitoring [137]
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•

Islanding detection
By analyzing phase angle trends, it is possible to detect different islands with different frequencies in the
same system. Typically, these islands occur after severe disturbances and, thanks to WAMS, a faster
identification of system separation can be detected [139].
Key applications

•

Dynamic monitoring of power system status
The general purpose of WAMS is to increase the observability and monitoring of the status of the
transmission grid [140]. The phasor data collected through PMUs can be used for the various described
purposes.
The use of the PMU’s dynamic capabilities (especially oscillations detection algorithms) is considered
important for the future. In a number of large scale power systems unexpected un-damped situations might
occur, which could be detected in an early phase, or even before their occurrence, by a WAMS [139].
• Management of transmission corridors
Transmission interconnection corridors are mostly used for energy trading activities and physical energy
delivery, contributing to a significant proportion of the cost of energy in liberalized markets. The
transmission capacity of such corridors is often constrained by stability limits, whose origin is in the
uncertainty about the system state. An alternative solution to the traditional way of reinforcing
transmission paths (i.e. building new lines) can be provided by the significantly improved monitoring
making use of a WAMS approach resulting in the reduction of uncertainties, and thus of the operational
risk. In contrast to the capacity increase resulting from an investment into transmission lines, the
transmission increase as effect of WAMS application may be significant only under certain conditions, not
permanently. For instance, this can be an increase due to lower ambient temperatures. However, this
solution can be far more cost-effective due to the much lower investment needed for acquisition of a
WAM System. Therefore, the WAM System can be seen as a tool playing an important role in the
congestion management [138].
For instance, due to permanent substantial power transfers to Italy, Switzerland has to handle high power
transits in the north-south direction. For system security reasons, enhanced control of the corridor loading
is required. Hence, WAMS has been deployed in the Swiss transmission system to monitor the impacts of
heavy power transfers on the north-south axis. To that purpose, four PMUs have been placed along the
transmission cross-border interface corridor. The information gained thanks to the WAMS by
measurements of only two parameters, i.e. voltage phase angle at each of the two ends of the corridor,
represents the overall active power flow and provides feedback on the actual topology of the corridor.
Each change either of the flow or of the interconnection line structure is reflected by the voltage phase
angle difference: the WAMS measurement contains comprehensive system information for enhanced
monitoring and alarm purposes [145].
• Transmission system expansion planning
The evaluation of offline information for planning purposes is one of the future expected applications of
WAMS. In particular, dynamic measurement sequences can be used for a better dynamic modelling of
power systems. Both network planning and operational planning are seen to benefit from measurement
recordings [139].
Implemented solutions
In 2006, the Working Group 601 of CIGRE Study Committee C4 made a comprehensive assessment of the
existing and planned application areas of WAMS installations [139]. This overview shows that there is an
increasing interest in the WAMS technology all over the world. A number of transmission system
operators have started exploring this technology and getting familiar with its use, such as Swissgrid
(Switzerland), HEP (Croatia), Hydro Quebec (Canada), WSCC (United States), Terna (Italy), VerbundAPG (Austria), West Japan (Japan), for instance. Most installations are concentrated in a critical area or in
one transmission corridor only. Most of the applications are under development or are planned to be
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implemented in the systems. A detailed overview of planned and existing WAMS solutions is part of
[139].
Information and data on the WAMS in use in the countries of the TSOs members of REALISEGRID are
reported in the following.
 Italy
Further to the 2003 blackout occurred in Italy, Terna has undertaken a plan of action aimed to improve the
operational security, through the enhancement of monitoring facilities. One major step of this plan is the
design and the realization of a wide area synchronised network. The architecture for the system, shown in
Figure 71, is aimed to provide control room operators with advanced monitoring tools, automatic
corrective controls (both phenomenon and event based) and linked with the ESAS (Evolved System for
Automatic Shedding) protection system. The WAMS project at Terna involves the installation of about 30
PMUs, a dedicated data network and monitoring applications for data processing and intelligent display at
the National Control Centre (in Rome) [139].

Figure 71: Architecture of WAMS application at Terna [139]
Figure 72 shows the deployment of the PMUs installed in 20 substations (380/220 kV) of the Italian HV
grid.
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Figure 72: Deployment of PMUs in the Italian 380/220 kV grid [146]
The basic on-line monitoring functions implemented in the Italian WAMS are shown in Figure 73 and
Figure 74. The advanced on-line functions (in operation, under testing and under development) include:
oscillatory analysis (in operation); voltage stability monitoring (under testing); event detection (under
testing); frequency/islanding monitoring (under development); line temperature monitoring (under
development); integration with SCADA to support state estimation (under development).

Figure 73: Italian WAMS – Basic on-line monitoring functions [146]
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Figure 74: Italian WAMS – Advanced on-line monitoring functions [146]



Austria
After analysis of the possible congestion due to heavy power transfer from north (surplus) to south borders
(deficit), Verbund - APG introduced WAMS in order to support its operators to:
- detect and counteract evolving contingencies and overload situations;
- improve the operation of the 220 kV Vienna SE - Ternitz double line with application of phase
angle difference and line thermal monitoring;
- gain experience and data to optimise the north–south power flow through the use of three phase
shifting transformers installed in 2006 (see also 17.4) [139].
The phase angle monitoring application facilitates the control of network stresses caused by heavily loaded
lines. It provides real time information to evaluate the present voltage phase angle difference between two
locations. Upon detection of an extraordinary status, the system alerts the operator by giving early warning
or, in critical cases, an emergency alarm. Actions that the operator may take to improve grid stability range
from generation rescheduling to load shedding in extreme cases [139].
 France
Five WAMS are implemented in France, four of which are installed on 400 kV systems mainly aiming at
inter-area power oscillation monitoring and disturbance recording for off-line analysis [147].
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17.7

High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)

Definition
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) is a mature technology suitable for the transport of large amounts of
power over long distances (by overhead transmission lines), and also for long underground/submarine
cable transmission and for interconnection of asynchronous systems.
Key technologies
The key components of the two types of HVDC technologies used to convert electrical current from AC
(Alternating Current) to DC (Direct Current) mode and vice versa are represented by:
- CSCs (Current Source Converters): Conventional, well established HVDC transmission mostly
employs line (or natural) commutated CSCs with thyristor94 valves (in literature also known as LCCs,
Line Commutated Converters). Such converters require a synchronous voltage source in order to
operate [154]. An improvement of the thyristor-based commutation is realised via capacitors in the socalled CCCs (Capacitor Commutated Converters) to increase the performance of the converters in
terms of commutation failure. Figure 75 shows the main circuit topology for the general 12pulsation95 CSC station, which can be used to indicate the operation principle and features of the
CSC-HVDC technology: the CSC station is generally constructed with a line commutated converter,
a smoothing reactor, a converter transformer, AC passive filters for characteristic high-order
harmonics, and VAR compensators for absorbing reactive power by the line commutated converter
[181].
- VSCs (Voltage Source Converters): VSC-based systems are self-commutated converters and utilise
Gate Turn-Off (GTO) thyristors, Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristor (IGCT) and Insulated Gate
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) which are devices suitable for high power electronics applications. VSC
technology can rapidly control both active and reactive power independently of one another. Reactive
power can also be controlled at each terminal independent of the DC transmission voltage level. VSC
allows a total flexibility to place converters anywhere in the AC network (no synchronous voltage
source is required). Figure 76 shows the main components of a VSC-HVDC scheme96 [181].
Both types of converters can be used in a full HVDC scheme (AC/DC converter – HVDC line or cable –
DC/AC converter) or in a back-to-back (B2B) HVDC scheme (AC/DC converter – DC circuit - DC/AC
converter, with all these components installed in a single station) as well as for multi-terminal
applications, as described in the following. (More details on HVDC are also contained in REALISEGRID
Deliverable D1.2.1 [181]).

94

See section “Acronyms and Definitions “ for a short description of a thyristor.
A 12-pulse converter consists of two 6-pulse converters fed from a 6-phase supply and connected in series or parallel on the
DC side.
96
HVDC transmission using VSCs is commercially known as HVDC Light® (ABB) or HVDC Plus® (Siemens).
95
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Figure 75: Conventional HVDC with Current Source Converters (CSC-HVDC) [154] [181]
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Figure 76: HVDC with Voltage Source Converters (VSC-HVDC) [154] [181]
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Key functions

•

Transmission capacity enhancement
For a given conductor cross section, HVDC transmission can transfer more current through a conductor
compared to conventional HVAC transmission. Accordingly, the conversion of transmission lines,
formerly operated with HVAC, into HVDC operated ones increases the transmission capacity of the
considered line. Such an increase in transmission capacity could be very worthwhile in liberalized power
systems, e.g. for cross-border trade [181]
• Power flow controllability
HVDC allows very easy and fast control of the active power in the link, which can ensure stability
improvements, not only for the HVDC link, but also for the surrounding AC system.
Unlike conventional HVAC transmission, the active power flowing through an HVDC link is not
determined by its impedance in relation to the impedances of the neighboring transmission lines, but only
by the settings of the HVDC converter control. The HVDC transmission link can, therefore, be set at a
fixed working point (i.e. carrying a fixed amount of active power flow) which is also maintained during
disturbances on neighboring transmission lines and in neighboring network sections, respectively. This
characteristic prevents the HVDC link from overloading when a neighboring transmission line is lost and
assures a firm transmission capacity in the amount of the line rating.
The controllability of HVDC links offers a firm transmission capacity without limitation due to network
congestion or loop flow on parallel paths as well. Hence, the use of HVDC link capacity is generally
higher than that one of extra high voltage AC transmission, lowering the transmission cost per MWh. This
controllability can also be very beneficial for the parallel transmission: it frees up this transmission
capacity for serving intermediate load and providing options for local generation [156]. The latter is
especially important in the case of connection of variable RES sources distant from the load consumption
areas (like offshore wind power plants).
It has to be remarked that VSC-HVDC offers a faster active power flow control respect to CSC-HVDC,
while also ensuring flexible and extended reactive power controllability at the two converter terminals.
The latter aspect – the fast active and reactive power flow controllability - is a key advantage of VSCHVDC over CSC-HVDC.
• Voltage control and stability
Unlike conventional HVDC transmission, VSC converters themselves have no reactive power demand
and can actually control their reactive power to regulate AC system voltage just like a generator [154].
Due to its fast control, VSC-HVDC is able to provide reactive power support during emergency
situations, which contributes to voltage control and stability at the considered network node and to power
system stability of the overall system.
• Power oscillation damping
Power oscillations are a common dynamic phenomenon which increases the risk of instability and thus
reduces the power transfer capacity of electricity systems. Various designs of additional modulation
functions for the VSC-HVDC control, such as power oscillation damping controller and frequency
controller, can be used to enhance network stability in emergency situations.
• Limitation of short circuit levels in AC systems
An HVDC transmission does not increase the short circuit current of the interconnected AC system.
High short circuit currents represent a key problem for cities and may result in a need to replace existing
circuit breakers and other equipments if their rating is too low. This problem is solved by connecting
generation plants to the load centre via a DC link: there is no increase of short circuit power at the
connection points of the HVDC transmission and the circuit breakers in the existing power networks can
remain unchanged.
• Reduction of Corona discharge
With respect to HVAC of similar capacity, HVDC transmission system reduces the Corona discharge.
This effect causes power loss, insulation damages and has negative environmental impact (NOx and
ozone, production, audible noise, electromagnetic interference).
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Key applications

Long-distance bulk power delivery transmission
HVDC often represents a more economic alternative to AC transmission for long-distance bulk
power delivery from remote resources. Higher power transfers are possible over longer distances
using fewer lines with HVDC transmission than with HVAC transmission. For long-distance
transmission, the concept of “break-even distance” is relevant, i.e. the length value for which the
savings in line costs offset the higher converter station costs, making then HVDC more
convenient than HVAC transmission [154]. Figure 77 displays a qualitative example of breakeven distance.

Figure 77: Qualitative comparison of HVDC and HVAC (adapted from [176])
Underground and long submarine cable transmission
Unlike the case for HVAC cables, there is no limitation of the transmission distance by using
HVDC cables. HVDC transmission systems offer the special capability needed to carry out long
submarine or underground cable transmission lines with a low level of losses, differently from
HVAC cable transmission without reactive compensation. As there is no charging current in the
DC cable, the transmission distance is unlimited and losses are lower for long-distance
transmission compared to those ones of AC cables in equal conditions [181].
HVDC cables for underground applications offer more frequently the possibility for transmission
interconnections in environmentally protected areas or where social and environmental
constraints generally exist.
Interconnection of asynchronous systems
HVDC transmission systems can be used to interconnect asynchronously operated power
systems. This can either be carried out by a DC link between two AC substations (HVDC line or
cable) or by a back-to-back (B2B) interconnection inside one single AC substation. The
asynchronous interconnection allows interconnections of mutual benefit while providing a buffer
between the two systems. Often these interconnections use back-to-back converters with no
transmission line. Asynchronous HVDC links act as an effective “firewall” against propagation
of cascading outages in one network from interconnecting to another network.
Interconnections between asynchronous networks are often at the periphery of the respective
systems where the networks tend to be weak respect to the targeted power transfer [154][181].
Offshore wind farms connection (and more generally any remote generation facility)
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Large remote wind generation arrays require a collector system, reactive power support, and
outlet transmission. Transmission for wind generation must often traverse scenic or
environmentally sensitive areas or bodies of water. Many of the better wind sites with higher
capacity factors are located offshore. VSC-based HVDC transmission allows efficient use of
long-distance land or submarine cables and provides reactive support to the wind generation
complex [154].
It is also expected that future very wide area super grids based on HVDC could mitigate the
effects of intermittency by averaging and smoothing the outputs of large numbers of
geographically dispersed wind farms (or solar) farms [166].
Multi-terminal systems
Although a multi-terminal HVDC system can be composed of either CSC or VSC converters, the
technological complexity to build such a system is much higher for CSC than for VSC
converters. VSC- HVDC is, therefore, generally accepted to be the most suitable HVDC
technology for multi-terminal solutions. A promising multi-terminal network topology is the
parallel structure, in which a number of VSC converters tap an HVDC backbone. Power feed-in
and draw-off is possible at every single converter station, while also reversal of power flow at
one tap can be achieved by converter control without the need to de-energize the tap or the
backbone. This network topology is beneficial for transporting bulk power from generation to
load centers over long distances.
Power delivery to large urban areas
New transmission into large cities is difficult to site due to right-of-way limitations and land-use
constraints. Compact VSC-based underground transmission circuits can be placed on existing
rights-of-way to carry power and to provide voltage support. The receiving terminal acts like a
virtual generator delivering power and supplying voltage regulation and dynamic reactive power
reserve [154].
Table 58 shows a summary of the HVDC applications by type of converters used.
Table 58: Overview of HVDC applications (adapted from [176])
Long distance
Long distance
transmission over transmission over
land
sea
Natural commutated HVDC with OH lines
Natural commutated HVDC with sea
cables
Capacitor Commutated Converters (CCC)
in Back-to-Back
Capacitor Commutated Converters (CCC)
with OH lines
Capacitor Commutated Converters (CCC)
with sea cables
VSC Converters in Back-to-Back
VSC Converters with OH lines
VSC Converters with sea cables

x

Interconnections of
asynchronous
networks

Windmill
connection to
network

Feed of small
isolated loads

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
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Implemented solutions
While the cumulated installed capacity of HVDC installations (excluding back-to-back stations) in the
systems of the then 25 countries of European Union (EU-25) is shown in Figure 78, Figure 79 displays the
trends of installation of HVDC technologies in the rest of the world. The latter differentiates B2B
connections, conventional HVDC links and VSC-HVDC installations. The VSC technology is rapidly
becoming an important option for low-rating links, since its first installation in 1999 [183].

Figure 78: Installed HVDC capacity in EU-25 [183]

Figure 79: Trends of installation of HVDC
in the rest of the world [183]

Another source [170] shows the trend of HVDC worldwide installed capacity: additional 48 GW are
expected from China alone by 2020.

Figure 80: Development of DC transmission (worldwide installed capacity) [170]
According to [154], there are approximately ten new HVDC projects under construction or active
consideration in North America along with many more projects underway globally. More recent sources
[160] report that future HVDC projects are planned to be implemented in the Mediterranean area and in
Brazil. In the next 2 -3 years the first systems at ± 800 kV will be operational in China and India.
In the European power system of ENTSO-E, there are several full HVDC links, mainly used for long
submarine ties and/or asynchronous systems interconnections. There is currently also an installation of
Back-to-Back (B2B) HVDC (between Finland and Russia) [186]. Further asynchronous interconnections
of both HVDC types, CSC and VSC, are expected at pan-European level in a short-mid-term horizon (as
full or B2B HVDC), namely between Baltic, Scandinavian and Continental European regions [4]. In this
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sense, the interconnection project linking Poland and Lithuania via HVAC and B2B CSC-HVDC has a
strategic role being the first link between the still asynchronised Continental European and Baltic systems
[4]. In the medium term, further interconnections between the Continental European and the Russian
systems, via full or B2B HVDC, are also expected. [186]
Table 59: On-going HVDC projects in the Baltic area[4]
Area
PL-LT

Projects
2xHVAC OHL + BTB in
LT, 1000 MW

LT-SE

VSC-HVDC, 700 MW

EE-FI

VSC-HVDC, 650 MW

LV-SE
PL-RU
(KA):

HVDC, 700 MW
HVAC OHL + BTB in PL
600 MW

End
in two stages (2015 and
2020)
2014-16
2014-15
to be decided, after 2020
2020

Other ongoing/planned projects of HVDC embedded in the AC system (underground/submarine) are
listed below [186]:
• France– Spain: 2000 MW, ±320 kV, 2x65 km DC underground cable, VSC-HVDC
• Italy– France: 1000 MW, ±320 kV, 2x190 km DC underground cable, VSC-HVDC
• Sweden–Norway: 1200 MW, mixed OHL / underground cable, MT-VSC-HVDC
• Finland-Sweden: 800 MW, 500 kV, 103 km DC OHL, 200 km DC submarine cable, CSCHVDC
• UK (England) – UK (Scotland): 1800 MW, 500 kV, 365 km DC submarine cable, CSC-HVDC
• UK (Wales) – UK (Scotland): 2000 MW, 500 kV, 360 km DC submarine cable, CSC-HVDC.
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17.8

Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS)

Definition
A Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System is defined by IEEE as a power electronic based
system and other static equipment that provide control of one or more AC transmission system parameters
to enhance controllability and increase power transfer capability [200].
It is not represented by a single high-power controller, but rather by a collection of controllers, which
singularly or in coordination with others give the possibility to control one or more of the interdependent
parameters that influence the operation of transmission networks [181]. These parameters include the line
series impedance, the shunt impedance, the line current, the nodal voltage amplitude and angular
difference, among others [195], [196].
The principle behind FACTS can be explained by a well-known formula (neglecting active losses)
according to which the active power flow between two nodes (1 and 2) along an AC transmission line can
be expressed as follows:

P1, 2 =

V1V2 ⋅ sin(δ 1, 2 )
X

where:
•

P1, 2 is the active power flow between the two nodes along the line;

•

V1 and V2 represent the respective nodal voltage magnitudes at both ends of the line;

•

X expresses the line reactance;

•

δ 1, 2

represents the voltage angular difference between the two nodes.

The design of the different schemes and configurations of FACTS devices is based on the combination of
traditional power system components, such as transformers, reactors, switches, capacitors, with power
electronics elements, such as transistors and thyristors of various types, with the latter components playing
a crucial role [181].
Key technologies
The main FACTS technologies can be classified as follows [181]:
• Shunt controllers: Shunt controllers are devices mainly able to provide reactive power compensation
and voltage control: they are shunt-connected and may be installed along the transmission route or at
the extremes of a line. The two main shunt controllers are the SVC and the STATCOM.
- A modern device using thyristors is the Static VAR Compensator (SVC). SVC adjusts the amount
of reactive power compensation to the actual system needs and then to the control of voltage. An
SVC is composed of a combination of thyristor controlled reactors (TCR), thyristor switched
capacitors (TSC) and fixed capacitors or reactors.
- The static synchronous compensator (STATCOM or SSC) represents a further development of
the SVC. In the literature this device is also named as static condenser (STATCON), static VAr
generator (SVG), GTO-SVC or Advanced SVC (ASVC). A STATCOM is a static synchronous
generator operated as a shunt-connected reactive compensator whose capacitive or inductive
output current can be controlled independently of the AC system voltage [200]. In contrast to the
SVC, a STATCOM does not use capacitor or reactor banks to produce reactive power. The
reactive power generation or absorption is internally developed in the STATCOM. This device is a
voltage source converter (VSC)-based device using inverters with GTOs (Gate Turn-Off
Thyristor) and DC energy storage capacitors to generate a synchronous voltage. The basic
electronic building block for a STATCOM is a voltage-sourced inverter that converts the DC
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voltage at its input terminals into a three-phase set of output voltages. In terms of operation,
STATCOM has an increased transient rating compared to the SVC in both the inductive and
capacitive operating regions. The inherently available transient rating of the STATCOM is
dependent on the characteristics of the power semiconductors used and the junction temperature at
which the devices are operated. Figure 81 shows the basic scheme of a STATCOM [181].
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Figure 81: Scheme of a STATCOM [181]

•

Series controllers: Series controllers are devices suitable for a more effective control of active power
flow rather than shunt devices, as well as of oscillation damping and transient stability. The series
controllers category includes the following devices: the Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC),
the Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor (TSSC), the Thyristor Switched Series Reactor (TSSR) and
the Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC).
- A complete TCSC module consists of a series capacitor with a parallel path including a thyristor
switch with surge inductor; it also includes a metal-oxide varistor (MOV) for overvoltage
protection and a by-pass breaker, typical of series capacitors. A complete TCSC system may be
comprised of several such modules in series and be a part of an overall project to improve power
system performance together with a conventional series capacitor bank.
- A TSSC (Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor) is a capacitive reactance compensator which
consists of a series capacitor bank shunted by a thyristor switched reactor to provide a stepwise
control of series capacitive reactance. A TSSR (Thyristor Switched Series Reactor) is an inductive
reactance compensator which consists of series reactor shunted by thyristor switched reactor in
order to provide a stepwise control of series inductive reactance [200].
- SSSC, also known as ASC (Advanced Series Compensator) or GTO-CSC, is the evolution of
controlled Series Compensation (SC) devices. While in a controlled SC device the reactive power
is produced or consumed by energy storage elements (capacitors and reactors), another approach is
possible using GTOs by an SSSC device. The SSSC consists of a coupling transformer, a GTO
VSC and a DC circuit. SSSC differs considerably from the series capacitor, the main difference
lying in the operating characteristics. While a controlled SC element from a system viewpoint
represents a (controllable) reactive impedance, a SSSC acts as a controllable voltage source whose
voltage magnitude can be in an operating area controlled independently of the line current. The
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SSSC can be considered functionally as an ideal generator that can be operated with a relatively
small DC storage capacitor in a self-sufficient manner to exchange reactive power with the AC
system or, with an external DC power supply or energy storage, to also exchange independently
controllable active power, analogously to a STATCOM.

Figure 82 shows the basic scheme of a SSSC [181].
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Figure 82: Scheme of a SSSC [181]

•

Combined controllers: They combine several devices, some of them being described as shunt or
series controllers. In general, they have shunt and series capabilities (with the exception of the IPFC
which is a combination of several series controllers). Thyristor Controlled Phase Shifting Transformer
(TCPST), the Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC), the Dynamic Flow Controller (DFC) and the
Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) belong to this third category of FACTS.
- TCPST is based on both thyristor and Phase Shifting Transformer (PST) technologies. Power
electronics has revolutionized the use of phase shifters in power system control because the
replacement of the traditional mechanical tap changers by thyristor valves (to obtain the Thyristor
Controlled PST or TCPST) has increased the response speed of phase shifters and made them
effective for the enhancement of both small-disturbance and transient stability (see
[187][196][198][206][211]). From the electrical point of view two types of TCPST can be
distinguished [188]: the TCPAR (Thyristor Controlled Phase Angle Regulator), a TCPST with
equal magnitude input and output voltages but with a phase shift between these voltages, and the
QBT (Quadrature Boosting Transformer). While for TCPAR the controllable parameter is the
voltage shift angle, for the QBT it is the magnitude of the injected voltage.
- Similarly to TCPST, the Dynamic Flow Controller (DFC) is based on both thyristor and PST
technologies. It combines standard (mechanically switched) PST, a mechanically switched shunt
capacitor (MSC) and multi-module thyristor switched series devices like TSSC and TSSR.
Recent FACTS developments have led to the IPFC [196]. This element consists of two (or more)
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-

SSSCs [211] installed in two (or more) lines and connected at their DC terminals. Thus, in
addition to serially compensate the reactive power, each SSSC can provide real power to the
common DC link from its own line. The IPFC gives then the possibility to solve the problem of
controlling different transmission lines at a determined substation. In fact, the under utilized lines
make available a surplus power which can be used by other lines for real power control. The IPFC
can be considered as a multi-line FACTS device
UPFC is the most powerful and versatile FACTS device, able to independently and autonomously
control voltage amplitude, and real and reactive power flow. This element consists of a shunt and a
series transformer, which are connected via two VSCs, a STATCOM (converter 1 – for the shunt
part) and SSSC (converter 2 – for the series part) [211] , with a common DC link (capacitor).

It is worthwhile mentioning that another possible classification of FACTS is based on the type of
converters used:
• Thyristor Converters, including FACTS devices firstly developed based on thyristors, i.e. SVC,
TCSC, TSSC, TCPST and DFC;
• Voltage Source Converters, based on a more advanced technology, such as gate turn-off (GTO)
thyristors, insulated gate commutated thyristors (IGCT) and insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT).
STATCOM, SSSC, IPFC and UPFC belong to this category.
For more details on the various properties, design details and control applications of such elements, the
reader is referred to a very abundant literature (see [188] [196] and the references therein among others).
Figure 83 displays the two FACTS categorizations.

FACTS devices (fast, static)

Thyristor valve

Voltage source converter
(VSC)

Shunt devices

Static VAr compensator
(SVC)

Static synchronous
compensator (STATCOM)

Series devices

Thyristor controlled series
compensator (TCSC)

Static synchronous series
compensator (SSSC)

Thyristor Switched Series
Capacitor (TSSC)

Combined devices

Dynamic flow controller
(DFC)

Unified/interline power flow
controller (UPFC/IPFC)

Thyristor Controlled Phase
Shifting Transformer
(TCPST)

Figure 83: Overview of major FACTS devices
Another type of classification can be envisaged based on the several generations of FACTS available on
the market.
Concerning FACTS reliability, as most types of FACTS devices do not have yet a high level of
deployment, the figures for the described categories are not all presently available. The most notable
exception is the SVC, as it was the first device being deployed at a commercial scale. For the SVC, the
values of availability claimed in the literature are usually above 99.7%, while manufacturers offer values
of guaranteed availability between 98% and 99% [181].
According to [194], utilities generally claim reliability levels of 94% for FACTS, significantly lower than
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the 99.99% reliability that is typical for the utility system itself.
(More details on FACTS are also contained in REALISEGRID Deliverable D1.2.1 [204]).
Key functions

•

Transmission capacity enhancement
All FACTS devices are designed for an effective enhancement of transmission capacity in a smooth and
rapid way, also reducing undesired loop flows. When comparing series controllers to shunt controllers, the
impact of series elements on the control of active power flow is much more relevant.
• Power flow controllability
Series controllers
Series controllers are more effective for controlling active power flow rather than shunt devices [181]. In
particular, as a TCSC can vary the series impedance continuously to levels below and up to the line’s
natural impedance, it can offer a powerful mean to increase and control power transfer. This secondgeneration FACTS device, which is based on conventional thyristors, can greatly improve power flow
control (see [188][196][198][199][208] [211]). A more flexible and promising, yet costly, opportunity for
power flow controllability is offered by advanced VSC-based series controllers like SSSCs, which can
provide power flow control directly affecting the injected voltage and not the line impedance.
Combined controllers
Different combined shunt and series devices are suitable for power flow control. The most powerful is
certainly the UPFC, suitable for a fast, flexible control.
• Voltage stability
Shunt controllers
Both SVC and STATCOM are extremely effective devices for voltage control and reactive compensation.
Series controllers
Series elements have a very small influence for voltage control.
Combined controllers
The combined shunt and series devices have the big advantage of being able to simultaneously use the
features of shunt and series devices. They are able to improve reactive power compensation and voltage
control like the shunt devices. Among combined controllers, a key function of UPFC is voltage regulation
with continuously variable in-phase/anti-phase voltage injection.
• Transient stability
Shunt controllers
STATCOM, for its dynamic features, is more effective than SVC in terms of transient stability
improvement.
Series controllers
Series controllers are more effective than shunt devices in transient stability improvement, which can be
achieved by modulation of active power. In particular, the TCSC can rapidly respond to control signals to
increase or decrease the capacitance or inductance, thereby reacting to instabilities or unacceptable
dynamic conditions during and after a disturbance. A SSSC offers also the possibility of transient stability
improvement.
Combined controllers
For their dynamic features, these devices can improve transient stability, as the series devices. In particular
the TCPST, like series FACTS devices, has good performances for transient stability improvement (but in
these applications it is less effective than an SSSC). The IPFC is well suitable to increase the effectiveness
of the compensating system for dynamic disturbances. The UPFC for its fast control characteristics is also
a very powerful device towards transient stability enhancement.
• Power oscillation damping
Shunt controllers
Being able to control voltage and reactive power in a continuous and rapid manner, shunt devices allow
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damping of system oscillations [203].
Series Controllers
Series controllers are generally more effective respect to shunt devices in power oscillation damping. In
particular, as SSSC has a very fast (almost instantaneous) response, it can be very effective in the damping
of sub-synchronous oscillations (which may be present due to existing series capacitors). The TCSC can
rapidly respond to control signals to increase or decrease the capacitance or inductance, thereby damping
power oscillation frequencies.
Combined controllers
They can improve power oscillation damping, as the series devices. In particular TCPST, like the series
FACTS devices, has good performances for power oscillation damping although less effective than an
SSSC.
The IPFC gives then the possibility to increase the power oscillation damping.
The UPFC is the most powerful FACTS device also concerning power oscillation damping feature.
Table 60 summarises the key functional specificities of main FACTS devices [181].
Table 60: Comparison of main FACTS devices

Type of FACTS
SVC
STATCOM
TCSC
SSC
TCPST
DFC
IPFC
UPF

Transmission
capacity

Power
flow control

Transient
stability

Voltage
stability

Power
oscillation
damping

■■
■
■■■

■
■
■■

■
■■
■■■

■■■
■■■
■

■
■
■■

■■■
■■
■■

■■■
■■
■■

■■■
■■
■■

■
■
■■

■■
■■
■■

■■■
■■■

■■■
■■■

■■■
■■■

■■
■■■

■■
■■■

■ — Small ■■ — Medium ■■■ — Strong [181]

Key applications
The increased level of uncertainty in generation, demand and network planning require an increased level
of flexibility in transmission systems. FACTS devices, through different types of elements, allow for a
more effective use of lines, closer to their thermal limits, preventing/limiting system congestion, reducing
undesired loop flows and network losses thanks to their features of active and reactive power flow
control, voltage control, and dynamic properties (as described by the key functions).
Specific applications of FACTS devices include, inter alia, the following:
• Wind farm and RES control
Thanks to fast reactive power control, combined with dynamic real power exchange, FACTS devices are
extremely effective for transient stability improvement, voltage control and reactive compensation.
FACTS can be implemented for voltage control in the form of SVC or STATCOM configurations. In
addition to voltage support and control, there are also benefits that can be realized by allowing generating
units to increase real power output by relieving the reactive power requirements through the application of
these dynamic compensation technologies. Thus they can be very suitable for the control of wind farms
outputs ([186][188][196] [198][199][208][211]).

•

Relocatability
FACTS devices may present the interesting feature of the so-called “relocatability”, which is the
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possibility offered by these devices to be moved from one substation to be placed in another substation.
Some applications in this respect have been reported in the UK (SVC) and might be considered also in
other countries. For instance, by incorporating features into the design of a SVC facilitating its future
“relocation”, the risk that these plant items become redundant is annihilated. Hence, the flexibility
resulting from “relocatability” can be of great assistance to power system planners.
• Multi-line applications
In [210] the performances and limitations of multi-line FACTS controllers are analyzed under simplifying
assumptions (steady state; control of only two AC systems). Thanks to an appropriate use of IPFC devices,
an independent controllability over each transmission line of a multi-line power system can be achieved
(in comparison with the use of individually controlled IPFCs on each line).
Implemented solutions
In the following some examples of implemented solutions/solutions under study are provided.
• SVC
The first application of SVC was the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) - Minnesota Power & Light
and Westinghouse project commissioned in 1978 in the USA, with SVCs enabling a 25% power increase
along the line where they were installed. Worldwide, there is a steady increase in the number of
installations. Further developments of SVC equipment have resulted in installations of relocatable SVCs
(RSVCs) in some substations in South Africa and in the UK [201][211].
In Europe, recent SVC projects have been implemented in Norway and Finland. In Norway, two new ±250
Mvar SVC and nine 100 Mvar shunt capacitor banks were installed within or in close electrical vicinity of
the central Norway region. All shunt capacitors were put into operation before the winter of years 20072008. The two new SVC stations, respectively located at Viklandet and Tunnsjødal substations, were
commissioned at the end of 2008. [215]. In Finland, a +200(ind)/-240(cap) Mvar SVC was installed at the
Kangasala substation in 2009 in order to guarantee high attenuation characteristics of electromechanical
inter-area oscillations that may become poorly damped under high power transfer conditions from South
Finland to North Finland and further to Sweden [216].
Moreover, a new SVC in RTE’s existing 225 kV Cheviré substation is scheduled to be energized in Nantes
(north-west of France) by end of October 2011. The SVC will provide dynamic control of the 225 kV
network voltage of the Brittany region during high demand periods since, in the past, Brittany network
was one of the weakest in France [218]. It will complement the two SVC already installed in Brittany in
2008.
Nowadays, an estimation of worldwide installed SVCs exceeds 600 devices for a total installed power of
over 90 GVA [187][209][211].
Installations of SVCs in Europe are expected to further increase, especially in presence of growing RES
penetration. In particular, the following FACTS projects are planned/under study [186]:
- SVC/series controllers in Germany (planned/under study): these types of FACTS are under
consideration, especially for wind integration and power flow control issues;
- Series controllers/SVC in Poland (under study/planned): the different types of FACTS devices might
be very effective to manage active and reactive power flow control, voltage regulation and system
stability control
- SVC/STATCOM in Italy (under study): the SVC and STATCOM are under consideration for static
and dynamic applications.

• STATCOM
After two experimental installations of converter-based reactive compensators during the 80ies, GTOs
with greatly increased rating have become available, and a ±80 MVAR installation, using 4500 V, 3000 A
GTOs, has been carried out in Japan. In the USA, in 1995, a STATCOM rated for ± 100 MVAR was
commissioned at the Sullivan substation of the TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority) power system. In this
case the GTOs are rated for 4500 V and 4000 A to control a 161 kV bus voltage [181]. Nowadays, an
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estimation of worldwide installed STATCOMs amounts to ca. 20 devices for a total installed power of
over 1200 MVA [187][209][211]. Installations of STATCOMs in Europe are expected to further increase,
especially in presence of growing RES penetration.
• TCSC
In 1991 a multi-segment, mechanically-switched series compensation system was installed in USA by
American Electric Power (AEP) at its Kanawha River substation, with one phase of one segment
augmented with a thyristor switch. Further TCSC installations have concerned the North-American and
also the South-American systems. A single-module TCSC was built for Western Area Power
Administration (WAPA) and put in operation at Kayenta substation in 1992. This system is located at the
mid-point of a 320 km, 230 kV line and increases power transfer on the line by 100 MW. A complete
multi-module TCSC was installed on the Slatt substation of Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) in
1993. A large application of TCSCs has been carried out in Brazil, where a TCSC is used in combination
with 5 conventional series capacitors on a 1017 km long line in the 500 kV transmission system. In this
application (operating since 1999), the TCSC system is utilised for oscillations damping and transient
stability enhancements.
The newest applications have been carried out in India and in China [187][209].
Nowadays, an estimation of worldwide installed TCSCs amounts to 10-15 devices (of which only one in
Europe so far, at Stöde substation in Sweden) for a total installed power of over 2000 MVA [187][211].
• SSSC
An example of a pilot SSSC project in Europe is the use of a SSSC for power flow control in the 220 kV
Spanish transmission network described in [217]. The initial studies performed by REE indicate that the
proposed SSSC is able to solve some of the overload problems detected in the 220 kV grid of the Spanish
Electrical System.
Some other series controllers projects are planned/under study in UK (England-Scotland) (planned) and in
Sweden (under study) [216].

• UPFC
There are currently three UPFC implemented solutions worldwide, out of which one is in South Korea and
two are in the USA.
- UPFC, Kang-Jin, Kepco, South Korea: Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) has installed an
80 MVA UPFC at its 154 kV Kang-Jin Substation in South Korea. The device, manufactured by
Siemens & Hyosung, has been operational since October 2002[190].
- UPFC, Inez, AEP, USA: American utility AEP, in a joint effort with EPRI and Westinghouse,
undertook the development and application of the world’s first high power UPFC in 1997-1998. This
UPFC is located at AEP’s substation in Inez, Kentucky (USA). It employs two GTO based converters,
each rated ±160 MVA, connected by a common DC link. One converter is connected in shunt
configuration with the transmission line and the other one is in series. The two converters can be
decoupled and operated separately, one as a STATCOM, the other as an SSSC, each with converter
ratings of ±160 MVA. Figure 84 shows an aerial view of UPFC installation at Inez substation [203].
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Figure 84: Aerial view of the UPFC installation (Inez, AEP, USA) [193]

-

CSC, Marcy, NYPA, USA: The project Convertible Static Compensator (CSC) was developed by
New York Power Authority (NYPA) and EPRI to establish further control concepts for all the
converter-based FACTS devices and to provide benefits to the New York transmission system. The
scope is then to allow additional system flow for a variety of loading patterns and contingencies. CSC
can be used in eleven configurations: STATCOM 1, STATCOM 2, both STATCOMs, SSSC 1, SSSC
2, both SSSCs, STATCOM 1 + SSSC 2, STATCOM 2 + SSSC 1, UPFC 1, UPFC 2, IPFC [193]. The
project finished its first stage in 2001. The analysis made ex post has shown an improvement in the
power flow and, in particular, in the congested segment Utica-to-Albany, an increase of stability and
reliability [181].
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17.9

Wind powered pumped hydro storage to store/supply electricity in case
of fast turbine shut-down

Definition
This technology deals with the management of sudden wind turbine shut down resulting from weather
phenomena, thanks to hydro storage devices.
Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS) is the oldest and largest of all the commercially available energy
storage technologies. Among all the storage equipments, it is clearly in the energy management category
with the highest power ratings and highest discharge times.
Conventional PHS facilities consist of 2 large reservoirs located at different altitudes. During off-peak
hours, water is pumped from the lower reservoir to the upper one. During peak hours, water is released
back to the lower reservoir through turbines generating electric power. The technology is mature and can
reach round trip efficiency of 80%.
The considered technology stems from these conventional applications to adapt it to the specific context
of wind offshore which is introduced below.
Key technologies
Offshore wind farms will expand in the next 10 years in order to meet the 2020 EU 27 targets. Recent
experience from existing offshore and onshore wind farms show that geographical concentration of wind
power leads to increased wind power variability97. Especially the response to storm front passages is
critical:
• storm front passages must lead to a sudden shut down of the wind farm as the wind speed exceeds
the cut-out wind speed (typically 25 m/s);
• experience has shown that a large offshore wind farm can shut down from full power to zero
power in 3-5 minutes (extreme event);
• extrapolating this result to the planned offshore development in the North Sea shows that a
realistic scenario would lead to the shut-down of several GW of wind power within less than an
hour as a result of a front passage.
Present approaches
Obviously, such a response will raise new challenges when it comes to securely operating the whole
European electric system. The storm passages will be a threat to the whole system reliability and stability,
unless the wind power shut down is coordinated with sufficient standby reserves, ready to take over power
demands under sufficiently short notice. A first “soft” solution to face this issue is considered by some
Baltic countries: coordinated system control during storm passage, with wind farms in Denmark being
shut down and balanced by hydro power plants in Norway will be possible, since West Denmark and
Norway are connected via a DC interconnector operated with limited ramp rates: the control of such an
interconnector becomes an integrated part of this balancing.
Conversely an approach based on existing infrastructure is explored by some utilities to improve the
power matching gap between generation and consumption: existing hydro storage systems could be

97 Experience with the first large offshore wind farms in Denmark has shown that offshore wind power is significantly more
variable than power from similar capacity located onshore. This is due to geographical concentration of offshore wind power
within areas of limited extension, because power generations from closely located wind turbines are much correlated at time
scales higher than a few minutes.
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revamped to cope with the variability of wind power. For instance, in Lithuania, the Kruonis Pumped
Storage Power Plant (PSPP) is presently having a capacity of 800 MW (with a designed capacity of 1 600
MW): such a plant could be used for balancing wind power thus transferring massive amount of wind
electricity from neighbouring EU countries. Yet, the capacity of the Kruonis PSPP is not smoothly
adjustable (4 x 200 MW). Completing with two additional not adjustable hydroelectric generating sets 2 x
200 MW and 6 smoothly adjustable hydroelectric sets (for instance 2 x (100 MW + 50 MW + 25 MW))
would give more flexibility to this facility. Improved management and control of hydroelectric sets of this
Kruonis PSPP could then significantly increase the flexibility and power matching between supply and
demand, provided that new control algorithms are developed jointly with such adjustable configurations.
Last but not least, new concepts like the large “Energy Island”, a multi-gigawatt offshore storage facility
are under consideration in The Netherlands [256] showing the growing needs of new types of hydro
storage facilities to cope with wind or tidal variability.
Future RD&D issues
In the short term (in a 5 years’ time horizon), several technology challenges need to be addressed:

• Planned and controlled storm shut down based on weather predictions to minimize
•

•

•

•

98

uncertainties about the shutdown of wind farms during a storm passage98: wind speeds more
frequently exceeds 25 m/s offshore than onshore, especially in open sea like in the North Sea.
Highly controllable hydro power plants: hydropower is the only renewable energy with
possibilities of storing electricity. A hydro power plant can be regulated, thus suitable for
balancing of fast and large wind generation losses due storm shut downs. Yet, hydropower
peaking, and hence rapid variations in flow and hydro reservoir levels, lead to new challenges for
the operation of the hydropower system and may have adverse effects on the rotating machinery,
the hydraulic structures, the dams and tunnels, and also rivers and reservoirs. These effects may
have adverse environmental impacts, if not mitigated or operated in an environmental sound way.
Hydro power plants must show how to contribute to balance strongly variable wind power at short
and long time scales. At hydro power plant level, it must be shown that:
o hydro power plants can be controlled with respect to real-time balancing power based on
the implementation of different control strategies;
o mechanical and environmental stress on the turbine and the hydrological system can be
managed.
Operating HVDC interconnectors with respect to real-time balancing power: this requires
additional control mechanisms to stabilise the electric system. These trading and security issues of
existing interconnectors must be taken into account when modifying the operation for storm
control.
Coordinated system control for the coordinated balancing operation of wind farms,
interconnection and hydropower storage, have to be designed and tested. At the system control
and coordination level, work must be done to:
o specify the procedure for the coordinated actions by TSOs, wind and hydro power plant
operators;
o implement coordinated balancing operations of wind farm, interconnection and hydro
power storage.
Wind farm management: at wind farm level, there is a need for
o specifications and development of control algorithms and implementation on a single
onshore wind turbine (monitoring mechanical and environmental stresses on the turbine,

See the background results from the ongoing EU project SafeWind on predictions of extreme weather situations
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tests on a single onshore wind turbine);
o implementation of the control algorithms into an offshore wind farm to proof a secure and
reliable operation under variable wind conditions.
Key functions
When compared to generation units, such facilities are able to quickly respond to changing market
conditions (as short as 10 minutes from complete shutdown to full power). When maintained on stand-by
they could reach full power within 10-30 seconds. They could easily contribute to balancing for system
stability by switching from an absorption mode of excess power into a generation mode in case of
emergency.
Once such type of systems is widely spread, it is expected that system operators will benefit from a
reliable and secure system wide control of power production from offshore wind during storm events.
Additional facilities could be provided to wind farm operators and transmission system operators by these
systems such as:
 the assessment of weather forecasting performances for storm control purposes;
 the feasibility of storm controllers on offshore wind farms;
 the building of realistic scenarios for the operations of hydro power plants in future power systems;
including hydrological changes and market behaviours;
 environmental impact studies of demonstrated operation of hydro power plants.
Key applications
 System wide frequency regulation and contingency reserves,
 Arbitraging power in power grids with sufficient difference between on- and off-peak prices and
demand levels.
 System wide control of wind offshore generation during storm events.
Implemented solutions
Under research and development stage: see the implementation tests mentioned above in the “present
approaches” section.
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17.10 Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)
Definition
Compressed Air Energy Storage allows to store energy generated at off-peak electrical periods through an
air compression process into an underground reservoir (cavern or mine) and to regenerate it during onpeak electricity periods thanks to a gas-fired turbine generator.
Key technologies
The main components of a Compressed Air Energy Storage system are [245]:
- Power generator for the alternate engagement of the compressor and turbine
- Air compressors with low pressure and high pressure casings for efficient compression and air
cooling before discharge into the cavern
- High and low pressure expansion turbines
- Controls for operation (switchover charge/discharge, etc.)
- Balance of plant auxiliary equipment (fuel supply, mechanical, electrical, piping and cooling
systems)
- An underground reservoir.

Figure 85: CAES technology [249]
The peaking gas turbine power plant used in CAES consumes less than 40% of the gas used in
conventional gas turbine to produce the same amount of electric output power. This is because, unlike
conventional gas turbines that consume about 2/3 of their input fuel to compress air at the time of
generation, CAES pre-compresses air using the low cost electricity from the power grid at off-peak times
and utilizes that energy later along with some gas fuel to generate electricity as needed [245].
Suitable geological conditions are needed to implement such facilities. The compressed air is often stored
in appropriate underground mines or caverns created inside salt rocks. It takes about 1.5 to 2 years to
create such a cavern by dissolving salt.
The use of wind energy to power the compression cycle is also an option for excess of generation over
demand in electricity production [246].
When compared to the other power or energy storage technologies, CAES is positioned at the highest
level (just after PHS) in term of system power rating (range 100MW-1GW) with long discharge time
(hours).
Energy density: 12 kWh/m3 at 100 bars ; Efficiency: 70% to 80% ; Lifecycle: 10000 at 80% Depth of
Discharge
Adiabatic CAES is a variant investigated in a recent EU project [255].
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Key functions
CAES provides energy management through long-duration energy storage with fast ramp rates [253]
Key applications

•

Energy management

CAES belongs to the energy management type functional category; thus it is fully suitable to decouple the
timing of generation and consumption of electric energy ([247]). It has historically been used for grid
management applications, such as load shifting, peak power management, and regulation control [253]. It
is the only technology in commercial operation (besides pumped hydro storage) able to provide large scale
storage deliverability (more than 100 MW) for use in the wholesale power market [245]

•

Balancing of wind energy generation

Future climate policies open the way for wind balancing applications, such as the production of baseload
electricity from wind turbine arrays coupled with CAES [253], storage of wind energy during times of
transmission curtailment; and reinjection onto the grid during times of shortfalls in wind output.
Such wind balancing applications require not only large-scale, long duration storage, but also fast output
response times and siting availability in wind-rich regions. [253]

Implemented solutions
The first commercial CAES has been in exploitation since the late 70s: a 290 MW facility in Hundorf,
Germany in 1978; a 110 MW unit in McIntosh (Alabama) in 1991. These are fast acting plants that can be
in service in 15 minutes upon a call [250].
The third commercial CAES, the largest ever, is a 2 700 MW plant planned for construction in Norton,
Ohio in a mine. System operations for a full charge of the cavern foresee, for the 2 700 MW facility, either
an entire 16-hour period or a continuous operation for 18 days (43 200 MWh) ([245])
Source [245] mentions the following projects: 500 MW in Texas; 1050 MW in the former Soviet Union;
3X100 MW in Israel; 100 MW in Luxembourg; 25 MW in Sesta, Italy; 35 MW in Japan.
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17.11 Flywheel Energy Storage (FES)
Definition
Flywheel Energy Storage (FES) works by accelerating a rotor (flywheel) to a very high speed and
maintaining the energy in the system as rotational energy. The energy is converted back by slowing down
the flywheel. Most FES systems use electricity to accelerate and decelerate the flywheel.
FES systems generally can be charged and discharged at high rates for many cycles. Typical state-of-theart composite rotor designs have specific energy of up to 100 Wh/kg, with high specific power [223].
Flywheel energy storage technologies broadly fall into two classes: low speed flywheels, and high-speed
flywheels. Low speed flywheels, with typical operating speeds up to 6000 rpm (rounds per minute), have
steel rotors and conventional bearings [223]. High-speed flywheels, the most advanced technology, have
rotors made of high strength carbon-composite filaments, suspended by magnetic bearings, and spinning at
speeds from 20000 to over 50000 rpm in a vacuum enclosure. Such flywheels can reach the needed speed
in a range of minutes - much quicker than some other forms of energy storage.
Figure 86 shows an example of flywheel units.

Figure 86: Example of flywheel units
While high-power flywheels are developed and deployed for aerospace and uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) applications, there is an effort, pioneered by Beacon Power in the USA [219], to optimize low cost
commercial flywheel designs for long duration operation (up to several hours).
2 kW/6 kWh systems are used in telecom services today. Megawatts for minutes or hours can be stored
using a flywheel farm approach. Forty 25 kW/25 kWh wheels can store 1 MW for 1 hour efficiently in a
small footprint.
Key technologies
Mechanical inertia is the basis of this storage method. A heavy rotating disc is accelerated by an electric
motor, which acts as a generator on reversal, slowing down the disc and producing electricity. Electricity
is stored as the kinetic energy of the disc. Friction must be kept to a minimum to prolong the storage time.
This is often achieved by placing the flywheel in a vacuum and using magnetic bearings, tending to make
the method expensive. Although larger flywheel speeds allow greater storage capacity, they require strong
materials, such as steel or composite materials, resisting centrifugal forces (or rather, to provide centripetal
forces).
The following technical features characterize FES systems:
Available power:
0.1 to 2 MW with an availability of a few minutes
The capacity of single rotors ranges from 0.25 kWh to 6 kWh. Multiple rotor modules can be paralleled
(for example, Active Power can provide paralleled systems with capacity and power up to around 7 kWh
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at 2000 kW using 8 rotors; Urenco can provide 25 kWh at 2.1 MW for traction applications using ten
modular systems).
Leading flywheel developers believe that compact flywheels are feasible with megawatt power and about
500 MJ (~140 kWh) stored energy, levels which are of interest for electric utility line stabilisation [223].
Batteries are more convenient at long discharge times, while capacitors are suited at short discharge times.
In between, flywheels have a significant advantage in discharge time of 1 to 100 seconds, and discharge
powers above 20 kW, as illustrated in Figure 87.

Figure 87: Suitability of various energy storage technologies [226]
Power and energy density
Steel rotors have specific energy up to around 5 Wh/kg, while high speed composite rotors have achieved
specific energy up to 100 Wh/kg. The power density ranges from 7 to 20 kWh/m3. Typical maximum inout efficiency is of 92% [223].
Cycling and lifetime
7

The ability to withstand continuous cycling for up to 10 cycles at high power is one of the key advantages
of flywheels. However, operation over a wider speed range (lower minimum speed) can reduce the number
of cycles. This means that a higher capacity at reduced power can be offered for applications such as UPS
systems, where a high cycling lifetime is not required [223].
Key functions

• Short-term storage of electrical energy (low storage time, quick discharge time)
Key applications
Flywheels are suitable for applications requiring continuous cycling, high reliability, high power, low
storage time up to several minutes (ratio of capacity to power), capacity in the kWh range, and short term
storage. FES are thus well suited to load-leveling applications and for improving power quality in
renewable energy systems.
The main applications at present are implemented in other sectors than power transmission. Among them,
one can mention: uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) systems, telecommunications, and transport
(railways).
Future applications targeted by manufacturers address also the electricity sector: UPS (during diesel
generator start-up time), power quality (power injection, mitigation of voltage dips/sags), power system
stability, integration of renewable energy systems, and acceleration & regenerative braking.
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More specifically, FES are relevant for power grid stability as well as facilitating RES integration.
• Power frequency, voltage and dynamics control
Grid frequency regulation addresses the balance between the network's power generation and load. FES
are based on kinetic energy storage technology in high-speed flywheels.
Performance modelling results in a demonstration programme [219] indicate that a modular flywheel
system matrix is effective in providing frequency regulation. The controlled injection or absorption of
reactive power, inherent to the system, extends its capability to provide voltage support. Furthermore, fast
acting control electronics allows for the damping of grid oscillations. Once combined and deployed in
moderate numbers, such operations could help prevent frequency and voltage shifts that have been linked
to significant blackouts in recent history.
• RES integration facilitation
The ability to ensure power smoothing for renewable energy sources combined to regulatory aspects in
terms of power quality should be a strong driver for the use of flywheel energy storage for the integration
of renewable energy source [223].
Implemented Solutions
In [223], the main technology developers and manufacturers are mentioned. One can mention Active
Power, Acumentrics Corporation, AFS Trinity Power Corporation, Beacon Power, Flywheel Energy
Systems, Pentadyne, Piller, TSI (Tribology Systems Inc.), and Urenco Power Technologies.

• Implemented solutions in the USA
An investigation performed in the USA on electrical energy storage provided specific information on FES
[246].
Table 61 describes the FES technology field tests supported by the US DOE Energy Storage Program.
Table 61: Flywheel field tests supported by the US DOE [246]

Partner

Contractor

System /
Size

Location

Commissioning
Date

Completion of
monitoring and
evaluation

CEC

Beacon
Power

Flywheel
100 kW

PG&E DUIT,
CA

March 2006

December 2006

NYSERDA

Beacon
Power

Flywheel
100 kW

Amsterdam,
NY

June 2006

August 2007

The Smart Energy Matrix by Beacon Power Corporation, now being demonstrated on a scale-power level
in two States (New York and California) in the USA, is a prototype for a non-polluting, megawatt-level,
utility-grade flywheel-based solution that would provide sustainable frequency regulation services [219].
Beacon’s New York-based flywheel demonstration system was installed in March 2006 and began its
formal field trial in June 2006. The goal was to determine its ability to provide fast response frequency
regulation, as well as reactive power. In comparison to California, where Beacon’s system was controlled
by a signal sent every four seconds by the grid operator, the New York system consistently responded to
frequency variations it sensed through its direct grid connection. In addition, the system also successfully
demonstrated its ability to provide reactive power, a secondary service that the grid requires to maintain
stability.
Later on, a second megawatt of Flywheel Energy Storage was connected to the New England power grid.
This new system, which is providing frequency regulation services, doubles the energy storage capacity
now in operation within that power system. This second FES system is operating on a separate, higher226

voltage power line with respect to the first one and uses a different interconnection, transformer and meter.
Beacon's first 1 MW Smart Energy Matrix FES system has been absorbing and injecting electricity to
provide frequency regulation services on New England grid since November 2008. New FES installations
of the same type (for a total 5 MW) are under construction or planned.
Also, a 20 MW plant project for frequency regulation is under development in the USA (Stephentown,
New York) by Beacon Power. While performing frequency regulation, the FES system will receive two
input signals from the system operator.
Frequency regulation is a grid service performed by maintaining a tight balance between electricity supply
and demand. Beacon’s 20 MW plant has been designed to provide frequency regulation services by
absorbing electricity from the grid when production exceeds consumption, and storing it as kinetic energy
in a matrix of flywheel systems. When there is not enough power to meet demand, the flywheels then
inject it back into the grid, thus helping maintain proper electricity frequency.
Thanks to its ability to recycle electricity efficiently and act like a “shock absorber” to the grid, the
flywheel plant will also help support the integration of greater amounts of intermittent wind and solar
power resources. However, unlike conventional fossil fuel-powered generators that provide frequency
regulation, Beacon’s plant will not consume any fuel, nor will it directly produce greenhouse gas
emissions or other air pollutants [225].

• Implemented solutions in Europe
Regarding applications in Europe, a similar solution has also been implemented by EDA (Electricidade
dos Açores) in the Azores on the islands of Graciosa and Flores [222]. This system uses an 18 MW
flywheel to improve power quality and thus allow increased renewable energy usage. These systems are
again designed to smooth out transient fluctuations in supply, and could never be used to cope with an
outage of couple of days or more.
The most powerful Flywheel Energy Storage systems currently for sale on the market can hold up to 133
kWh of energy.
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17.12 Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)
Definition
A SMES storage subsystem consists of a superconducting magnet that stores energy in a magnetic field.
This magnetic field is created by the flow of direct current in a coil of superconducting material.
Key technologies
The main hardware of a SMES consists of three components: the magnetic storage unit, the cryostat, and
the power conversion system. The superconducting system stores energy in the magnetic field created by
the flow of direct current in a coil of superconducting material. Figure 88 shows the main components of a
Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) System.
The superconducting coil could be of different types: refrigeration requirements range from liquid helium
coolant at 4.2K for a niobium-titanium superconducting coil to high temperature superconducting
components with critical temperature up to 77K. In the standby mode, the current continually circulates
through the normally closed switch ‘S’, as shown below. The power supply continuously provides a small
trickle charge to replace the energy lost in the non-superconducting part of the circuit in the standby mode.
[245][251]

Figure 88: Main Components of a SMES system [251]
The following technical features characterize SMES systems:
SMES are able to store energy with a loss of only 0.1% per hour (this is required for the cooling system),
compared to a loss of about 1% per hour for flywheels. It is claimed that SMES is 97-98% efficient and it
is much better at providing reactive power on demand ([252]).
(n.b.: round trip efficiency according to [245] is 99%; life expectation: 20 years + [245])
SMES devices are also very compact for the amount of energy stored.
Key functions
• Transmission system stability
In a SMES system, energy is stored within a magnet that is capable of releasing megawatts of power
within a fraction of cycle to replace a sudden loss in line power. The SMES recharges within minutes and
can repeat the charge and discharge sequence thousands of times without any degradation of the magnet.
They can therefore be used in enhancing transmission line stability, transmission line capacity and
performance [252].
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•

Power quality enhancement and voltage stability
Some SMES systems are designed to improve the power quality for critical loads and to provide carryover
energy during voltage sags and momentary power outages. When combined with power electronics units,
they allow rapidly re-injecting both real and reactive power. Fast response to voltage fluctuations can thus
protect the transmission grid from short term events, such as voltage dips within 1 or 2 second.
Key applications
• Applications requiring high power in short energy bursts
The energy available in a SMES system is independent of the discharge rate. This characteristic along
with its quick response time (compared to conventional energy supply technologies) makes SMES
suitable for applications that require high power in short energy bursts.
Moreover, due to the high level of investment cost of the superconducting wire and refrigeration system,
SMES are not relevant for transmission capacity deferral or for competitive diurnal storage applications:
large energy storage capacity is required for such an application. Hence, SMES are relevant for short
duration storage: applications can be foreseen by transmission utilities for transmission line stability and
voltage stability [251].
Discharge ratings of 100+MW for durations in seconds are typical for transmission line stability
applications (i.e. the ability to keep all components on a transmission line in sync and prevent system
collapse). Superconducting magnets, with their energy availability independent of the discharge rating, are
especially attractive for transmission line stability [251].
HTS Power Transmission Cables coupled with SMES appear as a natural implementation.
Implemented solutions
SMES units are widespread all over the world for power quality control in industry (small units in the
class of 1MW) and for grid stability in distribution systems.
More specifically in transmission systems, an application in voltage stability enhancement can be
mentioned in northern Wisconsin: six distributed SMES units have been deployed, reaching a capacity of
approximately 20 MWh, and able to provide 400 MW of power for 100 seconds or 10 MW of power for 2
hours [245].
So far, SMES have only operated on a relatively small scale: SMES systems are able to store up to about
10 MW for the power quality market [251]. SMES systems with higher capacities (10-100 MW, with
storage times of minutes or hundreds of MW, but only for a second) are under development. Storage
capacities up to 2000 MW are discussed, but it should be noted that theoretically a coil of around 150500 m radius would be able to support a load of 5000 MWh, at 1000 MW, depending on the peak field
and ratio of the coil's height and diameter ([251][252]).
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17.13

Sodium-Sulphur (Na-S) batteries

Definition
A NAS battery consists of an electrochemical cell with liquid (molten) sulfur at the positive electrode and
liquid (molten) sodium at the negative electrode as active materials separated by a solid beta alumina
ceramic electrolyte.
Key technologies
As described in [247], the electrolyte allows only the positive sodium ions to go through it and combine
with the sulfur to form sodium polysulfides: 2Na + 4S = Na2S4
During discharge, positive Na+ ions flow through the electrolyte and electrons flow in the external circuit
of the battery producing about 2 volts.
This process is reversible as charging causes sodium polysulfides to release the positive sodium ions back
through the electrolyte to recombine as elemental sodium. The battery is kept at about 300°C to allow this
electrochemical process.

Figure 89: Main Components of NaS battery [247]
Advantages of NaS batteries are in their technical characteristics and their flexibility of use. They allow
indeed:
- a high energy density storage;
- with high charging and discharging efficiency (efficiency of NaS battery reaches about 89% at
normal operation);
- long life time, 2500 cycles at 100% DoD (Deep of Discharge), 4500 cycles at 90% of DoD and
40000 cycles at 20% of DoD, according to [245]. Another source [247] indicates shorter life time
(approx. 2000 - 4000 cycles) at 80% DoD;
- no restriction on raw materials [245], [248].
Key functions
- Peak shaving by energy arbitrage according to on-peak and off-peak hours;
- Ancillary services to the grid (frequency / voltage control);
- Power quality services for end users.
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Key applications
NaS batteries can provide power either a single continuous discharge or a larger but shorter pulse of
power, which opens a variety of applications [245]:
- energy management (in peak shaving) according to market conditions;
- power quality in the retail electricity market (to mitigate voltage sags or power momentary outages);
- integration of wind energy into the power system (ensuring the stabilization of variable energy output
of wind turbine) [245];
- integration of photovoltaic generation into the power system.
In addition to the power shifting between on-peak and off-grid periods, sodium sulfur batteries could be
used to stabilize the wind farm power output due to wind fluctuations. In comparison to CAES or power
hydro storage facilities they are not bound to location or geological type constraints even though some
specific authorization would be needed to ensure a proper safety of operation.
According to [221], the major applications are peak shaving for T&D upgrade deferral and small load
leveling applications.
Due to the high energy density, applications exist also in the transport and space sectors.
Implemented solutions
Several projects are under development in Europe, in Japan and the US.
• US
According to [247], and [250], U.S. utilities have deployed 9 MW for peak shaving, backup power,
firming wind capacity and other applications; and project development is in-progress for an equal amount.
The first NAS battery system was installed in North America (Ohio) in 2002 by American Electric Power
Ohio. System rating was 100 kW, 720 kWh in the peak shaving mode and a 30 second 500 kW for pulse
applications [245].
However, according to [246] the 1st full scale NGK NaS battery installation outside Japan was at an AEP
substation in Charleston (West Virginia), with a module of 1MW/7.2MWh. Such system can be used in a
peak shaving load levelling (1MW/7.2h) or in a power quality mode (5MW;30s). A second NaS system is
tested in a bus depot in Long Island (NY State) [246]
General Electric Company (GE) announced plans to establish a NaS battery manufacturing facility in
Schenectady, NY, in 2009.
• Japan
NaS battery technology has been demonstrated at over 190 sites in Japan (NGK Insulators, Ltd) totaling
more than 270 MW with stored energy suitable for 6 hours daily peak shaving. The largest NaS
installation is a 34 MW, 245 MWh units for wind power stabilization in Northern Japan (at a 51MW wind
farm in Rokkashura Futamata -Aomori Prefecture in 2008). [254]
Another installation is mentioned by [245]: a 2 MW, 14.4 MWh NaS battery system to carry out peak
shaving to face punctual planned peak events.
As of 2008, sodium-sulfur batteries are only manufactured by one group, the NGK/TEPCO consortium,
which is producing 90 MW of storage capacity each year. NGK intends to expand the production to 150
MW /year in 2010.
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Figure 90: Annual Production Capacity of NGK [254]

Figure 91: NaS battery installations by NGK [247]
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17.14 Flow batteries (Energy/Power Storage)
Definition
A flow battery is a rechargeable battery in which electrolyte flows through a power cell/reactor that
converts chemical energy to electricity. Additional electrolyte is stored in tanks, separately from the
electrochemical cell(s).
Among the various classes of flow batteries one should mention:
- the redox (reduction-oxidation) flow battery, in which all electroactive components are dissolved
in the electrolyte. This class includes the vanadium redox flow battery, and the polysulfide
bromide battery (Regenesys);
- the hybrid flow battery where at least one electroactive component is deposited as a solid layer.
Hybrid flow batteries include the zinc-bromine, cerium-zinc and all-lead flow batteries.
The redox flow battery design allows the scaling of system fully independently in terms of power and in
terms of energy (the energy is related to the electrolyte volume -tank size- and the power to the reactor
size); whereas the hybrid flow battery remains limited in energy to the amount of solid material that can
be accommodated within the reactor.
In operation, flow batteries allow fast recharging process by replacing the electrolyte liquid while
simultaneously recovering the spent material for re-energization. Regarding the discharge time, the main
differences between the two classes are:
- a redox flow battery at full power discharge time ranges from several minutes to many days,
- a hybrid flow battery discharge time ranges from several minutes to a few hours.
Key technologies
Flow batteries store and release energy through electrochemical reaction between two electrolytes. Redox
flow batteries are subject to reduction and oxidation reactions taking place at cathodes and anodes
respectively. The chemistry in each redox type (vanadium or polysulfide bromide (PSB)) is specific. The
design of each system is also specific: PSB systems are designed at a system level requiring specific
arrays of cell stacks for the desired power rating and specific storage tank size ; zinc bromine and cerium
zinc manufacturers have fixed modular units of power and of energy storage, both being interrelated.
Vanadium redox manufacturers combine both strategies.
The process of charge/discharge is reversible and highly flexible allowing a spectrum of applications in
transmission, renewable energy and retail. According to the type of desired storage application (energy or
power):
- available power: 0,1 to 10 MW
- availability: 8 to 20 hours.
The following techno economic features characterize flow batteries systems. It should be noted that since
the power and the energy components of flow batteries are decoupled, power related costs and energy
related costs are driven by the type of targeted applications (power or energy storage), and the system
optimization is dependent on such application.
One should also mention that the installations costs are dependent on the type of the flow battery
considered. PSB are usually constructed on site, leading to high turnkey costs, whereas zinc bromine and
cerium zinc are modular with lower turnkey costs. The vanadium redox energy system combines modular
and on-site construction. Other advantages are the ability to operate at ambient temperatures (5°C to
45°C), the use of non toxic elements, the weight of flow batteries due to a construction based on plastic
components in the reactor stacks, piping, and tanks holding the electrolytes.
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Vanadium redox

All vanadium: VO2+ + 2H+ + V2+ ↔ VO2+ + H2O + V3+
Efficiency: 75% AC to AC round trip efficiency including power conversion system losses
Life time : 10000 charges and discharges, 7 to 15 years depending on applications
Investment: 1828USD/kW among which 80% for the storage module [245]
Total energy costs: 300 to 1000 USD/kWh [245]
Energy density: 25-35 Wh/kg [231]
Polysulfide bromide

Br-S (RegenesysTM): 3 NaBr + Na2S4 ↔ NaBr3 + 2 Na2S2
Efficiency: 65% AC to AC round trip efficiency including power conversion system losses
Life time : about 15 years depending on applications
Investment: 1094USD/kW among which 80% for the storage module [245]
Total energy costs: 160 to 185 USD/kWh [245]
Zinc bromine

Zn-Br : Zn2+ + 2 Br - ↔ Zn + Br2(aq)
Efficiency: 70-75% AC to AC round trip efficiency including power conversion system losses
Life time : at least 2000 charges and discharges, estimated to 10 years depending on applications
Investment: 639 USD/kW among which 60% for the storage module [245]
Total energy costs: 400 USD/kWh [245]
Energy density: 50-60 Wh/kg according to [227]; 37 Wh/kg according to [246][227] for the 50 kWh ZBB
module
Cerium zinc
Efficiency: 70% DC to DC round trip efficiency including power conversion system losses
Life time : about 15 years depending on applications
Investment: 750-1000 USD/kW among which 50% for the storage module (Plurion Systems)
Future technology challenges for flow batteries shall target the improvement of energy density, the
increase in voltages and life-cycle duration. In terms of research and development the following
challenges can be mentioned:
- improvement of electrolyte stability;
- improvement of the resistance to corrosion of electrodes;
- identification of new type of electrochemical reactions with faster kinetics, higher voltages
/energy densities;
- membranes improvement for longer life cycle;
- organic based flow systems for higher cell voltage.
In parallel, optimization of the system design is needed at each stage and at the system level:
- electrolyte manufacturing;
- recycling of electrolytes;
- supply of Vanadium;
- overall system cost reduction.
Key functions
In transmission and distribution systems such batteries could provide the following functions:

• Load levelling and RES integration facilitation
The battery is used to store off peak electricity and provide electricity at peak time when it is more costly.
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It can also smooth renewable energy generation: storing at high production phase /discharging at periods
when demand is high.
• Management of peak demand
Spikes of demand are met by the battery.
• Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)
The battery is used if the main power fails to provide an uninterrupted supply.
Key applications
• Large stationary applications,
Flow batteries could be considered for relatively large (100 kW - 10 MW) stationary applications (PSB
are suitable for higher power ratings than vanadium redox batteries and zinc bromine)
• Load levelling for wind farms
The use of vanadium redox flow batteries for load levelling, as shown by experiments at RISOE in wind
farm applications, is already showing promising results.
Applications in other sectors (transport, mobile applications, telecoms) are also developed.
Implemented solutions
The main technology developers and manufacturers are:
- Vanadium redox: Vanteck VRB (Canada), Sumitomo Electric Industries (SEI, Japan), KashimaKita Electric Power Corporation (KKEPC belonging to Mistubishi, Japan), PTT Plc and
Cellenium Company (Thailand), Cellstrom (Austria), ReDT (UK; Ireland);
- Polysulfide bromine: Regenesys Technologies Ltd was the only developer of the technology,
VRB Power system acquired in 2005 the technological base of Regenesys;
- Zinc bromine flow battery: ZBB Energy Corporation, Premium Power Corporation, Redflow
(Australia);
- Cerium Zinc: Plurion Systems (UK).
For each technology, a list of installations is provided below (most of them being demonstrations or pilot
project) [227][228][230][250].
Vanadium redox flow battery:
- A 250kW/520 kWh vanadium bromide battery at the University of Stellenbosch (near Cape Town,
South Africa) in 2001 for UPS testing;
- A 250kW/2000 kWh (8 hours) vanadium redox flow battery in 2003/2004 on a distribution feeder
near Moab (Utah) for peak shaving, load following, frequency and voltage support, as well as
premium power for customers on the power line;
- A vanadium bromide battery in 2001 for peak shaving (1.5 MW in 1 hour) and in UPS function
against short term voltage sags (3MW in 1.5 s) for Tottorri Sanyo Electric Company (Osaka,
Japan);
- A 4 MW nominal/6 MWh grid-coupled VRB energy storage system for wind smoothing at
Tomamae wind farm (Hokkaido island, Japan);
- A 200kW/800kWh (4 hours) in Kings Island (Australia) in 2004 for facilitating wind power
integration.
Polysulfide bromine flow battery:
- In the UK: at RWE’s Little Barford Power Station (UK, 2000 to 2004), 12 MW/100 MWh facility
for blackstart capability (40 MWh reserved), frequency regulation, voltage control and arbitrage
interaction capability.
- In the US: at a Tennessee Valley Authority substation in Colombus, Mississipi, a 12 MW/100
MWh for voltage support, frequency regulation, spinning reserves and arbitrage opportunities
(2005).
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Zinc bromine flow battery:
- 400 kWh in a substation in Melbourne (2001) for peak shaving and system stability ;
- 200 kW-400kWh zinc bromine flow battery in substations in Detroit in 2001 for peak shaving and
voltage support;
- 500 kW at a solar generating station in NSW (Australia) for load management capability
demonstration
- a 2 MWh battery (4X500 kWh) ordered by PG&E to ZBB Energy in 2006 for peak shaving
capability.
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17.15 Supercapacitor (Power Storage)
Definition
Conventional capacitors include two metal plates separated by a non conductive material (the
“dielectric”). In such device, the removal of electrons from the one metal plate to the other one allows to
create a potential which can be used in an external circuit. The total stored energy is proportional to the
number of charges stored (depending on the size and material properties of the plates) and to the potential
between the plates (which depends on the dielectric properties)
Supercapacitors, also known as ultracapacitors or electric/electrochemical double layer capacitors, are
static electrical energy storage devices. They have more energy density than a conventional capacitor and
they have more power density than a battery. They bridge thus the gap between traditional batteries and
conventional capacitors. There is no chemical reaction that takes place during charging/discharging
process. The stored energy can be released very quickly at a rate that is typically only limited by current
heating of the electrodes.
Key technologies
Supercapacitors are composed of two carbon based electrodes, an electrolyte (aqueous or organic) and a
separator allowing the ions transfers while ensuring the electric insulation between the two electrodes.
Electrodes are fabricated from activated carbon fiber material deposited on metal foil with pores in the
nanometer range and very high surface area and charge separation area in the range of 10 Angstroms
[234]
- Aqueous electrolyte: HCl, H2SO4, H3PO4, KOH;
- Organic electrolyte: Et4NBF4/Acetonitrile.
Performances
The specific capacitances are very high. They are in the range of 75-175F/g for aqueous electrolyte and
40-100 F/g for organic electrolyte. The cell voltage reaches 1V per cell for aqueous electrolytes; 3-3.5V
per cell for organic electrolyte [234].
According to [234] the energy density is about 10 times compared to conventional capacitors, while the
power density is 10 times higher than that of a conventional battery.
Table 62: A comparison of conventional storage technologies (Capacitors, Ultracapacitors, Lead
Acid battery), mentioned by [235] which refers to [236]
Available Performance
Charge Time
Discharge Time
Energy (Wh/kg)
Cycle Life
Specific Power (W/kg)
Charge/Discharge efficiency

Lead Acid
battery
1 to 5 hrs
0.3 to 3 hrs
10 to 100
1000
<1000
0.7 to 0.85

Ultra
Capacitor
0.3 to 30 s
0.3 to 30 s
1 to 10
>500 000
<10 000
0.85 to 0.98

Conventional
Capacitor
10-3 to 10-6 s
10-3 to 10-6 s
< 0.1
>500 000
<100 000
> 0.95

An overview of techno-economic characteristics of supercapacitors is provided below:
- Specific power: < 10 kW/kg
- Availability: 0.3 to 30 seconds
- Energy efficiency : 85% - 98%
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-

Energy density: 3 to 5 Wh/kg (higher figures reaching 85 Wh/kg have been achieved in the lab
as of 2010) to be compared with the typical values of energy density for a conventional lead-acid
battery is typically 30 to 40 Wh/kg and modern lithium-ion batteries are about 160 Wh/kg.
Evolutions of prices: 3 to 8 Eurocents/F in 2002; below 1 Eurocent/F in 2008.

Based on a compilation of different sources, the following advantages and limitations of supercapacitors
can be listed:
Advantages
- Virtually unlimited cycle life: ultracapacitors can be cycled millions of time;
- High specific power; low resistance enables high load currents. According to ITS (Institute of
Transportation Studies, Davis, California) test results, the specific power of electric double-layer
capacitors can exceed 6 kW/kg at 95% efficiency;
- Charges in seconds; no end-of-charge termination required;
- Simple charging; draws only what it needs; no danger of overcharging;
- Improved safety, forgiving if abused (no corrosive electrolyte and low toxicity of materials);
- Excellent low-temperature charge and discharge performance, high output power, good
reversibility.
Limitations
- Low specific energy compared to an electrochemical conventional battery;
- Linear discharge voltage prevents using the full energy spectrum (the voltage varies with the
energy stored as for any capacitor);
- Low cell voltage; requires serial connections with voltage balancing if more than three capacitors
are connected in series;
- High cost per watt;
- Very low internal resistance allows extremely rapid discharge when shorted, resulting in a shock
hazard similar to any other capacitor of similar voltage and capacitance (generally much higher
than electrochemical cells);
- High self-discharge about 50%/month at 25°C, considerably higher than that of an
electrochemical battery.
The following Research and Development challenges are also mentioned in [227]:
- Development of pseudo capacitors (redox based) through metal oxides, nitrides or polymer films;
- Increase of energy density >15 Wh/kg, by surface treatment (functionalized hydrophobic carbon)
and Carbon-Carbon controlling pore sizes;
- Development of aqueous electrolytes with Carbon-Carbon systems;
- Ionic liquids for higher voltage with wide temperature range and high conductivity;
- Use of carbon nanotubes in electrodes.
In parallel the following industry challenges are in the hands of manufacturers [241]:
- Lack of standardization;
- Highly competitive marketplace;
- High manufacturing and capital costs.
Key functions
• Power quality enhancement
Ultracapacitors allow to provide bursts of power over many hundreds of thousands of cycles.
• Voltage and frequency stabilization
Ultracapacitors can support and control system stability control through voltage and frequency
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stabilization due to their ability to accept power at a far greater rate than batteries.
• Facilitation of RES and distributed generation integration
Ultracapacitors could provide distributed generation support and increase the power transfer limit to
renewable energy.
Key applications
The following applications are drawn from a review of UltraCapacitor (UC) technologies and applications
[234] whose focus is beyond the power and transmission industries. In the same source, other applications
are detailed for the telecommunication and car industry (cold start of diesel fueled engine, hybrid electric
vehicle, micro-grid and micro-generation), which are not reported here.

-

Transmission line: the need for energy storage in the power system is mainly due to the variation in
electric power demand. Ultracapacitor technology could be extended up to power transmission level.
A transmission ultracapacitor [237] (TUCAP), based on emitter turn-off thyristor technology at the
device level, modular VSC based on cascade multilevel converter technology for the converter system
and UC as the energy storage is a state of the art FACTS for utility high-power applications from
power quality enhancement, voltage and frequency stabilization, power transfer limit improvement to
renewable energy and distributed generation support. It is expected that integrating TUCAP
technology in FACTS will result in extremely fast response and that is less costly per kW/ kVA than
any other FACTS based on traditional storage/ power electronics technology [234].

-

Wind turbine system: battery storage systems deficiencies create many design challenges for the pitch
system. Their low temperature performance and their life cycle under extreme conditions require
repeated replacement throughout the life of the wind power plant; moreover they are not designed to
satisfy the pitch system power source requirements [238], which is to provide bursts of power in the
seconds range for rotor blade adjustments over many hundreds of thousands of cycles. With no
moving parts, ultracapacitor enable buffering short-term mismatches between the power available and
the power required [234].

-

System frequency and stability control: the ability to absorb and reject energy [238] quickly can make
UC useful for system stability control and as a frequency-regulation tool. They can accept power at a
far greater rate than batteries.

At the distribution level and power quality applications one should mention [234]:
Area voltage stabilizer/power conditioner / mitigation of voltage sag problem: voltage sags can be
delivered from the grid [240]; however in most cases, sags are generated on the load-side of the meter
(refrigerators, air conditioners; motors and compressors in industry, etc.). Electronic equipment with
fast response times can hardly tolerate severe sags in the supply voltage. Ultracapacitors are suited for
hardening sensitive equipment against voltage sag (extremely long life, flexible voltage, very high
pulse power). Larger-scale UC systems could provide brief bursts of energy to filter voltage sags on
the distribution system.
- Combined UC and battery UPS: by combining an UC with a battery-based UPS [238] system, the life
of the batteries can be extended. The UC provides power during short-duration interruptions and
voltage sags. The batteries provide power only during the longer interruptions. This reduces the
cycling duty on the battery and extends its life.
- UC UPS: for critical loads needing only a few seconds or tens of seconds of ride-through, an UC
system with no batteries could be used with low maintenance costs.

-

Two papers describe promising uses of supercapacitors respectively for wind fluctuation leveling in
combination with flow batteries and in combined use with STATCOM for improved performances:
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Wind fluctuations levelling [232]
An Energy Storage System (ESS) in a wind farm is required to be able to absorb wind power surges
during gusts, and have sufficient energy storage capacity to level wind fluctuations lasting for longer
periods. ESS using a single technology, such as supercapacitors, will have difficulties providing both large
power and energy capacities. Reference [232] illustrates the combination of a flow-battery supercapacitor
hybrid ESS, which takes advantage of the two complementary technologies to provide large power and
energy capacities. The battery in the hybrid ESS has low cost and high longevity; and the system overall
efficiency is improved thanks to the reduction of power losses of degree of battery discharge and of
battery power rating (due to the ability of the supercapacitor to absorb high frequency power surges).
Combined use with STATCOM [233]
STATCOMs have been considered as a technology to stabilise the grid voltage dynamically. However, its
capability of instantaneous active power circulation is limited by a small amount of stored energy in a
conventional capacitor. Supercapacitors are a promising energy storage technology to enhance the
performance of a STATCOM by giving it the ability to exchange bursts of power. In transmission and
distribution applications, supercapacitors have to be connected in series in order to withstand high voltage
stress. Reference [233] presents a test-based model of a high voltage/power supercapacitor which could
facilitate the design of topologies and control strategies to enhance the dynamic performance of
STATCOMs.
Implemented solutions
The main technology developers and manufacturers are:
• France: SAFT, Bollore Technologies
• Russia: Elit, ESMA Joint Stock Company (in cooperation with Saft), Econd (Russia/USA)
• Korea: NESS Capacitor Company; Samyoung
• Danemark: Danionics
• Israel: ECR
• Japan/Germany: EPCOS
• Japan: NEC Tokin
• Switzerland: Montena components AG, Skeleton Technologies
• Japon: Hohsen Corp., Matsushita, ELNA, Panasonic
• USA: IMRA, P.R.I., Cooper/PowerStor, Evans Corp, Kanthal/Cesiwid, Maxwell Technologies,
Ioxus
• Australia: CSIRO, Cap-XX PTY.
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17.16 Lithium-Ion batteries
Definition
The term “lithium-ion” refers to a family of battery chemistries including many varieties: it is a type of
rechargeable electrochemical battery, where lithium ions move from the negative electrode to the positive
electrode during discharge, and the other way round during charge.
Technico-economic and safety characteristics depend on the electrochemical reaction and battery types.
They are widely deployed in consumer electronics and mobile device due to their high energy density and
a slow loss of charge in a standby mode combined with a safe use. Other applications are developing in
very diverse sectors, such as military sector, automotive (electric vehicle), aerospace, and as an enabling
technology to renewable energy sources integration (e.g. combined with photovoltaic systems) (adapted
from [242][247]).
Key technologies
Lithium-Ion batteries belong to the family of Lithium based batteries, which includes different battery
chemistries, several types of cathodes and electrolytes. The cathode in Lithium-Ion batteries is a lithiated
metal oxide (LiCoO2, LiMO2, etc.) and the anode is made of graphitic carbon with a layer structure. The
electrolyte consists of lithium salts (such as LiPF6) dissolved in organic carbonates.
When the battery is being charged, the Lithium atoms in the cathode become Li+ ions and migrate through
the electrolyte and separator diaphragm toward the carbon anode where they combine with external
electrons and are deposited between carbon layers as lithium atoms. During discharge the reverse process
occurs (the lithium is extracted from the anode and inserted into the cathode).
Due to the intrinsic quality of lithium used as constituent material (i.e. a material with a small specific
gravity and high electrochemical reactivity), all lithium-based batteries and, in particular Lithium-Ion,
present high storing capacities with respect to their mass or volume.
Research and Development challenges include cost and performances targets expressed in terms of
improved energy density, ageing and durability, safety. It is also expected that research breakthroughs in
materials science will lead to significantly improved energy densities or improved safety (through the
development of conductive inorganic solid state electrolyte) at the 2030 horizon opening the way to postLithium batteries at a 2050 horizon.
More specifically at a mid-long term horizon, market implementation of Li-Ion battery will be facilitated
by Research and Development progress in cell materials, component architectures and systems.
Regarding cell materials, a lithium-ion battery is a trade-off between performance and safety. State- of-the
art materials include Lithium-Manganese-Oxide (130Wh/kg) or Lithium-Iron-Phosphate (110Wh/kg)
based cells which provide sufficient stability, since their chemical structure prohibits oxygen release at
elevated temperatures and therefore undesired reactions inside the cell.99

99

High capacity electrode materials (e.g. Lithium-Nickel-Cobalt-Manganese-Oxide or Lithium-Nickel-AluminiumOxide) provide high gravimetric energy up to 160Wh/kg but suffer from thermal instability.
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Figure 92: Cathode and Anode materials for lithium ion batteries [257]
Negative electrode materials (new materials):
Cathode material drives energy density since its theoretical lithium storage capability is 50% of the anode
material (state of the art anode material is graphite). Cathode improvement is a prerequisite with Lithium
Iron Phosphate as the actual benchmark material regarding safety behaviour. Two approaches can be
considered either employing: (i) materials providing higher operation voltage (5V materials); (ii) materials
having higher lithium storage capacity with safety issues.
Candidate hybrid materials for cathode improvements include Lithium-Manganese-Iron-Phosphate with
nanostructured and surface modified structures. For fast charge applications encountered in vehicle
applications, Lithium-Vanadium-Phosphate is a promising option which also provides higher operation
voltage.
Safe electrolytes
Employing materials able to operate at higher voltage (5V) would require electrolyte development since
state-of-the art electrolytes are not sufficiently stable in the foreseen operational ranges. Electrolytes
should allow higher charging voltages and wide operating temperature ranges. Research should also
include the understanding of electrolyte impact on ageing mechanisms and development of new
electrolyte additives. In a longer term beyond the 5V stable electrolyte, new solid electrolytes will enter
into the picture.
Low cost positive electrode materials
Options include improved Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP), Lithium-Manganese-oxide, Lithium Titanate
(LTO), etc. New positive electrode architectures (3D) are under consideration.
Increased storage capacity
The most promising approach appears to be the use of composite materials (Si/C composites) based on
graphite and nano-silicon which provides the highest lithium storage capacity amongst all materials. The
most challenging issue is to stabilize the life time because silicon undergoes high volumetric changes and
therefore disintegration during the lithium storage process.
New system architectures
The development of new system architectures (new cell architectures with lower internal resistance, use of
conversion materials versus insertion materials) will contribute to higher capability and longer life-time.
New manufacturing process
In addition improvements are expected in the manufacturing. Today, lithium ion batteries are
manufactured with the support of organic solvent based slurry technique. Electrodes are produced by
coating electrode active material pastes onto current collectors. The future use of water-based electrode
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binding materials which allow getting rid of organic solvents would constitute a manufacturing
breakthrough.
Recycling of Lithium:
The disposal of lithium batteries can be extremely dangerous. Batteries composed of lithium bromide and
sulfur dioxide dissolved in acetonitrile produce toxic cyanides upon discharge. Elemental lithium exposed
to water can decompose the water to release hydrogen which forms an explosive mixture with oxygen.
The main issue of all existing recycling processes is that valuable metals including Lithium and its
compounds are lost, since existing industrial hydrometallurgical and pyrometallurgical processes are
selective towards precious metals, heavy metals like lead, cadmium or interested in recovering nickel,
cobalt and manganese; they are not specific to recovery of lithium compounds [227][257].
Key functions
Lithium-Ion batteries constitute a breakthrough in the field of energy storage. The main advantages of LiIon batteries, when compared to other advanced storage systems, are :
- High energy density (300- 400 kWh/m3, 130 kWh/ton);
- High efficiency (nearly 100%);
- Long proven cycle life (3,000 cycles at 80% depth of discharge) and lifetime of 20 years at 20°C and
over 10 years at 40°C in floating applications;
- No memory effect and a low self-discharge rate [227].
Other advantages relate to possible synergies with other technologies such as coupling high power Li-Ion
batteries to hybrid capacitors or a combined use with SVC (Static Var Compensator) for dynamic voltage
control of power distribution grids. While current FACTS technology is focused on grid voltage
stabilization, the addition of storage technologies broadens its scope to cover short term load/supply
variations.
Key applications
Li-Ion batteries have deployed massively in small portable markets in less than twenty years: they account
now for two-thirds of all rechargeable batteries used for consumer applications. Another emerging market
includes all future automotive applications.
In parallel, there are some technical and economic challenges for a massive development of small to largescale Li-Ion batteries in large power and energy stationary applications (for grid stabilization, load
levelling, power quality, integration of decentralized energy sources into the grid, microgrids, spinning
reserves and ancillary services, etc.). Their high energy cost (about 500 €/discharged kWh) due to special
packaging and internal overcharge protection circuits hampers such deployment. A target costs at the level
of 200 €/kWh for stationary energy applications and of 35 €/kW for the stationary power applications with
an increased life cycle targets at a level of 5000 cycles should remove this barrier. It is expected that new
processing technologies based on nanotechnologies (e.g. silicon nanowires) and functionalized coatings
will contribute to reach such performances.
These targets could also be expressed in €/kWh/cycle. Today’s level of about 0.25 €/kWh/cycle
(corresponding for 1 kWh to 500 € for 2.000 cycles) has to be further reduced to a target level below 0.10
€/kWh/cycle (i.e. 200 € for 2000 cycles or 500 € for 5000 cycles).
Beyond target costs, market expectations for designing Li-Ion stationary applications include also safety
(safer and non-flammable electrolytes; solid electrolytes) and operation targets (temperature operating
window from -20 to +70°C; requirement of symmetrical behavior for charge/discharge for network
support, which will require improvement by at least 60% of the present charging power of Lithium-Ion)
[227]; [257].
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Implemented solutions
Clearly driven by the automotive and ICT industries, manufacturers of Li-Ion batteries are competing on
stationary applications in power/energy markets (ranging from kWh sizes for residential & commercial
sectors to 100’s kW-scale applications for power quality in industry up to MW-scale applications for
grid). The following main manufacturuers can be mentioned:
- USA: AVESTOR; Lithium Power Technologies; LTC (with Gaia, Germany); A123 Systems; EnerDel
- Europe: Saft; Varta; Gaia
- US/France: Johnson Controls-Saft (joint Venture US/France)
- Japan: Japan Storage Battery (JSB); Sanyo; Sony; Mitsubishi Batteries; Panasonic (Matsushita);
Hitachi (Shin-Kobe); Yuasa; DENSO Corporation
- Korea: LG chemical; Samsung; Kokam; SDI
- China: Thunder Sky Green Power Source; Beijing Continental Battery; Tianjin Lishen Battery
Holding; BYD.
The first demonstrations are deployed by manufacturers. More EU demonstration projects for large
systems (>1MW) and field testing projects in smaller residential ones are required.
A few recent installations can be mentioned in Europe and in the USA (adapted from [227]):
Europe
- The LESSY project (Lithium Electricity Storage System) test of a large-scale lithium ceramic storage
device -1MW at Fenne power plant for grid stabilization (Evonik), funded by the German Ministry for
Education and Research (BMBF) as part of the Lithium-Ion Battery (LIB) 2015 initiative;
- The EC funded ALISTORE (Advanced Lithium Energy Storage Systems Based on the Use of Nanopowders and Nano-composite Electrodes/Electrolytes) project aiming at improving lithium energy
storage systems ;
- Several projects on the coupling of Li-Ion with PV in the residential sector or, more generally,
combined with decentralized energy resources (Saft: Sol-ion, PV energy conversion and storage
project; Tenesol/Saft: modelling and field test of Li-Ion batteries in Guadeloupe island; EC funded
projects Grow-DERS; SoS-PVI; EU-DEEP; Panasonic 1,5 KWh Li-Ion for home use PV systems)
- The joint development SAFT-ABB of a new high voltage Li-Ion battery system including the SVC
Light technology of ABB to enhance the stability of power distribution grid under an increasing
penetration of renewables.
Main Li-Ion stationary US projects:
- AES energy storage and A123 Systems: 12 MW frequency regulation and spinning research project in
Chile;
- Southern California Edison (SCE): a 25 $ million grant to build Li-Ion grid storage battery (A123
technology)
- Altair technologies: 1 MW, 250 KWh battery storage system at the PJM Regional Transmission
Organization
- SEEO: $ 6,2 million grant for a 25 kWh prototype Li-Ion batteries for the power grid
- American Electric Power: plans for community Li-Ion batteries energy storage.
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17.17 Fault current limiters
Definition
A fault is an unintentional short circuit, or partial short-circuit, in an electric circuit, which can be due to a
variety of factors, such as lightning, downed power lines, or crossed power lines. During a fault, excessive
current, called fault current, flows through the electrical system; this often results in a failure of one
section of that system by causing a tripped circuit breaker or a blown fuse [262].
A Fault Current Limiter (FCL) is a device which limits the amount of current flowing through the
system [262]. Simply stated, a FCL is a device which, on the occurrence of a fault, limits the current in a
crucial branch of the circuit so that no component in the system becomes overloaded [260].
The figure below shows the effects of damages on equipments.

Figure 93: Transformer damage further to a major short–circuit fault [258]
Key technologies
The general operating principle of FCL is explained in [260]: when no limiting action takes place a fault
current of shape i1 will flow (prospective short-circuit current). This current will be interrupted by a
conventional circuit-breaker at t3. 100 The FCL device must operate within the time interval t1 and cause a
zero or negative rate of rise of the current in order to be able to limit the first peak Î1 of the short-circuit
current i1,. This can be achieved by inserting a voltage or an impedance of a high enough value into the
circuit. Such an action requires the use of non-linear elements and leads to currents of the shape i2 or i3,
respectively, depending on whether the current is only limited (i2) or limited and also interrupted (i3) (see
Figure 94).

100

The simplest way to limit the shortcircuit current would be the use of a source impedance of an appropriate high value.
However, the drawback of this solution is that it obviously also influences the system during normal operation, i.e. it results in
considerable voltage drops at high load currents.
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Figure 94: Overview of Fault Current limiting measures
According to a survey carried out by EPRI [265][266] the ideal FCL should have the following
characteristics: zero line impedance during normal conditions; fast reaction to fault; discern between fault
and temporate over-current; allow follow current for downstream protection coordination; maintain
voltage rise to within operating limits; immediate recovery; redundancy. According to [260], a high level
of reliability should be ensured (FCL will operate even after long durations between events).
Many different types of fault current limiters have been proposed over the years; the present fiche does not
claim to give a complete coverage of all these devices. Fault current limiting measures are classified into
two broad categories: passive and active (see Figure 95). A similar taxonomy of FCLs is proposed by a
more recent source [265] (see Figure 96).

Figure 95: Overview of Fault Current limiting measures
Figure 96: Taxonomy of FCLs [265]
[260][267]
While passive measures increase the source impedance both at nominal and at fault conditions, active
measures bring about a fast increase of the source impedance at fault conditions only [260]. Passive
measures (such as network splitting, splitting of busbars, introduction of higher voltage, transformers with
increased short circuit impedance, etc) can be employed to increase the source impedance and reduce fault
levels. However, as stressed in [259], they result in one or more of the following disadvantages: lower
system reliability; increased operational complexity; increased cost; reduction in power quality;
degradation of power system stability. Alternatively the power system can be designed to have a relatively
high normal operating fault level which will result in increased power quality and higher overall
equipment utilization. The actual fault currents could be limited to levels that are within the rating of the
associated electrical equipment, so as to allow safe operation, reliable protection operation and effective
fault clearances on the power system. The so-called “active” devices can be employed in power systems to
reduce the actual current that flows during fault conditions. They effectively provide small impedance
under normal system operating conditions and increased impedance during fault conditions [259].
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Active devices include solutions which are (or have been) commercially available (High-Voltage Current
Limiting Fuses; Pyrotechnic Fault Current Limiters (Is-Limiter); Resonance Links) as well as novel
approaches, which are listed in the table below [260].
Table 63: FCLs Novel Approaches [260]
Type
Passive/
Active
Superconducting FCL : Resistive type
Superconducting FCL: Shielded iron core type
Superconducting FCL: Saturated iron core type
Superconducting FCL: “Current controller” type
FCL based on PCT-resistors (2)
Liquid metal FCL
Current limiting solid-state switch
Solid-state FCL with current limiting impedance
Solid-state FCL based on hybrid principle
Current limiter based on high arc-voltage
Resonance link with switching device (vacuum, solidstate)

Characteristics
Triggering Method

Current
Interruption

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Self-triggered
Self-triggered
Self-triggered
External triggered
Self-triggered
Self-triggered
External triggered
External triggered
External triggered
External triggered

No
No
No
(1)
Yes (3)
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Active

External triggered

No

Notes: 1) depending on the layout of the device - 2) PTC: positive temperature coefficient - 3) with
integrated series switch
Three families of technologies deserve a special interest (see the technologies highlighted in bold in the
table above):
1. High-Temperature Superconducting (HTS) FCLs;
2. Solid-State FCLs (semiconductors);
3. Hybrid FCLs.

1. High-Temperature Superconducting (HTS) FCLs
As their name suggests this category uses superconducting-based material, which have the following
properties:
• Zero resistivity below a critical temperature (Tc) and a critical current density (jc).
• As soon as jc and/or Tc are surpassed the resistivity of the material increases rapidly.
As explained in [260], most HTS FCLs concepts exploit this sharp transition of superconductors from zero
resistance at normal currents to a finite resistance at higher current densities. Therefore, fault currents are
limited instantly when the critical current is exceeded. Thanks to these characteristics, a superconducting
FCL comes close to the “ideal” fault current limiter behavior of a self-triggered, fail safe device [260].
Source [262] further categorises HTS FCLs projects currently underway into two broad classes: resistive
HTS FCL and inductive FCLs. As the name implies, the inductive limiter limits the fault current by
introducing a suitable inductance in the fault circuit, while a resistive limiter achieves this function by
introducing a resistance [269].
In particular, the following categories of HTS FCLs are distinguished: resistive and inductive, the latter
including saturated and shielded iron [258].
1.1 Resistive HTS FCLs
In a resistive HTS FCL, the HTS material absorbs the fault current by quickly switching the HTS
material from a superconducting state to a highly resistive state, which then limits the fault current. This
transition occurs automatically and triggers the current to transfer into a current limiting coil or reactor
[262].
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Figure 97: Resistive superconducting FCL [260]
One current disadvantage of this device is that there is energy loss caused by the current leads passing
from room temperature to cryogenic temperature. According to [259] this will result in a loss of
approximately 40-50 W/kA heat loss per current lead at cold temperature.
1.2 Shielded Iron Core FCLs
As explained in [260], Shielded Iron Core FCLs consist of an iron core, a primary (normal conducting)
winding and a superconducting cylinder. The device can be viewed as a transformer with a shorted
(superconducting) secondary winding.
In normal operation the ampere-turns in the primary winding are balanced by the induced current in the
superconductor (the superconductor screens the iron core). In this state the impedance of the device is very
low. In a fault situation, the superconductor can no longer shield the iron core, flux enters the iron and a
high impedance is inserted in the line which is to be protected.

Figure 98: Shielded iron core superconducting FCL [260]
According to [260], shielded Iron Core FCLs have the following advantages: no current leads are needed
and since the number of turns of the secondary winding can be much smaller than the primary turns; only
short superconductors are needed and the voltage drop in the cryogenic part of the device is very low.
However, their main drawbacks are their relatively large volume and high weight.
1.3 Saturated Iron Core FCLs
In saturated Iron core FCLs, a copper coil with an iron core is inserted in the circuit. The iron core is kept
in saturation during normal operation through the magnetic field of an additional superconducting winding
(see Figure 98). In normal operation the impedance of the device is low. In case of an overcurrent, the
large fault current desaturates the iron core of the series AC coils and the increased reactance limits the
fault current [262]. The superconducting winding is exposed only to DC currents and always stays in the
superconducting state so that it needs no recovery time after a fault.
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Figure 99: Circuit diagram of a saturated iron core Figure 100: FCL with saturated iron [258]
superconducting FCL [260]
According to [259], this device requires less superconductor material and a smaller cryogenic system.
But, the requirement for the iron cores makes it bulky when compared to other SCFCL devices.

2. Solid-State FCLs (SSFCL)
Solid-State FCLs use high-speed solid-state switching devices to rapidly insert an energy absorbing
impedance into the circuit in order to limit the fault current. They switch power into an energy absorber
within a few microseconds of a fault current, thereby preventing the onset of damaging current from
reaching utility assets, such as circuit breakers [262].
They consist of semiconductor devices which are able to interrupt a fault current during its rise before the
peak value is reached. For this purpose, self-commutated solid-state devices, such as GTOs (Gate TurnOff Thyristor), IGBTs (Insulated Bipolar Transistor) or GCTs (Gate Commutated Thyristor) are used. In
principle it is also possible to use thyristors together with a commutation circuit [260].
According to [260], solid-state devices allow both ultra-fast current limiting switches (interrupting time a
few milliseconds) and FCLs limiters able to sustain the limited fault current as long as necessary for a
conventional circuit-breaker to clear the fault. The main drawbacks of the solid-state current limiter are its
cost and losses.
3. Hybrid FCLs
A hybrid FCL consists of a combination of modules of different types, each fulfilling a certain task during
the operation of the device. Modules can be mechanical (e.g. transfer switch); commutating path (e.g.
IGCT); limiting path (e.g. low-inductive non linear resistor) [260]. They are externally triggered.
Key functions
The need for FCLs is driven by rising system fault current levels as energy demand increases, more
distributed generation and clean energy sources, such as wind and solar, are added to an already
overburdened system and network interconnections increase. In particular, as pointed out in [260], the
connection of independent power producers to transmission networks causes an increase of short-circuits
currents. As a consequence, in certain part of the networks the short-circuit currents approach or even
exceed the limiting values. In particular, according to another more recent source [258], in the near future,
networks may reach or exceed their short-circuit limits, which means: an increase of fault levels beyond
the capacities of existing circuit breakers; fault levels increasing before circuit-breaker opens (first peak).
Present network systems are designed to tolerate high currents for several cycles: faults are interrupted
within 100 ms (for 100kV system) and 60 ms (> 100 kV system). But the system fault levels are
increasing [258].
Therefore, excessive short-circuit currents have become an important issue for power systems operators
and there are clear indications for a growing interest in devices which are capable of limiting fault
currents.
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In this context, FCLs fulfill the following key function: Reduction of the short-circuit current of the
system (compared to other solutions used today) and single to multiple shot (fault) protection of
electricity grid.
The possible solutions used today to limit fault currents (i.e. explosive fault limiting fuses and serial
reactors) have the following disadvantages [262]; [269]:
– explosive fault limiting fuses require a service call to replace the fuse after each event (i.e. once the
fuse blows) and they are only available for voltages below 35 kV.
– series reactors have high resistive losses, are bulky, and contribute to grid instability (or grid voltage
drops).
FCLs overcome these weaknesses. In particular, HTS FLC allow a reduction of fault currents by a factor
of 3-10 and single shot protection for 5-10 cycles plus automatic resetting after several minutes [269].
Moreover they are suitable for distribution and transmission voltages up to ~138 kV.
As seen in the technology description, four design technical characteristics distinguish the implementation
of such function by each category of FCLs: Automatic resetting (recovery time); Self-triggered/ external
triggered; With/without current interruption.

Key applications
Applications of FCLs refer to the possible installations of the FCL in the system. According to [261], FCL
can in principle be installed in bus ties/couplings, in incoming feeders or in outgoing feeders.

Figure 101: Possible installations of FCLs [261]
note: circuit-breakers, disconnectors, etc. are not shown
According to an inquiry carried out by the CIGRE [261], the preferred locations for installing FCL are bus
ties (52 %) and incoming feeders (33 %). The following table provides a more detailed explanation of
these different installation options together with their advantages, based on [259].
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Table 64: FCLs installation options and related advantages [259]
Installation options
Fault Current Limiter in the
Coupling

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Fault Current Limiters in the
Incoming Feeders

•
•
•
•

Fault Current Limiters in the
Outgoing Feeder

•
•
•
•

By parallel connection of transformers (two systems) one will get an
even distribution of the feeding transformers.
Reduction of the required short circuit capability of the system.
Reduction of the network impedance.
No disconnection of the feeding transformers after tripping of the
FCL.
By parallel connection of transformers (two systems) one will get an
even distribution of the feeding transformers.
Reduction of the required short circuit capability of the system.
Reduction of the network impedance.
The short-circuit current of the feeding sources (transformers and
generator) will be reduced
By parallel connection of the transformer (two systems) one will get
an even distribution of the feeding transformers.
Reduction of the required short circuit capability of the sub-systems.
Reduction of the network impedance.
In each outgoing feeder a FCL is installed. By doing this, only the
short-circuit current flowing to the faulty outgoing feeder will be
reduced. The main bus must be designed to carry the total shortcircuit current

Implemented solutions
FCL are under active development mainly in Germany, the USA, Korea and China. In particular, although
superconducting FCL are not commercially available, successful field trials have recently been undertaken
in Germany and the USA [259]
USA
The US DOE-Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability has funded the following projects
[262]:
 Three HTS FCL projects, carried out by American Superconductor, Zenergy Power, Inc., and
SuperPower, Inc.
– A project implemented by Zenergy Power inc. and aiming to design, test, and demonstrate a 138- kV
transmission class inductive HTS FCL.
– A project implemented by SuperPower inc. and aiming to design, test, and demonstrate a 138-kV
resistive HTS FCL that features a matrix design.
– A project implemented by American Superconductor which is developing and in-grid testing a
three-phase, high-voltage, 138-kV resistive HTS FCL, called a SuperLimiter™, which uses second
generation (2G) wire.
 One solid-state FCL project led by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and aimed at
developing a 69-kVclass solid-state current limiter (SSCL). The SSCL uses Super Gate Turnoff
Thyristor (SGTO) semiconductor switches to rapidly switch the SSCL from a low-impedance state
to a higher impedance state. The goal is to build and test several smaller-scale devices, leading up
to a 69- kilovolt, 1000-amp, single-phase SSCL, which will look much like a transformer and will
be cooled internally by a circulated cooling fluid.
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Figure 102: Zenergy fault current limiter operating in Southern California Edison’s Avanti Circuit [262]

Table 65: Overview of DOE FCL projects [263]

Europe
In 2008/09 Nexans SuperConductors GmbH (Germany) produced the first non-publicly funded faultcurrent limiter units. In close cooperation with two customers, Applied Superconductor Limited (ASL,
UK) and Vattenfall (Germany), Nexans produced and deliver two resistive superconducting limiter
devices. However, both devices are designed for the medium voltage grid and were tested at the high
voltage and high power lab IPH in Berlin [270].
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17.18 Innovative Towers
Definition
An electricity pylon or transmission tower is a tall structure, usually a steel lattice tower, used to
support overhead electricity conductors for electric power transmission.
A variety of architectures, sizes and shapes exist and conductors can be used in HVAC or HVDC.
Typical height ranges from 15 to 55 meters but higher structures exist. In addition to steel, other
materials may be used such as concrete or wood 101.

Environmental issues during the construction phase of power transmission projects include the
following102:
• Terrestrial habitat alteration
• Aquatic habitat alteration
• Electric and magnetic fields
• Hazardous materials.
These design constraints can be used as innovation drivers as demonstrated in the recent Dutch
example (see below). For instance, alteration of terrestrial habitat for construction of transmission
projects may also yield benefits for wildlife such as the creation of protective nesting, rearing, and
foraging habitat for certain species; the establishment of travel and foraging corridors for ungulates and
other large mammals; and nesting and perching opportunities for large bird species atop transmission
towers and associated infrastructures.

Key technologies
Innovative towers include towers based on new materials and/or new designs adapted to specific local
regulations. One or two earth conductors for lightning protection are often mounted at the top of each
tower.
Hence, examples of innovative towers are provided in the section about “implemented solutions”.

101
102

See for instance [275].
See for instance [276].
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Key functions
• To support transmission lines at high voltages under long distances while respecting safety
constraints and improving environmental footprint.
Key applications
Three-phase electric power systems are used for high and extra-high voltage AC transmission lines (50
kV and above).
Today, typical transmission towers are designed to carry three (or multiples of three) conductors. They
are usually steel lattices or trusses. The insulators are either glass or porcelain discs or composite
insulators using silicone rubber or EPDM rubber material assembled in strings or long rod whose
length is dependent on the line voltage and environmental conditions.
In some countries, towers for high and extra-high voltage are usually designed to carry two or more
electric circuits.
Implemented solutions
Innovative designs of towers are already being deployed by European TSOs, among which the
following can be mentioned:
•

Randstad380 project (TenneT, the Netherlands): A new type of pylon will be used starting in
2010. The pylons were designed as a minimalist structure. The main benefits are reduced magnetic
field and visual impact on the surrounding landscape. A very different visual appearance than the
older steel lattice constructions was chosen by the designers to produce a more “contemporary”
outlook acting both on the restrained shape and the colors. The so-called ”Wintrack” design uses
new pylons with the following features:
–
–
–
–
–

the clustered circuits are attached to two slender cones with the conductors placed closer to
each other, which considerably reduce each other magnetic fields
the building restrictions due to the magnetic field intensity can be reduced to 100m.
The impact of the magnetic field can be even further reduced by hanging the conductors
higher, increasing the height of the pylons or by placing them in close succession
Maintenance costs are reduced as well: the simpler and smoother structure makes the pylons
less prone to structural damages
A new “high step” system is proposed to climb along the pylons, which replaces the traditional
climbing irons which requires specific tooling
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Figure 103: The Wintrack towers and design
•

Tubular pylons, or lily pylons are also an attractive design. They are used in urban settings,
and for high and very high voltage lines. Their compact structure results in a mininum space
occupation and represents viable alternative, under certain landscape conditions, to traditional
pylons. Their main features are:
-

Minimisation of the footprint at the base (in the order of 5 m2 for single pole tubular
towers against 250 m2 of conventional pylons, for 380 kV);
less visual impact, which can reduce the environmental impact of new lines in areas of
particular scenic interest.

Tubular pylons are already in use for 150 and 132 kV lines (for instance 41 such pylons have
been installed on the 132 kV network in Val d’Ossola Sud, Italy) and are progressively being
deployed also for EHV (380 kV). In particular, more than 200 tubular pylons will be installed
by TERNA on the following future 380 kV lines: “Sorgente-Rizziconi” (between Sicily and
Calabria regions),“Trino-Lacchiarella” (between Piemonte and Lombardia regions) and
“Chignolo Po- Maleo” (in Lombardia) [272]

Figure 104: Examples of Tubular pylons-1

•

Figure 105: Examples of Tubular pylons-2

Fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) have found increased application in building construction
in recent years. Glass and porcelain insulators are susceptible to shattering by thrown or shot
projectiles. They are more and more replaced with composite synthetics. Composite synthetics
may be a combination of fibreglass, plastic and resin which can be in service for more than 25
years. When modern composite synthetics are used, often the insulating core consists of glass
fibers in a resin-based matrix to achieve maximum tensile strength.
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Synthetic composite insulator end-fitting, silicone rubber housing and FRP rod core.
•

•

•

•

High-Strength Pre-stressed Hollow Circular Poles for the transmission of High-Voltage
Electricity (Switzerland) [273] based on Spun concrete for the prototype. High strength
concrete and Carbon fiber-reinforced plastic high-strength bars were used to make 27 m high
poles for 110 kV power lines in the northeastern part of Switzerland.
Foster Pylons: These pylons, which combine aesthetics and technology innovation, have
been designed for TERNA by Sir Norman Foster, the British architect and designer among the
main representatives of the high-tech architecture. These pylons aim at a more harmonious
integration of OHL in the Italian rural and urban landscape.
Ten such pylons were installed in 2009 in Tuscany (Italy), along the high voltage line
"Tavarnuzze-S.Barbara". The futuristic design of the Foster pylons (max height 46.5 meters
and a footprint at 8x3.5 meter base) requires new assembling installation techniques, qualified
installers and new operating and maintenance procedures.
Rosental Pylons: The Rosental Company, thanks to the project of the architect Hugh Dutton,
won the first prize in the international competition "Pylons of the Future "launched by Terna
for the design of new pylons with low visual impact.

Figure 106: Examples of Foster pylons

Figure 107: Examples of Rosental pylons

Finally, a very recent idea is that, since OHL towers cannot be fully transparent, they should be used as
art in the landscape (see some examples proposed by the artist Elena Paroucheva are presented below
[274]).
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Figure 108: Examples of artistic towers
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ANNEX II: RATIONALE FOR DISCARDING/SELECTING
TECHNOLOGIES UNDER THE RESPONSIBILITY OF TSOS

Table 66 shows the list of examined technologies and the choices that have been made to retain
or discard them towards the building of the technology portfolio. Table 66 summarises the main
reasons behind the selection process of the technology portfolio.
The following main reasons justify retaining a certain number of technologies in the list: the
technology is driven by TSOs’ architecture requirements; the technology might have major
impacts on existing grids (controllability, monitoring); the technology is more and more needed
at operational level or may lead to breakthrough architectures.
The main reasons for discarding a certain number of technologies from the list are the following:
the technology is an emerging technology for TSOs involving major scientific challenges before
real time use; the technology involves strategic manufacturers’ technology choices with no
specific inputs from TSOs; the technology is too linked to specific TSOs’ operations.
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Table 66: Rationale for discarding/selecting technologies under the responsibility of TSOs
Covered by study
Comments
(Yes/No)
Y
Real time thermal rating
More and more needed at operational level
More and more needed to increase transmission capacity without implementing new overhead lines. In particular XLPE (Cross Linked Polyethylene
Y
Underground and submarine cables
Insulation) cables are considered as the most suitable technology for future applications and integration in the transmission grid
Y
Superconducting cables
Technology push but of interest since leading to breakthrough architectures
Y
High Temperature Conductors
Allow extending operating temperature and thus increasing transmission capacity compared to conventional conductors
Innovative design HVAC lines (towers
Enhanced transmission capacity for short-medium distance
Y
and equipments)
N
Extra High Voltage cables
Not a technology itself but meant more as an operating option for the pan-European grid
Y
Gas Insulated Lines
Allow transporting high power loads in structures such as bridges and tunnels
Y
Fault current limiters
Ensure network controllability
Y
HVDC
Major architecture options
Y
PST
Major impacts on existing grids; ensure enhanced controllability
Y
FACTS
Major impacts on existing grids; ensure enhanced controllability
WAMS/WACS
Y (WAMS)
N (WACS)
WACS is a further extension of WAMS which therefore requires a clear vision on the future of WAMS in Europe
Storage technologies
Storage applications for TSOs include mainly frequency control, voltage support, power quality with minimum sizing requirements.
Y
The retained storage technologies are: Wind powered pumped hydro storage, CAES, FES, SMES, Na-S, Flow batteries, Super/Ultracapacitors, LiIon..
Real time information system
N
Dedicated to TSO operation and thus specific to each TSO
Models and tools for decision-making
Upstream RTD issues which will be upgraded through ENTSO-E activities over the next ten years
and situational awareness
N
Low loss transformers
N
Continuous improvement by manufacturers
Protective relay systems, Reliability
based maintenance tools, Real time
N
assets assessment tools
The challenges are for the interconnected system at EU level. It needs a revisit of security criteria and the development of more harmonized grid
codes before leaving manufacturers to propose the appropriate technology configurations.
Emergency control systems,
Automated restoration using
N
controlled FACTS and/or HVDC

Candidate Technology
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ANNEX III: STAKEHOLDERS’ AND MANUFACTURERS’ INPUTS

The revision process of the present deliverable, which took place end of 2010 and early 2011,
benefited from the inputs of the following players:
- The four REALISEGRID TSOs (Terna, Verbund APG, RTE-I, TenneT)
- REALISEGRID active contributors to the roadmap (TUDO, Prysmian, JRC, RSE)
- IRENE-40 consortium under the coordination of AREVA and including three leading
transmission components manufacturers (ABB, AREVA, SIEMENS) and academics partners
(Imperial College, ITH Zürich, TUD, ECN, ICCS-NTUA, RWTH)
- The members of the REALISEGRID Stakeholders board (see Table 68; Table 69).
This selection process involved several interactions with the above mentioned players, which
gave specific contributions to the validation and revision process, as explained in Table 67.
Table 67: Contribution of different stakeholders to the roadmap validation and revision process
Actor
REALISEGRID TSOs and WP1 partners

IRENE-40 consortium
IRENE-40 consortium and SUSPLAN consortium
Stakeholder Board (Annual review 2, Arnhem 2010)

Contribution
- Rationale for selection of technologies,
- Selection of technology clusters
- Qualitative assessment of the benefits
- cost Data gathering,
- Drafting and validation of the time agenda per
technology
- Validation of the roadmap structure and content
- Dedicated review of the roadmap with general as
well as specific comments on each technology
- Inter-project coordination
Answer to the following questions about the technology
roadmap:
-

-

-

-

Stakeholder board (Annual review 1, Paris September
28th 2009)

Answer to the following questions about Transmission
technologies scan and cost issues:
-

Additional Stakeholders (WP1 workshops, Paris
October 1st 2009, and Arhem, September 29th 2010 )

How can we improve, with the support of manufacturers,
the existing database giving ranges of typical investment
costs for innovative technologies?
How to clarify the different points of views between TSOs
and manufacturers, especially about the use of some
types of FACTS? And among TSOs for the use of real
time innovative technologies (such as WAMS, RTTR)?
How could the REALISEGRID qualitative benefit
assessment be coupled with a specific quantitative
benefits assessment relying on simulations?
How to connect the REALISEGRID Roadmap with the
on-going studies of a pan-European supergrid by 2050
initiated within ENTSO-E?

What are the technologies to be retained for the
REALISEGRID roadmap
Do you agree with the average cost ranges collected in
the literature (HVAC OHL, HVAC Underground XLPE
cables, HVDC cables, CSC and VSC, PST, FACTS)

Comments on the technology selection rationale and the
presented roadmap

The detailed lists of external stakeholders are presented below.
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Table 68: List of external stakeholders (Stakeholder Board and WP1 workshop, September 28th
and 29th 2010, Arnhem-The Netherlands)

Name

Organisation

W. Wellssow
A. Mansoldo
P. Van Roy
C. Ray
M. van der Meijden
J.L. Fernandez
I. Perez-Arriaga

Siemens, Germany
EirGrid, Ireland
ELIA, Belgium
NGC, UK
TenneT, Netherlands, and ENTSO-E
REE, Spain
UP Comillas, Spain

Table 69: List of external Stakeholders (Stakeholder Board, 29th September 2009, Paris-France and
WP1 workshop, October 1st 2009, Paris-France)

Name

Organisation

Kresimir Bakic
Daniele Benintendi
Stefan Burri
Andrea Caizzi
Enrico Maria Carlini
Luigi Debarberis
Patrick Favre-Perrod
Lars Audun Fodstad
Chavdar Ivanov
Sven Kaiser
Wolfgang Kerner
Sébastien Lepy
Andrea Mansoldo
Federico Silvestro
Jorge Alberto Mendes de Sousa
Rafael Mihalic
Giuliano Monizza
Vincent Rious
Fabian Scharf
Gerd Schauer
Marc Trotignon

ELES
FEEM
Swiss Federal Energy Commission
AEEG
TERNA S.p.A.
Joint Research Centre - The European Commission
Areva T&D
Statkraft
ENTSO-E
E-control
Former European Commission Officer
ENTSO-E (and RTE)
EirGrid
Università di Genova
ISEL (Lisboa University)
Univerza z Ljubljani
T&D Europe (Manufacturers Association)
Florence School of Regulation
German Federal Network Agency (BNetzA)
Verbund
EDF

Mart A.M.M. van der Meijden
Wolfram Wellssow
Xiao-Ping Zhang
Miro Zunec

TenneT
Siemens
University of Birmingham
ELES
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